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Preface and 
Acknowledgements
This book is a result of collaboration between the Faculty of Architecture at 
Sapienza University in Rome and the Research department at the University 
College of Norwegian Correctional Service, KRUS, in Oslo. The collaboration 
goes back to 2001, when one of the editors had a university scholarship at 
La  Sapienza.1 Over the past few years this collaboration has been further 
developed and has involved field visits both in Italy and Norway, seminars, the 
establishment of the PriArcH network and this book.

Ferdinando Terranova, former professor at the Faculty of Architecture at La 
Sapienza University in Rome, has played a key role in the network. He has 
always insisted that collaboration between our countries is of great importance 
regarding prison architecture, as well as being important in terms of sharing 
and discussing various analytical and methodological possibilities within 
architecture and penology.

In 2014 the Research department at KRUS was invited to and visited vari-
ous institutions in Rome: the Facilities of the Penitentiary Services within the 
Ministry of Justice, La Rebibbia Prison and Garante dei Detenuti, which is an 
independent organization working for the rights of prisoners. The year after, in 
2015, KRUS arranged the first seminar «Prison, Materiality & Humans». 
Through the seminar, we wanted to create an opportunity to discuss prison 
space and enable closer cooperation between researchers, architects and those 
involved in planning and constructing prisons. To this seminar Italian archi-
tects and researchers were invited, among others, to presented their study 

1 As part of her doctoral thesis financed by the Norwegian Research Council, Elisabeth Fransson 
received one year of scholarship from the council to study residential child care institutions in Italy. 
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fields within prison architecture. Their presentations fit very well into the long 
empirical and theoretical research tradition at KRUS regarding prison, materi-
ality and the imprisoned body. We also invited our Italian guests to visit Halden 
Prison. After the seminar we started the PriArcH network and the planning of 
this book.

Our common interests in prison architecture and humans have also been 
nurtured through other various connections, relations and networks – all 
important for this book. Here we will just mention some of the input we see as 
particularly important. One, has been the possibility to present papers at 
EUROCRIM in Porto and Münster. Also vital was participation in the Deleuze 
seminar and conference in Rome in 2016, as well as the Annual Conference of 
the Royal Geographical Society at the British Geographers Institute in London 
in 2015, and the first conference on ‘Carceral Geography’ in Birmingham in 
2016. The collaboration between KRUS and Franz James – University of 
Gothenburg, Gudrun Brottveit – Østfold University College and Linda 
Grøning – University of Bergen has been inspiring, and represents a valuable 
contribution to this book.

On the Italian side, interest for the topic arises through different networks 
with colleagues inside Sapienza University of Rome, University of Camerino, 
European University of Rome and an Italian architectural firm named 
Fagnoni&Associate, who worked on the design of a prototype prison that we 
will introduce to the readers in this book. In the future we aim to extend our 
networks to involve more academics and more design experts, believing that 
the strength of the network is the multidisciplinary approach to the topic 
Prison Architecture and Humans.

The legacy of the classics within sociology and criminology with names 
such as Michel Foucault, Erving Goffman, Gresham M. Sykes has been impor-
tant, but collaboration with Professor Terranova has also opened our gaze to 
the Italian philosopher Antonio Gramsci. On the other hand, the Norwegian 
pioneer in the field of criminology, Nils Christie, who has been translated into 
Italian, has been inspiring to both parties. The organized tightness and pain 
associated with isolation from society has a crucial impact on research both in 
the KRUS research tradition, as well as La Sapienza’s work regarding the archi-
tecture of various types of health and social institutions.

We dedicate this book to Professor Ferdinando Terranova! Thank you for 
inviting the KRUS research group to Rome and for showing us around, as well 
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as for the idea of seminars and the suggestion to make this book. We also 
thank you for coming to Norway and, in the “old academic seminar way”, 
introducing us to Antonio Gramsci’s work. Moreover we are grateful to you for 
bringing researchers together in a very familiar way, insisting that Italy and 
Norway are countries that have to collaborate! 

Oslo/Rome
Elisabeth Fransson, Francesca Giofrè and Berit Johnsen
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CHAPter 1

Prison Architecture as a Field 
of Study: A Multidisciplinary 
Contribution
Elisabeth Fransson, Francesca Giofrè and Berit Johnsen

My cell is as large as a student’s small room: I would say that roughly it measures three 
by four and a half meters and three and a half meters in height. The window looks out 
on the courtyard where we exercise: of course it is not a regular window; it is a so-called 
wolf ’s maw with bars on the inside; only a slice of sky is visible and it is impossible to 
look into the courtyard or to the side. The position of the cell is worse than that of the 
previous one whose exposure was south-south-west (the sun became visible around ten 
o’clock and at two it occupied the center of the cell with a band at least sixty centimeters 
wide); in the present cell, which I think has a south-west-west exposure, the sun shows 
up around two and remains in the cell until late, but with a band twenty-five centime-
ters wide. During this warmer season it will perhaps be better this way. Besides: my 
present cell is located over the prison’s mechanical workshop and I hear the rumble of the 
machines; but I’ll get used to it. The cell is at once very simple and very complex. I have 
a wall cot with two mattresses (one filled with wool); the sheets are changed approxi-
mately every fifteen days. I have a small table and a sort of cupboard-night stand, a 
mirror, a basin and pitcher made of enamelled iron. I own many aluminium objects 
bought at the Rinascente department store that has set up an outlet in the prison. I have 
a few books of my own; each week I receive eight books to read from the prison library 
(double subscription). (Antonio Gramsci, April 4th 1927, from the English translation 
1994/2011: 91-92)

These lines from “Lettere dal carcere” (1947) were written by the Italian politi-
cian and philosopher Antonio Gramsci. His letters give a detailed description 
of prison architecture as well as how prison life affects the body in the way he 
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sees his surroundings and hears sounds, and the way light finds its way into the 
cell and makes it possible for him to read. Gramsci, also a journalist, Communist 
and resistance fighter, was arrested in November 1926 by the Fascist regime in 
Italy. After a long time in custody he was in 1928 sentenced to twenty years’ 
imprisonment. He died in April 1937, just a few days after being released, 
46 years old. The biographical material he left through his letters is of consider-
able historical and penological value and reminds us, among other things, of 
the importance of prison architecture and how the human body habituates to 
material conditions. Small details, like different objects and things, which in 
ordinary life outside prison seem insignificant and taken for granted, become 
important inside the prison in order to construct a meaningful existence.

The way Gramsci describes his cell tells us that this room and the space 
connected to it, hold his whole existence – simple, but at the same time very 
complex: in the bed he sleeps, lies awake, dreams, worries and feels the structure 
of his bed. With the aluminium objects he eats, feels his appetite and is reminded 
of food and meals outside prison, and with the help of the basin and pitcher he 
washes himself and tries to uphold some measure of hygiene and an acceptable 
appearance. In the mirror he can see an image of himself – of who he has become. 
In reading the books he – according to himself – works, but at the same time he 
is reminded of the ‘real work’ right beneath him as the prison design has placed 
the workshops there. Right outside the cell is the courtyard where he can be out-
side, but through the narrow window he only gets a glimpse of the sky. The rest 
of the prison landscape and its surroundings are hidden from him. Everything 
he needs is in one sense provided, for example shelter, food, various utensils and 
health service (the last, though, was badly met in Gramsci’s case). On the other 
hand everything is taken away from him. Gramsci’s description is therefore 
extraordinary in describing what Goffman (1961) refers to as total institutions. 
Often, like in a prison, life in a total institution is regulated by a totalitarian 
regime. Laws, rules and regulations tell what a body can and cannot do, and 
strict schedules regulate where a body should be in each hour of the day, which 
Moran (2012, 2015) refers to as carceral TimeSpace. In prisoners’ stories of what 
it is like to be in prison, as in the text of John and in the chapters written by 
James, Fransson and Brottveit, the pain – expressed in the anger, frustration, bit-
terness, helplessness, hopelessness and sadness the prisoners feel – is often linked 
to an intricate interplay between the total institution, the totalitarian regime and 
the relationship between the material and the social.
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Our point of departure in this book project is to explore prison architecture 
in terms of how materiality, place and space intertwine with people’s experi-
ences of a prison – how it is experienced, how it is assumed to be experienced, 
and how it should be experienced – and how materiality, place and space 
appear in different contexts. Prison, architecture and humans are, in this 
anthology, understood as related concepts. We draw upon a complex and 
reflexive cultural concept, understanding prison architecture as both discur-
sive, relational and historical.

On Architecture, Humans and Prisons
The earliest definition of architecture and its obligations is from ancient his-
tory. Vitruvius wrote in the first century BCE Ten Books of Architecture: De 
architettura1, and included both town planning and the planning of fortresses. 
Vitruvius believed that architecture must unite:

Durability (firmitas) - Structures must be stable, durable and resistant to stress
Utility (utilitas) - Structures must be useful and appropriate
Beauty (venustas) - Structures must be beautiful and for the enjoyment of humans.

In the narrow understanding of the concept of architecture, it involves art or 
science to plan the design of a man-made environment - the meeting between 
man-made space and nature, and the interaction between man and his sur-
roundings. The architecture icon, Arne Gunnarsjaa reproduces several earlier 
definitions, in order to attempt to make a summary definition:

Architecture is the art of solving a building assignment by first analyzing and formulat-
ing the problems of the task based on the different and often contradictory needs and 
requirements that are promoted, and analyzing the site’s particular site character, and 
then answering the task by providing the visual form and the whole, in conjunction with 
the nature of the place, while resolving technical, constructive, functional, social, sym-
bolic and economic requirements; so as to create a synthesis - an architectural whole - 
place and construction, and facilitate the lives of humans and work in this so that life 
can take place; all realized in a particular technical / constructive design and with a 
certain visual form expression; a characteristic formal organization: a particular style. 
(wikipedia.no)

1 Vituvius “De Architettura” in Arts and Humanities Through the Eras ID: ISBN: 978-0-7876-9384-8
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The Swedish historian of architecture Elias Cornell (1966) defines architecture 
as the “esthetical organization of practical reality”. It refers to the composition 
and design of buildings, walls and fences that physically constitute a prison. 
According to time and shifting perspectives, different philosophical positions 
have emerged. One is postmodernism, a movement in the late 20th century in 
art, literature, architecture, and literary criticism. Postmodernism asserted 
that the world is in a state of persistent imperfection and constantly insoluble. 
Postmodernism promoted the perception of radical pluralism; that there are 
many ways of knowledge, and many truths in a fact. From a postmodernist 
perspective, knowledge is articulated from different perspectives, with all its 
uncertainties, complexities and paradoxes. Postmodernism was also a move-
ment within architecture that rejected modernism and the avant-garde, and 
was understood as a project, according to James Morley, that rejected tradi-
tion in favor of going “where no one has gone before” or: creating forms hav-
ing no other purpose than that they are new. Postmodernism includes skeptical 
interpretations of culture, literature, art, philosophy, history, economics, 
architecture, fiction, and literary criticism. It is often associated with decon-
struction and poststructuralism, and as its use as a term gained considerable 
popularity at the same time as the post-structural ideas of the 20th century 
(Frichot and Loo, 2013).

Someone who has had a far-reaching and significant impact on both the 
practice and thinking of architecture since the 1980s, is the French philoso-
pher Gilles Deleuze. In the book “What Is Philosophy?” Gilles Deleuze 
and  Félix Guattari (1994:2) elegantly connect architecture and philosophy 
writing:

There is no heaven for concepts. They must be invented, fabricated, or rather created 
and would be nothing without their creator’s signature.

The philosopher’s answer to ‘‘What is philosophy?” is always already architec-
tural when they say it is ‘‘the art of forming, inventing and fabricating con-
cepts” (Deleuze and Guattari,1994:2-3).

The work of Deleuze has contributed to critical approaches regarding eco-
logical, political and social problems that architecture has to deal with, and to 
the relationship between aesthetics and ethics. He manages to think otherwise 
and at the same time reinforces architecture’s relevance to philosophy. The dis-
cussion about the link between philosophy and architecture may relate to 
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the assumption that architecture has to do with built projects. It is however 
valuable to understand architecture as “thinking-doing” because when archi-
tecture is practiced and a prison is constructed, immanent in all this activity 
the productive role of critical and creative thinking continues:

What the philosophy of Deleuze and also Guattari provides are the critical and  creative 
skills by which we can further expand the field of architecture, question authorship and 
creativity, reconsider architectural ethics and politics, and rethink what architecture can 
do and what it can become. It follows that an architect, with her required spatial, 
 temporal, corporal and affectual abilities, participates in ‘forming, inventing and 
 fabricating concepts’ thus becoming-philosopher. (Fricot and Loo, 2013:4)

One example of how Deleuze has inspired others creatively is, among others, 
in an essay from 1996 where Elizabeth Diller introduces the “crease metaphor” 
(Diller, 1996:92). She described the laundry work of prisoners in correctional 
facilities and observed that they developed a coded communication language 
formed by ironing crease patterns into prison uniforms:

Like the prison tattoo, another form of inscription on soft, pliable surfaces, the crease is 
a mark of resistance by the marginalized (ibid:86). Unlike the tattoo, the crease acts 
directly on the institutional skin of the prison uniform, and unlike the tattoo, its lan-
guage is illegible to the uninitiated. (Diller, 1996: 93)

The crease2 possesses a resistance to transformation, having a long memory and 
is hard to remove. Its resistance persists until a new order is inscribed (Burns, 
2013:32-33). Several of the chapters in this book are inspired by the reading of 
Deleuze. Also Doreen Massey points out that a place, such as a prison, is not 
just physical buildings but overlapping social activities and social relationships 
that are in a process of change. A place, like in this book – a prison, does not 
have one unambiguous identity without friction. This is because a place evolves 
through many social relations and meetings (Massey, 1991).

According to the Norwegian philosopher Dag Østerberg (1998) architec-
ture has to do with relationships between the material and the social, in the 
way that it conditions social relationships, as well as how people react and 

2 Diller’s essay points to a discussion regarding the “fold” metaphor as a discourse for poststructuralist 
architecture. For readers interested in this debate regarding architectural acts and pattern-making and 
various positions regarding Deleuzian positionings we refer to Burns (2013).
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leave their footprints in the materiality. This understanding of prison architec-
ture draws attention to how architecture is lived, how it speaks to people and 
affects bodies, and how architecture, prison artefacts and people melt together 
and create forces that produce energies and atmospheres in the prison (Deleuze 
and Guattari, 1987). Architecture is never neutral. It is at all times, and places 
involved in exerting power. In general, architecture can be understood to be 
the result of a multiplicity of desires - for shelter, security, privacy, control and 
for status, identity, reputation (Dovey, 2013:133-134) – and, a place for tor-
ment where punishment takes place (Christie, 1982).

Looking at prison architecture in this way, as open and dynamic, we are able 
to notice people who want or do not want to belong, follow or develop inter-
ests, identify or do not identify with a place. In this book, we not only focus on 
prison architecture as buildings, and other physical installations, but also as 
social constructions and mental images. A prison is understood as a place in a 
process of becoming through people’s experiences, because of the circulation 
of stories and representations that together construct a picture of what place a 
particular prison is (Røe, 2010). ‘People’, or humans in this context, not only 
refers to those who live shorter or longer periods of their life in prison, but also 
to the staff, the architects and the planners and constructors. All the categories 
of users need to be involved in the design process. How we build and organize 
our prisons expresses how we understand human beings and their needs, and 
how a society cares about its prisoners. As Terranova points out in his contri-
bution (chapter 14); architects are humans building for other humans, bridg-
ing the concepts of prison, architecture and humans.

On Italy and Norway
Prison research in Norway has traditionally been more oriented towards other 
Nordic and Anglo-Saxon countries than continental countries like Italy, 
France and Germany. It is often easier to look to and generalize from coun-
tries that we presume are more like Norway. A collage of Italian and Norwegian 
texts on prison architecture and humans is interesting for several reasons. 
They are both countries who lock up people for shorter or longer periods of 
time, but in different quanta and in different kinds of prisons and units. It is 
possible that the differences in, for example, welfare systems and catholic ver-
sus protestant cultures are reflected in perspectives on punishment, 
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re-integration and reconciliation. Important theoretical influences from 
Cesare Beccaria, Antonio Gramsci and Georgio Agamben have had and still 
have today a major impact on the scientific community, offering interesting 
perspectives that could also stimulate the Norwegian discussion on prison 
architecture. On the other hand, Norwegian pioneers within criminology, like 
Nils Christie and Thomas Mathiesen, may offer interesting approaches within 
the Italian scientific community.

Writing a book on prison, architecture and humans from an Italian and a 
Norwegian perspective, includes a kind of comparison even if this is not a 
comparative study. Some distinctions do occur in the texts, but our inten-
tion is not to pursue these further here. However, we hope that distinctions 
could lead to reflection and to new research questions and perspectives 
regarding prison architecture and humans. It is important to mention that 
similarities and differences are not phenomes lying there as objective phe-
nomena ready to grasp. They are developed through a process of comparison 
(Krogstad 2000). How we feel about and understand what we see, hear and 
read are vital to reflect upon, and are maybe the most interesting aspect of a 
book like this.

The book draws together a collage of independent multidisciplinary contri-
butions discussing places and spaces where punishment takes place. It is 
important to emphasize that the contributors themselves have chosen the top-
ics and studies they present. The chapters stand alone and do not represent 
conditions in Norway or Italy. The texts are written by researchers and archi-
tects who work within different disciplinary traditions, practice fields and 
within various methodological traditions. In different ways the authors are 
occupied and inspired by theories and approaches within their own and other 
disciplines, by epistemological and methodological issues, as well as recent 
developments in their own countries. According to Nelken (2010:13), “What is 
found interesting or puzzling will vary depending on local salience”. This 
applies to both the authors and the readers. For example, Italy has recently 
passed a quite new criminal act, which is referred to and discussed by several 
of the Italian authors in this book, such as Giofrè, Terranova and Giani. Most 
likely, an Italian reader would be interested in this issue. Likewise, the building 
of new prisons in Norway has engaged several Norwegian researchers in order 
to do research on architecture, materiality and space, like Johnsen, Rokkan, 
Fransson, Fridhov and Grøning.
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The purpose of the book
Socio-materiality has in later years had renewed interest and significance 
inspired by concepts such as the spatial and materialistic turn and other con-
cepts that we as researchers ponder (see Hammerlin in chapter 12 and 
Catucci in chapter 16). These concepts and perspectives are often compli-
cated and need a translation to be discussed in a broader sense, but they also 
need time to be developed together with architects, as for example Fagnoni 
in chapter 7. In this book researchers and architects study the socio-material 
conditions in prisons related to time, space, topography and interior. Our 
hope is that the book can offer an original approach to prison as a study field, 
and to existing penological writings focusing on prison design, prison furni-
ture, space and place, the body and the prison environment. We hope that 
new questions and alternative ways of understanding the impact of architec-
ture will arise and open up new ways of doing prison research, also examin-
ing the relationship between prisons and their surroundings, as in Trusiani 
and D’Onofrio in chapter 5.

The book is an invitation to move into different prison landscapes and let 
pictures, theory, ideas and affects directly and indirectly enable reflection on 
connections and disruptions, lines and dilemmas related to prison architecture 
and humans. We ask: What impact and meaning do various types of prisons 
have for prisoners’ lives? How is it to be young and imprisoned? How do 
women talk about their cells? How can prison architecture be studied? What 
can prison architecture breathe into the process of becoming within prisons, 
and does it contribute to becoming somebody else than a prisoner? What is the 
relationship between prison architecture and the imprisoned body? How are 
concepts like humanism, dignity and solidarity translated into prison architec-
ture? Could we think otherwise regarding the prison landscape in between the 
prison buildings? What is the outside and the inside of a prison? What is the 
connection between prison architecture, ideology and aims of punishment 
and scientific knowledge? These questions are all brought up through the vari-
ous chapters in this volume.

The book is organized in three parts: 1) architecture and the prison land-
scape; 2) perspectives on humans, prison space and the imprisoned body; and 
3) prison ideology and aims of punishment. A brief introduction of each part 
will be placed in the beginning of the various sections of the book. Before the 
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introduction of the first part, and with a link to Gramsci, we are pleased to 
present John K.’s reflections on prison architecture and how it affects the body.
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Humanity rather than 
Materialism – A Short 
essay About the Prison 
environment
John K.

Describing how buildings, colours, designs and furnishings can affect people is 
beyond my understanding. I know that a lot of research has been done into how 
institutions should be built and designed, but I have never concerned myself with this 
and must say that giving more weight to these materialistic aspects than to human 
relationships amazes me. You can guess from my opening statement where I stand in 
respect to this topic. I will attempt to explain my point of view, and my conclusions 
will surely surprise scientists, architects and interior designers. But this is what 
I believe, and the following reflects my perception of reality.

Location
I served several years of a long sentence in Halden Prison. These were difficult 
years for me and I look back on them with pain and bitterness. Halden Prison 
is Norway’s newest, and possibly one of the most talked about prisons in the 
world. That at least is what we inmates were told. “Welcome to Europe’s most 
humane prison”. Considering the rest of the world’s attitude to imprisonment, 
you may well assume they meant that Halden is the world’s most humane prison. 
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Halden Prison was completed in 2010 and was built in the middle of nowhere 
near a small town called Halden in the county of Østfold. This is off the beaten 
track and far from civilization. The world’s “most humane prison” was built 
here, away from the town, so as not to annoy the few people who, by their own 
choice, have settled in this small town. Halden is really just the gateway to the 
Swedish town of Svinesund where Norwegians cross the border to buy cheap 
meat.

The prison was built far from man and beast. It was built out here in the 
woods and, as a modern prison, it was constructed so that nature could be 
preserved within the walls. Halden Prison was to be built on a different 
plan to all other prisons in the country. Several buildings were erected in an 
area with lots of woods and wild Norwegian nature. The trees were to be 
preserved and function as green “lungs” for the great pleasure and recre-
ation of the inmates. (I could not help slipping in that bit of typical 
Norwegian irony).

When I arrived at Halden Prison, I was in shock. I had just confessed my 
crime and struggled hard to accept what I had done. I was seeking human 
contact, I cried and I had difficulty getting through each day. I asked for help, 
I asked for a psychologist, but no help was available. The prison did not have 
the capacity to give me an appointment with a psychologist. I was locked up 
with cruel thoughts, deep remorse and a fierce desire to escape from my situa-
tion. I did not want to escape from prison, but to escape from my own body, 
leaving all those I had failed and would continue to fail by being absent for 
many years.

So, here I sit in Halden Prison. Beautiful nature! Trees outside my win-
dow! A peace and quiet I simply was not used to. I am an Oslo lad, a “townie”, 
and will remain so until this lonely body gasps its last breath. The fact that 
so-called experts have decided that Norwegian nature, trees and silence will 
be good for me makes me more angry than you can imagine. I wasn’t aware 
of my surroundings at first. How could I be? My mind bubbled, my brain 
was working overtime, my emotions tore my heart into pieces and I missed 
those I loved. This caused me so much internal noise that I could not find 
comfort in those bloody trees outside my window. The silence was more of 
a torment than a consolation. If noises were to influence my mental state, 
what I needed was what was normal for me: the sound of traffic, stress, 
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people, the noise of the city and the smell of asphalt and exhaust! Peace 
and  quiet may sound inviting to a researcher ... but for me it was totally 
meaningless.

Colours
The colours in Halden Prison are, I’m told, intended to be calming and sooth-
ing. I am a man, an honest man used to speaking my mind. It is possible that 
research has proven that different colours elicit different moods in humans. 
But it does not make sense to me in my situation. Choice of colours seems a 
trifling irrelevance when I am locked up in a place without the help I need to 
deal with my internal demons. That is just how it is with me. I was suffering so 
much that I was not aware of the colours around me and they had no meaning. 
I did not see anything clearly, not colour, not the future, not the present ... 
everything was just full of pain. Looking back, I was living the life of a zombie. 
In some periods I was an outgoing windbag, in others I could be silent and 
detached. It was my mood that decided who I was and who I socialized with. 
That is what really mattered: who I met, how I behaved and how I related to 
other inmates. I always try to be polite and if I like the person I am talking to, 
I can joke and be open. However, if I do not like the person I am talking to, I 
tend to retreat politely. I think most people are like this. People are influenced 
by those they interact with. Further, I think I have some degree of colour blind-
ness! (Part joke, part truth)

Interior
Interior…if interior means furniture, then I admit to being more aware of 
fixtures and fittings than of colours as I like to have things neat and tidy 
around me. As I managed to put some of the pain behind me, I actually began 
to notice that the furniture in Halden Prison was totally neutral in form, 
without any distinctive design. All departments were alike: grey sofas; square, 
beech coffee tables; white dining tables and white/steel kitchen furnishings. 
The cells were all furnished in beech: a bed, a desk, a chair, a cupboard. 
Everything is  neutral – as though taken from an absurd catalogue of mini-
malist cell-furniture where Halden Prison was the finest model on display!
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On several occasions, I have been told to my face: “The prisoners in Halden 
have even got their own bathrooms - with tiles on the walls.” My response to 
this is: Yes, we all had our own bathroom. A bathroom that can be compared 
to one in the cheapest cabin on an overnight ferry. I accept that prisoners are 
not entitled to a private bathroom, but the point of this article is to comment 
on how inmates are influenced by the prison environment. In this respect, I 
would point out that these bathrooms are only just sufficient for a grown man 
to maintain a basic level of personal hygiene. White tiles and a shower do not 
impress me. I’m not saying this because I was dissatisfied, but because, again, 
they seem totally unimportant to the pain I was still bearing. A tiled bathroom 
is not a substitute for a hug from someone who wishes you well. A tiled bath-
room could not remove the sense of desolation. A tiled bathroom does not 
make you happy.

Other circumstances influencing inmates
Other inmates played an important role in my life in prison. It may sur-
prise some people to discover the degree to which intrigue is a central part 
of prison life. I believe this applies to all prisons, independent of security 
level or in which country they are found. I am still serving the same sen-
tence for which I was sent to Halden prison. This is my first and only con-
viction and all my impressions should be understood as based on this 
first-time experience. I had no prior experience of prison life. Looking 
back, I see that my image and the way I presented myself to others resulted 
in me building a wall around myself. I am myself, have always been myself 
and am proud of it. But being myself took some time for others to accept. 
I know some saw me as naïve, strange, different and referred to me as “the 
straight guy”. But I was not weak and often spoke my mind even though 
this resulted in some conflicts that I could have avoided. As a result, I 
received a level of respect I could live with. The other inmates knew who I 
was because I was genuine. But I still had to adapt myself to fit in with the 
system. Prison life is not easy! Some rules must be followed and some indi-
viduals should be avoided. That’s how it is. It is precisely the point of my 
contribution to this work. How interpersonal relationships function is 
much more important than colour, shape and surroundings! There is not 
the time nor opportunity to allow environmental trivialities to determine 
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daily life in prison. The most important issues must be confronted: it is the 
people around you that count.

Staff
I have now written a bit about other inmates, but there are others we have to 
relate to: the employees. The fact that I am no longer serving my sentence in 
Halden Prison, allows me to write more generally about the staff. For there are 
always good and bad staff in all workplaces. I have heard staff uttering vicious 
comments intended to provoke or hurt, and I have met empathetic staff who, 
in spite of the constraints imposed by the regulations, still manage to convey a 
caring attitude and let you know that they wish you well. Just seeing such an 
employee gives hope for better times.

I have met employees who suspect you of planning manipulation or decep-
tion. And if a female employee shows care and understanding, some will 
interpret this as attempted seduction. But I have encountered staff willing to 
offer something approaching friendship – something that contributes to a 
feeling of self-worth. The staff in a prison play an enormous role in the life of 
inmates. Being locked up for so many hours a day, belief in human dignity 
counts for more than anything else. That is all that is needed – just to be 
respected as another human being. You just long to be treated normally.

The alternative to a high materialistic standard
I am now serving my sentence in a low security (open) prison. It is not fantas-
tic here either. I am a prisoner, I am bound to a place I do not want to be in and 
I am deprived of time with my loved ones. This prison is old and shows the 
wear and tear of heavy use by the all people who have passed through it. When 
I came here, to Bastøy Prison1, I had to share a bathroom and bedroom with 
another inmate, which was not pleasant. I’m a grown man used to being inde-
pendent and enjoying my privacy. Still, it was much easier to accept this as 
there is a different atmosphere in Bastøy. The way officers treat me is quite dif-
ferent. Naturally, there is the occasional obnoxious grouch, but for the most 

1 Editors note: Bastøy Prison is on the island of Bastøy in the Oslo Fjord. The island is not exclusively a 
prison area and a popular site for visitors, particularly in summer.
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part, employees have a positive, humanitarian attitude. By that, I mean that 
they talk to inmates and colleagues with respect. I know my place here and I do 
not forget that I am a prisoner, and yet I feel more like a human being than I 
have done for several years!

After a period in the main building on Bastøy one is eventually trans-
ferred to a house with one’s own separate room. I still share a bathroom 
with several men, but that is OK. The place is worn and equipped with fur-
niture from the 90s, but that is not important either. Colours are from 
80/90s or freshly painted in sterile white, but we may hang up pictures and 
“decorate” as we wish. In a strange way, this is a cosy existence. We are 
allowed to personalize our house and in an important way this makes life 
just that little bit easier. We feel we are allowed to live almost like “ordinary 
people” and not as models in a photo in a glossy magazine, in which an art-
ist has been asked to show what he thinks a modern prison should be like. 
Here, I feel a calm and am not continually reminded that I’m somewhere 
other than where I want to be.

Human values
In Halden Prison, I was constantly being reminded that I was a prisoner, of 
less value than prison officers, and I existed at their mercy. There were some 
good employees who tried to improve the daily lives of us inmates but there 
was little they could do. When I came to Bastøy Prison, I was given respon-
sibility and shown trust. I have a job where I sometimes forget that I am in a 
prison. This is of course my own denial of reality but it helps me to make the 
days pass. I have a boss who I see as boss and who treats me like a human 
being. I feel I have value because the boss and several employees see me as a 
person. I do not care about colours and modern buildings; I care about the 
people that give me a feeling of personal value. I hope they understand that 
the way that they treat us inmates – all over the world – is far more helpful 
than an artist smartening up the walls and choosing the colours to be used in 
prisons.

Someone has decided to focus on the prison environment for inmates and I 
have been asked to comment on the materialistic aspect. I am unable to see the 
value of this exercise and and in fact find it quite amusing. But I still want to 
make my contribution in the hope that someone might listen. My hope is that 
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some researcher may open his eyes and see how vulnerable the human spirit is. 
Location, colour and furniture are no substitute for the need of humans to feel 
that they belong, to be accepted, to be recognized and possibly even forgiven. 
I have been placed somewhere I do not want to be. I know I deserve it and the 
only forgiveness I really seek is from those I am kept away from. With my hand 
on my heart I can say that the world’s most humane prison, decorated by artists 
and architects crushed me more than I had thought possible. It is only now, 
here in the old, worn-out, obsolete prison that I begin to feel dignity again. My 
maxim is: Humanity rather than materialism. Things mean nothing, relation-
ships mean everything.
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Architecture and the Prison 
Landscape

In the first section we will present methods, theories, empirical data and pro-
totypes that architects and researchers use when studying and planning pris-
ons and prison landscapes. Chapter 3, “Prisons Between Territory and Space: 
An Analysis in Italy and Norway”, presents a method adapted in order to study 
Italian and Norwegian prisons from a morphological perspective. The ‘Google-
Mapping-Method’ reveals some interesting patterns and raises questions about 
Italian and Norwegian tradition, size, the meaning of space and what is 
regarded as important. One of the themes in this chapter is the green outdoor 
space. This theme is followed up in chapter 4 on “Movement in the Prison 
Landscape – Leisure Activities – Inside, Outside and In-between”. Here, the 
arrangement and movement of bodies in the prison landscape are discussed. 
The keeping of bodies ‘in place’ limits what a body can do. The article argues 
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that efforts should be made to use both time and space in facilitating activities 
for the sake of the prisoners’ wellbeing and health. To extend the limits of what 
a body can do will give prisoners the opportunity to affect, to be affected and 
to create new relations. 

In the next article, “Prison, Cities and Urban Planning” (chapter 5), plan-
ning from an urban point of view is explored.  The article takes us to the plan-
ning of Rebibbia Prison in Rome and it discusses the relationship between the 
prison and Rome not only according to the Italian urban-planning tools, but 
also in relation to some ‘in’ and ‘out’ relationships with the cultural and the 
local political world. Chapter 6 discusses “Prisons and Architecture. The Italian 
Framework”. It presents some recent data on Italian prisons and it stresses the 
dichotomy between the existing laws and reality. We enter into the topic of the 
architecture of the prisons, discussing the slow evolution of the prison’s typol-
ogy in Italy, and answer the question of whether and how it is possible nowa-
days in Italy to talk about architecture in prison design and what steps are 
needed to approach the topic, putting the users at the center of the design 
activity. 

The last contribution in this section (chapter 7) is “The City Confined”. This 
is an example of a prototype of an Italian prison. In 2001 the design idea won 
first prize in the public competition organized by the Italian Ministry of Justice. 
The article shows the architectural approach to the project: the penitential 
facility as a city, or rather a village, that considers all the limits implicit in a 
prison, but improving the dignity and life of the prisoners.
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Prisons Between territory 
and Space: A Comparative 
Analysis Between Prison 
Architecture in Italy and 
Norway
Francesca Giofrè Livia Porro and Elisabeth Fransson

How can the software Google Earth Pro contribute to our knowledge of prison archi-
tecture, territory and space? This chapter presents a morphological and dimensional 
analysis of seven Italian and six Norwegian prisons, which aims to relate these physi-
cal data to other kinds of information collected by official sources and prisons, such 
as, the construction period, the urban pattern where they are placed, and the kind 
and number of people housed. The aim of the article is to show the methodology 
applied and to discuss the results in terms of differences and similarities among the 
Italian and Norwegian prisons, being aware that the placement in the terrain, the size 
of the prisons, and the composition of the different parts of the prison complex 
(fences, guard towers, buildings, open spaces and more) are an expression of culture 
and ideology. They reflect penitentiary laws and regulation, and the culture of impris-
onment in each country.
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Comparison Using the Google Earth Pro Method
In order to analyze the ‘materiality aspects’ of the prison complex we fol-
lowed the methodology already experimented with in a study of hospital 
buildings in Italy (Giofrè, 2015), using the software Google Earth Pro. In this 
article we have enlarged it in order to understand the relationships between 
prisons and cities. We elaborated some ideograms to show the relationship 
between the terrain and the center of the city, and how prisons can be 
reached. We delimited the area of the consolidated city, the downtown, using 
an official map, and we calculated the linear distances that separate the pris-
ons from the city centers, taking as a point of reference the consolidated 
historical areas of the cities. We highlighted the main road axes connecting 
these parts, and the main natural elements that designate the areas, such as 
seas and rivers.

To analyze the prison complexes, we applied the computer software Google 
Earth Pro. We made satellite images of each prison selected, at a height of 
about 1.5 km above the ground, and carried out a survey of all the spaces 
within in the prison complex.

We first defined the elements necessary to highlight, in order to better 
understand the borders in terms of access and control systems, external and 
internal barriers, and the use of the spaces, built and unbuilt and, where pos-
sible to read, their use.

We analyzed the access and control systems, pointing out:

- Entrances, both pedestrian and vehicular.
- Guard towers.
- Barriers separating the prisons from the cities:
 -  Light metal fences (height up to 2 meters, or consisting of removable 

meshes).
 - Heavy metal fences (over 2 meters, permanent).
 - Walls.

We identified seven different functional sites:

- Buildings.
- Circulation areas.
- Open spaces bordered by a chain-link fence (terraces and open spaces 

adjacent to the prison cells).
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- Outdoor parking areas, including the ones devoted to visitors and to workers.
- Green spaces (including, in some cases, cultivated areas).
- Outdoor sports areas, for example, football and volleyball courts.
- New construction areas.

Thanks to the advanced measurement tools of Google Earth Pro, we were able 
to read the typology of the accesses, control systems and barriers, and the 
functional site in each area. We obtained the dimensional data for all these 
surfaces, and we calculated the total amount of built and unbuilt spaces, and 
the relationships among these. We must point out a critical aspect of this study: 
the detention facilities were investigated only through an indirect analysis, 
without conducting on-site surveys.

We identified seven Italian and six Norwegian case studies, basing the selec-
tion mainly on the size of the prison complexes and on the detention purpose.

Among the Italian case studies, we selected four “case circondariali” and 
three “case di reclusione” (see chapter 6), located in different parts of Italy, 
from north to south and in the islands. The “case circondariali” house people 
who are awaiting sentencing, or who are sentenced to less than five years (or 
with a residual sentence of less than five years). The “case di reclusione” are 
devoted to the execution of the sentence. The first group includes big com-
plexes, which house more than 1,000 people (from 1,150 up to 1,928). The 
second group includes three medium-size structures (140, 347 and 552 peo-
ple). The National Penitentiary Administration Department - Office for the 
Development and Management of Automated Information Systems - Statistics 
Section provided the data gathered to manage this selection. This information 
was last updated on 31 May 2016.

The Italian prisons chosen for analysis among ‘case circondariali’ are:

1. Poggioreale “Giuseppe Salvia” in the city of Naples, Region of Campania: 
an ancient one that accommodates 1,928 people.

2. Rebibbia in the city of Rome, Region of Lazio, a vast complex divided into four 
parts, housing 325 people in the female district jail (“Germana Stefanini”), 
1,384 people in the “Raffaele Cinotti” district jail, 81 people in the “Rebibbia 
terza casa” district jail and 331 people in the “Rebibbia” prison.

3. Lorusso e Cutugno in the city of Turin, Region of Piedmont. The complex, 
built around the year 1980 and further expanded in the years 1990–2000, 
has a real capacity of 1,162 people.
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4. Pagliarelli, in the city of Palermo, Region of Sicily, also built around 1980, 
it houses 1,150 people.

Among the ‘case di reclusione’, we have selected:

5. Parma. Region of Emilia Romagna, a quite recent complex (built starting 
in 1990), that accommodates 552 people.

6. Ucciardone - Palermo. Region of Sicily, a complex built in several phases, 
starting from the Bourbon Age (mid 18th century), housing 347 people.

7. Volterra - Pisa. Region of Tuscany, is the oldest prison analyzed (since it 
was built back in 1474) and has a real capacity of 140 people.

Among the Norwegian prisons, the selection was done according to prison 
size. We chose two big prisons of over 100 prisoners, two middle size prisons 
with from 50–100 prisoners, and two small prisons with less than 50 
prisoners.

Big prisons in Norway are the ones with over 100 prisoners, such as Halden 
and Oslo Prison.

8. Halden is one of the biggest prisons in Norway. It is a high security com-
plex with a regulatory capacity of 259.1 The prison takes people in cus-
tody, and with different categories of sentences. The prison was opened 
in 2010.

9. Oslo Prison is also a high security closed prison. The capacity here has 
gone down from 392 prisoners to 220. The prison was built in 1851.

Middle-sized prisons in Norway house from 50 to 100 prisoners.

10. Telemark Prison, Skien division is such a prison. This is a closed prison for 
82 prisoners, housing both women and men. Every prisoner starts out in 
the incoming unit, division “A”. The prison also has a drug treatment divi-
sion, and was built in 1993.

1 The prison has during the last few years built some doublets; meaning that two prisoners share the 
same room. This means that the prison has a total capacity of 259 prisoners.
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We considered small prisons that accommodate up to 50 prisoners.

11. The Youth Unit at Bjørgvin prison in Bergen is one of these. This is one of 
the two closed prisons in Norway that takes 4 children and youths between 
15–18 years. The prison was ready in 2014.

12. Ålesund Prison is a closed prison with rooms for 27 prisoners. It was built 
in 1864.

13. Eidsvoll is a recently re-organized prison, housing 4 children and youths 
between 15–18 years. The prison was opened in 2016.

In the following profiles, we illustrate the analysis of each case study, elabo-
rated using the above mentioned methodology, with extra information gath-
ered for the Italian prisons from the Informatics Service of the Ministry of 
Justice. In Norway, the information was given directly by the prison heads or 
other personnel in each prison.

We designed a profile for each case study, organized in a homogeneous way; 
these profiles allow us to discuss a final comparison. More precisely the 13 
profiles present the following data:

- The first image, on the left, indicates the location of the prison in the 
country.

- The following data present the year of construction, the regulatory and the 
real capacity, the distance from the city center, number of women and of 
foreign detainees, and a list of the main common indoor spaces and ser-
vices available.

- The ideogram, on the right, shows the relationship between the prison and 
the terrain. It highlights the boundaries of the city center area, the localiza-
tion of the prison, main street axes, main natural elements, and the dis-
tance between the prison and the city center area.

- A brief description illustrates the main features of the prison and the build-
ing typology.

- In the satellite image, we highlighted the above mentioned typologies of 
boundaries (accesses and control systems) and of the seven functional 
sites, we elaborated charts that show their percentages and the ratio of built 
to unbuilt spaces.
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Profile n. 1 Poggioreale ”Giuseppe Salvia” - Naples. Region of Campania, IT (Photo: Google Maps)

Construc�on started: 1905 
Total surface: 76,669 m2

Regulatory Capacity:
1,640
Real capacity: 1,928
Distance (city center): 1.2
Km
Women: 0
Foreigners: 285

Gyms: 0
Classrooms: 0
Theaters: 0
Libraries: 1
Houses of worship: 2
Laboratories: 5
Produc�on 
Workshops: 3
Canteens: 2

Prison 

City center

Main streets

Sea and rivers

Distance between the 
Prison and the city 
Center 

The district jail poggioreale was built according to 19th century architectural criteria, and has been modified over theyears. Its 
Typology can be represented by the courtyard building. Also due to its posi�on in the consolidated urban pa�ern, the complex 
Shows a high ra�o of built spaces toopen spaces.

Access and control system Func�onal sites Percentages Built/unbuilt spaces

Light metal fences

Heavy metal fences

Walls

Guard towers

Entrances

Buildings

Circula�on areas

Bordered open spaces

Outdoor parking areas

Green spaces

Outdoor sports areas

New construc�on areas

43% buildings
37% circula�on areas
10% bordered open spaces
5% outdoor parking areas
4% green spaces
1% outdoor sports areas
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Profile n. 2 Rebibbia - Rome. Region of Lazio, IT

Construc�on started: 1946 
Total surface: 578,865 m2

Total Real Capacity: 2,121
Distance (city center): 6 Km

Prison 

City center

Main streets

Sea and Rivers

Distance between the 
prison and the city 
center 

"GERMANA STEFANINI" Female district jail

Regulatory Capacity : 260
Real Capacity : 325 
Women: 325
Foreigners: 178 

Gyms: 2 
Classrooms: 6 
Theaters: 1 
Libraries: 1
Houses of worship: 1 
Laboratories: 2 
Produc�on 
Workshops: 0 
Canteens: 0 

A) "RAFFAELE CINOTTI" N.C.1 district jail

Regulatory Capacity: 1203
Real Capacity: 1384
Women: 0 
Foreigners: 493 

Gyms: 4 
Classrooms: 21
Theaters: 1
Libraries: 7
Houses of worship: 1
Laboratories: 0
Produc�on 
Workshops: 1
Canteens: 0 

B) "REBIBBIA TERZA CASA" district jail

Regulatory Capacity: 172
Real Capacity: 81
Women: 0
Foreigners: 11

Gyms: 1
Classrooms: 3
Theaters: 1
Libraries: 1
Houses of worship: 1
Laboratories: 5
Produc�on
Workshops: 0
Canteens: 1

C) "REBIBBIA" prison

Regulatory Capacity: 
447

Real Capacity: 331
Women: 0
Foreigners: 70

Gyms: 2
Classrooms: 12
Theaters: 0
Libraries:2
Houses of worship: 3

Laboratories: 1
Produc�on 
Canteens: 0

Workshops: 3
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The complex encompasses four different penal ins�tu�ons, completely autonomous, three male and one female. In each ins�tu�on,
there are offices, services for employees and different sec�ons for the custody of detainees.
The typology of the whole complex is the separa�on of buildings, but some ins�tu�ons, as, for example, the "Raffeale Cino�” 
N.C.1 (part B), embody the telegraph pole system, where, from the center, it is possible to see the prison sec�ons.
In the female ins�tute, there is a specific building for the imprisonment of detainees with young children, who are permi�ed to 
reside with their mothers un�l they reach three years of age.

The "Rebibbia" prison (part D) is composed of three pavilions, each ver�cally divided into two sec�ons. Of these, four are 
designed to house common criminals with medium security, and one houses detainees allowed to work outside.
In order to measure the percentage and the distribu�on of the func�onal areas, we considered the whole prison as a unique system.

Access and control system Func�onal sites Percentages Builtz/Unbuilt spaces

Light metal fences

Heavy metal fences

Walls

Guard Towers

Entrances

Buildings

Circula�on areas

Bordered open spaces

Outdoor parking areas

Green spaces

Outdoor sports areas

New construc�on areas

20% Buildings
30% Circula�on areas
1% Bordered open spaces
2% Outdoor parking areas
40% Green spaces
7% Outdoor sports areas

Profile n. 2 (Continued...) Rebibbia - Rome. Region of Lazio, IT (Photo: Google Maps)
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Profile n. 3 Lorusso e Cutugno - Turin. Region of Piedmont, IT (Photo: Google Maps)

Construc�on started: 
around 1980
Total surface: 233,035 m2

Regulatory Capacity: 
1,132
Real Capacity: 1,162
Distance (city center): 2.1 
Km
Women: 121
Foreigners: 596

Gyms: 0
Classrooms: 0
Theaters: 1
Libraries: 2
Houses of worship: 4
Laboratories: 5
Produc�on 
Workshops: 2
Canteens: 0

Prison 

City center

Main streets

Sea and Rivers

Distance between the 
prison and the city 
center 

The complex ini�ally consisted of three large deten�on blocks and two smaller blocks (female sec�on and new comers), designed 
according to the typology of the separa�on of buildings. In the years 1990-2000, the deten�on facility was expanded by the 
construc�on of a pavilion housing atherapeu�c community for drug addicts. Ini�ally the deten�on blocks were present and two 
barracks, then complemented by a third barrack an dagarage. Recently the structure to accommodate detainees who are mothers 
with their children also became available. The ins�tute is one of the best equipped in Italy for the care of disabled prisoners and of 
people with mental impairments, since it is equipped with an advanced clinical center and a sec�on for psychiatric observa�on,
among the largest in the country.

Access and control system Func�onal sites Percentages Built/Unbuilt spaces

Light metal fences

Heavy metal fences

Walls

Guard Towers

Entrances

Buildings

Circula�on areas

Bordered open spaces

Outdoor parking areas

Green spaces

Outdoor sports areas

New construc�on areas

22% Buildings
48% Circula�on areas
13% Bordered open spaces
0% Outdoor parking areas
13% Green spaces
4% Outdoor sports areas
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Profile n. 4  Pagliarelli - Palermo. Region of Sicily, IT (Photo: Google Maps)

Construc�on started: 
around 1980
Total surface: 264, 459 
m2

Capacity: Regulatory
1,178
Real Capacity: 1,150
Distance (city center): 
2.4 Km
Women: 43 
Foreigners: 231 

Gyms: 7
Classrooms: 25
Theaters: 1
Libraries: 6
Housesof worship: 4
Laboratories: 4
Produc�on Workshops: 
2
Canteens: 0

Prison 

City center

Main streets

Sea and Rivers

Distance between 
the prison and the 
city center 

The prison was built during the 1980s, finished in 1995 and opened in 1996.  The building typology consists of the separa�on of 
buildings: various autonomous blocks forma massive concrete structure. The complex also has with a cell equipped to 
accommodate a mother and her baby and, despite the last entry, dates back to about a year ago.

Access and control system Func�onal sites Percentages Built/Unbuilt spaces

Light metal fences

Heavy metal fences

Walls

Guard Towers

Entrances

Buildings

Circula�on areas

Bordered open spaces

Outdoor parking areas

Green spaces

Outdoor sports areas

New construc�on areas

12% Buildings
33% Circula�on areas
4% Bordered open spaces
9% Outdoor parking areas
40% Green spaces

2% Outdoor sports areas
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Profile n. 5 Parma - Region of Emilia Romagna, IT. (Photo: Google Maps)

Construc�on started: 1990
Total surface: 158,422 m2

Regulatory Capacity: 468
Real Capacity: 552
Distance (city center): 2.3
Km
Women: 0
Foreigners: 185

Gyms: 1
Classrooms: not specified
Theaters: 1
Libraries: 3
Houses of worship: 3
Laboratories: 1
Produc�on Workshops: 0 
Canteens: 0

Prison 

City center

Main streets

Sea and Rivers

Distance between
the prison and
the city center 

The typology of the prison is compact, and the complex contains two sec�ons with high security. Since 2005 a sec�on is also 
available for people with physical disabili�es, without architectural barriers and equipped with hand rail and protec�on elements. 
Currently a new part is under construc�on, and it is expected to house 200 detainees.

Access and control system Func�onal sites Percentages Built/Unbuilt spaces

Light metal fences

Heavy metal fences

Walls

Guard Towers

Entrances

Buildings

Circula�on areas

Bordered open spaces

Outdoor parking areas

Green spaces

Outdoor sports areas

New construc�on areas

13% Buildings
29% Circula�on areas
6% Bordered open spaces
5% Outdoor parking areas
39% Green spaces
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Profile n. 6 Ucciardone - Palermo. Region of Sicily, IT. (Photo: Google Maps)

Construc�on started: 
Bourbon Age (first
building), 1834
(Panop�con structure)
Total surface: 76,025 m2
Regulatory Capacity: 572
Real Capacity: 347
Distance (city center): 1.2
Km
Women: 0
Foreigners: 35

Gyms: 0
Classrooms: 13
Theaters: 1
Libraries: 2
Houses of worship:
not specified
Laboratories: 0
Produc�on
Workshops: 0
Canteens: 0

Prison 

City center

Main streets

Sea and Rivers

Distance between the
prison and the
city center 

The prison is placed in the city center, and can be easily reached by public transport. The typology of the structure is panop�con, 
and is made up of eight branches divided into nine sec�ons, but currently just six are in use.

Access and control system Func�onal sites Percentages Built/Unbuilt spaces

Light metal fences

Heavy metal fences

Walls

Guard Towers

Entrances

Buildings

Circula�on areas

Bordered open spaces

Outdoor parking areas

Green spaces

Outdoor sports areas

New construc�on areas

29% Buildings
30% Circula�on areas
8% Bordered open spaces
3% Outdoor parking areas
26% Green spaces
4% Outdoor sports areas
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Profile n. 7  Volterra - Pisa. Region of Tuscany, IT. (Photo: Google Maps)

Construc�on started: 1474,
Medici Age
Total surface: 14,951 m2

Regulatory Capacity: 187
Real Capacity: 140
Distance (city center): in
the city center
Women: 0
Foreigners: 54

Gyms: 0
Classrooms: 13
Theaters: 1
Libraries: 1
Houses of worship: 1
Laboratories: 1
Produc�on
Workshops: 0
Canteens: 0

Prison 

City center

Main streets

Sea and Rivers

Distance between the
prison and the
city center

The ancient wall and towers, built during the 15th  century, characterize the fortress aspect of the prison.. Its typology can be 
represented by the courtyard building. Due to its posi�on, historically strategic for the control of territory, the complex s�ll serves 
as a reference element in the landscape.

Access and control system Func�onal sites Percentages Built/Unbuilt spaces

Light metal fences

Heavy metal fences

Walls

Guard Towers

Entrances

Buildings

Circula�on areas

Bordered open spaces

Outdoor parking areas

Green spaces

Outdoor sports areas

New construc�on areas

41% Buildings
37% Circula�on areas
3% Bordered open spaces
4% Outdoor parking areas
13% Green spaces
2% Outdoor sports areas
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Profile n. 8 Halden Prison. Region of Østfold, NO (Photo: Google Maps)

Construc�on started:
2006/2009 
Total surface: 163,623 m2

Regulatory Capacity: 252
Real Capacity: 259
(because of some
doublets)
Distance (city center): 6
Km
Women: 0
Foreigners: 91

Gyms: 4
Classrooms: 14 
Theaters: 1 (Gyms)
Libraries: 1
Houses of worship: 1
Laboratories: 8
Produc�on
Workshops: 3
Canteens: 0

Prison 

City center

Main streets

Sea and Rivers

Distance between
the prison and
the city center 

Halden Prison was opened in 2010. The prison was built because of the need for more prison it is capacity,rather than because of 
ideological innova�on. The prison has a new building mass. It is known for its aesthe�c design, and is modern and minimalis�c 
with art and light furniture to reflect a humane prison environment. The focus on rehabilita�on and mo�va�ng prisoners in their 
own rehabilita�on is reflected inthe architecture, the use of the buildings, and to some extent the prison landscape.The right to the 
same services regarding health, school, work and social benefits has also affected the shape and form. Halden was, when it was built,
Norway’s most technological prison. The  prison is placed in the countryside, and the topographic surroundings are characterized by
forest.

Access and control system Func�onal sites Percentages Built/Unbuilt spaces

Light metal fences

Heavy metal fences

Walls

Guard Towers

Entrances

Buildings

Circula�on areas

Bordered open spaces

Outdoor parking areas

Green spaces

Outdoor sports areas

New construc�on areas

8% Buildings
21% Circula�on areas
<1% Bordered open spaces
3% Outdoor parking areas
66% Green spaces
2% Outdoor sports areas
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Profile n. 9 Oslo Prison. Region of Oslo/Akershus, NO (Photo: Google Maps)

Construc�on finished: 1851. 
(A new building was built in
1922, and a new ac�vity
building in 2013. The prison
is now under restora�on.)
Total surface: 42,392 m2

Regulatory Capacity: 223
Real Capacity: 392
Distance (city center): 2.3
Km
Women: 0
Foreigners: 60%

Gyms: 1
Classrooms: 9
Theaters: 0
Libraries: 0
Houses of worship:
1 room available
for this purpose
Laboratories: 0 
Produc�on
Workshops: 5 
Canteens: 0 

Prison 

City center

Main streets

Sea and Rivers

Distance between the
prison and the
city center

Oslo Prison is considered the first modern cell prison in Norway. The prison marked the change from corporal punishment to a 
focus on the soul through regret and change of life.The architect was HE Schirmer and the style was Gothic Revival. Inside, the 
prison is inspired by the Philadelphia System (see Fridhov and Grøning, chapter 13). As the city of Oslo expanded, the prison 
became posi�oned in the downtown city center of Oslo. Parts of the prison arenow closed because of old building mass.

Access and control system Func�onal sites Percentages Built/Unbuilt spaces

Light metal fences

Heavy metal fences

Walls

Guard Towers

Entrances

Buildings

Circula�on areas

Bordered open spaces

Outdoor parking areas

Green spaces

Outdoor sports areas

New construc�on areas

27% Buildings
42% Circula�on areas
1% Bordered open spaces
4% Outdoor parking areas
22% Green spaces
4% Outdoor sports areas
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Profile n. 10  Telemark Prison Division Skien. Region of Vestfold, NO  (Photo: Google Maps)

Construc�on finished: 1993
Total surface: 780.14 m2

Regulatory Capacity: 82 
Real Capacity: 69
Distance (city center): 4.5
Km
Women: (own prison with a
capacity of 18 located in
Kragerø)
Foreigners: 18

Prison 

City center

Main streets

Sea and Rivers

Distance between the
prison and the
city center 

Skien prison is a middle-sized prison. It is a high security prison with one division for special security. The prison has a focus 
on dynamic security, meaning that rela�ons create security. The prison states that it is important that the prison officers relate
to and communicate as much as possible with the prisoners during the day. At the same �me, sta�c security is on a high level.

Access and control system Func�onal sites Percentages Built/Unbuilt spaces

Light metal fences

Heavy metal fences

Walls

Guard Towers

Entrances

Buildings

Circula�on areas

Bordered open spaces

Outdoor parking areas

Green spaces

Outdoor sports areas

New construc�on areas

7% Buildings
19% Circula�on areas
1% Bordered open spaces
2% Outdoor parking areas
65% Green spaces
6%  Outdoor sports area
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Profile n. 11  Youth Unit West Bjørgvin. Region of Hordaland, NO (Photo: Google Maps)

Construc�on finished: 2014
Total surface: 4,761 m2

Regulatory Capacity: 4 
Real Capacity: 4 
Distance (city center): 16
Km
Women: 1
Foreigners: 1

Gyms: 0
Classrooms: 2 
Theaters: 0
Libraries: 0
Houses of worship: 0
Laboratories: 1
Produc�on
Workshops: 1
Canteens: 0

Prison 

City center

Main streets

Sea and Rivers

Distance between the
prison and the
city center 

This is a new prison built with new standards. It is characterized by aesthe�c minimalism with open space areas, art, some design 
furniture, wooden floors and a varia�on of rooms that children and youths can use. The windows are open and without bars. The 
prison combines open space with electronic surveillance. The prison has to some degree elements of “green ideology” with some 
animals and vegetables outside. The prison is located next to Bjørgvin Prison. It is placed outside Bergen center along with some 
other ins�tu�ons,schools etc. The surrounding landscape is country side and some forest.

Access and control system Func�onal sites Percentages Built/Unbuilt spaces

Light metal fences

Heavy metal fences

Walls

Guard Towers

Entrances

Buildings

Circula�on areas

Bordered open spaces

Outdoor parking areas

Green spaces

Outdoor sports areas

New construc�on areas

21% Buildings
16% Circula�on areas
0% Bordered open spaces
0% Outdoor parking areas
59% Green spaces
4% Outdoor sports areas
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Profile n. 12 Ålesund Prison, City of Ålesund, NO (Photo: Google Maps)

Construc�on finished:
1864, rebuilt a�er the big
city fire in 1904 and then in
2017.
Total surface: 1,499 m2

Regulatory Capacity: 27
Real Capacity: 27
Distance (city center): in
the city center
Women: 0
Foreigners: 14

Gyms: 1
Classrooms: 2
Theaters: 0
Libraries: 0
Houses of worship: 0
Laboratories: 4
Produc�on
Workshops: 0
Canteens: 1

Prison 

City center

Main streets

Sea and Rivers

Distance between the
prison and the
city center 

Ålesund is one of the oldest prisons in Norway. It is a small prison. As the city expanded it is now located in the center of the city. 
It is like a small city house and from some of the cells the prisoners can hear and see people on the street.  The prison is narrow and 
imprac�cal with an old building mass. It was built at the same �me as Oslo Prison, at a �me when prisoners were isolated and 
when a focus on the soul wasa goal (Fridov and Grøning, chapter13).The exercise yard is small and narrow with fences all 
around.

Access and control system Func�onal sites Percentages Built/Unbuilt spaces

Light metal fences

Heavy metal fences

Walls

Guard Towers

Entrances

Buildings

Circula�on areas

Bordered open spaces

Outdoor parking areas

Green spaces

Outdoor sports areas

New construc�on areas

64% Buildings
11% Circula�on areas
8% Bordered open spaces
0% Outdoor parking areas
17% Green spaces
0% Outdoor sports areas
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Profile n. 13 Eidsvoll Youth Unit East, NO (Photo: Google Maps)

Construc�on started:
2009/2011.
Rebuilt as a prison in
2015/2016.
Modified in 2017.
Distance (city center): 4.3
Km
Total surface: 11,643 m2

Regulatory Capacity: 4
Real Capacity: 4
Women: 0
Foreigners: 0

Gyms: 1
Classroom: 3
Theater: 0
House of worship: 0
Produc�on
workshops: 0
Laboratories:
1 hobby room
Kanteens: 1 kitchen 
Control room: 1

Prison 

City center

Main streets

Sea and Rivers

Distance between
the prison and
the city center 

This was originally an ins�tu�on for elderly people and then asylum seekers. In 2016 it was opened as a prison for children and 
youths. It is a part of Ullersmo Prison. The prison has a lot of space, much of it unused. A focus on rehabilita�on and mo�va�ng
prisoners in their own rehabilita�on is not reflected much in the architecture, rather more in the use of  some of the buildings and 
the services offered. The prison is placed far away from the city of Oslo, out in the countryside.

Access and control system Func�onal sites Percentages Built/Unbuilt spaces

Light metal fences

Heavy metal fences

Walls

Guard Towers

Entrances

Buildings

Circula�on areas

Bordered open spaces

Outdoor parking areas

Green spaces

Outdoor sports areas

New construc�on areas

23% Buildings
14% Circula�on areas
0% Bordered open spaces
9% Outdoor parking areas
54% Green spaces
0% Outdoor sports areas
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Prison Size, Territory, Fences and Landscape
What is classified as a “small”, “medium” and “large” prison is different in Italy 
and Norway. A big prison in Italy could house more than 1,000 prisoners, 
while the biggest prison in Norway accommodates 300. However we have to 
consider that Italy has about 60 million inhabitants and Norway about 5 mil-
lion. Since the surface areas in sq.km. for Norway and Italy are not so different 
(385,203 and 301,338), the density in Italy is about 200 inhabitants per sq.km. 
while in Norway it is only about 14 inhabitants per sq.km. Not only are the 
numbers different, but also the concept of prison design. In our analysis we 
have therefore modified and used size (big, medium and small) in a way that 
seems relevant within both the Italian and Norwegian systems.

Initial data from the comparisons show that the position of the prisons in 
the territorial context has been modified as time has gone by. The choice of the 
areas devoted to prison complexes moved from the center of the cities in Italy 
to suburban and rural areas over the years. That fact emerges particularly in 
the Italian case studies. In fact, the ones placed inside the historical urban pat-
tern of the city (“center of the city” in Chart n. 1) are, in Italy: the prison of 
Volterra, constructed during the Medici Age (more precisely, 1474) in the cen-
ter of a small village; and the Ucciardone Prison in Palermo, erected during the 
Bourbon Age (1734 to 1860). An urban area was also utilized in the construc-
tion of Poggioreale prison in 1905.

In the second half of the 20th century, prisons started to be erected in subur-
ban areas. Here we find Rebibbia, built in an area that was rural at the time of 
construction (started in 1946), and which is now the suburban pattern of the 
city of Rome. Also, Lorusso e Cutugno Prison (around 1980) is in the suburbs 
of the city of Turin, and the Pagliarelli prison (also around 1980) is in the sub-
urban area of the city of Palermo. In Norway, both Oslo Prison and Ålesund 
Prison, built in 1851 and 1864, were originally placed outside the city, but since 
the city expanded they are now located within the center of the city.

In rural areas, we find prisons built in the last three decades, in Italy as well 
as in Norway. This is the case in Parma in Italy (1990), and in Norway in 
Telemark (1993), Halden (2010), the Youth Unit West, Bjørgvin (2014) and the 
Youth Unit East, Eidsvoll (2016).

These findings confirm that, in these cases, there is the will to move, or to 
build, prisons far from the consolidated city, away from people and their sight, 
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preventing integration with community life. The prison is “something” that 
nobody wants “in his backyard”, as illustrated in the model below.

Figure 3.14 The prisons in the territorial context: Comparison of placement
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Analyzing the morphology and typology of the fences in the various pris-
ons, we found that, for the external ones, straight and linear fences were used, 
in some cases curvilinear barriers, and sometimes a combination of both types. 
In the chart below, we show the use of three kinds of fences (light metallic 
ones, heavy metallic ones, and walls), and the presence of internal barriers, 
separating the parts of the prisons.

With respect to morphology, we point out that only in Norway did we find 
external barriers that were totally curvilinear (Halden Prison, Telemark Prison, 
and the Youth Unit West at Bjørgvin). While in Italy, most of the case studies 
show a system of straight external fences (Poggioreale, Rebibbia, Lorusso e 
Cutugno, Pagliarelli, Parma).

This shows us the attention given to the external image of the prison: the 
straight linear, barrier is used to mark the strength of the punishment author-
ity, and the separation intent. On the other hand, the curvilinear barrier 
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suggests a more welcoming environment. Contemporary Italian experimental 
design seems to be heading in this direction (see the project presented in chap-
ter 7), nevertheless recent prototypes presented by the Italian Penitentiary 
Administration still adopt a straight linear plan (see Giofrè, chapter 6).

Internal barriers are mostly an Italian feature, existing in all case studies, 
except Volterra, while in Norway they are only present in Oslo Prison. This 
reveals something interesting about the cultures of Italy and Norway in rela-
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Figure 3.15  Prisons complex: Comparison of the fences
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tion to penitentiary ideology and prison architecture. Below we see an illustra-
tion of the types of fences in the various prisons in Italy and Norway.

Comparing the sizes of the functional sites (buildings, circulation areas, 
bordered open spaces, outdoor parking areas, green spaces, outdoor sports 
areas, and new construction areas: see chart n. 2) of each structure, we found 
that the percentages are quite varied, but there are some common aspects.

With respect to the availability and use of green and sports spaces, the small-
est percentages are in Poggioreale (4% green spaces and 1% outdoor sports 
areas, devoted to a football field), and in Volterra, where a small outdoor 
courtyard is used as a walk-in area with gym equipment, a bowling alley and a 
small concrete football field (13% green spaces and 2% outdoor sports areas). 
In Lorusso e Cutugno prison (13% green spaces and 4% outdoor sports areas), 
the outdoor spaces are well equipped, and an outdoor area for talks with 
underage sons is available. The same percentage is available in Ålesund Prison 
(17% green spaces). For between 20% and 30 % of green and sports spaces, we 
find two ancient prisons: Oslo Prison, where the green spaces are well main-
tained but not cultivated, and two football fields (22% green spaces and 4% 
outdoor sports areas); and Ucciardone, where similarly the green spaces are 
well maintained but not cultivated, and there is a playground for detainees 
with children under 14 years (26% green spaces and 4% outdoor sports areas). 
Three Italian prisons and one Norwegian have a percentage of green and sports 
spaces of between 40% and 60%: Pagliarelli, with several cultivated green areas 
and outdoor sports places, and an outdoor area for talks with relatives (40% 
green spaces and 2% outdoor sports areas); Parma where the several green 
spaces are well maintained but not cultivated (39% green spaces and 5% out-
door sports areas); Rebibbia, with several cultivated green areas and outdoor 
sports places, and, in the female section, a playground available for children 
(40% green spaces and 7% outdoor sports areas); and, in Norway, the Youth 
Unit East at Eidsvoll (54% green spaces, and no outdoor sports areas).

The three prisons that show the biggest percentages of green and sports 
areas are all in Norway: the Youth Unit West Bjørgvin, where the green areas 
are partially devoted to animals and vegetables cultivation (59% green spaces 
and 4% outdoor sports areas); and Halden Prison, where the green spaces are 
well maintained but not cultivated, and there is a football field (66% green 
spaces and 2% outdoor sports areas). The greenest prison, among the ones 
analyzed, is Telemark, where the green spaces are well maintained but not 
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cultivated, and two football fields are available (65% green spaces and 6% out-
door sports areas).
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Figure 3.16  Functional sites: Comparison of percentages

In addition, the presence of exercise yards, also called bordered open spaces, 
is much more common in the Italian case studies than in Norwegian ones, 
according to each detention regulation.

One important thing to stress here is how the green spaces are used. Are the 
prisoners allowed to use them? In what way? And when? In chapter 4 such 
questions are asked and Johnsen finds that despite big green areas most of 
them are, in practice, not possible to use by the prisoners because of security 
issues. The use of green areas and outdoor sports areas are issues in prison 
research that need to be addressed.

Furthermore, when we started to make comparisons regarding inside 
spaces, we saw an interesting difference. Analyzing the different functions of 
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various prisons, we saw for instance that in Italy theater is a concept, which is 
not a type of room that we find in the Norwegian prisons. This does not of 
course mean that prisoners do not have theater activities in the Norwegian 
prison system, or that it is always present in the Italian prison system, but these 
all interesting details reveal something about the cultural values and ways of 
thinking about prison ideology, and the purpose of penalty.

Final comments
It is important to emphasize that resemblances and differences are not objec-
tive phenomena that are easy to grasp. Rather, something is developed through 
a process of comparison (Krogstad, 2000). In this article we have used the soft-
ware Google Earth Pro to increase our knowledge of prison architecture, terri-
tory and space. There are of course some limitations to this type of comparative 
analysis. In this case it is particularly due to the way we, in different countries, 
classify and what counts in the classifying process. The first thing we do when 
we try to learn about a foreign system, is to start to examine whether it is dif-
ferent or equal to our own system, and in which way. In this analysis we have 
chosen to use a tool developed within the Italian context (Giofrè, 2015). In this 
article we have modified it to be able to construct representations for both the 
Italian and the Norwegian prison systems. The analysis is biased since Norway 
is being compared to an already existing Italian classification system. On the 
other hand, this has resulted in interesting knowledge, and has been an eye 
opener for us that we will develop in later research. Comparing two different 
countries with different histories, religions, socio-political systems, social 
classes and cultures related to nature and observing deviance, guilt and shame, 
it was difficult to know where to start. With all its limitations, this article 
reveals how much the architecture of prisons responds to the penitentiary reg-
ulation criteria of each country, which, in itself, expresses the social and cul-
tural aspects of a country.
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Movement in the Prison 
Landscape: Leisure 
Activities – Inside, Outside 
and In-between
Berit Johnsen

When I’m released, the first thing I’ll do is to walk uphill.
Prisoner

This article discusses the arrangement and movement of bodies in the prison land-
scape. The focus is on closed prisons and the practice of leisure activities. The keeping 
of bodies ‘in place’ limits what a body can do in that the prisoners’ possibility to 
affect, be affected and create relations with their surroundings becomes limited. This 
also concerns the practice of leisure activities, which mostly happen in places espe-
cially designed for this purpose. The principle of normalisation is concerned with 
bringing the outside into the inside. ‘Too much’ of the outside inside, in relation to 
facilities, the facilitation and the function of leisure activities, is often criticised in 
presentations of the inside, as too luxurious, or the prisoners having too good of a 
time in prison. However, leisure activities are supposed to be experienced as pleasur-
able and meaningful, and it is argued that this is how leisure activities should be for 
prisoners too. Efforts should therefore be made to use both time and space in facili-
tating such activities for the sake of the prisoners’ wellbeing and health. To extend the 
limit of what a body can do will give prisoners the opportunity to affect, to be affected 
and to create new relations that could also have positive outcomes for the prisoners’ 
rehabilitation.
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Introduction
The physical environment in Norwegian prisons shows a great variety. On the 
one hand are the open prisons, like Hassel and Leira, where it is difficult to 
determine where the outside ends and the inside of the prison actually begins, 
because there are no walls or fences. On the other hand are the prisons with a 
high security level (closed prisons), like Halden Prison. These prisons are 
separated from their surroundings by walls and fences, and in order to enter 
the inside of the prison, one has to pass through a gate in the wall. Besides the 
wall, the most noticeable features in the physical environment of a closed 
prison are buildings, fences, exercise yards, electric pylons and paths; and 
common to most prisons, these are spread out on a comparatively flat piece of 
land. There may also be vegetation such as lawns and perhaps trees, flowers, 
rocks, heather and moss on this one piece of land. The vegetation might be 
inside the yards, but mostly in-between the facilities. Altogether, the compo-
sition of the walls, buildings, fences, vegetation and so on form a space 
(a discursive practice of a place [Conley, 2010]) – a prison landscape – which 
is an agent in itself.

In this article, I will discuss the arrangement and movement of bodies in 
the landscape of closed prisons, and I will focus especially on the practice of 
leisure activities. Literature on prison architecture and carceral geography 
has introduced me to the field of human geography (see e.g. Grant and 
Jewkes, 2015; Hancock and Jewkes, 2011; Jewkes and Moran, 2014, 2015; 
Moran, 2012, 2015; Moran and Jewkes, 2014). This literature has brought 
some of my experiences with prison research and visits to prisons into new 
contexts. These experiences constitute the empirical data in this exploration 
of movement and leisure activities in prison, and I will present observations 
of leisure activities and an excerpt from an interview with a prisoner about 
his experience with leisure activities, from a study of sports in prison 
(Johnsen, 2001). Examples from prison visits will also be presented, and sev-
eral visits to Halden Prison have given me the opportunity to observe the 
landscape and discuss leisure activities with staff in this prison. I will also 
contrast my experiences from Halden Prison with how others have presented 
it, especially in documentary programs. Other excerpts from documentary 
programs and newspaper reportages will be presented as data as well. As well 
as existing literature on prison architecture and carceral geography, the 
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discussion is inspired by the work of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari (see 
e.g. Deleuze and Guattari, 1983, 1987, 1994). Their focus on not what a body 
is, but what a body can do and its relations and capacity to affect and be 
affected, are essential to this article. I will also use other central concepts 
from the work of Deleuze and Guattari, like assemblage and territorialisation, 
and follow Deleuze’s advice to use them in a pragmatic way (Massumi, 1987). 
This means introducing new thoughts and perspectives on movement and 
leisure activities in prisons.

Bodies in place

[…] The newly arrived inmate is led down a hall […]. Ahead of him lies another steel 
door and still another; and after the last of these has shut behind him does he stand 
within the prison proper. Before he leaves the outer hall he is taken to a room where he 
is stripped and searched. (Sykes, 1958, p. 4)

Sykes’ description of the admittance of a prisoner is quite characteristic when 
entering a closed prison, also in Norway. After the procedures described above, 
the prisoner is typically taken to a reception unit – alternatively to a remand unit 
if a sentence has not been passed – where (s)he spends the first weeks or months. 
Thereafter (s)he is moved to an ordinary living unit or block. If the prisoner is 
considered to be difficult or unsuited to living in a regular unit, for example 
because of mental problems or illnesses, (s)he may be transferred to a segrega-
tion unit or to a unit for vulnerable prisoners. Towards the end of the sentence, 
the prisoner may be transferred to an open unit and later to a halfway house. 
This transfer between different living facilities with altered functions throughout 
the serving of the sentence is, especially when moving to more open facilities, 
built on trust and systems of privileges (Goffman, 1961; Liebling, 2004). This is 
a slow process, and with long sentences it may take months or years.

On a daily basis, prisoners attend school or workshops for the purpose of 
education, production or simply to keep them occupied. Exercise yards are 
areas designated for the purpose of sports or exercise outdoors, and indoors 
there may be fitness studios and gymnasiums for exercise and other cultural 
activities. There are churches or other facilities for spiritual activities, and 
there are facilities for providing health services where the prisoners can con-
sult nurses, doctors, dentists, etc. There are also rooms, houses or areas where 
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prisoners can receive visits from family and friends. All these places are 
‘functional sites’, which means they should be useful in some way (Foucault, 
1977, p. 143; Philo, 2001). The daily movements between these sites are con-
trolled by logistics and strict routines. These routines are repetitive with a 
time-based rhythm, and according to Sparks, Bottoms and Hay (1996, p. 
350), “Time is a basic structuring dimension of prison life […]”. However, 
just as important is the spatial arrangement of prisoners and the keeping of 
prisoners ‘in place’ (Philo, 2001, p. 478). At any time of the day or night, each 
prisoner should be at a specific place, and at certain times during the day, staff 
will count bodies in order to control that the prisoners are in the right place 
at the right time (Kantrowitz, 2012). There is then an integral relationship 
between time and space in prison, which is referred to as carceral TimeSpace 
(Moran, 2012, 2015).

The movement of bodies in the prison landscape follows spatial 
arrangements especially designed for this, like pathways, which may be 
surrounded by more or less visible and invisible borders. Walls, fences 
and locked doors are obvious borders, through which bodies cannot move 
without having a key or first being identified. Technological solutions 
may be installed in order to identify staff and prisoners, and in Rebibbia 
prison in Rome prisoners move quite freely around in the prison by the 
use of ID-cards. Different types of ID-cards permit access to different 
parts of the prison, and prisoners may move by themselves to places where 
they are granted access. The invisible borders are more subtle and harder 
to spot if one is not familiar with the logic of movement in a prison:

We (a group of Nordic prison researchers) visited a new prison in Jylland in Denmark 
in November 2008. The prison was spacious, and we could see a lot of the sky. Living 
blocks were spread around, and each of these had a yard separated from the rest of 
the prison by a fence. There were green lawns between the blocks, and pathways ran 
through the lawns connecting the blocks with each other and with the rest of the 
prison. Standing on a pathway looking at these flat and tempting green lawns I burst 
out: “What a fantastic football pitch!” “Oh, no”, replied the prison officer who fol-
lowed us around, “It is forbidden to walk on the lawn”.1

1 See http://www.ostjylland.info/AFDELINGER-3087.aspx. On the picture of living block A, a football 
goal is actually standing on the lawn, which indicates that under certain circumstances it might after 
all be allowed to be on the lawn.

http://www.ostjylland.info/AFDELINGER-3087.aspx
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There are also visible borders that all bodies can pass, as, for example, marks 
on the floor or signs, ordering prisoners not to cross or move further (e.g. 
Ugelvik, 2014). There are also the invisible borders, which are impossible to 
relate to if you do not know they are there:

I was standing together with a prisoner in the exercise yard. The yard was a gravel 
field, but where we stood, right by the entrance, there was a little pitch of grass as well. 
While talking to the prisoner, I was standing on the grass, and after a while, the pris-
oner made me aware that I was actually standing on the grass, which, he informed 
me, was not allowed. I wondered why, and he explained that the field of grass was 
close to the fence, and the staff did not tolerate prisoners being too near the fence. 
(Field notes 1997, cf. Johnsen, 2001)

‘Too near the fence’ is an interesting expression. I understood that being on 
the grass was defined as being ‘too near’ but what would be deemed ‘too 
near’ when there was no grass, only gravel? Most likely, this would be a dis-
cretionary decision made by staff guarding the exercise yard. Their defini-
tion of ‘too near’ could differ, which means that for the prisoners this is a 
fluctuating border.

One might ask, why all these borders in a closed prison? According to 
the [Norwegian] Regulations to the Execution of Sentences Act § 3-10, 
“Prisoners in a prison with a high security level must not be permitted to 
move freely around the prison’s buildings or other areas”.2 Keeping bodies 
‘in place’, also when they move in the prison landscape, is, then, a part of 
the safety and security regime and the maintenance of good order in a 
closed prison.

Bodies without organs (BwOs) in place
According to Fox (2011, p. 360) “The relations (inward and outward) that a 
body has with its physical and social context enable it to affect and be 
affected” (see also Deleuze and Guattari, 1987; Massumi, 1987). Affect is an 
independent thing, but it is a change or a variation that occurs prior to an 
idea or perception (Colman, 2010). The complex constellations of bodies, 

2 «Innsatte i fengsel med høyt sikkerhetsnivå må ikke tillates å gå fritt omkring i fengselets bygninger 
eller områder for øvrig.»
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things, expressions and  qualities constitute what Deleuze and Guattari 
labelled assemblages (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987; Liversey, 2010). An 
assemblage functions on both horizontal and vertical axes. While horizontal 
axes constitute machinic assemblages, like a steady running prison machine, 
the vertical axes deal with forces that territorialise and deterritorialise the 
assemblages (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987). For example, safety and security 
considerations territorialise the prison landscape and define where the pris-
oners might move. Forces defining the distinct functions of different places 
in a prison give the activities in these places meaning and legitimacy. 
Deterritorialisation could for example entail more free movement within 
the landscape of a closed prison, or having looser or more open definitions 
of the function of a place.

For Deleuze, a body “[…] is defined by the relations of its parts (relations 
of relative motion and rest, speed and slowness), and by its actions and 
reactions with respect both to its environment or milieu and to its internal 
milieu” (Baugh, 2010, p. 35). How people respond to their surroundings is 
an expression of desire – “[…] the active, experimenting, engaged and 
engaging agency, [which] supplies the body with capacity and motivation to 
form new relations […], but is shaped by the body’s relation toward particu-
lar objectives“ (Fox, 2011, p. 360; see also Buchanan, 1997). A body is in 
constant interaction with the environment that surrounds it, creatively pro-
ducing itself in a process of becoming. Such focus on the body is concerned 
with what a body can do – and not what a body is – and its relations and its 
capacity to affect and be affected (Fox, 2011). In this perspective, it is not 
only the material body that is of interest, but the organic/non-organic con-
fluence of biology, culture and environment (Fox, 2011; Deleuze and 
Guattari, 1983, 1987). What emerges in this confluence of relations is the 
body without organs – shortened to BwO (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987; 
Buchanan, 1997; Fox, 2011; Zourabichvili, 2012). This means that a body, or 
more correctly, a BwO, is not either biological or social, it is both, where 
neither takes precedence.

According to this ‘Deleuzian’ perspective, each prisoner, at each site and at 
any time, creates their own relations, engages in different assemblages and 
creates BwOs. However, the strict control and surveillance of the movement of 
the bodies in order to keep them ‘in place’ imposes restrictions upon what 
relations a body can make and what it can do. Bodies ‘out of place’ are 
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considered a risk, because then there is no control on what it can do: It might 
escape from the prison, hide away drugs or other contraband goods, pass on 
messages, assault someone, and so on. This is the essence of safety and secu-
rity in prison: to limit what the prisoners can do and thereby define their BwO 
and keeping them ‘in place’.

Leisure activities – bringing the outside inside

Running was the only thing that in a way provided continuity in my existence. In here, 
I ran in circles, around and around. Here I had, in my imagination, my trips through 
Frogner Park3 that was in my head.4

The text above is from a documentary television program, where Arne Treholt, 
a Norwegian diplomat convicted of espionage for the Soviet Union in 1985, is 
standing in the exercise cell of approximately 10 x 2,5 metres with a “roof ” of 
wires in Drammen Prison. Before he was convicted, Treholt spent 17 months 
remanded in custody, mostly in this prison, which is located on the top floors 
of the courthouse in the city of Drammen. For Treholt the movement of the 
body while running in the tiny room brought about some affects, mainly 
because of inward relations and processes in his body, such as increased pulse, 
sweat, repetitive steps and so on. In this BwO, the ‘running man’ becomes 
Treholt, and for a moment, he manages to conjure a BwO where he is running 
through a park. On this trip, he conjures relations to green lawns, paths, trees, 
flowers, fountains, water, sculptures, and so on, and in his mind, the landscape 
becomes a part of his BwO. The outside/inside distinction, which is well known 
from the literature on total institutions (Goffman, 1961), becomes blurred, 
where the outside world blends in with the inside world of the prison (Baer 
and Ravneberg, 2008). This blending might appear as an experience, which is 
in constant flux, and ebbs and flows depending on the relations one creates. 
While Treholt experienced the outside while he ran, other relations – such as 
smelling particular food while cooking, reading a letter from a lover, listening 

3 A sculpture park in Oslo.
4 “Løping, det var det eneste som på en måte skapte kontinuitet i min tilværelse. Her løp jeg da i ring, 

rundt i ring. Her hadde jeg da i fantasien mine turer gjennom Frognerparken, og det var oppe i hodet 
på meg.” http://www.nrk.no/kultur/her-er-arne-treholt-tilbake-pa-cella-1.12735167 Treholt was sen-
tenced to 20 years imprisonment, but was after 8,5 years pardoned for health reasons.

http://www.nrk.no/kultur/her-er-arne-treholt-tilbake-pa-cella-1.12735167
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to a specific song, or watching a particular film on the TV – might be decisive 
for other prisoners in order to elicit the same experience.

To be affected and conjure up a BwO with the outside by running round and 
round in a place like a tiny cell cannot be easy. The desire to carry out leisure 
activities is related to the formations of different kinds of BwOs that vary from 
person to person. Some need to relate to other people and find that group 
activities can be most stimulating. Sometimes, special spaces designed for spe-
cific leisure activities are needed, such as football pitches, weight-training 
rooms, music studios, etc. Such spaces could be found in a prison as well, and 
sometimes prisoners have, for example, soccer teams that play in local leagues, 
where teams from the outside come into the prison and play matches. Other 
spaces, like yards, lawns, parks and forests, have a more multifunctional poten-
tial for different kinds of activities. Further, preserving some of the forest in the 
defined area constituting the inside of the prison while building it, like in 
Halden Prison, might be considered as bringing, or rather keeping, some of 
the outside inside. However, while people outside the prison can walk, run, 
play, and so on in green spaces like parks and forests, this is not necessarily so 
in a prison, as for example Halden Prison. An international news reportage, 
presented a picture of the rather extensive forest in this prison with the follow-
ing comment: “Here the roughly 250 prisoners […] take walks in the park 
[…]”5– but they cannot. Prisoners in the park without being accompanied by 
staff, are BwOs ‘out of place’, which means that the park or the forest is primar-
ily a pleasure for the eye. This reflects the prioritisation of the visual in Western 
societies (Baer, 2005; Urry, 2002). Just looking at green spaces and nature may 
give the impression of being in them. But actually being in them opens up 
quite another potential for creating relations and sensing the surroundings. By 
walking on a lawn, we can feel the soft grass; by running in a forest, we have to 
find our balance when our feet meet the uneven ground; and by leaning on a 
tree when catching our breath after running uphill, we can feel the texture of 
the rough bark against our backs. The movement in itself might create a sense 
of wellbeing (Atkinson and Scott, 2015), and the affect that occurs in the rela-
tionship with the environment might be of importance too. According to 
Andrews, Chen and Myers (2014) landscapes and spaces have an impact on 
the individual producing sensations and feelings.

5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgujwijPwxo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgujwijPwxo
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In Norwegian prisons, the concept ‘leisure’ is used to describe the time when 
the prisoners are not otherwise occupied with activities they are obliged to 
take part in during daytime, like school or work.6 The activities the prisoners 
occupy themselves with in the afternoons and weekends are called ‘leisure 
activities’. Translated to Norwegian the term ‘leisure’ becomes ‘fritid’, which in 
English is more like ‘spare time’ or literally ‘free time’, meaning that it is a spe-
cific time with no obligations; prisoners are, in principal, free do what they 
like. The import and use of the concept in prisons raises an interesting philo-
sophical question: Imprisonment is, by definition, the loss of freedom, so how 
can it be asserted that prisoners have any “free” time when their choices are 
restricted by the institution in which they are confined? It is far beyond the 
scope of this article to address this discussion here, but it is interesting to take 
a closer look at the concept ‘leisure’. ‘Leisure’ connotes ‘pleasure’, meaning that 
leisure activities are activities that one finds pleasurable (Elias and Dunning, 
1986). According to Elias and Dunning (1986) a characteristic of leisure activi-
ties is that the activity is primarily for the benefit of the individual taking pre-
cedence over the interests of others. Standing in the exercise cell in Drammen 
prison, Treholt continued:

It would be an exaggeration to say that this [running in circles in the tiny exercise cell] 
was something I did with pleasure, but when I had done my trip, I had exactly the bal-
ance I needed to get through the next few hours and the next day.7

In the BwO Treholt creates while running, the ‘coping prisoner’ becomes 
Treholt, and he manages to survive an extremely difficult situation and ‘to sus-
tain sanity in an insane place’ (Sabo, 2001, p. 62). Research shows that prison-
ers’ involvement in leisure activities, such as sports, is based on a desire to be 
affected and create BwOs that are experienced as meaningful (Gallant, Sherry 
and Nicholson, 2015; Johnsen, 2001; Martos-García, Devís-Devís and Sparkes, 
2009; Robène and Bodin, 2014). Common to these affects and feelings is that 
they are processual; they are not attainable as an end (Buchanan, 1997), they 
ebb and flow through space and time (Andrews et.al., 2014). In order to create 

6 In Norway, prisoners serving a sentence (not remand prisoners) are obliged to take part in work, edu-
cation or other activities (Regulations to the Execution of Sentences Act § 1–4 cf. § 3–12.

7 “Det vil jo være en overdrivelse å si at dette var noe som jeg gikk til med lyst, men når jeg hadde 
vært igjennom det, da hadde jeg fått akkurat den lille balansen jeg trengte for å ta noen nye timer 
og en ny dag.”
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these affects and feelings, the activities have to be repeated. For example, 
Treholt had to run every day to make it to the next day, and avoiding gaining 
weight in the sedentary life, which imprisonment in a closed prison may imply, 
requires a rather strict regime of working out for some prisoners (see e.g. 
Wahidin and Tate, 2005). This means that prisoners do involve themselves in 
leisure activities for the same reasons that people outside prison do, which is a 
desire to be affected, affect others and create BwOs that are valuable to oneself 
and in some sense create wellbeing. As well as for people outside prison, well-
being might for some prisoners be related to health and healthcare. This can 
include avoiding weight gain, retaining sanity or may even be a kind of self-
therapy, as running was for Treholt.

Bringing the outside inside is actually what ‘normalisation’ is about. The 
principle of normalisation is central in the Norwegian Correctional Service 
and “[…] implies that the way of life in prison as far as possible should be like 
the general way of life in society” (Meld. St. 12 [2014-2015], p. 32, cf. St meld. 
nr. 37 [2007-2008], p. 22).8 To facilitate leisure activities by constructing spaces 
where prisoners can create BwOs and experience wellbeing, can be interpreted 
as a way of complying with this principle.

Leisure activities – bringing the inside outside

Ahm, I’m having a hard time believing that I’m in a prison. I know there is a lot of 
different educational, vocational programming that is available to inmates to pre-
pare them for work on the outside, but I must say that I have never seen anything like 
this. It’s maybe a little over the top. […] I’m trying to get my head around what type 
of employment we are preparing an individual for in this kind of environment. […] 
This would appear to be preparing inmates for a career in music or music production. 
(US Governor)

Well, I can understand your question, because this is probably the part of the facility 
that raises the most questions. This room is to a large extent used by the school as a part 

8 “Normalitetsprinsippet innebærer at tilværelsen under straffegjennomføringen så langt som mulig 
skal være lik tilværelsen ellers i samfunnet.”
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of music teaching and education. Do we achieve less crime? That’s the interesting ques-
tion down the road, really. (Assistant Governor Halden Prison)

This part of a conversation is from a documentary television program, where a 
retired US Prison Governor is visiting Halden Prison. The scene of the conver-
sation is the music studio, and as a part of the scene, the US Governor is sitting 
on a chair in front of a large master control glancing at the music equipment in 
the room.9 The conversation is about the function of this place, and how the 
existence of such ‘luxury’ in a prison is to be legitimised. In a Deleuzian per-
spective, this conversation can be interpreted as a territorialisation of the 
music-assemblage by forces of education and rehabilitation. By doing so, 
the two Governors define the prisoners’ BwOs by deciding the intentions of 
the relations they can create in this space. It would have been interesting to 
hear the reaction to the US Governor and the viewers of the program if the 
Assistant Governor had said that the music studio was for prisoners who were 
interested in music, and that this place made it possible for them to exercise 
their hobby or leisure activity for the sake of their own wellbeing.

Robène and Bodin (2014), in a discussion of sports activities in French pris-
ons, refer to how public opinion (those on the outside) view life on the inside, and 
the prisoners’ access to sports activities. They claim there is an ambiguity to sports 
in prison because it “[…] appears to the public at large as the intolerable indica-
tion of prison comfort, which is in total contradiction to the idea of punishment” 
(p. 2066). In Norway, punishment is defined as the infliction of an evil that should 
be experienced as an evil (Rt. 1997, p. 1209; Andenæs, 2016), or in Christie’s 
words: To inflict pain (Christie, 1981). Imprisonment means loss of liberty, and 
prisoners should not lose the rights accorded those on the outside. This means 
that a person sentenced to imprisonment goes to prison as punishment, not to be 
punished. The Director General of the Norwegian Correctional Services states:

Sport and other recreational activities are an integral part of many people’s everyday lives, 
and it is accepted as having a positive effect on physical and mental health, as well as 
increasing general well-being. Such activities could therefore help to make the punishment 
less burdensome. Since health is generally poorer among convicts than in the rest of soci-
ety, leisure activities should have positive long-term effects. It is an aim that on release, 

9 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2g56susrNQY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2g56susrNQY
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prisoners should be offered work or schooling, but also have meaningful leisure time. This 
it is believed should help lower recidivism (the protection of society). (Vollan, 2016: 555)10

Initiatives aimed at wellbeing and comfort in order to ease the burden of 
imprisonment are justified by the fact that imprisonment hurts and are, at a 
policy level in Norway, legitimate reasons to offer sports and other activities 
for prisoners. This perspective is supported by soft law measures on ‘exercise 
and recreation’.11 However, for the Norwegian public, these reasons seem to be 
legitimate if combined with usefulness in order to live a law-abiding life after 
release. For example, a prison in Norway brought horses into the prison 
because one of the prisoners, who was also known in the media, was very 
much interested in horses and wanted to follow up this interest in prison. 
When the local newspaper heard about this, they made a reportage with a 
photo of the prisoner riding on a horse with the headline: “Here rides the 
Nokas-robber in the exercise yard”.12 In the reportage, the prisoner says: “I 
appreciate very much being together with horses, especially as my contact with 
other prisoners is very limited”.13 In a follow-up reportage, the Prison Governor 
is confronted with this activity, and she replies that following up prisoners’ 
interests may contribute to reducing the risk of reoffending. At the same time, 
when the reporter asks if the prisoner is having ‘too good of a time’ in prison, 
she answers: “We, who know what it means to be imprisoned, know that it is 
not ‘good’ living in a prison, even if you get visits from a horse.”14

10 “Sport og andre fritidsaktiviteter inngår som selvsagte elementer i manges hverdag, og antas å være 
positive for den fysiske og psykiske helsen, samt øke det generelle velværet. Aktivitetene kan dermed 
bidra til å gjøre straffen mindre tyngende. Siden helsen generelt er dårligere hos domfelte enn ellers i 
samfunnet, vil fritidsaktiviteter trolig også kunne gi effekt på sikt. Det er et mål at løslatte ikke bare skal 
ha arbeid eller skole å gå til, men også ha en meningsfylt fritid – som igjen antas å kunne bidra til lavere 
tilbakefall (samfunnsvern).”

11 Council of Europe, Committee of Ministers, Recommendation Rec(2006)2 of the Committee of 
Ministers to Member States on the European Prison Rules para.27.1-27.7. https://search.coe.int/cm/
Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectID=09000016805d8d25#P6_138; Commentary on Recommendation 
Rec(2006)2 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States on the European Prison Rules. http://
w w w. c o e . i nt / t / d g i / c r i m i na l l awc o op / Pre s e nt at i on / D o c u me nt s / Eu rop e an - Pr i s on -
Rules_978-92-871-5982-3.pdf; European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or 
Degrading Treatment of Punishment: 2nd General Report on the CPT’s activities covering the period 1 
January to 31 December 1991 http://www.cpt.coe.int/en/annual/rep-02.htm.

12 “Her rir Nokas-raneren i luftegården.” http://www.adressa.no/nyheter/trondheim/article1393154.ece
13 “Jeg setter stor pris på å få være sammen med hester, særlig fordi min kontakt med andre fanger er 

utrolig begrenset.”
14 “Vi som vet hva det innebærer å bli frarøvet friheten, vi vet at det ikke er «bra» å bo i fengsel selv om 

du får besøk av en hest.” http://www.adressa.no/nyheter/trondheim/article1393156.ece

https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectID=09000016805d8d25#P6_138
https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectID=09000016805d8d25#P6_138
http://www.coe.int/t/dgi/criminallawcoop/Presentation/Documents/European-Prison-Rules_978-92-871-5982-3.pdf
http://www.coe.int/t/dgi/criminallawcoop/Presentation/Documents/European-Prison-Rules_978-92-871-5982-3.pdf
http://www.coe.int/t/dgi/criminallawcoop/Presentation/Documents/European-Prison-Rules_978-92-871-5982-3.pdf
http://www.cpt.coe.int/en/annual/rep-02.htm
http://www.adressa.no/nyheter/trondheim/article1393154.ece
http://www.adressa.no/nyheter/trondheim/article1393156.ece
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Media reportages that present the inside to the outside, appeal to the public 
sense of justice and punishment as deserved. Accepting that punishment is an 
initiative in the name of crime prevention (see Fridhov and Gröning, this vol-
ume), the public is also concerned about bringing people from the inside to 
the outside. It is in this perspective that rehabilitation is applicable, and reha-
bilitation in relation to leisure activities is perhaps easiest to understand and 
accept when the prisoners bring with them these activities from the inside to 
the outside when they are released. This could give them meaningful leisure 
time on the outside, which could contribute to a lowered risk of committing 
new crimes (c.f. the quotation of the General Director above). However, pris-
oners find it difficult to perceive the long-term effects of their involvement in 
sports activities beyond the period of imprisonment (Gallant et. al., 2015; 
Johnsen, 2001; Martos-García et. al., 2009). This is most likely because many 
prisoners do not have a clear idea of how life after imprisonment will be, and if 
they will manage to maintain an eventual exercise regime. Most prisoners have 
a here-and-now perspective of their involvement in sport, and as the Governor 
above also indicates, the here-and-now perspective might reduce the risk of 
reoffending too.

To ease the burden of imprisonment, to sustain sanity in an insane place, to 
avoid gaining weight also have importance for the kind of people that are 
released from prison. It is very likely that the more healthy and self-confident 
ex-prisoners are, the greater chance they have to create relationships and BwOs 
that would help them stay away from crime.

As leisure activities are easily accepted in assemblages of rehabilitation, 
there are leisure activities that are considered to have quite the opposite effect. 
Such an activity is weight training, which is one of the most popular leisure 
activities among (male) prisoners (Johnsen, 2001). The construction of a big 
and muscular body, the exposure of it, and the way it occupies and is held in 
space (Caputo-Levine, 2013; Moran, 2015), affect us and make us worry about 
that strength and power, which we read into this body, and which may be used 
for violence and domination (Johnsen, 2000). Studies of assemblages of mas-
culinity and power in prison, have given insight into some of the dynamics in 
the hierarchy among prisoners (Johnsen, 2001; Martos-García et.al., 2009; 
Sabo, 1994, 2001). To avoid an exaggerated focus on the big and muscular 
body, there are limitations on how heavy the available weights are, and it is not 
possible to buy protein supplements in order to increase muscle mass. These 
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restrictions might also be interpreted as territorialisation of the weight-train-
ing assemblage by limiting how big a body the prisoner can build, and thereby 
give a sense of limiting what harm such a body could do both inside and out-
side of a prison.

In-between

I mean, if I were allowed to train with weights when I felt like it, for example, right after 
dinner when almost everybody else is sleeping, then I could train on my own and be left 
alone and train the way I want to. I wouldn’t have to run for 10 minutes on the treadmill, 
or lift so and so much. I wouldn’t have to compete with the others; that’s what I don’t feel 
like doing, you see? It doesn’t suit me to carry out my training in front of the rest, and I 
think I’m not the only one that feels like this. (‘Kim’ [prisoner] in Johnsen, 2001, p. 155)

What ‘Kim’ in the quotation above asks for is a break in the structured time-
based rhythm that organises prison life. He does not want to be a part of the 
BwOs that prisoners in the weight training room create when they exercise, 
because in these BwOs he is uncomfortable. His desire is to adapt this activity 
to his own rhythm where he could create the BwO that he wants. However, 
access to gym facilities and exercise yards in a closed prison mostly follows a 
schedule that regulates when the different units have access to which facility. If 
a prisoner wants to work out in the weight training room, (s)he has to follow 
the schedule and work out when his/her unit is set up for this facility, which 
could, for example, be on Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 5 pm to 7 pm. 
At these times, prisoners from the unit move to the gym, and most likely prison 
officers from the same unit will follow the prisoners to the sports facility and 
guard them during the exercise. With this arrangement, BwOs are kept ‘in 
place’, and the prison officers know the number of bodies in the gym, and the 
number of bodies remaining in the unit. In such a rigid routine, prisoners in 
the gym when they want to exercise for themselves are BwOs ‘out of place’ and 
a risk to the maintenance of safety and security in the prison.

However, as stated by ‘Kim’, in between the daily chores in a prison, there is 
time available to carry out meaningful leisure activities. According to staff in 
Halden prison, prisoners, like ‘Kim’ have had the opportunity to use sports 
facilities in between the scheduled times, but this has stopped for some reason. 
During the day, it is understandable that prisoners have to conform to the 
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routine of working hours. It is, though, quite common for many employees 
(i.e. not prisoners) in Norway to have an hour or so of exercise included as part 
of their working week. My question is: Is it possible to include such an arrange-
ment in prison and still keep the BwOs in place?

Leisure activities in-between can be discussed in relation to time, but it might 
also be discussed in relation to space. Above, I have presented both the prisons 
at Jylland and Halden as having extensive green spaces in-between the facilities, 
and we have seen that the function of these spaces first and foremost is as plea-
sure for the eye, but could they be more than that? Jewkes and Moran (2015) 
argue that trees and flora attract birds, insects and other wildlife (see also 
Jewkes, 2014). Of course listening to birds, smelling the landscape, scratching a 
mosquito bite and observing how the landscape changes throughout the year 
may stimulate senses and feelings. However, my point is that being in the green 
landscape opens quite another potential, that of enabling the body to be affected 
by the experience, which in turn induces new senses and feelings, because 
nature represents so much of what a prison is not. Nature is not neat and tidy, 
there are no straight lines, it is uneven and keeping one’s balance when walking 
or running in this landscape can be challenging, especially going up and down-
hill. Nature has also an endless number of textures to be felt, and perhaps ber-
ries to be tasted. The smell is more intense when we are in nature and it is 
possible to just lie down and feel that we are part of it. Overall, nature can have 
an endless number of functions, because it can be what we want it to be.

Little (2015) argues that natural landscapes can have healing qualities by 
emphasising the presence of nature in the body. This applies to the actual prac-
ticing of a sport and to the spaces in between in which the bodies perform and 
activities are performed (see also Bell, Phoenix, Lovell and Wheeler, 2014). 
Also discussed is the extent to which prison buildings can perhaps ‘heal’ as 
well as harm (Moran, 2015), and this discussion should concern the landscape 
in-between the prison buildings as well. Why not create a track in the land-
scape, using the whole area of the prison, where the prisoners can run or walk, 
and perhaps also go skiing in wintertime? The clue – again – is to make arrange-
ments so that the BwOs can be ‘in place’ when running/walking/skiing in the 
track. As ‘Kim’ also said in the interview, he did not mind CCTV cameras, if 
that made it possible for him to exercise on his own, and electronic equipment 
used in an ethical and careful manner, might be one solution to allow deterri-
torialisation and more unrestricted movement in the prison landscape.
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Closing comments
In a discussion about the ‘green prison’, prison architecture, design and space 
Moran and Jewkes (2014: 351) refer to Nordic prison architecture and design 
as providing environments which are intended to rehabilitate:

In both Iceland and Norway, these prisons are placed in stunning natural landscapes where 
the boundary between inside and outside can be blurred, with huge, bar-less windows, 
natural building materials and plenty of outdoor space available to prisoners. […] Buildings 
have the potential to affect their inhabitants in certain ways, generate certain types of situ-
ations, and to engender certain forms of practice […] [T]he thought that watching clouds, 
birds, daylight, weather and so on could enhance rehabilitation and diminish physical and 
psychological violence resonates strongly with notions of therapeutic landscapes in which 
environmental, societal and individual factors promote well-being, via a holistic approach 
to physical, emotional, spiritual, societal and environmental factors.

Yes, there is a focus on rehabilitation in Norwegian prisons. However, through-
out this article I have problematised how restrictions in movement in the 
prison landscape and the territorialisation of spaces put limits on what the 
prisoners’ bodies can do and how they can be affected when practicing leisure 
activities. Even Halden Prison – which is one of the prisons Moran and Jewkes 
(ibid.) refer to – with its bar-less windows and plenty of outdoor space, is a 
closed prison with a heavy regime of order, safety and security. Its functional-
istic approach to buildings and other facilities, and its numerous borders and 
rules governing how and where to move in and between different facilities, 
make this prison quite similar to many other closed prisons in Norway.

Norway is in the process of building a new prison in Agder in the southern 
part of Norway. Also for this prison, the “[…] design and construction are driven 
by the imperatives of (low) cost and (high) security […]“ (Jewkes and Moran, 
2015, p. 9). As a closed prison, prisoners would not be allowed to move freely 
around. Thinking in a traditional way, safety and security measures will be estab-
lished to territorialise the prison landscape and put limits on what a body can do 
in order to reduce the risk of unwanted behaviour and of disturbances in the 
regime of order. The problem is that these measures may, at the same time limit 
the body’s possibility to create relations and be affected in ways that support the 
rehabilitative process. But, is it possible to think safety and security along with 
rehabilitation in a new manner? Could bringing the outside inside and 
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normality be principles for the design and use of spaces in the prison landscape? 
Could the landscape be hillier than a traditional flat prison landscape, and is it 
possible to tear down both visible and invisible borders and make the prison 
landscape more open and accessible? To what extent could prisoners’ BwOs be 
interpreted ‘in place’ instead of ‘out of place’ in relation to time and space? 
Technology used in careful and smart ways could open up new solutions for a 
creative use of the prison landscape in order to carry out leisure activities, but the 
main thing is to deterritorialise old ways of thinking about safety and security.

It is easier to recognise the value of green places, gym facilities, music rooms 
and so on, and the value of allowing extended use of these facilities if they are 
incorporated into assemblages of normalisation rather than assemblages of 
learning. It is not only the notion ‘normalisation’ that is of importance here, 
but also the concept ‘assemblage’, because this encourages the idea of the rela-
tional aspect of rehabilitation and the prisoners possibility to construct BwOs. 
For example, a music studio might be used to record music, like a lullaby, and 
sent to the prisoners’ children so they can hear dad or mum singing before 
they go asleep. In this way, the relationship between the parent and child 
becomes more lively, and it can make the parent more present in the child’s 
BwO. To interpret leisure activities in assemblages of normalisation also means 
to deterritorialise the function of these activities. The legitimacy of these activ-
ities is then to be found in the idea that prisoners engage in leisure activities for 
the same reasons that people outside the prison do. Just as other people outside 
do, prisoners exercise, play music and so on for their own benefit or pleasure. 
They do this in order to affect and be affected and experience wellbeing and 
health outcomes, which for many prisoners also will have a positive impact on 
life after imprisonment. Without applying this meaning of the term ‘leisure 
activities’ in prison, it could be questioned whether the prisoners really have 
the opportunity of leisure  activities at all.
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Rebibbia: a narrow stretch of paradise between the Tiburtina and  Nomentana. A land 
of mammoths, acetate coveralls, imprisoned bodies, and big hearts.

(Zerocalcare, 2011)

Prisons, Cities, and Urban 
Planning. the rebibbia 
Prison in rome
Elio Trusiani and Rosalba D’Onofrio

This text addresses the city/prison relationship between Rebibbia Prison and 
Rome, with specific emphasis on urban aspects and general urban-planning 
tools. The discussion is limited to the present as it may even be more interesting 
than planning in Rome in the first decade of this century. The paper describes the 
content and objectives of the urban-planning tools, highlighting the prison/city 
relationship and factors of inclusion and exclusion present in the tools themsel-
ves. Some in and out relationships with the cultural and political world are also 
highlighted.

A brief introduction 
There are currently two prisons in the city of Rome: Regina Coeli and Rebibbia. 
The historical prison is Regina Coeli. This is located in the Trastevere neighbo-
urhood within a former convent that was built in 1654 and adapted for use as 
a prison between 1881 and 1902. Over time, the original prison centre was 
expanded with an adjacent structure for the women’s prison known as “Le 
Mantellate”, and a detached structure was built in Via Tasso during the Fascist 
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period to house political prisoners. The Rebibbia Prison, which was built more 
recently, is instead located in a peripheral area of the city between Via Tiburtina 
and Via Nometana. Construction began at the end of the 1930s and was com-
pleted in its current state in the 1960-1970s.

The prison
Rome’s Rebibbia Prison is one of the four penitentiary institutes constituting 
the so-called Rebibbia Prison and Correctional Facility. Known as the Penal 
House until 1975, the prison houses different types of inmates, such as com-
mon prisoners incarcerated to serve a definitive sentence and mentally disa-
bled inmates.

The institute is substantially rectangular and constructed in a panoptic star 
system where all detention wings can be observed from the centre. Each wing 
is divided into two sections. Of the total of six sections, four are designated for 
medium-security housing of common inmates and one houses inmates admit-
ted to the external work program. The design of the current complex dates to 
1960. Work was begun in 1965 and the institute was opened in 1971. The 
institute is composed of 351 single rooms and 319 shared rooms on a surface 
area of 27 ha and a building volume of 354,000 m3. The common spaces and 
structures include 2 sportsfields, 2 gyms, 12 classrooms, 2 libraries, 3 prayer 
rooms, 1 laboratory, and 3 shops. Activities carried out within the prison are 
dedicated to instruction (elementary and middle school, language courses, 
high school, and university centres), professional training, work, cultural 
 activities (theatres, philosophical practices, cinema therapy, archaeobotany, 
religious courses, etc.), and sports (football, tennis, volleyball, weightlifting, 
etc.). The theatre activities are of particular interest. Since 2000, the “La 
Ribalta” Enrico Maria Salerno Study Centre hosts initiatives favouring the 
spread of theatre at the prison, creating training laboratories and specializa-
tion courses in theatre professions, with numerous shows that have been 
attended by more than 32,000 external spectators (60% are high school and 
university students). The laboratory ends each year with a show developed 
within the institute for outside audiences, including the actors’ families. For 
the last four years, the show has also been presented outside the prison in 
some of the most important theatres in Rome (the Quirino and Argentina 
Theatres). Actors in the High-Security Theatre Laboratory starred in the film 
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“Caeser Must Die”, by the Taviani brothers, which was filmed entirely within 
the prison and which won the Golden Bear Award at the Berlin International 
Film Festival in 2012.

The institute was named after Cardinal Scipione Rebiba, the owner of vast 
lands, which today make up the Ponte Mammoloquarter where the prison is 
located; the neighbourhood owes its name to Ponte Mammolo, the bridge over 
the Aniene River. The origins of the name (in use since 1388) are the source of 
much speculation. On the one hand, some claim that it refers to the ancient 
Roman name Pons Mammeus or Pons Mammi, attributed to Giulia Mamea, 
the mother of Alessandro Severo, who supported its restoration. On the other 
hand, some claim the name derives from a contraction of marmoreus, since the 
old bridge was built in travertine.

The pre-existing archaeological history is therefore surrounded by various 
historical events1. Today it not only constitutes one of the neighbourhood’s 
memories, but also connects the present with ancient history in a peripheral 
quarter of Rome with a strong urban, social, political, and architectural con-
notation. In fact, this is a quarter that bridges the periphery of the consolidated 
city and the limits of the municipal territory. Laid out along one of the histo-
rical directions of city expansion after the Second World War, Via Tiburtina, 
the quarter collects and represents—even with the immediate surroundings of 
the San Basilio neighbourhood—multiple local identities.

The Quarter 
As mentioned above, the Rebibbia Prison is located in the Ponte Mammolo 
neighbourhood, also known as the Rebibbia neighbourhood due to the 

1 Tradition says that Hannibal camped here during his invasion of Rome. As well, this is where the enco-
unter between Henry IV and Pope Paschal II took place, in full “battle for the investiture” between the 
Papacy and Empire. Moreover, twenty years later, it saw the historical passage of Pope Innocent III on 
his return from France. Well fortified, the ancient Ponte Mammolo enjoyed a law enacted in 1363, the 
numeratiopercudum, which established that all rams and goats crossing the bridge should be counted 
and that no cart pulled by horses, oxen, or buffalo could cross the bridges of Rome except Ponte 
Mammolosine taglione, that is, without being towed; if unnumbered animals were found, they were 
confiscated by the Apostolic Camera. To block Garibaldi’s defence of the Roman Republic, Ponte 
Mammolo was destroyed by the French in 1849. The high cost of restoration pushed Pope Pius IX and 
the Provincial Congregation to build another. A twin bridge was built in the 1990s since the other was 
deemed unsafe. The remains of the ancient Ponte Mammolo can be seen from ViadegliAlberini where 
it meets Via Tiburtina.
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presence of the tower with the same name. The neighbourhood dates from the 
end of the 1920s and over time, development has grown up around the peni-
tentiary building, whose construction began in 1938. From the beginning, the 
original prison centre looked like an area that had arisen spontaneously, where 
numerous industrial factories were gradually created. Its proximity to the cen-
tre of the city and the Roma Tiburtina railroad stop, as well as the low cost of 
buildable land, favoured the development of the zone itself. The first growth of 
the neighbourhood affected the area surrounding Via Tiburtina, where the 
Church of the Sacro Cuore was built in 1936.

Following Via Bartolo Longo, which accesses the Rebibbia Prison, the 
Aguzzano Regional Park can be accessed by continuing on Via Paternò di 
Sessa. This park is a green “border” lung in the neighbourhood and an element 
connecting the surrounding urban areas that gravitate towards Via Nomentana. 
The ancient Rebibbia Tower, the ecological island with its artificial lake, and 
the cultural centre complete the pre-existing framework and the neighbour-
hood facilities, together with the last station on the northern leg of Rome’s B 
Metro Line—Rebibbia—situated on Via Tiburtina.

As mentioned above, the quarter is composed of different urban fabrics, 
both planned and spontaneous, that grew up around the focal point of the 
Rebibbia Prison. The urban fabric and abusive building—small in dimension 
and scale—can be seen, along with inexpensive state buildings with their typi-
cal building/urban characteristics, the planned city built by private investors 
and cooperatives in the typical Roman style, and the industrial, artisan, and 
commercial city which is partially disused, located in some large buildings on 
Via Tiburtina. (fig. 5.1)

The juxtaposition of different forms and settlements is immediately appa-
rent from a quick, birds-eye view. Chronologically, they date to the end of 
the Second World War, except for the original unauthorized centre. However, 
they create not a homogeneous, complete, compact fabric but rather an 
area characterized by fragmentation in which architectural, completed, self- 
referential episodes are more evident than an overall urban design, i.e., the 
result of precise strategies and a shared vision. This is an urban area in and 
of transformation within which the Rebibbia Prison emerges from the con-
text due to its size, type, and, obviously, limits of its own areas, while the 
borders between the individual parts of the quarter are undefined and 
unstable.
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Perhaps unfortunately, the prison constitutes an “unwanted” centrality in 
the current structure of the quarter for both its form and its size. Its function 
certainly relates not to the quarter, but to the urban metropolis, even though 
its presence characterizes and connotes the entire quarter, both dividing it 
physically/spatially and uniting it through a series of tertiary activities that go 
beyond its walls to create a direct connection between inside and outside. The 
prison represents one of the identities of the neighbourhood, which has now 
become historical in the urban memory of the city, and not only locally. It is a 
well-recognized physical identity that contains many other diverse identities, 
each one carrying personal histories—in many cases unique—that become 
part of the life of the quarter, even if they apparently remain segregated within 
the prison walls.

The urban-planning tool, social regulatory plan, 
and the Rome prison plan 
In 2003 and 2008, respectively, the City of Rome adopted and approved the 
new Regulatory Plan, thereby concluding a course of planning that began with 

Figure 5.1 The Rebibbia’s surrounding area industrial buildings abandoned. Reproduced with permission; 

no reuse without rightsholder permission.
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the Piano delle Certezze2 (Certainty Plan), which was adopted in 1997. By 
adopting the plan, Rome assumed, at least in intent, a new perspective on 
building development within a protected, enhanced, historical/environmental 
system based concretely on sustainability and aimed at the functional and spa-
tial reorganization of its settlement structures.

The main founding elements of the new tool are: Overcoming the concept of 
“historical centre” and assuming the concept of “historical city”3; identifying 
five areas of strategic planning4 as the backbone of the new plan; protecting the 
territory as extended to about 87,000 ha; considering the Roman country as a 
fundamental part of a complex environmental system; interpreting the city no 
longer as homogeneous zones but as fabrics; and finally, basing the new orga-
nizational model on diffuse centralities. Without addressing the merit of the 
individual aspects, the model of diffuse centralities is worth a brief explana-
tion. The centralities are arranged on two levels: metropolitan and local. The 
metropolitan centres (about twenty) are located at communication nodes in 
order to build a network of physical and non-material relationships that can 
respond to the needs of the contemporary metropolis. They are designed to 
gather the functions and services offered by the city, both nationally and inter-
nationally, in both the provincial and regional territory. In contrast, the local 
centralities (about fifty) are destined for the inhabitants of more limited, well-
defined urban surroundings. The division into historical city, consolidated city, 
restoration city, transformation city, and structural projects constitutes the 
content of the so-called “systems and rules” plans that synthesize the future 
scenario of the city and the means of initiating the established works.

Consolidated city, restoration city, diffuse centralities: these are, in effect, the 
keywords deduced from the plan to clarify provisions for the Ponte Mammolo 
quarter and the areas surrounding the Rebibbia Prison. One particular aspect 

2 The Piano delle Certezze considered and defined various structural characteristics of the territory such 
as the consolidated city, including the historical city and external areas to be conserved, while for the 
transformation city, it referred each decision to the new tool.

3 This allowed the old concept of “historical centre”, related to the oldest part of the urban centre, to be 
overcome in favour of the “historical city”, which comprises a wider view spread over the territory 
(from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance to the 1800s).

4 The areas of strategic planning synthesize the result of research into a planning tool that can recall a coherent 
framework of urban realities pertaining to analytical and regulatory categories. The categories are different 
but connected by structural relational nodes in reference to the “double system” of values and functions.
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is the provision of an urban centrality at Ponte Mammolo to be planned with 
the function of public direction.

With specific regard to the prison, the plan is limited to classifying it as an 
“urban-level public service” without addressing the relationship with the sur-
rounding urban environment, which is where the expected interventions within 
the fabrics of the consolidated and restoration cities are focused. Particular empha-
sis is placed on interventions to renovate the existing settlements. The Aguzzano 
Park becomes a unique part of the system of protected areas of the Aniene River. It 
acts like glue between the individual built areas and also responds to inhabitants’ 
quantitative and qualitative need for green areas. In its role as urban glue, it defines 
the edges of the prison outside its walls. Public residential building present in the 
limiting areas of Rebibbia (both historical and not, such as the Fascist-era village of 
San Basilio and the Tiburtino III settlement) becomes, in some cases, the historical 
1800s presence of the so-called “historical city” in the new plan, and provides the 
cultural memory of the 1800s in the complex programs that should activate the 
interventions of urban renewal. (fig. 5.2, fig. 5.3)

Figure 5.2 The Rebibbia’s surrounding area: historical residential buildings and areas undergoing transfor-

mation. Reproduced with permission; no reuse without rightsholder permission.
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If the general regulatory plan is inevitably restricted to defining the prison 
structure as a public service on the “urban” level, excluding at least apparently 
a direct dialogue between the prison and the surrounding urban space, the 
social regulatory plan (SRP) re-establishes this relationship. The SRP repre-
sents the uniting design of the urban welfare system, a framework/device for 
the social policies of the city. It proposes to simultaneously guarantee the glo-
bal nature of the citizen dimension (the integrated system of services and 
social interventions in the city of Rome) and the specifics of local needs (the 
zoning plans of the individual municipalities) in its decentralized, interdepen-
dent organizations. In this way, both the metropolitan identity of citizen social 
policies and the planning and management autonomy of the municipalities are 
recognized.

In reference to the SRP and the municipality containing the Rebibbia Prison 
in particular, some actions and strategic choices have been identified to estab-
lish a connection between neighbourhood and prison. The link is recognized 
as a “unique peculiarity with respect to other Roman municipalities…whose 

Figure 5.3 The Rebibbia’s surrounding area: recent residential buildings. Reproduced with permission; no 

reuse without rightsholder permission.
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‘guests’, always and aside from their official residence, are considered to all 
effects and purposes as citizens of the 5th Municipality. An element that makes 
the presence in the municipal territory of the Rebibbia Prison even more 
 particular is the presence … of the Rebibbia Women’s Prison, where there is 
also a nursery section that houses mothers with children under the age of 
three. For more than a decade, the children have joined and regularly attended 
the city nursery schools around the penitentiary institute, despite their offi-
cial  residence or the time of year in which the mothers are incarcerated” 
(5th Municipality SRP).

With regard to the historical relationship between the municipal services and 
the Rebibbia correctional facilities, some strong and weak points underlined in 
the SRP should be highlighted. Strong points include “the existence of a network 
of cooperatives between inmates that is well integrated with the services and the 
territory; the custom of cultural activities carried out within the prison by the 
territorial organizations”. Weak points include “the seriousness of the women’s 
condition in prison, especially for foreigners and itinerants; the fragility and 
short length of support processes upon release; the return of prejudice in wide 
areas of the territory, which is also reinforced by the debate on pardons and the 
identification between inmates and foreigners; and the still insufficient availabi-
lity of resources, even from credit systems, aimed at supporting the creation of 
business between male and female inmates”. (SRP)

The development process for the above-mentioned actions, and therefore 
with regard to inclusion, is supported on various levels by several national and 
regional laws that establish the “possibility of using 10% of the contracts of a 
public entity for the direct commitment of supply and service contracts to 
social cooperatives or non-profit organizations. In establishing this opportu-
nity, the legislature is clearly charged with guaranteeing a protected insertion 
in the public market that allows non-profit structures and those with specific 
social scopes to be directly included in the production system, in order to gua-
rantee work placement and training for ‘weak’ subjects. The 5th Municipality 
has often made use of these opportunities, also contributing directly to the 
birth of social cooperatives within the prison system (the largest penitentiary 
complex in Europe is located in Italy) and supporting them through the assign-
ment of sites and small contracts. In return, they have received not only good 
results with the work reinsertion plan, but also the ‘free’ supply of small servi-
ces and the insertion of people in training internships or socially useful 
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activities. With the occasion offered by the SRP, therefore, it is appropriate to 
define a certain, transparent framework of rules on the local level that allows 
the most effective use of these standards, combining the need for local develop-
ment with inclusion policies” (5th Municipality SRP).

On the local municipal scale, the SRP organizes the main inspirations and 
larger objectives of the prison plan, which was endowed by the administration 
at the beginning of the 2000s and substantially represents the point of contact 
between the latter and the general regulatory plan. This is a strategic, planning, 
and management tool that really establishes the true contact between prison 
and city through a series of actions that relate the prison structure and its inha-
bitants to the quarter, the city, service-sector associations, and its inhabitants.

Returning to the prison plan, it is worth mentioning the beginning of the 
document: “The prison pertains to the city with all its contrasts, needs, and 
changes related to our time and is the place where suffering and social contra-
dictions are the most visible, acute, and concentrated. It currently represents a 
true emergency in which, beyond their skills, each institution is called to inter-
vene with renewed, incisive dedication. It seems urgent that the framework of 
guaranteeing inmates’ and prison workers’ rights be reinforced and redefined 
in light of new social processes to guarantee greater security for citizens with 
the concrete recovery of deviant subjects, as experience and data show” (Rome 
Prison Plan, 2003).

These few lines exemplify the need and desire of the tool to redesign the 
inter- and extramural intervention to clarify and connect interventions parti-
ally disconnected from a collective vision, pursuing common strategies and 
goals. In many cases, the suggested interventions randomly stretch over 360°, 
touching on education, professional and cultural training, mental support, and 
accommodation in day centres.

In light of this, the plan’s objectives can be summarized as follows: overco-
ming the sectoral view and fragmentation of interventions made under vari-
ous headings and on different levels; complementarity and continuity of 
interventions with a systemic character; the plan as a point of reference for the 
prison population and penitentiary operators; optimization of resources and 
funds destined and/or for use in activities to recover and reinsert the prison 
population; implementation and construction where there is no collaborative 
rapport between territorial social services and those of the Ministry of Justice; 
realizing all opportunities so inmates’ rights are guaranteed; health, education 
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and work, equal opportunities, educational and cultural training, minimum 
defence; primary access to the network of social protection and work insertion 
services, medical care, and healthcare performance; centrality of the person 
and family not only as subjects for whom resources are destined, but as a 
resource and opportunity for community, prevention and reduction of the 
social, cultural, and economic causes at the base of “deviance”; flexible inter-
ventions and personalized projects in a range of different opportunities, homo-
geneity processes on quality criteria for accreditation of service-sectors 
structures that operate in the penitentiary field; and homogeneity procedures 
on criteria of transparency, quality, and effective social reinsertion in the 
implementation of calls for the entrustment of prison activities.

The tool brings together different proposals, which should then be realized 
by the competent departments and, through agreement protocols, even by 
other institutions that variously collect useful skills and resources. The plan 
contains programs for intervention within and outside penal institutions in 
order to improve prison life; offers equal opportunities for the social insertion 
of inmates and former inmates avoiding the spread of energy and resources; 
presents proposals, and develops a line of conduct and careful planning in 
which the intervention for the prison is registered. From a legislative point of 
view, the plan is based on the regulation related to the functions of local enti-
ties, in particular, “with Law 328/2000, Law 229/99 ‘Rationalization of the 
National Health System’, and Art. 5 of the same law ‘Reordering of Penitentiary 
Medicine’. These acts establish the planning and realization of an integrated 
system of services and social interventions with the participation of all public 
and private subjects, citizens, and users present in the local community. They 
also assign communities authority in planning, design, and creating a system 
of local network services, indicating priorities, supplying services and assis-
tance, accreditation, surveillance services and residential and semi-residential 
structures, and defining priorities” (Citizen Prison Plan, 2003).

Rebibbia and the City: Inclusion, exclusion… 
in/out 
In what is described above, a relatively clear framework is established regar-
ding the relationship between the Rebibbia Prison, the urban environment in 
which it is located, and the related urban planning tools.
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If from the physical/spatial point of view there seems to be exclusion with 
respect to the quarter, from the non-material point of view, memory, and the col-
lective imagination, the prison is an important centralizing and connective ele-
ment in which integration and inclusion are realized through the work of the many 
service-sector associations operating there. The inevitable physical closure of the 
structure to the city, its oversized scale with respect to the urban context, its well-
recognized form that immediately recalls specialized building and a completed, 
self-referential architectural period is voluntarily detached from the action and the 
work of service-sector associations. With regard to what is established in the SRP 
and the Rome prison plan, these aspects play a role in connecting the prison and 
city, a job in a perspective of reinsertion and training/cultural activities that are 
found outside the prison walls. The film “Caesar Must Die” is only the most stri-
king and most recent example, as demonstrated by the list of activities carried out 
and, taken to the city, described in the initial part of this text.

Beyond an interpretation of the urban form and urban-planning tools, two 
well-known points mark a connection between the prison, the quarter, the city, 
and the cultural/artistic world. The writer Edoardo Albinati and the cartoonist 
Zerocalcare clearly define in and out of the prison. Albinati, the winner of the 
2016 Strega Prize5, has taught literature to the inmates at Rebibbia Prison since 
around 1995. In his book Maggio selvaggio [Wild May], Albinati uses the first 
person and a diary structure to recount a year lived between the Rebibbia 
Prison and the outside world, gathering a year’s worth of “…all that strikes, 
helps, amazes, scares, and makes a person think…”. He tells about the storms 
of violence that exploded suddenly or were deferred, the savage humour, the 
random acts of kindness and cruelty, the slow drift of bodies, and the bureau-
cracy that pronounces the time amid the immense “fabric of punishment”. He 
mixes this explosive material with an impressive number of clues, discoveries, 
and images that instead populate the the lives of those who are free.

In contrast, the Italian cartoonist Zerocalcare6 has created a mural, about 7 m 
by 5 m on one of the walls of the Rebibbia metro station (fig. 5.4; see list of figures). 

5 Edoardo Albinati, a writer and translator, won the Strega Prize, the most important Italian literary 
prize, in 2016 for his latest book The Catholic School.

6 Zerocalcare is the pseudonym of cartoonist Michele Rech. He was born in 1983 and has published 
several very successful graphic novels with Bao Publishing, including La profeziadell’armadillo (2011), 
Un polpoallagola (2012), Ognimaledettolunedìsu due (2013), Dodici (2013), and Dimenticailmionome 
(2014); http://www.zerocalcare.it/.
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The subject of the mural is a mammoth housed at Rebibbia, where Zerocalcare 
lives. The author often mentions the animal in his cartoons as the other thing 
that lies in his neighbourhood in addition to the prison. The origins of this 
motif lie in the archaeological findings in the area of Casal de’ Pazzi, where vari-
ous tusks from the ancient animal were found in the 1980s. For the Roman 
artist, the mammoth is an element of community pride in contrast to the famous 
prison. In the mural, a mammoth with the neighbourhood postal code, 00156, 
carries the artist on its shoulders. The background shows the urban panorama 
of the quarter, in all its beauty and contradictions. A≈welcome for those arri-
ving at Rebibbia, the usual phrase “Rebibbia reigns”, which is present in all his 
cartoons, is transformed into a dedication to the neighbourhood, a description 
that does not overlook the prison: “A narrow stretch of paradise between the 
Tiburtina and Nomentana. Land of mammoth, acetate coveralls, imprisoned 
bodies, and big hearts”. 

Finally, it is worth briefly mentioning the prison/city/political life integra-
tion of Rebibbia. The last National Conference of the Italian Radicals7 was held 

7 Non-violent transnational and trans-party radical group.

Figure 5.4 The Rebibbia’s surrounding murals designed by Zerocalcare. Reproduced with permission; no 

reuse without rightsholder permission.
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in the Rebibbia Prison in September 2016. This was the first conference of a 
political party to be held within a prison structure. The dedication of the 
Radicals and their late leader Marco Pannella, who died a few months ago, is 
well known in Italian and international news. Theirs is a civil battle aimed at 
improving the living conditions of inmates and improving the quality of 
structures that are obsolete and overpopulated. The choice to organize the first 
national conference after the death of Pannella precisely at Rebibbia—beyond 
representing a symbolic homage to the leader—represents the desire to place 
at the forefront a still-unresolved8 battle that began years ago through the pre-
sence of and dialogue with “citizens” of Rebibbia—to use a term from the 5th 
Municipality SRP—without the distinction of in or out.
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Prisons and Architecture. 
the Italian Framework
Francesca Giofrè

Il carcere l’ha inventato qualcuno che non c’era mai stato [...].
E la prigione non salva nessuno. (From the movie: Riso amaro, 1949)

This article discusses the topic of the ‘architecture’ of the prison in the Italian context. 
It argues the Italian context data and it deals with issues related to prison’s architectural 
typology evolution, the needs and performance approach and examples of good prac-
tices. The prison lacks architecture in Italy. What is the best design approach and the 
methodology right? The chapter contends that it’s necessary to consider the prison as 
architecture for life linked with urban life and the design can start from needs of users. 
The design can promote an environment that respect human dignity, sense of belong-
ing and integration with the neighborhood and wider community. Furthermore, the 
design can promote and encourage a specific use of space, can promote a good percep-
tion of the space and might influence on user’s behavior. Overall, the chapter offers 
design considerations and examples that contribute to open an interdisciplinary debate, 
to create in the prison a sense of place, a living space and a multicultural atmosphere.

Introduction
Italy’s prison-building situation has been the subject of debate in the field of 
architecture, its vicissitudes linked to the country’s contingent political situation. 
This was especially the case in the 1970s and until the late 1980s, with the issu-
ance of the Regulation on “Rules governing the penitentiary system and the 
measures involving deprivation of or limits upon liberty” and, in 2001, the hold-
ing of a competition of ideas for developing a medium-security prison prototype 
with a capacity of 200 prisoners. On the national level over the years, the Prison 
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Plan was issued in 2013, following the decision by the European Court of Human 
Rights in Strasbourg (2013), which condemned the Italian prison system for 
breaching article 3 of the European Convention – the prohibition against inhu-
man and degrading treatment caused by overcrowded prison facilities. The 
Prison Plan was supposed to initiate a series of interventions to improve the 
prison situation in terms both of overcrowding and of detention models aimed 
at bringing about real opportunities for recovery. Currently, the Italian prison 
system is still experiencing a crisis situation, in terms of overcrowding and dilap-
idated buildings, causing great discomfort in people’s lives.

The topic of prisons from the architectural standpoint has been examined in 
depth only by a handful of scholars. This is unlike what took place over time for 
healthcare construction, an area that has many points of contact with prison 
building, as they are “total institutions.” Imprisonment and illness are themes 
that some societies have always culturally rejected by removing the buildings 
from cities, considering them as “others” with respect to the established fabric, 
and reinforcing the idea of being alien to the lives of “others.” Today, hospital 
building is the constant focus of design and research experimentation to guar-
antee the construction’s quality and the users’ well-being. This is because 
cultural attitudes towards illness and where it is treated have changed: the hos-
pital, traditionally understood as a place of diagnosis and treatment, is slowly 
transforming into a physical environment that promotes health and “a health 
promoting hospital does not only provide high quality comprehensive medical 
and nursing services, but also develops a corporate identity that embraces the 
aims of health promotion, develops a health promoting organizational struc-
ture and culture, including active, participatory roles for patients and all mem-
bers of staff, develops itself into a health promoting physical environment and 
actively cooperates with its community” (WHO, 1998). The same cannot be 
said for prison construction, because society’s attitude towards detention, and 
towards prison as a place of punishment, atonement, and suffering, has diffi-
culty evolving towards a conception of rehabilitation.

A “useful prison is one of respect for people and for human dignity,… it is 
the prison that has not sprouted up on the territory, but that enriches it with its 
presence…; it is the prison of reconsideration and of individual and collective 
responsibility. It is the prison that teaches you a job… it is the prison that con-
siders each person, because he or she is a person, as a resource and invest-
ment.” (Sbriglia E., in De’ Rossi D.A. et al. 2016).
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As Don Luigi Ciotti pointed out, reality is quite different: “Prison is a sort 
of modern-day quarantine station, called upon to contain segments of cul-
tural and material poverty, of disadvantage and of illness”. It is thus necessary 
“not to lock up in order to remove, but to be open to redesigning a new cor-
rections model that leaves room for moments of socializing, that relaunches 
sound, effective paths of re-education and reintegration into society.”

The cultural and social value given to the prison has a direct impact on the 
issue of its spatial configuration, its design.

The underlying question that merits investigation is why, then, over the 
years, prison building has been relegated to the theme of construction and not 
“architecture,” and, moreover, whether the issue might not be better dealt with 
by overturning the concept with an oxymoron: prison not as a place of segrega-
tion, but as a place of life, albeit in a confined space, with all that this means – 
that is to say above all as a place for living, for work, rehabilitation, and 
socialization. Italy’s own Constitution states that “Punishments may not be 
inhuman and shall aim at re-educating the convicted. Death penalty is prohib-
ited’ (Italian Constitution, art. 27). It is precisely this term – “inhuman” – that 
should be discussed from the standpoint of architecture: to what extent can 
built space be inhuman? What sets the construction of a “human space” apart 
from an “inhuman” one? And what, today, is the possible organizational 
approach functional to the topic of prison architecture?

Before examining the architectural and functional questions, an analysis of 
terminology must be provided, along with a description of the state of affairs 
in the Italian situation in numerical terms, with the caveat that the data are 
always highly debated and continuously evolving.

The Italian word for prison, “carcere” is etymologically derived from the Latin 
root denoting an enclosed space, and thus from the Latin verb coercere, which 
means to encircle, surround, restrict, repress; in its current acceptation, the 
Italian word indicates the “place where persons deprived of personal liberty are 
locked up by order of the competent authority” (Devoto G., Oli G.C.). Prison is 
thus a place of limitation of individual freedoms, and therefore of control. In 
technical language, the term “penitentiary” is used to indicate various types of 
prison facilities in generic terms: those for preventive custody, for the enforce-
ment of punishments, and for the enforcement of security measures. In detail, 
penitentiaries are organized into: casa circondariale (district jail), which are the 
most widespread institutions, present in every city where there is a court, 
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detaining persons awaiting trial and those with sentences of under five years’ 
imprisonment, and making separate accommodations for men and women (in 
the whole country, there are two exclusively for women), with some district jails 
having a “criminal section”; casa di reclusione (prison), institutions for serving 
sentences, also accommodating both men and women. There are two case di 
reclusione exclusively for women, and in some cases of detention there is also the 
“judicial section” for persons awaiting trial; casa di lavoro (work house), where 
persons declared to be “delinquents by habit, profession, or tendency” are 
assigned once they have served their sentence. Former hospitals for the crimi-
nally insane today house a small number of prisoners awaiting transfer1.

Italy has 193 prisons (Department of Penitentiary Administration of the 
Ministry of Justice, 31 May 2016), of which 141 are casa circondariale facilities, 
including those exclusively for women; 47 case di reclusione, of which two are 
exclusively for women; 1 casa lavoro and 4 former hospitals for the criminally 
insane that are being removed from service. As for the territorial distribution, 
34% of the institutions are located in the northern regions, 22% in the central 
ones, 27% in the southern ones, and the remaining 17% on the islands.

The institutions’ regulation capacity in terms of prisoners that can be housed, 
as indicated by the documents of the Ministry of Justice’s Department of 
Penitentiary Administration, “is calculated with respect to the standard of 9 m2 
per prisoner plus 5 m2 for other persons – the same standard for which habit-
ability is granted for homes in Italy.” There is lively debate about this standard, 
since in practical terms not only is it not met in Italian prisons, but there is no 
certain literature on the subject. In fact, in its sentences, the European Court of 
Human Rights refers to the parameters identified by the European Committee 
for the Prevention of Torture, which establishes an individual cell size of 7 m2. 
This underscores the difficulty of precisely establishing the measurement of the 
personal space that must be granted to each prisoner based on the provisions of 
the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, 
and shows the lack, even internationally, of certain rules of use for defining the 
minimum requirements that detention centres must meet. Indeed, in their vari-
ous decisions, the Strasbourg judges have found that the minimum living space 
to be ensured for each prisoner must be determined on the basis of a variety of 
factors, such as the duration of deprivation of personal freedom, the possibility 

1 Cf. Orizzonti ristretti, glossary available at http://www.ristretti.it/glossario/nomicarceri.htm
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to access outdoor walking, and the prisoner’s mental and physical conditions 
(Ministry of Justice, circular of 2008).

In Italy, analysis of the data on regulation capacity shows that the prevailing 
size of penitentiaries is in the segment between 399 and 199 (58%, 112 institu-
tions), with 6 institutions (3%) having a capacity exceeding 1,000 units2. The 
number of prisoners present in the various types of prison institutions is 53,873. 
Consider that this number exceeds the population of a mid-sized Italian munici-
pality, like Civitavecchia in Lazio, for example, which has 53,000 inhabitants.

The facilities’ regulation capacity is 49,697, thus coming up 4,176 beds short; 
this figure provides the overcrowding index: calculated on the number of inmates 
with respect to regulation capacity, overcrowding stands at 108%, with imaginable 
consequences in terms of quality of life. Overcrowding is to be considered inhu-
man and degrading treatment, which causes additional suffering on top of that 
induced by detention. Therefore, while Italian law recommends the standard of 
9 m2 per prisoners, today there are prisoners living in less than 3 m2, and there are 
situations in which prisoners in the same cell cannot speak the same language.

The prison population as a whole has a very small number of women, equal 
to approximately 4%, and a considerable number of foreign nationals, equal-
ling 34%. Forty-one women have children staying with them: 20 are Italians 
with 22 children staying with them, and 21 are foreign nationals with 22 chil-
dren with them, for a total of 44 children living in penitentiaries. The prison 
population counts 18,085 foreign nationals, 54% of whom are from two coun-
tries in the Maghreb (Morocco and Tunisia, accounting for 28%) and from two 
European countries (Romania and Albania, 29%). In Italy’s prisons, not count-
ing the population residing in the case lavoro and in the former hospitals for 
the criminally insane (totalling 387 persons), there are 8,978 prisoners in casa 
circondariale facilities and in prisons awaiting their first court appearance 
(17%); non-definitive prisoners are 9,399 (18%) in number, while 35,104 
(66%) have been handed a final sentence. These data provide cause to reflect 
upon Italy’s slow justice system. To complete the analysis, to the number of 
those we shall define below as “users” of the prison system, we must add prison 

2 For the purposes of calculation, 7 capacity categories were developed for the 193 institutes taken into 
consideration: more than 1,000 prisoners, accounting for 3% of institutions (in numerical terms, 6 
institutions); 900–600: 4% (7 institutions); 599–400: 11% (22 institutions); 399–200: 30%  
(58 institutions); 199–100: 28% (54 institutions); 99–60: 8% (16 institutions); under 60 prisoners: 16 % 
(30 institutions).
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personnel: the Polizia Penitenziaria (penitentiary police) which, according to 
the latest data (Antigone, 2011) is present in a ratio of 1 to 1.9 per prisoner, and 
an undefined number of mangers, educators, social workers, and technical and 
administrative staff.

To comprehend the prisoners’ life, a significant datum is the number of those 
engaged in working activities, which stands at around 28% (out of 54,072 as 
of 30 June 2016, Department of Penitentiary Administration of the Ministry of 
Justice): the greatest number are engaged in works connected with the sectors of 
farming, food service, carpentry, assembly of components, laundry, and tailoring.

Starting from this framework, we analyze below what might be the role of 
design and of a proper approach to the design of prison building, by raising it 
to the level of architecture, covering its typological evolution, and analyzing 
what may be defined as best practices in the Italian context. The common 
thread linking all the paragraphs is the conviction, responding to the questions 
initially posed, that a proper approach to prison design can promote environ-
ments that respect human dignity, a sense of belonging and integration with 
the neighbourhood and wider community. Furthermore, design can promote 
and encourage a specific use and good perception of the space, and might have 
an effect on all users’ behaviour.

Prison building and architecture: a slow evolution 
between design and technicalism
Architecture, as Renzo Piano pointed out in 1998 in his speech for the Pritzker 
Prize, is a service, in the most literal sense of the term. It has to produce a use-
ful thing. The project as the act of “throwing something out,” as denoted by its 
etymology in the Latin proicere, presupposes the existence of something from 
which the action arises. It is something that has had a historical path, which 
has a past, and not a monad suspended in a trans-historical space. It may be 
argued that design is always both prospective and retrospective at the same 
time; it puts forward hypotheses while conjecturing optimal solutions. It rep-
resents the degree of products’ compliance with the strategic priorities that 
every democratic society raises (or should raise) in order to solve its 
most pressing problems (Maldonado T., 2001). The project is also a place of 
research and experimentation, between projective action and retroaction, a 
multidimensional and synergistic place between different kinds of technical 
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knowledge, as a system of codified information to provide the instructions 
needed to create any type of intervention, as a generator of space and its func-
tions, of social and environmental values, as a response to a specific need in a 
given context. The project has a dimension of uniqueness – as does its result 
– and of timing, and has a historically determined validity. The project, then, is 
not merely a creative act; it is not a single act; it is not a segment that can be 
isolated, in terms of decision-making and content, from the entire building 
process; it is not divorced from its generating context. The project has a very 
low weight in the building process in temporal terms, but it has a central and 
strategic role; it is, in its various articulations, the place of the choices that will 
direct all subsequent phases and decisively affect the quality of the final prod-
uct and the overall cost of the intervention. The different design operations of 
which it is composed are aimed, in fact, at making sense of complex elements, 
activities and pieces of information that are both qualitatively and quantita-
tively non-uniform, with the objective of implementing an intervention of 
quality that is technically sound in accordance with the best value in terms of 
balancing benefits and overall costs (construction, maintenance, operation, 
decommissioning), and environmentally sustainable in all its moments of life. 
Through the project, it is thus possible to control, a priori, the quality and 
quantity of the system’s environmental and technological transformations. The 
product of design reflects a given society and context; it is always the mirror of 
a historical period. We may argue that design is a ‘place’ of research and exper-
imentation. It is a ‘place’ where different kinds of technical knowledge work 
together, it is a place of synergy. From the technical point of view, design is a 
system of codified information needed to create any type of intervention. The 
design has a social and environmental value, as a response to a specific need. It 
is a unique product that is able to generate a transformation of the environ-
ment in which it operates.

How much of the above, this attention to the design’s acceptation, may be 
held as valid for Italian prison building? Is it possible to trace an evolution of 
the type of prison in Italy, and therefore a maturing and an architectural aware-
ness linked to the specific theme?

A research effort conducted within the Italian Penitentiary Administration 
in 1997, with the aim of gaining understanding of prison building holdings, 
developed a register of prison types, considering 219 institutions (Scarcella L. 
1998; Scarcella L., Di Croce D.,2001). The analysis highlights a slow evolution 
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of the type, closely related to the evolution of our prison laws. Outlining this 
analysis and placing it over a long time frame, the salient moments in the typo-
logical evolution of prisons are covered, with the limitations that a schematiza-
tion of this kind may have (fig. 6.1).

The 25% of prisons (55 prison complexes) were not designed as prisons, but 
adapted for the purpose. They are former monasteries, mansions or castles, 
heritage buildings whose typology was prevalently with a courtyard, and 
whose trend is now towards closure and renovation. These types may be dated 
prior to 1890; the casa circondariale facility of Lucca (Tuscany), built in the 
fourteenth century and still in operation, is an example of this.

From 1890 on, buildings and complexes designed as prisons began to be 
built.

Twenty-two prison complexes, or 10%, are of a type defined as simple or 
multiple radial, due to the arrangement of the detention pavilions around 
a central distribution body; these were built in the period leading up to 
1890, mostly in urban settings. Examples are San Vittore in Milan (1892) 
and Regina Coeli in Rome (1882), the latter built with the prisoners’ own 
labour.

Twenty-two prison complexes, or 13%, are of the telegraph pole building 
type, made into the mid-1940s in accordance with the dictates of the first 
(1889) and second prison reform (1932)3. The 1889 reform of the criminal 

3 Until 1931, penitentiary building was managed directly by the Administration, which, starting in 1865, 
had its own technical office, to which prisoners also belonged, as draughtsmen recruited from the 
Rome Penitentiary. After 1931, administration was transferred to the Ministry of Justice, and the 
Ministry of Public Works was responsible for construction. The 1932 reform was launched with no 
specific funding for prison building, and the financing made available by the Ministry of Public Works 
was entirely insufficient to deal with the situation of penitentiary building assets (cf. Scarcella L.,1998).
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code made way for the “gradual” or “Irish” model; dating to the same year was 
the first financing plan for prison building. The so-called “Irish” system is 
defined as mixed and progressive: first, continuous isolation, then night-time 
isolation and daytime work, followed by intermediate periods in farm or 
industrial organization and lastly parole. The buildings gradually adapted to 
this evolution, and gave rise to architectural complexes marked by a cell sys-
tem creating a building with a continuous floor plan, arranged in parallel bod-
ies linked by a central corridor, thus forming closed or open courtyards on one 
side so as to bring air and light into the interiors. Although these complexes 
were built outside urban areas, over time they were incorporated into expand-
ing cities, as is the case with the Casa Circondariale in Caltanissetta (1908).

Sixty-five prison complexes, or 26%, are of a kind defined as a development 
of the telegraph pole typology; the type is losing its compactness, with the 
separation of buildings constructed between 1949 and 1977. Examples of this 
are Foggia Prison (1963), Nuoro Prison (1953-64) designed by the architects 
M. Ridolfi and W. Frankl, Rebibbia Prison (1975) designed by the architect S. 
Lenci, and Sollicciano Prison, Florence (1977) – architects: A. Mariotti, G. 
Campani, P. Inghirami, I. Castore, P. Rizzi, and E. Camici. This period was a 
time of lively research and debate on the issue of prison building, and in gen-
eral on the various types of construction; the architects themselves grappled 
with this design issue. These were the years of the first architect’s manual (1953) 
collecting all the dimensional standards and typologies for such different types 
of building such as schools, hospitals and housing complexes; organizational, 
functional, and compositional reflections on residential building attempted to 
find application in prison construction. These were also the years of the 1975 
prison reform4. Following the terrorism emergency that characterized the 
entire decade of the 1980s, many of the original designs were revised, thus 
overturning their innovative capacity.

Twenty-eight prison complexes, or 13%, are defined as compact in type, 
with a single building. These are chiefly maximum security prisons built after 
the 1980s, like Palmi Prison (1989) for example.

4 Law no. 354 of 26 July 1975, “Rules governing the penitentiary system and the measures involving 
deprivation of or limits upon liberty,” launched the new overall reform of the institutions of peniten-
tiary law, which was being discussed since the second postwar period.
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Figure 6.2 The prison typology: examples and percentage
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Eight prison complexes, or 4%, returned to the telegraph pole typology after 
the 1990s, as was the case with Vibo Valentia Prison (1990), marking a regres-
sion in the search for design solutions capable of responding to the new needs 
and demands affirmed over time (fig. 6.2).

The typological evolution thus follows that of the prison reforms, and mirrors 
the country’s social culture and political choices at a given moment in history. It 
is also true that few architects have grappled with prison architecture over time, 
since prison design was mostly relegated to mere technicalism exercised by 
internal technical offices. For these reasons, some scholars maintain that we can-
not speak of prison architecture, and there are several reasons for this: there is no 
easy access to prison projects, out of security concerns, unlike what occurs in 
other countries; there is no significant body of literature on prison building; the 
topic is not taught at Architecture and Engineering schools, hence there is a lack 
of education and academic research; and lastly, there is no debate on this topic 
among architects and urban planners, and the project is therefore usually carried 
out by technicians (Marcetti C., 1998; Burdese, C. 2011).

As may be observed from what was stated above on the typological evolu-
tion, prison building was at the centre of design experimentation interest 
mainly in the postwar years until the second half of the 1970s. Without a 
doubt, the topic of prisons is a difficult one for architects, who find themselves 
having to respect rigid constraints of organization, space, and function dic-
tated by the laws of the moment, which discourage an attempt at design 
experimentation.

As the architect Sergio Lenci wrote, “When the problem of the prison comes 
to the architect, many scenarios that may qualify the results are already com-
pleted…, and it is moreover no easy matter to determine the type and quality 
of the spaces if the definitions of the requirements that the convict’s life might 
have are unclear, as a consequence of the rights that must be accorded to the 
convict” (1976).

Just a few illustrious figures in Italian architecture have grappled with prison 
design, reflecting the cultural and political trends of the era while at the same 
time offering reflection on the issue. In the 1950s, Mario Ridolfi, in collabora-
tion with Wolfang Frankl, designed the Nuoro and Cosenza prisons, dealing 
with the issue of the prison in continuity with traditional residential typolo-
gies. His contribution concentrated more on integration into the context, com-
position and architectural language, materials, and details. Certain design 
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solutions used in residential building have been re-proposed in prisons, such 
as for example the detail of the diagonally-set window, which offers the possi-
bility of looking out into the distance and guaranteeing greater privacy 
(Pirazzoli N., 1979).

The architect Sergio Lenci worked in the sector of prison design until the 
mid-1970s, during the period prior to the 1975 prison reform. Anticipating 
certain aspects of the reform, he contributed and provided significant impetus 
towards driving prison architecture to seek a design guided by principles of 
humanization, and by criteria of functional spaces and architectural expres-
siveness. Lenci designed the casa circondariale of Rebibbia (1959) – inaugu-
rated in 1972, 12 years after planning began – the carcere mandamentale (local 
jail) of Rimini (1967), the casa circondariale of Spoleto (1970), and the Casa 
Circondariale of Livorno (1974). The architect had direct knowledge of the 
prison housing stock through his work at the technical office of the General 
Directorate of Prevention and Detention Institutions. From the experience 
gained during inspections at prisons, Lenci over time developed a series of 
suggestions for their design: from applying the criteria of building hygiene in 
terms of light, air, and easy maintenance; to planning a proper distance between 
the cell views in order to avoid the use of window screening that would ham-
per introspection; to immersing the buildings in greenery in order to maintain 
a relationship with nature. An example of this is the design for the Rebibbia 
prison, where Lenci exploited open space and the greenery system, introduc-
ing 12,000 trees into the areas freed from the built-up area. He designed a 
prison complex with overall dignity, paying attention to certain details such as: 
views looking out from the buildings; the entry gate, a symbolic element of 
great importance for the relationship with the surrounding area; and the place-
ment of some artworks.

In the design of the casa circondariale of Spoleto, Lenci worked on the 
shape of the buildings, in order to give the prison complex a “non-oppressive” 
image and guarantee a certain permeability with the interior. In this design, 
the architect also introduced the criterion of “convertibility,” which is to say 
the possibility that the complex might be converted to a different use in the 
future.

In 1974, at the height of the pre-prison-reform debate, the competition for 
Florence’s Solliciano prison was held. The history of this design, won by the 
group of Florentine architects, bears witness to how Italy’s social and political 
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events profoundly influenced the work. The design and its development clashed 
with the new needs imposed by terrorism and by the prison emergency, and 
thus the initial design, which had interesting innovative content, was over-
turned during construction, thereby distorting its very nature. The design’s 
interesting innovative content may be summed up as follows: the building’s 
floor plan, inspired by the Florentine lily, schematized this flower structure 
with semicircular pavilions and connecting corridors, and elaborated the tele-
graph pole scheme that had been deemed the most suitable for generating a 
corridor capable of fostering relationships of exchange between the various 
activities carried out inside; the buildings in the shape of convex semicircles 
oriented towards the city, set up as dormitories, were arranged to delimit an 
equipped interior space; their entire complex was organized in paths, squares, 
sports facilities, and green areas; there were no metal bars or grilles on the cell 
windows (Ministry of Justice). Construction work ended in 1982 and delivery 
took place the following year.

Looking to the history of these designs, we note that there is a wholly Italian 
anomaly between design times and construction times, and therefore the times 
needed to bring the project online: the passage of time between the two is quite 
long, and this generates – and not only in prison construction – problems 
linked to the buildings’ actual ability to respond to the new needs imposed as 
the years go by.

It may be stated that the design for the Sollicciano prison complex marks the 
end of design experimentation, and in the years following the approval of 
prison reform in the second half of the 1980s for reasons connected with the 
emergency and terrorism, prison design was reduced to mere technicalism. In 
fact, “the Ministry of Justice and the Ministry of Public Works, through the 
General Directorates of Prevention and Detention Institutions and of State 
Construction, produced a typical design for all new constructions. The require-
ment of design quality gave way to other characteristics, such as having build-
ings be as compact as possible, and drastically reducing distances, with no 
further reflection on reasons, spaces, and architectural forms. The translation 
of the typical project into a framework, cast in stone, of the design/production 
cycle, in which any critical independence disappears, was done by a small 
group of companies and designers. With these premises, a large quantity of 
serial, decontextualized prison complexes was produced and dropped into the 
landscape” (Marcetti C., 2009).
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To understand how the frame of reference changed after the second half of 
the 1980s, as the terrorism emergency declined in Italy, it is necessary to take 
a step back in time and cite the content and main guidelines emerging from a 
research effort performed at the international level in 1970 by the United 
Nations Social Defence Research Institute, titled “Prison Architecture” (1975), 
as the findings influenced new Italian regulations from the late 1980s on. 
A number of Italian scholars, including Sergio Lenci and Di Gennaro G.5, took 
part in the research. The research team discussed the role that the architect 
plays in the planning of penal structures for adults, and defined the guidelines 
related to the trends in prison design.

The most significant guidelines emerging from research may be outlined as 
follows:

“The appropriateness of differentiating institutions according to the type of 
prisoners; the realization of different levels of security in a single institution, as 
well as a differentiation of living conditions (including architectural forms) 
according to the progress or regression of prisoners; the appropriateness of 
programmes for different categories of prisoners, such as women, young 
adults, drug addicts and long term prisoners. For pre-trial detention, the prin-
cipal recommendation was to construct a special institution,… Concerning 
the size of prisons…, the minimum criterion was specified as a capacity of 
between 100 and 300 prisoners,….

The location of penal institutions was considered from different and con-
trasting points of view. Nearness to the urban centre was considered posi-
tive for allowing the staff a normal social life,..., and offering the prisoners 
easier contact with their families, with work opportunity in extra-mural 
industries, and with the opportunities for various types of professional 
counselling. Distance from the urban centres was on the other hand consid-
ered advantageous because of the relative cheapness of land and the easier 
surveillance of prisoners…. The twin tendencies to install prison industries 
and work-shops both inside and outside prisons.., in either case…, condi-
tions such as

5 The following group of scholars performed the research: Di Gennaro G., project director; Lenci S., 
technical director; Fairweather L., technical consultant; Vetere E., research officer; Cacciapuoti B., 
technical assistant; Eriksson T., Leroy C., and Moyer D. F., contributors; Leone U., executive officer; 
Simpson P., bibliographical assistant. The research analyzed the setting and architecture of 27 prisons 
located all over the world.
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ventilation, light and industrial safety must be equal to those prevailing in 
the free-labour market. … Common free time activities ..., that areas dedicated 
to these functions should be well suited for…; it was desirable to have playing 
fields, swimming pools,.., theatre, concerts, cinema. In addition to areas for 
common activities, rooms for individual activities, or being by oneself, were 
advocated…, Single cells are the best rooming arrangement… On the size of 
the cell,…, the guiding principle must be referred to the standard of civil archi-
tecture. The standard … for visitor’s facilities was to make them as pleasant as 
possible in order to produce a genuinely relaxing atmosphere,… Less use of 
high walls for perimeter defense is suggested. A substitute could be a broad 
green belt around the institution equipped with means of surveillance such as 
lookout towers... The windows should be of the same size as in normal resi-
dences of the area, and as far as possible other techniques of closure should be 
substituted for the traditional bars.”(Di Gennaro G.; Lenci S., 1975).

To these guidelines, others of equal interest were added, which, when sys-
tematically subdivided by key word, provide an overall and still quite current 
picture. For the purposes of this discussion, for each key word, the main find-
ings with direct impact on prison design are reported.

“Identity. Since correctional objectives involve interaction with community 
resources and volunteer workers, facility construction should support this 
interaction and involvement… Facility design should indicate that elements of 
security and detention are secondary; they should not be permitted to domi-
nate facility identity...; to reinforce integration of the facility into the commu-
nity, facilities should fit into the external environment in which they are set. 
Effective facility design can ease communication and the development of 
inter-personal relationships.

Scale. Large scale facilities convey an atmosphere of anonymity to the 
individual client, and tend to engender in him feelings of powerless, mean-
inglessness, isolation, and embitterment…; large, isolated facilities strongly 
reinforce the image of rejection of the offender by society, contemporary 
programme objectives of resocialization and reintegration of clients into the 
community are thwarted…Size less than 300 is recommended….Individual 
room occupancy is considered a basic requirement…. Dining is preferable 
in decentralized smaller group settings,… Long corridors (in excess of 15-20 
m in large facilities, or 10 m in smaller settings) should be avoided unless 
relief is
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provided in some manner. In order to facilitate the integration of corrective 
programmes into the community settings…, an important contribution will 
be made when the facility design bears a harmonious relationship to its sur-
roundings…It should be remembered that the considerations of scale relate 
not only to interior spaces but also to the development and definition of exte-
rior spaces.

Institutional size. An ideal residential size will be in the area of 100-125 
residents.

Conceptual design. The facility should be seen as a device which tends to 
structure human activities and as an environment which can provide and 
develop individual decision-making on the part of its residents….Visiting, coun-
selling, legal assistance, volunteer programmes, professional services and many 
other activities have special importance for the conceptual design of the facility.

Individual occupancy. The basic standards in the planning and design 
of the closed institution should be the provision of single-occupancy 
sleeping rooms…together with the provision of a well-rounded activity 
programme…; a single room is to provide sleeping accommodation and 
an area of privacy for its residents for approximately eight hours a day…. 
the room should contain a single bed…Also provided should be adequate 
shelving, recognizing that residents will accumulate various articles which 
have the purpose of furthering their self-expression. The opportunity 
should also be available in the individual room for reading and writing. A 
small desk area with a movable chair or seat, together with sufficient light-
ing… A minimum amount of storage area provided to the individual resi-
dent should be included … clothing storage, lockable drawer, and closet 
space…. All rooms should be provided with direct outside exposure for 
natural light and view… The single occupancy room should also be viewed 
as an important environmental component which supports the correc-
tional efforts.

Flexibility. It is desirable so that programmes may be adapted to changing 
needs. Principle among the considerations affecting future flexibility is the 
determination of materials and methods of construction…Use of construction 
systems which have demountable features. Planning features may include clear 
floor and ceiling construction with infill of partition subdivisions…Also, pre-
manufactured systems or systems of components offer features ... suitable … to 
respond to future change. Several approaches are available to achieve the 
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adaptability to future changes in facility characteristics, role or size. One of 
these involves the construction of a central service core containing basic ser-
vices, such as mechanical, fixed equipments, major utilities,…, and others sur-
rounded by neutral programme modules…. Another approach calls for the 
planned obsolescence of the entire facility.

Control. The planning and the design of the correctional institution … must 
be approached as an integral part of its activity programming… The concept of 
zoning various functional units … with close staff supervision, further assists 
the planning effort which seeks to avoid redundancy in controls, excessive 
constructions cost, and the development of counterproductive physical envi-
ronments ... Another approach to security zoning involves the establishment 
of a mixed perimeter with an undulating security edge ... The security edge is 
created by facility masses themselves rather than by construction for security 
purposes only. The imagery as well as the expenses for the traditional prison 
wall are thus avoided. Also provided with a mixed perimeter is the potential 
for definition of an exterior space “within” the facility environment. At the 
same time, the mix of ‘soft’ functions on the edge decreases the hostile charac-
ter which the facility may otherwise present and ‘soft’ components become 
filters for interface with community programme volunteers, visitors, and other 
participants.

Guard Towers. (omitted)
Economics. Various new construction materials also add to the possibilities 

for attaining security and improving the treatment programme environment 
while at the same time reducing construction costs ... Most interesting among 
these … is the development of new composite glass and plastic window mate-
rials which replace traditional steel bar grillage..

Staff housing. It will be noted that many feature the provision of staff 
housing in close proximity to the institution…On the one hand, it is recog-
nized that the immediate proximity of the staff to the facility allows for 
their quick response in times of emergency… Another reason … is that 
such housing frequently constitutes a portion of staff payment and benefits 
… An approach to the housing of staff now gaining prominence is based 
upon the premise that corrections staff serve as an important link between 
the residents of the closed institutions and the outside community…

Climate. Local climate conditions in the particular country in which the 
facility is planned have importance ... In amenable climates,…, opportunities 
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are offered for exterior programme activity, and here interrelationships 
between interior space and exterior space take on a new significance. …In less 
amenable climates the consideration of climate for design is equally important. 
Consequently, various activity spaces such as sleeping rooms, living areas, 
group activity spaces and others, should be organized in the facility design to 
allow the maximum orientation to the warmth and light of the winter sun (D 
Moyer, 1975).

The authors of the research highlight a new conception of prison  architecture 
aimed at reintegrating the prisoner into society, and therefore are more atten-
tive to the relationship with the city, to the interaction with the community, 
and to the prisoner’s personal needs, while not neglecting the needs connected 
with the facilities’ security and control: an architecture, then, that communi-
cates an identity of its own, in which aspects of security and control do not 
dominate.

As discussed above, the study influenced the design criteria of the late 1980s 
in Italy, and this period saw the enactment, in 1986, of the Gozzini Law (Law 
no. 663 of 10 October 1986), which emphasized re-education over punish-
ment, instilling a climate for actions aimed at humanizing detention, achieved 
also through the construction of the prison space.

The ministry circular of 1989, “Criteri per una moderna edilizia penitenzi-
aria” (“Criteria for modern prison building”)6 provides a series of requirements 
and suggestions for the provision of spaces and for construction technologies 
to be adopted for the construction of new penitentiaries, making no reference 
to a typical scheme. For the purposes of this discussion, the content of the cir-
cular is grouped into three points: the requirements of a general nature that the 
building must meet; suggestions regarding the provision of spaces; and tech-
nological aspects.

As to the requirements, the following are defined:

- Flexibility: design in order to allow for easy changes to the building over 
time, without altering the work’s ordinary arrangement

- Functionality: building typology in such a way as to limit the operating 
costs, especially with regard to the control staff

- Aesthetics: the colours of the environments.

6 1989, Ministry Circular (?), “Criteria for a modern design of prison building.”
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With regard to the types of spaces, the circular’s guideline is to see that the 
prison offers the prisoner the possibility of being engaged in a variety of activi-
ties for most of the day – work, educational activities, and so on – outside the 
cell.

Spaces for this purpose are identified:

– Spaces for working, educational, recreational, activities, etc.

As to the technological aspects, the circular provides suggestions with regard to:

– Technologies and building materials: low cost, but attention to the quality 
of aesthetic perception, living comfort, internal and external flexibility

– Using industrialized building technologies instead of prefabricated 
technologies

– Restricting the use of prefabricated technologies solely to storage, labora-
tory and service spaces

– Using a mix of building technologies (prefabricated + traditional) for ser-
vices and support housing.

– Using a mix of building technologies, thus making it possible to pare down 
costs and construction time

– Using traditional materials with human and affective values.(Burdese, 
2011).

In 1998, 9 years after the aforementioned circular, the Department of 
Penitentiary Administration provided, in a circular, the framework of prison 
assets, underscoring the typological inadequacy and the general state of decay 
of a large part of prison buildings. The circular emphasized the need for invest-
ment in upgrading the buildings, and, with the objective of considering the 
work as a sub-set of the prison system, proposed a “new element” represented 
by a building – separate but within prison walls – for productive activity: a 
small factory employing prisoners. The 1989 circular posed the problem not 
only of new buildings, but of upgrading existing prisons – an issue still highly 
current today.

With regard to the topic of upgrading, one of the interventions of greatest 
significance for the participation process it activates, its values and the social 
message it bears is the “giardino degli incontri” (“the meeting garden”) in 
Florence’s Sollicciano prison, begun in 1985 and concluded in 2007.
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The process and design was led by the architect Giovanni Michelucci, who 
held a highly critical position with regard to institutions and their 
architecture.

In a 1983 interview, a journalist asked Michelucci: “But how would you 
build a prison if you were asked?” His reply: “I wouldn’t build it. I would have 
it done by someone else. In this case, my cowardice would be up to here. 
Unless, that is, I were allowed to build a whole city” (interview by Francesco 
Colonna, La Nazione, 24 February 1983).

This statement makes perfectly clear Michelucci’s relationship with the issue 
of prison architecture and his approach to the giardino degli incontri design. 
Developed by a group of prisoners, the design is dedicated to a special moment 
in the prisoner’s life, that of visits and encounters with family members, where 
children are also present. That it is called a “garden” clearly shows that a part of 
the city is brought within the prison, for the purpose of breaking down its walls 
and repairing the relationship with the city. The design has a strong impact on 
the issue of humanizing punishment: degraded spaces are upgraded and 
returned to the prison, a new building and the open-air theatre are built, and 
special attention is given to the needs of the prisoners and of visiting children, 
through the construction of comfortable environments with architectural 
value. In this regard, Michelucci wrote: “Beyond our own intentions, it will 
above all be the children who discover the sense of space and their many ways 
of being able to use it.” The architect followed the design until his death in 
1990, and the executive design was subsequently carried out by the Board of 
Engineers of Tuscany, with the collaboration of Fondazione Michelucci 
(Marcetti, 2008, 2009).

An essential passage was marked by the issuance in 2000 of the Regulation 
on the penitentiary system and on the measures involving deprivation of or 
limits upon liberty (Decree of the President of the Republic no. 230 of 30 June 
2000).

In brief, the regulation stresses the following: the prison as a place of reso-
cialization; efforts at resocialization should include security settings corre-
sponding to the socialization levels of offenders, the involvement of prisoners 
in different activities, such as cooking and room cleaning, the involvement of 
prisoners in different working activities and at the level of constructing the 
building; it is necessary to apply all technologies in the electronic and energy 
fields.
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Based on this regulation, in 2001 the penitentiary administration in Italy initi-
ated a “call for ideas for the development of a prototype medium-security peni-
tentiary institution with qualified treatment.” The competition asked the 
candidates for a penitentiary institution model accommodating 200 prisoners 
over an area of 80,000 m2, with modular and repeatable detention units for 60-70 
prisoners; interpreting the new regulatory dictates, the model would permit 
qualified treatment for the prisoner from the standpoint of opportunities for 
education, employment, and professional training, cultural activities, recreation, 
and sports. All this was directed, on the one hand, towards improving the quality 
of life inside the institution, and on the other towards ensuring the performance 
of activities aimed at the prisoner’s recovery and reintegration into society, with-
out neglecting the need to achieve the best possible economy in the employment 
of human resources in the operation phase and to improve and strengthen resi-
dential building and housing structures for personnel.

Twenty-two design groups answered the call, 4 of which garnered awards: 
two winners in a tie, and two honourable mentions7.

The competition brought no follow-up – not even publication of the cata-
logue of the show that was subsequently organized. But it did have the merit 
of making prison architecture a topic for discussion again, despite the very 
bitter criticism by some, foremost among whom was Burdese, who wrote that 
designers are not suitably equipped to grapple with this issue, and that the 
administration was imagining, outside itself, entirely non-existent spheres of 
competence (Vassella, 2016).

So we are back to technicalism, with the presentation by the Penitentiary 
Administration in 2009, at the first Salone della Giustizia trade show in Rimini, 
of a prototype modular penitentiary institution accommodating 200, 400, 600, 
and 800 prisoners. The prototype adopts a radiocentric scheme over a distribu-
tion hub, with an eye to flexibility and modularity, security and control, and 
affordable operation (De’ Rossi, 2016).

The idea of a prototype, serialized and undifferentiated, yet functional and 
efficient from the standpoint of operation and so on, is the negation of the 
relationship with the surrounding built-up fabric, and it would at the very 

7 The two winners, in a tie, were: “La città ristretta,” studio Fagnoni&Associati; “Comb1,” studio Ap+st 
architettura. The two honorable mentions were: “Sicurezza e vivibilità,” Studio Delfini; “Fortes et firmi 
carceres construantur,” 1229, studio Planrch.
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least be necessary to investigate the procedures for bringing the “prototype” 
into dialogue with the context of reference into which it is inserted, so as to 
activate the dialogue that has been discussed, between society, the city, and 
the prison.

This begs the question: “Are we currently unable to open the issue of prisons 
to ‘architecture,’ relegating it to the mere technicalism of a handful of experts? 
And, given this will – because that is what it appears to be – why can’t, at the 
very least, forms of collaboration with scholars and technicians included to do 
studies and experiments on the subject be found?”

Prison as architecture for living linked with urban 
life: some opening considerations
Prison design cannot and must not be relegated to the mere activity of the 
architect – an idea that is now obsolete – but to an interdisciplinary group that 
includes the participation of experts in various sectors, from the urban planner 
to the sociologist and so on, also with a view to participation with the end 
users when possible.

The approach to the topic of prison architecture must necessarily focus on 
the various categories of users, starting from identification, in the design pro-
cess, of what the actual needs are, in compliance with the regulations in force 
– without losing sight of the fact that the prisoner is a person like everyone 
else. As pointed out a number of times, a prison’s design is the expression of 
the policy a country has towards detention and punishment and towards its 
laws, as well as its actual ability to enforce laws, and its political will to invest 
in this sector. When dealing with the design of a new building, an initial 
aspect is connected with its placement with respect to the surrounding con-
text – a choice that determines the relationship not only between the prison 
and city, but the relationship that, depending on the case, prisoners may have 
with life outside prison. It is an important choice, that obviously cannot be 
made separately from a series of considerations connected to the project’s set-
ting (topography, climate, etc.) and therefore to its environmental sustainabil-
ity. The questions that must be posed prior to embarking on a prison design 
are those underlying any process: Who are the users? How many are they? 
What are their needs? What kind of activities are users allowed to do? What 
kind of spaces do users need? What kind of connection among spaces is 
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Figure 6.3 The identification of three sectors of prisons and their functions
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useful? What are the pathways? What activities will be carried out outdoors or 
indoors? What is the ideal relationship between indoor and outdoor spaces? 
As regards the users, we may identify the different categories of prisoner in 
relation to: level of the punishment, gender (male/female), age (starting from 
babies), health status, psychological status; in addition to prisoners are other 
users, such as the director, prison officers, psychologists, criminologists, 
social workers, prison doctors, the multidisciplinary team for drug addicts, 
the service team for alcohol addiction, educators/teachers and vocational 
training workers, chaplains and other religious ministers, volunteers, general 
services staff, and visitors. In terms of spatial aggregation, three sectors 
may  be identified, broken down into functional areas and environmental 

Figure 6.4 The different aggregation of the prison’s sectors: What does it mean?
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units (fig. 6.3). Depending on the three sectors’ aggregation, a variety of spa-
tial configurations may be obtained; in particular, in relation to the weight 
that each of the sectors has in terms of percentage of the built-up space, the 
prison’s mission may be defined, if it is aimed at rehabilitation, and thus with 
great importance given, in terms of floor space, to re-education and reintegra-
tion activities (fig. 6.4).

It may be said that from the technical standpoint, the realization of a techni-
cally sound, quality project, with the aim of striking a better balance between 
overall construction cost, maintenance, and management, must at any rate 
comply with the indications of the regulations in force for other categories of 
buildings: reducing the use of non-renewable resources, maximum reuse of 
natural resources, high maintainability, improved energy efficiency, durability 
of materials and components, substitution of elements, technical and environ-
mental compatibility of materials, easy monitoring of performance over time, 
safety and health.

From the human point of view, the process of arriving at the design, and 
the design itself, can promote environments that respect human dignity 
and the sense of belonging to and being integrated into the neighbourhood 
and the wider community. These aspects are highly important because the 
prison’s placement, and thus its design, its connotations of material and 
of  sensory perception, can promote and encourage a specific use and 
good  perception of the space, and might have an effect on the prisoners’ 
behaviour.

Final note: What is the next step?
This papers offers a brief history of Italian prison “architecture” and the design 
considerations and examples that contribute towards initiating an interdisci-
plinary debate to stress how a connection with the context, a sense of place, a 
living space and a multicultural atmosphere may be created in the prison. It is 
necessary to keep in mind the article of the Constitution of the Italian Republic 
that focuses on two key concepts: human dignity and the rehabilitation of the 
prisoners. Today, the Italian situation is still far from achieving the Constitution’s 
dual objectives. The Italian problem is linked not only to the construction of 
new penitentiary buildings, but above all, as the data we have discussed show, 
to the upgrading of existing ones.
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Many critical areas emerge from the analysis. Of the two chief ones, the 
first is the presence of a sound regulatory apparatus that is disregarded; in 
other words, there are laws, but the political will to seriously come to terms 
with them and to invest in this direction is lacking. The second critical area is 
the absence of “architecture” in prison design. I believe that research in this 
sector must be incentivized and brought forward in comparison with experi-
ences outside national boundaries, in an interdisciplinary perspective, so as 
to activate a cultural debate on the issue of prisons that breaks through the 
wall of pure technicalism. It is thus necessary to counter the trend that sees 
prison prototyping as the only solution, and relaunch research and design for 
the prison as a place to promote the prisoner’s human respect, a place of reha-
bilitation for the persons experiencing it, and a place in a close relationship 
with the cultural, social, and physical setting it belongs to.

Writing about prisons, it is impossible for me to ignore the reality described 
by a famed Italian prisoner, Adriano Sofri, who spent 22 years behind bars: 
“Every time I say this is a comfortable prison, better than in the past, bystand-
ers look at me with perplexity; then someone comes up to me, softly saying, 
‘Jail is jail; it’s still jail’. Don’t forget: your windows have gratings, your doors are 
made of iron, and they make an iron noise; a jailer passes through every hour 
during the night, with heavy footsteps; he switches on the light and looks 
inside your cell; don’t forget that everyone screams; (...) don’t forget you are a 
prisoner” (translated by the author).
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the City Confined
Pier Matteo Fagnoni

Is it possible to imagine a confined space where detainees can find a path of rehabili-
tation and re-education? Is it possible to imagine a confined space where the prison 
officers can live without being confined to themselves? These are the main questions 
that pushed the design team to accept this challenge, through a design contest. The 
article discusses a project prototype of a medium-security prison for the custody of 
200 prisoners, that has been awarded the joint first prize in the competition of ideas 
organized by the Italian Ministry of Justice in 2001.

Introduction
The project presented has been awarded the joint first prize in the competition 
of ideas organized by the Italian Ministry of Justice in 2001 for a “prototype of 
a medium-security prison for the custody of 200 detainees”.

In 2000, a new Penitential Regulation (Italian Presidential Decree, 30 June 
2000 No 230: Regulations for the implementation of penitentiary systems and 
the measures designed to deprive or limit freedoms) was approved. It sought 
to bring Italian prisons in line with the rules of the United Nations and 
European conventions. It is a Regulation which gives voice and emphasis to 
alternatives in detention. The elements of penitential treatment are made 
explicit in the Regulation’s content; it is pointed out (Article 15) that it must 
resort “primarily to education, labour, religion, cultural, recreational and 
sports activities, facilitating appropriate contacts with the outside world and 
relationships with family. For the purpose of rehabilitation, except in cases 
where it is not possible, work must be assured for the convicted or the detained.” 
This project sought to solidify these principles: architecture which considers 
and builds the space surrounding the person.
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The penitential facility is from its conception imagined as a city, or rather, a 
village. It takes into account all the recognized limits for a penitentiary, how-
ever, improving the dignity and life of detainees also formed part of the proj-
ect. If seen as a community, then the contribution of each person is considered 
a necessary part. The areas allocated to work, outdoor activities, land (gar-
dens), and sports are thus of central importance. Spaces that do not merely 
represent the exception of the usual one hour of out-of-cell time, but rather - 
along with the housing facilities - determine the overall design: the exception 
is then not to work, to almost exclusively stay locked in a cell, and not to take 
part in training activities or sports. A relationship with the outside world is 
also essential, both in overcoming the absolute separation – which often 
becomes refusal, removal of the very existence of the prison from the world 
“outside” - both in the articulation of the contact spaces and of the directly 
functional social contact within the structure.

The prison is designed as a sort of village, divided between empty and con-
structed spaces and by the functions which shape the activities. The project pro-
poses an environment which establishes a link with its inhabitants and with the 
local society because it is multi-ethnic, mobile and lively. As in a village, life is 
regulated by the contribution that each individual provides to the community. It 
is therefore necessary within the village penitentiary to balance the complexity 
of the system with a working organization where each inhabitant may contrib-
ute to the operation and maintenance of the whole by carrying out activities for 
its development and maintenance, organization and management.

Project guidelines
The first items of focus, as the vital heart of the building complex, were the 
minimum detention units, defined in the new Regulation by the term room. 
They are characterized by the presence of windows without screens and are 
equipped with toilets, showers and sinks, and an area with cooking facilities. 
The catering functions were organised with specific spaces intended for food 
preparation (kitchens for up to 200 people) and consumption, with a space 
suitable for the accommodation of a limited number of detainees. The 
Regulation provides a new and different quality of relations between prison-
ers and family members during the interview or meeting periods, modifying 
the current criteria and introducing the possibility of conducting these 
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meetings outdoors and assigning specially designed areas for private family 
gatherings. The open spaces to be used for recreational activities, sports and 
cultural activities should preferably not be landlocked between buildings.

Further innovations concern the arrangement of professional and educa-
tional training on various levels, the establishment of a library service for 
detainees, the allocation of areas for intellectual, artistic or craft activities, 
spaces for various religions, as well as for conducting sports, recreational and 
cultural activities.

From the initiation of the project, the whole complex was considered to be 
a part of the territory in which it is located, constituting, with its security fea-
tures and privacy, a kind of self-sufficient village equipped with its own cul-
tural and social identity.

The solution proposes an aggregation typical of Italian cities: one where the 
complex of streets, buildings, public spaces and green areas is planned on a 
preconceived but also occasionally random grid; presenting a totality at once 
ordered and chaotic, but always on a human scale. The decision to consider the 
new prison model as a cluster of nuclei, buildings and open spaces was seen as 
an opportunity to maintain organizational and spatial continuity between the 
“inside” and “outside”, while making sure that other constraints and limitations 
are addressed adequately.

Since it is a model, a prototype for a penitentiary institution, it lacks a refer-
ence space for its location, and so the project sought to collect aggregate and 
contextual elements into a single unit, creating an internal environment that, 
on the one hand may interact with the surroundings (orientation, latitude, 
vegetation, visuals), and on the other hand represents a constituent element of 
an organizational model which is repeatable.

The challenge was to meet the needs of the administration announcing the 
competition by offering a project capable of expressing levels of adaptability 
related to two fundamental principles: first, through the identification of cer-
tain functional modules of approximately 50 x 55 metres, repeatable according 
to the needs of the specific project with a local aggregation scheme that allows 
different solutions through the integration or modification of the individual 
modules and their relationship with others in a final, partially or completely 
different, transformed facility; second, through the choice of architectural and 
vegetation forms via the materials utilized. The “personalization” of the project 
ensures the integrity of and respect for a local identity.
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The elements intervening in and influencing the proposal are multiple:

•	 The choice of vegetation, which cannot be detached from the geographical 
and environmental characteristics of the location,

•	 Several architectural features which may require adaptation to climatic 
and meteorological factors, such as the differentiation of the main build-
ings with pitched roofs of the traditional type, in accordance with the loca-
tion, characterizing the surfaces with different materials and slopes,

•	 The use of other materials such as brick façades, coloured plaster or stone 
cladding, to achieve a continuity with the local building tradition.

The combination of these elements, although originating from a common 
plan, means that there are almost as many local project variations as there are 
new penitentiary facilities, as each one expresses its own identity.

The project
The environmental factor has such a high qualitative and re-educational value 
for the project that it is the subject around which the complex is planned. The 
project proposal, as is evident in the organization of the plan and the character 
of the individual buildings, identifies a hierarchy of open green space which is 
divided into four levels:

1. The central park. All major internal relationships in the facility involve the 
central park, a hub of routes and a compositional element around which 
the main buildings are distributed. The park should be in view; all the 
rooms in the detention area and most of the service areas and offices are 
placed so as to enjoy a glimpse of nature and of attractive trees marking the 
passage of the seasons. The park is a place to go to and to cross to reach 
other areas of everyday life. Also a place of spirituality, the centre houses 
the Temple of Peace.

2. The courtyard. Each group of buildings has its own private garden, a por-
tion of green area which is equipped and planned differently, and which 
acts as a natural extension of the internal environments. Defined as an “air 
zone”, it is organized into different areas delimited by metal fences with 
hedges. Here one may stroll, play, or read outdoors, or eat out in the open 
in areas next to the dining rooms. The meeting room complex is in a series 
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of buildings around the protected open spaces, culminating in family 
meeting areas which are each connected to a small patio. Many of the other 
buildings are developed around their own open space, in a play of con-
trasts between the free area of  the park and the enclosed borders of the 
gardens and courtyards.

Figure 7.1 The courtyard, meeting room complex. Reproduced with permission; no reuse without rights-

holder permission.

3. The urban gardens. The areas limiting the urban zones are in many cases 
used as gardens. Transition zones between the housing and the agricul-
tural areas: within the institution, along the dividing wall between the 
detention area and the barracks and housing for prison officers and near 
the entrance, vegetable gardens have been allowed for, small plots of land 
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divided by hedges to give a maximum number of prisoners the opportu-
nity to grow their own produce and manage an outdoor space.

4. The sports facilities. Both the penitential area for sports and that for  the 
prison officers are divided into modules alined with the other spaces for 
the organization of activities.

The use of suitable and strategic natural energy resources is proposed in order 
to highlight the energy issue, offering solutions that include the use of alterna-
tive technologies, which are more economical and will create opportunities for 
the training of specialized personnel for an economic sector in constant 
evolution.

The activities and facilities introduced in the project:

•	 Special storage areas fitted for the collection of waste for reuse through 
incineration or composting;

•	 Collection of rainwater in underground containers for differentiated and 
alternative use in the toilet cisterns, to supply the lake used as an additional 
water reserve and for irrigation;

•	 Differentiated waste and biomass in a thermal plant for the production of 
heat in combination with the central heating system;

•	 Use of photovoltaic panels for specialized surveillance, alarm systems and 
outdoor lighting systems as an alternative, but not a substitute for a tradi-
tional energy source;

•	 Use of thermal panels for production of hot water for direct use, to be 
placed in particular on the roofs of the detention blocks, the prison officer 
accommodations, the barracks and on all buildings having an even partial 
need of hot water;

•	 Persons and material within the penitentiary shall use electric vehicles for 
internal transport requirements.

The area available for the new penitentiary, as indicated in the competition 
announcement, is a rectangle of approx. 80,000 square metres (370 x 216), 
bordered on one side by a street and organized on a modular grid as an ideal 
continuation of the surrounding agricultural or urban pattern.

The wall, an architectural element with the primary functions of protection 
and closing, divides the area into two portions, creating a relationship of dis-
jointed involvement between the world of the prison officers and the interior 
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Figure 7.2 a  General plan, detail of all zones, Legend A. Reproduced with permission; no reuse without 

rightsholder permission.

Figure 7.2 b  General plan, detail of all zones, Legend B. Reproduced with permission; no reuse without 

rightsholder permission.
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Figure 7.2 c General plan. Reproduced with permission; no reuse without rightsholder permission.

of the facility, the “outside” and the real “inside “. Two distinct areas are thus 
identified, allowing the barracks and housing for police officers to face towards 
the public, and the wall to embrace and enclose the detention buildings, which 
face the central green space.

The entrance to the prison from the public road is via a break incorporated 
into the wall, a dominant element of the project which characterizes the size of 
the village it surrounds and protects, opening to those who are about to enter 
a view of the entirety of the volumes and of the open spaces that constitute it.

The complex consists of a combination of buildings and developed open spaces, 
each with its own character and identity according to the assigned activity, and 
within which the penitentiary village’s inhabitants may move as they need or must.

After entering the compound, a short path flanked by parking spaces leads 
internally to the entrance building and reception building for new arrivals (C). 
It is small, welcoming, with individual accommodations, service areas for the 
reception procedures, and for medical and aptitude testing. Connected to this 
is the personal items storage area (D) for the custody of the effects and prop-
erty of each detainee. To the right of the entrance (B), the main path leads 
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toward the compound’s interior. The agents’ services and rooms are found 
here. After passing through the controls, you enter the meeting house (E) near 
the first entrance point. The two-storied meeting house is structured so as to 
allow an immediate glimpse of the park and the buildings facing it. The easily 
accessible location makes it simple for visitors, family members, lawyers and 
magistrates to use. There are areas planned for individual interviews, differen-
tiated spaces for conversations on various levels, apartments for family meet-
ings, work areas for judges, lawyers, educators, all distributed between indoor 
and outdoor spaces and integrated with each other.

Behind the meeting house are the office building and the surveillance centre 
(F) with environments for educators, meeting rooms, offices for the manage-
ment of the working groups, archives, services, administration and manage-
ment. Constructed as a “bridge” crossing and overlooking the park, it 
dominates physically and perceptually.

The central park area is lined with access roads to the various nuclei that 
limit the green area. The first path near the building leads to the infirmary (I), 
a small building with two floors housing an outpatient service and small inpa-
tient department with its own green area.

The next building is the shopping centre (L) with shops, a barber, hair-
dresser, laundry, kiosk, structured so as to be accessible and usable by all the 
inhabitants of the penitentiary village and directly overlooking the park. 
Proceeding along the path, after the infirmary the next building is the kinder-
garten (M) a small, simple building housing spaces furnished for toddlers.

Next to the detainee housing module is the detainees’ sports area, equipped 
with playing fields and locker rooms. At the head of the park, opposite the 
management and administration building and in a symbolic location, is the 
Temple of Peace (U), a small building for worship which revives a characteris-
tic element of every village of any ethnicity. It is a place of intimacy with one-
self and one’s faith, because even its minimum size offers three distinct spaces 
designated for religions.

On the other side of the park, along with the other detainee housing mod-
ules, two centres for collective activities are located: the gym (O) with chang-
ing rooms and services for the detainees, and a training and education centre 
(N). This is also accessible from the internal path which runs along the park. 
The centre (N) is a building of modest size, on two levels, housing a library 
with reading rooms and classrooms for training and educational activities.
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Within the detention facility, but external to the secured area, there are 
other service groups: the warehouses and general services section (G) located 
near the administration, easily accessible via the service road that runs around 
the collection of buildings and which passes the kitchen with its adjoining 
spaces necessary for the preparation and distribution of meals to be delivered 
to the various units. The kitchens also house areas for training activities in the 
catering and food sector. Other maintenance services such as a central laun-
dry, a garage-workshop, stores and warehouses are provided for.

In the corner diagonally across from the entrance and served by the service 
road lies the centre of production activities (R): two single-storied buildings 
with services and a community cafeteria. Work-type production for third par-
ties may be performed here. These activities will vary in the various penitential 
locations, determined also by the needs of the area surrounding the prison 
(carpentry, machine shop, assembly workshop, restoration workshop, etc.).

The technology services (S) are located in a position easily accessible from 
the barracks: the monitoring station, power plant, generators, interruptible 
power supply units (S1); the central thermal plant, thermal ventilation, and 
water station (S2), and additional core services dedicated and suitably equipped 
for the collection of waste (S3).

Ideally situated to be used both by the penitentiary village and the public is 
the auditorium - theatre (T) with approximately 150 seats, located at the bend 
in the patrol road with controlled access from the barracks. One part is located 
in the park and opposite the administration offices, and the other side is out-
side the wall, overlooking a square near the prison officer barracks. It is planned 
as a structure that can simultaneously host detainees and the public from out-
side on two different levels in order to reduce control activities during events. 
The theatre space could also on occasion function independently and there-
fore be managed to produce a profit.

Basic administrative units
The basic custodial units (H), are the modules housing the accommodation 
and ancillary services for about 64 inmates, repeated in this project in the 
three buildings around the park. The buildings are four-storied with a 
structure and façade reminding one of the homes commonly found in 
Italian cities.
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Figure 7.3 Basic administrative units, ground floor and first floor. Reproduced with permission; no reuse 

without rightsholder permission.
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The entrances are on the ground floor, where a monitoring and control 
point located in the front lobby filters the various functions: common areas, 
game rooms, training areas, reception and events, as well as a canteen space 
divided into several small rooms that can be used for group activities. Inside 
this building a certain degree of freedom of movement may be imagined, not 
only between the inner spaces but also through to the outdoor garden. The 
green space is accessed by the common spaces on the ground floor. It is an area 
appropriately defined, organized and equipped in three areas: a space for out-
door seating outside of the cafeteria, an area for outdoor play, for example with 
a bowling green and soccer field, and an area to read or chat in peace. The 
upper floors are accessed from the lobby area, with the possibility of separate 
paths for detainees and for those visitors who have access to the unit. The first 
and second floor contain the living spaces for detainees, rooms with two or 
four beds designed to offer each detainee privacy. It is here that detainees will 
meet after their workday.

The room for two people has its own bathroom, fitted with the usual facili-
ties, hot and cold water, and artificially ventilated. A mobile equipped mini-
kitchen will allow the independent cooking or heating of food, and for 
washing dishes.

Figure 7.4  Basic custodial units, room for two people (section). Reproduced with permission; no reuse 

without rightsholder permission.
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The room for four persons has a sleeping area organized into four autono-
mous areas, its own bathroom, ventilated externally and with all the usual fit-
tings, and a living area with a fully equipped kitchen. Both the two and four-bed 
rooms have a balcony overlooking the park.

Each detainee has their own bed, a bedside table and shelves for personal 
items. A small work/study table is foreseen, as well as a table for those who 
choose to dine in their room.

The decision of the planners to position all the rooms so that they face the 
park, providing each with a small terrace for watching the passage of the sea-
sons or simply to hang washing, responds to the need to condition the lives of 
the detainees via their environment, and to promote re-education and reha-
bilitation, making the living and work spaces their “own” and allowing for the 
personalization of the spaces.

The corridor leading to the rooms in the longest wing, purposely limited in 
length, has a curved wall to eliminate the dramatic effects of anxiety and dis-
tress produced by long, straight corridors. This choice has positive effects, 

Figure 7.4  Basic custodial units, room for two people (plan). Reproduced with permission; no reuse with-

out rightsholder permission.
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especially for prison officer controls. The curved wall opens onto the living 
room spaces which face outwards, towards the courtyard of each unit, offering 
direct light and views. Each floor is equipped with service areas: an office and 
contact room, a surveillance zone and a small storage area.

The top floor houses two large studios equipped for arts and crafts activities, 
for business-type activities, for personal hobbies or educational purposes. 
Included are rooms that can be reserved for detainees who are kept under spe-
cial conditions or in isolation.

The spaces for other activities
For a logical optimization of resources, and with the objective of re-education, 
all prisoners are to follow some form of employment. In accordance with the 
logistics determined by the administration, as well as on the basis of personal 
vocations and the length of stay, each inmate, after an initial period of analysis 
and adaptation, is to be inserted into one of the areas of activity.

In addition to specialized fields dedicated to production, detainees, sup-
ported by educators, will contribute to the management and maintenance of 
the entire system by performing services as required, such as within the library, 
laundry, kitchen, storage, park maintenance, cleaning, etc.

The organization of work activities foresees workteam groups providing ser-
vices at various levels and in various fields:

1. The maintenance and cleaning sector - in turn divided into maintenance 
and cleaning of public spaces, cleaning and maintenance of outdoor spaces, 
involving several workteams assigned to the core services.

2. The maintenance of power plants (solar panels, photovoltaic) and plant 
engineering.

3. Agricultural sector employees for park maintenance and the care of the 
gardens located along the wall.

4. The service sector - employed in the collection and recycling of waste, in 
activities related to the operation of the kitchen, laundry and other 
services.

5. Building maintenance and repair sector.
6. Productive activities - organized as a genuine business activity linked to 

the local economy.
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The organization of these activities will influence the facility’s operation and 
maintenance costs, which can then be optimized by searching for the best bal-
ance between the efficiency of the activities and the self-sufficiency of the vil-
lage system for a solution that offers the greatest efficiency and profitability. 
The project, as a part of an urban and building model, necessarily proposes a 
model of life and organization which may prove effective from the point of 
view of rehabilitation, while maintaining security levels.

Figure 7.5 Basic custodial units, room for four persons. Reproduced with permission; no reuse without 

rightsholder permission.
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Staff and operator accommodation
The wall that delimits the  detention area separates the area designed for the 
prison officers, creating its own dimension, involved in the complex yet func-
tionally autonomous. The area (V) is organized along the public access road 
with a separate entrance (A2) which leads to the accommodation, the bar-
racks, the theatre and the technological plant.

Figure 7.6  Operator accommodation. Reproduced with permission; no reuse without rightsholder  permission..

The barracks (V1) are arranged on four levels and built around a central 
courtyard with a swimming pool. General services, a gym reserved for staff, a 
canteen with indoor and outdoor spaces, offices, classrooms, and meeting 
rooms are all located on the ground floor. On the upper floors, the rooms are 
organised as doubles for 70% of the staff and single rooms for the remaining 
30%. They are planned as small studios, with a bathroom, a kitchenette, a work 
desk, table, and a bed area. The rooms for two people maintain an acceptable 
degree of privacy for each occupant.
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Townhouse accommodation (V2), 8 of 120 square meters and 8 of 60 square 
meters, are located in small groups, along the exterior of the wall. Built in con-
tinuity with the typical urban fabric and almost as if created, as often happens 
in the fortified cities, as part of the fortified wall, these are independent of each 
other with their own outdoor space.

The plant systems
The heat required for hot water production will be obtained from waste incin-
eration. During any thermal plant maintenance periods, heat will be produced 
by a central gas plant using natural gas; the boiler room must also be able to 
supplement the production from thermal treatment during peak usage that 
may occur in the winter months. In each room, including of course inside the 
cells, at least one fan-coil with a special thermostat must be installed to allow 
the heating of the environment to be adjusted as required.

An air exhaust system for the elimination of odours is planned for: the 
kitchens connected to the staff and detainee canteens; kitchenettes in the 
detainee housing modules and in the staff accommodations; windowless bath-
rooms. One or more exhaust fans is to be installed within each of the areas 
mentioned. A system of centralized air treatment for the detainees’ rooms is 
not provided for as the degree of natural ventilation is deemed suitable to 
ensure sufficient air exchange.

The power supply will be provided for by the national grid in medium volt-
age. A transformer station will reduce the medium to low voltage. A generator 
is provided to ensure the complete self-sufficiency of essential services within 
the detention facility in the event of a power failure, while all electronic equip-
ment related to monitoring will be connected to an uninterruptable power 
supply. In the case where even this unit fails, power from photovoltaic panels 
will be used for the outdoor lighting systems.

The supervision and management systems
The surveillance system is planned for the various levels relative to the differ-
ent functional areas of the complex. As mentioned above, the area of the facil-
ity is bordered by a patrol road enclosing the perimeter and skirting all the 
locations to be kept under surveillance. The entrance building (B1) together 
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with the building along the wall (F5) are the points of first intervention for the 
management of security.

The whole surveillance system is linked to the tower where the central 
telematics and information nerve centre is located in a strategic position rela-
tive to the entire facility. A fully computerized system for optimal management 
of the detention facility has been devised in line with the organizational 
requirements expressed in the project description. Every occupant of the peni-
tentiary village, both staff and detainees, will have their own badge linked to a 
personal code.

Figure 7.7  Office building and the surveillance centre. Reproduced with permission; no reuse without 

rightsholder permission.
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A central unit programmed by the management of the prison will indicate 
guard duty shifts, the places where the service is to be carried out, the passage 
times (varied from day to day) of surveillance patrols, the activities planned for 
each individual detainee (interview with attorneys, visits to other detainees, 
sport etc.).

In every room and within each cell a badge reader capable of fingerprint 
checks will be installed.

The central unit will verify through analysis of the badge data that the 
detainees and guards are in the predetermined locations and that there have 
been no unplanned changes to activities. The presence of elements not pro-
vided for will trigger an alarm prompting a check on the incident. Monitoring 
will be carried out by CCTV, recording patrol routes, accesses, and the corri-
dors in front of the cells.

The prison guards will use electric vehicles; recharging the batteries will be 
by means of special photovoltaic panels.

There will be at least two each of the surveillance and the management cen-
tres, in case of failure.

Light poles with independent photovoltaic accumulators will ensure that in 
the event of the system being tampered with, illumination of the strategic 
points is assured.

The outer surface of the perimeter wall is punctuated by bastion-type con-
structions containing plant surveillance and remote monitoring systems. 
Access to the facility compound through the barracks is controlled by an inde-
pendent monitoring system capable of commanding the technological and 
energy systems. Access to the barracks and housing from the public highway is 
monitored by a control point.

To optimize the work of the staff employed in controlling the individual 
internal locations, each building has been designed with a simple layout 
organized around connective spaces which remain linear as far as possible. 
Each zone is equipped with rooms dedicated to the surveillance personnel 
and telematics to control movement, opening and central locking of 
the doors.
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Design team: Daniele Desii, designer and team leader; Raffaella Fagnoni, 
designer; Pier Matteo Fagnoni, designer, economic evaluation; Giorgio Spiga, 
assistant designer; Gherardo Montano, designer installations; Gianni 
Seracini, designer installations; Marco Podrini, graphic elaboration; Maurizio 
Messa, graphic elaboration; Guido Di Spigna, graphic elaboration; Stefano 
Benini, graphic elaboration. Consultants: Elio Satti, sociological studies; 
Olivia Fagnoni, psycological studies; Ornella Favero, interviews with detain-
ees redazione; Ristretti Orizzonti, personal stories and experiences.
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Perspectives on Humans, 
Prison Space and the 
Imprisoned Body

In this section, part two, we move inside the prison and present a variety of 
chapters that combine empirical and theoretical approaches to the microphys-
ics and the embodied experiences of being imprisoned. We start with the 
smallest and most locked-up space – the prison cell. In chapter 8, “‘It’s 
Important to Not Lose Myself ’ – Beds, Carceral Design and Women’s Everyday 
Life Within Prison Cells”, the focus is on the interior design of the prison cell 
and women’s experience of their life in the cell in a Norwegian prison. The nar-
ratives of the women, nicely constructed through the use of the ethnographic 
design method, ‘Sketch and Talk’, shows the tension between desire and com-
fort on the one hand, and standardized design solutions and safety/security on 
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the other. Chapter 9 starts at the lunch table and is an analytical and method-
ological contribution regarding prison architecture and the body. The article 
analyzes how architecture, prison artefacts and people melt together and create 
forces that produce energies and atmospheres within the Youth Units in 
Norway.

Chapter 10, “The Becoming of Punishment as an Unpredictable and 
Moveable Torment!”, is the result of co-writing with a prisoner. The chapter 
provides new approaches to penological studies, understanding punishment 
as an unpredictable and movable torment popping up in various spaces of 
incarceration, where the prisoner least expects it. In “In Prison at Home”, 
 chapter 11, we leave the prison building and move into private homes where 
people serve their sentences through electronic monitoring. The home is con-
verted into a prison, and becomes a blurred place between freedom and 
 control. The last chapter in this section, chapter 12 with the title “Materiality, 
Topography, Prison and the ‘Human Turn’ – A Theoretical Short Visit”, is a 
theoretical contribution that gives the reader a historical overview of some of 
the most important concepts used in several articles within this book, such as 
materiality, topography and the human turn.
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“It’s important to not lose 
myself”
Beds, Carceral Design and Women’s 
everyday Life within Prison Cells

Franz James

This article reveals the prison bed’s carceral design and damage to the body. The 
bed, however, is also a place where “time flies” and where an ongoing negotiation 
with the self occurs. To gain further knowledge about how the physical environ-
ment in prison is experienced this article will present and discuss the narratives of 
three female inmates at a Scandinavian prison. These women’s narratives implicitly 
and explicitly express how corporal and psychological punishment is interwoven 
into the prison system through the design of the prison cell, its objects, and the 
system’s theoretical concept. By using the ethnographic design method ‘Sketch and 
Talk’, which employs text and visual documentation, these narratives uncover both 
a micro and macro picture of lived experience produced by the interior design of 
the prison cell.

In the field of research on architecture and design the focus favors exterior expres-
sions and planning of space. However, interior design and its objects such as beds, 
chairs and tables are experienced long-term by inmates in a close and intimate rela-
tionship, and therefore can be expected to have a greater impact. This article attempts 
to expose details and phenomena produced by interior design as well as the inmate’s 
production of space and its meaning. The article also suggests further areas of design 
that could mitigate the damage inflicted on inmates by prison cell design.
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Introduction
“Prison is an unpredictable place, rules change,” says Nina and continues, “It’s 
important to not lose myself. Prison can take away a lot, but not me”.

I am sketching the jars and bottles standing on the shelf above her toilet. It’s the 
first time we meet. The plastic chair I’m sitting on is cold and uncomfortable. It’s 
placed right in front of the toilet. Nina is sitting on her bed to my right and we’re 
talking about objects, furniture, rules and regulations; figuring out the meaning 
of the physical environment together.

This article is an attempt to create further understanding of how the designed 
physical environment in prison is experienced by its inmates. To do so I have met 
Nina, Susan and Gunilla, three female inmates in a Scandinavian prison. I have 
chosen to stay close to their narratives. In doing so my hope is to convey thick-
ened narratives rather than fragmented excerpts. This article is a tentative first 
reflection and exploration of this type of material, methodology and theoretical 
standpoint.

Nina’s, Susan’s and Gunilla’s narratives are personal descriptions of lived 
experience of the prison’s interior design. It is the space where design, mate-
riality and designed objects get close to the body, and form a socio-material 
place in which the inmate’s everyday life is produced. The cell is also one of 
the few places in prison that affords some privacy. Meeting the three inmates 
in their cells, a place that rarely receives visitors, allows a close study of the 
everyday environment and its phenomena. “Conducting research in every-
day settings also allows study participants to have access to the people and 
artifacts that define the activities in which they are engaged as they respond 
to requests by researchers to describe those activities” (Blomberg and Karasti, 
2012), and “studying real places also provides a greater understanding of the 
theoretical relationship between people and the built environment” (Cranz, 
2016). Nina’s, Susan’s, and Gunilla’s narratives speak of furniture such as 
beds, chairs and desks with carceral design, a term that I suggest could be 
used to understand objects in prison that control, hold and shape the body. 
But what is the underlying idea for the design of these objects?

The physical environment in prison can be understood through three 
underlying concepts of the prison system: (1) penal ideological principles, 
(2) rehabilitation and care ideology, and (3) economy and rationality. 
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(Hammerlin, 2004, Hammerlin, 2000)(Hammerlin 1994, 2008). These theo-
retical standpoints, materialized and experienced by inmates and staff, point 
to ideas that underlie the design of the physical environment in prison. 
Hammerlin’s studies of the prison system, its space and ideology, are based 
on the following questions and analytical components, which underscore 
design related issues in this article: What type of humanity is expressed in the 
prison system and its realization of punishment, the material or social condi-
tions; which ideologies frame the services; which ethical guidelines, require-
ments and adaptations; which theory, methods and practice form the 
framework for the idea of the prison, sentence, care and rehabilitation mea-
sures? Hammerlin also raises questions to the underlying aesthetic princi-
ples. (Hammerlin, 2004, Hammerlin and Larsen, 2000, Hammerlin, 2010b, 
Hammerlin, 2017 Forthcoming). The penal ideological concept is thus mani-
fested through materiality which explicitly and implicitly portends distrust. 
The lack of trust does not solely refer to a risk of vandalism and violence and 
as such is represented by stainless steel toilets and mirrors. Distrust is also 
manifested in fixing interior furniture to walls and floors. The interior then 
places the body in a positon to be monitored and controlled so “[…] staff 
always have the ability to view in and enter” (Wener, 2012). As such, the inte-
rior design repeatedly reminds the prisoner (and staff) that the inmate is a 
risk of violence and needs to be controlled. Does not security in this sense 
become counterproductive to the aim of (re)habilitation and care, since it 
strives to keep the inmate in her role as a distrusted person of risk? Materiality 
and interior objects thus become a manifestation of the three concepts of the 
prison system, as suggested by Hammerlin, and where the punitive elements 
are perceived as the foreground of the punishment, and as such display their 
intentionality. Today the cell is still a cell, and prison cell design has not 
changed much since the 1960s and 1970s when Foucault’s Discipline and 
Punish was published and a lively debate argued for higher prison standards 
and inmate democracy (Wener, 2012, Hagberg, 2006). The cell consists of 
one room with a locked door and a window. Furniture and specifically the 
bed are placed traditionally to aid surveillance. In this way the prison cell’s 
design has not developed much.

Since the 1960s and 1970s progressive ideas have declined and the political 
idea of total security (and its harm to inmates) is expected to be mitigated 
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through ´good´ architecture, landscaping and interior design (Petersen, 2013, 
Humber et al., 2013, Gentleman, 2012). However, as Wener states, “The his-
tory of correctional design is based on various approaches to control through 
hard barriers [...] Many of these models started in the nineteenth century […], 
and still have influence today” (ibid). The concepts of ‘economy and rational-
ity’ are thus linked to the prison’s genealogy not only by regenerating simple 
and cost effective interiors produced in prisons by prisoners, but also by its 
lack of aesthetics as a product of ‘penal ideological principles’.

Disposition
This article is sectioned in three parts. First I will present the field of design in 
relation to prisons, followed by theoretical and methodological considerations, 
and an introduction to the applied ethnographic design method ‘Sketch and 
Talk’. In the second section I present the ‘Sketch and Talk’ material which aims 
to give both a rich descriptive understanding of the three inmates’ everyday 
experience of the prison cell, as well as to elucidate phenomena that are spe-
cific to design related human experience in prison. The third section, the dis-
cussion, will critically view and discuss the specific phenomena and finally 
suggest further areas of investigation and possibilities in the field of design.

Design
Design is neither good nor bad, but can operate in alignment with specific 
intentions in the socio-material space of the prison cell, a space of constant 
negotiation and uncertainty. Inmates do not know when their territory will be 
invaded and controlled. When meeting Nina, I ask her how often the inspec-
tions are conducted. She says that sometimes it can go months between them, 
other times weeks. “It’s totally unforeseeable.”

Due to the spatial and temporal limitations, the interior and objects of a prison 
cell could be expected to have a greater impact on human senses than a domestic 
setting would – the physical environment is more enclosed. These spatial, tempo-
ral and metaphysical conditions are, after all, the execution of the punishment. 
In other words, the designed objects and interiors represent and speak the lan-
guage of punishment however ‘normal’ they may be. As the cognitive scientist Don 
Norman states, “Basically, if something interacts with us, we interpret that interac-
tion; the more responsive it is to us through its body actions, its language, its taking 
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of turns, and its general responsiveness, the more we treat it like a social actor. This 
list applies to everything, human or animal or non-animate” (Norman, 2004). 
Norman’s point is that we feel design, but also that design could be intentional. 
There is a ‘formula’ for how to design objects with agency, which is well known and 
developed in industrial design, branding and marketing. And as humans in a 
social and societal context we define ourselves in relation to others, for example 
through designed objects that exhibit cultural and economic capital. (Fowler, 1997, 
Bourdieu and Stierna, 1997) However, prison rules, inmate economy and spatial 
restrictions become obstacles to inmates’ ability to express personal identity. 
Expressed by Nina when she is not allowed to wear perfume, “It’s a great loss...”

evidence Based Design
The specific qualities of the interior, and furniture especially, are rarely discussed 
in research and literature on prison design. The lack of studies, and lack of atten-
tion to interior design by the prison services is illustrated by scholars in Denmark 
studying the ‘normalized’ prison of Eastern Jutland. Brun Petersen states that, “It 
is interesting that, contrary to the Prison Service’s high ambitions that the archi-
tecture would help ‘reform’ and ‘re-socialize’ the criminal subjects, no such ambi-
tions were attached to the level of furniture, which, it could be inferred, is seen as 
having little consequence for the social life of the prison.” (Petersen, 2013).

The prisoner’s list of losses as an outcome of experiencing prison is exten-
sive. Among them are: loss of power, anonymization, isolation, desocializa-
tion, loss of objects, loss of sexuality, loss of relationships, loss of care, and 
physical and psychological deprivation (Hammerlin, 2010a). Is it possible that 
design of the physical environment can mitigate these losses? It is well known 
in the field of Evidence Based Design (EBD) that what is seen, felt and experi-
enced affects levels of stress and impacts the ability to heal (Ulrich, 1991, 
Ulrich, 1984). However, there appears to be a discrepancy between the fields of 
architecture and interior design for prisons, and for healthcare. Whereas the 
latter has developed an evidence-based approach to the link between the built 
environment and design and health, the former focuses on concepts of secu-
rity and rationality, as stated by Sommer, Hammerlin and Wener.(Sommer, 
1976, Sommer, 1969, Hammerlin, 2010a, Wener, 2012)

The field/method of EBD, which is described as, “The process of basing 
decisions about the built environment on credible research to achieve the best 
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possible outcomes.” (Design, 2016), has not only focused on somatic health 
care, but also on forensic psychiatric care. Forensic psychiatric care in Sweden 
has high security obligations in line with high security prisons. The physical 
environment in these buildings appears to be thought to compensate some-
what for the damage that high security institutions are known to produce. The 
‘compensation’ of the interior through designed objects is an issue that pro-
duces much public interest and moral discussion. The newly built forensic hos-
pitals and specifically the prisons in Scandinavia have been described by the 
media to be “luxurious” (Gentleman, 2012), adding to a populist debate on the 
distribution of public resources. However, current research indicates that the 
physical environment does have a positive impact on the care provided and 
patient wellbeing. Research states that this type of physical environment, 
described as “a healing environment” (M. Schweitzer et al., 2004), can shorten 
the length of hospital stay, reduce drug use, lower stress and create a safer and 
calmer milieu. (Ulrich et al., 2012, Lundin, 2015). The results of research 
within the field of EBD, and specifically that of forensic psychiatric care, may 
be relevant for jails and prisons as well.

‘Sketch and talk’, Method Development
‘Sketch and Talk’ is a qualitative method being developed by the author in a 
tentative iterative process in real-time-space interpersonal situations. The 
method is based on semi-structured interviews with simultaneous hand 
sketching of the discussed interior. Sketching in real-time has proven itself as 
a mediator between the respondent and the researcher as it smoothens the 
somewhat odd discussion about specific details of the interior and how they 
are experienced. Focusing on an interior detail makes neither the researcher 
nor the respondent the center of attention.

Understanding space through pen and paper is an activity that raises the 
level of consciousness to the spatial orientation and relationship between 
humans, objects and their surroundings. “Sketching helps the designer to find 
unintended consequences…” (Cross, 2007) Simple tools such as a sketchbook 
and a pen are not only common designer’s tools, but also well suited for high 
security environments. Moreover, sketching is a an openly transparent visible 
process. However, since the notes and sketches do not document in detail 
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every word said, they require post-interview interpretation. In relation to dig-
ital recordings, it is less accurate. It is important to bear in mind that it is a 
method under development and in no way claims to be superior to other 
methods.

‘Sketch and Talk’ facilitates zooming in on physical details essential to the 
inmate and can exclude surrounding visual clutter. These details, and the nar-
ratives they convey, play a significant role in finding phenomena. A drawn 
image, with care not to denote personal marks of identification, can show the 
interviewee’s body in relation to the interior, thus contributing to a better 
understanding of potential design problems, as well as portraying the inter-
view situation.

The analysis of the material has followed a thematic approach where the text 
and sketches as a whole have been studied repeatedly to find significant rec-
curring phenomena. The researcher’s pre-understanding of certain phenom-
ena bound to the design of the cell are essential for the interpretation. It is not 
possible to leave this out of consideration, nor would it be desirable. However, 
there must be an awareness and an acknowledgement of how it colors the anal-
ysis and in situ choices.

ethical Considerations
Inmates are a vulnerable group without a strong voice in society. To conduct 
research in closed environments therefore requires the inmates’ consent and a 
dignified, respectful and reflective approach of not doing harm. By discussing 
and highlighting power relations inherent in the physical environment, the 
inmate and the researcher can acknowledge the lack of balance and recognize 
socio-spatial inequalities. The situation calls for caution and there is no reason 
not to see that, “[…]the invasion of a persona is an intrusion into a person’s 
self-boundaries” (Sommer, 1969). With as few as three respondents the empir-
ical material in this article cannot be said to represent inmates as a general 
group. Therefore, it is important to see the narratives as personal reflections 
where repeated phenomena, as well as the instrumental, theoretical, technical 
and structural aspects that are revealed, are indicative findings.

For the following ‘Sketch-Talks’ it was decided not to specify the prison 
compound. Information on why the respondent was incarcerated has also 
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been left out. In addition, the inmates’ names have no correlation to their 
actual names.

‘Sketching and Talking’ Nina’s, Susan’s, and 
Gunilla’s Experience of the Cell
The following Sketch-Talks took place in Spring and Fall 2016. Nina has con-
tributed twice, Susan and Gunilla once. Each meeting lasted 45-75 minutes.

In the texts and sketches the client/prisoner/inmate/subject/respondent/
informant is referred to as inmate. This term was suggested by Nina who pre-
ferred to use it herself. The author has thus decided to follow her suggestion for 
the article as a whole.

All writing in italics is a combination of transcription and subjective obser-
vations. Dialogue in quotations is directly transcribed notes from data. Speech 
not quoted refers to expository observations by the author, referred to as ‘I’. 
The dialogue is based on observations, notes and memories from the meeting. 
In the three following meetings ‘the author’ switches to the pronoun ‘I’, to 
emphasize the face to face situation with the respondent, as well as the subjec-
tive experience.

The following ‘Sketch-Talk’, Meeting Nina, was the first of four meetings. It 
displays a fumbling start but ends with a collaborative examination of the corner 
of a mattress.

Meeting Nina
O (staff) and I walk through the corridor. We stop in front of Nina’s cell, O knocks 
on the door. Nina shouts through the steel door that we could open it. Nina is sit-
ting on her bed, an empty chair is placed by its foot, an invitation to sit down. 
Despite the gesture I become insecure where to place myself in the narrow room. 
O is still standing in the corridor holding the heavy door. I believe security aspects 
make O undecided as to whether or not to leave Nina and myself alone. Visitors 
in the cells is an unusual situation. O leaves and Nina asks me to sit down. I am 
still a bit uncomfortable as to where to sit since the chair will give me a higher 
seated position than Nina’s, reflecting our inequalities in the present situation. I 
ask again if it’s ok, Nina replies that it is. I sit down and explain why I was a 
reluctant to take the chair. Nina says that she doesn’t think this was an issue at all.
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Fig. 8.1 Nina’s toilet. Sketch by the author; no reuse without permission.
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From my seated positon I have Nina to the right. Facing me is the toilet, which 
is literally in the room. Because of its odd placement I ask Nina if she would prefer 
to have the toilet outside the room in the corridor, or not have it at all? Nina would 
rather have it in the room, though she would like to have a wall or some kind of 
divider between the toilet and the bed. She says, “ ‘It’s unhygienic as it is now.”

Several bottles and jars are placed on top of the protruding wall behind the 
toilet. I ask Nina what they are, and if it would it be ok to sketch them? “It’s sham-
poo, foundation and mascara. All a girl needs,” Nina replies.

She tells me that they are not allowed to wear perfume. “It’s a great loss, so we 
make our own, I’m a creative person,” Nina says and smiles. Nina and the other 
women wear fabric softener, instead of perfume. I ask how come they aren’t allowed 
to keep perfume. Nina says, “It’s because of the risk of fire”. However, Nina isn’t 
really sure about this regulation but says, “Prison is an unpredictable place, rules 
change. It’s important to not lose myself. Prison can take away a lot, but not me”.

To keep “herself ” Nina showers, wears nice clothes, and puts on makeup every 
day. She says, “Many of the other girls don’t care about how they look”.

Nina tells me she prefers to sit on the bed when she reads or writes, but wishes 
it was a sofabed, that would make a difference. Nina: “It is it important within 
four walls to make a home. A sofabed would make it cozier. It would make a dif-
ference between day and night, a bed makes it too easy to sleep”.

We talk more about the interior objects adjacent to the bed: the desk and the 
notice board. Nina says that she would like a larger notice board, the small notice 
board above the bed is full of images of her kids, family and cars. The desk is big 
and good for storage, but she never uses it.

I ask Nina if she has any objects that are more important to her than others. 
Nina replies by describing important activities such as writing and her new 
hobby: coloring books. Otherwise she reads. She doesn’t watch much TV. The 
reading and coloring book is to ‘escape reality’. Nina says, “Time flies, I forget to 
smoke and I forget to eat”.

Four months later Nina and I meet again. It’s easy to connect from where we left 
off last time. Nina lets me know that she has lost some weight, she is into spinning 
now. Nina has moved across the corridor to a cell with more light. The cell where we 
met last time is disliked by the inmates due to its size and darkness. Inmates are 
entitled to move to a better cell as soon as something comes along, according to Nina.

She invites me to sit on the bed as she has placed herself at its head. I accept 
and sit down, I lean my back against a pillow, against the wall. We chitchat and 
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sum up from last time. This cell has a widespread view of the surroundings, and 
the toilet is not placed by end of the bed, instead it’s placed on the opposite side of 
the bed next to the wardrobe.

Fig. 8.2 Nina’s desk. Sketch by the author; no reuse without permission.
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Nina shows me how she has decorated and made her cell as nice as possible. She 
says that “it should be cozy and homey, everyone who comes in thinks that it’s cozy ”.

I ask Nina if prison is what she had anticipated before becoming an inmate. 
“No, I thought it would be like American TV-series; large cells with many beds 
and a canteen. This (prison) is better than in the TV-series. There is a lot of vio-
lence in them, though it happens here too, last week.”

Nina has wrapped a patterned scarf in brown and yellow colors around the 
lamp above the desk. Otherwise the light disturbs her when she is on the bed. I 
ask, “Do you have the lamp on when you sit by the desk? ”. “No, when in bed, I 
never sit by the desk,” Nina replies. The scarf is there to tone down the light, just 
like the paper that covers the bedside lamp.

Nina emphasizes how important it is to her to keep the room tidy and make it 
cozy. If you have chaos in your life it is mirrored in your environment, some 
inmates have messy cells, due to their abuse problems, Nina tells me.

‘Is your life calm?’ I ask Nina. “No, I’m very frustrated, since I’m innocent. I do 
the best not to lose myself. Work out, eat well, and recreation. Could have just 
lain down, it’s important to be strong,” Nina replies.

I bring up how I recently read an article that stated that prisons are built for 
men by men, and I ask Nina her opinion. Nina says that she wishes they had a 
female doctor at the prison. “When you need to see a gynecologist you are sent 
outside the prison. It would be easier if it was the same person, a female doctor. 
This is a Nazi prison. It’s restraining, no perfume, and only fifteen hygiene prod-
ucts. We are girls, may only shop for 500 a month. Unnecessarily strict.” Nina 
continues by saying that the type of work they do here is restricting; either sewing, 
making cards, or ceramics. “Only because you are a woman. It’s an old-fashioned 
prison, stuck in the 20th century,” Nina states. “Men’s prisons are more lenient, it’s 
very ‘boxy’ thinking here,” says Nina. “Prison isn’t for pussies. You have to be 
tough. Strong women can be very mean to each other.”

I ask Nina (again) if she does anything to create a difference between day and night 
and Nina replies, “Make the bed, arrange the pillows, can’t do more than that. Within 
these four walls, this is my home. I want to forget I’m in prison, so it’s important to 
make it my home here. To find comfort every day in a place where I don’t want to be. 
When I dim the lights etc. I escape reality. Everything is to escape reality”.

I ask Nina if it’s ok to sketch the lamp above the bed with her sitting there. Nina 
says it’s ok. To achieve a better angle for sketching I take the chair and move it 
closer to the door. I ask her, “How come you want to talk, to be interviewed? Nina 
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answers directly, “Contribute to knowledge, important to research how people 
have it. You draw, you ask about personal matters of how it is here. It’s important 
for others to know”.

From previous interviews with inmates, and patients in psychiatric care, I 
have found that back problems are a common cause of physical pain. I ask 
Nina if she has similar problems. She says that she has a broken back and that her 
bed is bad. Nina takes painkillers. I ask her what she would need to get better 
sleep. “A better mattress, with down. It’s all plastic, it gets moist and hot,” Nina 
says. Nina and I start to examine the mattress and remove the sheets from the 
corner by end of the bed. For better comfort Nina has placed a folded duvet 
between the sheet and the mattress. It provides a little bit of air between the sheet 
and the mattress to soak up moisture which is produced as a result of the plastic 
mattress cover, made from strong thick fire-retardant vinyl. Along its side the 
mattress has a zipper. The zipper fasteners are locked with a cable tie so that 
tampering can be detected when the cell is inspected. I ask Nina how often the 
inspections are conducted. She says that sometimes it can go months between 
them, other times weeks. “It’s totally unforeseeable.”

Fig. 8.3 Nina’s mattress. Sketch by the author; no reuse without permission.
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A Short Reflection on Nina’s Narrative
Nina is one of few inmates I have met so far who defines prison as her home. 
Nina’s reasoning for this definition is, as she says, to “escape reality”. This 
may be understood as a metaphysical transformation of space, where Nina 
uses physical objects (the bed, the desk), space (the bed frame’s boundary) 
and light (dimmed lights) to create borders which shut out what physically 
represents the prison and point to her losses: social, emotional and material 
(the prisoners list of losses). (Hammerlin, 2010a) Nina uses the bed as the 
center of her personal space. This space, however, must be subordinate to 
the design of the bed and the surrounding setting. Through the bed Nina 
creates meaning for the prison environment surrounding her. There is a 
dichotomy, however, present in the dialectic relationship – Nina simultane-
ously engages in a production of repressive space that produces pain in her 
body. It can therefore be asked how ‘personal’ this space can be, and if it is 
possible to ‘escape reality’ within prison if architecture and design repeat-
edly draw attention to its penal ideology. “Architecture articulates experi-
ences of being-in-the-world and strengthens our sense of reality and self; 
it  does not make inhabitable worlds of mere fabrication and fantasy. 
(Pallasmaa, 2005)”

Meeting Susan
Susan and I meet in the prison’s low security ward located outside the prison’s 
fences. Susan kindly disengages from her textile work to make time for the meet-
ing. First we sit down in the visiting room, Susan in an armchair and I on a worn 
black couch, probably from the 1990’s. We talk through the subject of the meeting 
and Susan signs the participant information form. After this is done we move to 
her room. Susan suggests that we sit down on a couple of chairs right away. In 
between the chairs there is a small table. We face the entrance door and the 
recessed sleeping niche is to the left. A warming flow of afternoon light shines 
through the large windows behind us.
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Fig. 8.4 Susan’s bed. Sketch by the author; no reuse without permission.

In comparison to Nina’s cell, Susan’s room is large enough to keep a sufficient 
distance between us, which I feel eliminates the risk of intrusion into personal 
space. Nina and I discuss how distance is an important issue in relation to inmates 
that have experienced violence.
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In the evenings Susan and a small group of inmates meet in her room to social-
ize and drink tea, it is one of the few rooms that can offer enough space. Susan 
doesn’t normally receive visitors from outside the prison to her room. When fam-
ily visit they either spend time in an apartment on the prison premises or in a 
visiting room. The children, a toddler and kids up to teenagers, visit as often as 
possible. However, the demand for the visiting room on weekends is intense and 
sometimes it is not possible to receive visitors.

Susan and I talk about the design of the first cell she stayed in. It was small 
and narrow, obviously not suited for a person who suffers from claustropho-
bia, caused, among other things, by traumatic war memories from her home 
country, she tells me. When she came to prison she spent a year of sleepless 
nights when she sat in front of the window to escape reality, imagining herself 
being ‘out there’ as a way to stand the pain. She couldn’t lie down on the 
bed, if she did so she felt a strong force holding her down, as if someone was 
choking her. The important thing was to be able to have a view, even though 
she wished the bars in front of the window weren’t there. I ask Susan, “Would 
it have been different if you could have looked out of the window from the 
bed? ” “Yes, but the beds were fixed,” Susan replies. “But it’s different here, in 
this ward.”

I sketch Susan’s bed, the pillows and the side table. Susan tells me that the bed 
in the corner of her current room cannot be moved due to fire safety regulations. 
Susan says that she “Tries to make this room ‘me’, but without family it’s not pos-
sible.” The side table and the three pillows are the only interior objects she owns. 
I ask her to tell me about the different objects on the table. The tall bottle is a 
bottle of lotion, something Susan tells me that she  has always  used. How she 
would manage without lotion was the first thing  her daughter asked her, but 
other inmates gave Susan lotion for her hands. When I ask Susan for her most 
important object she points to the bed. But, she also says that the desk is as impor-
tant. That’s where she writes her letters.

Susan tells me she has started to play the piano. The electric piano has 
been  lent to her while she takes piano lessons. “I love music,” Susan 
says.  She  mainly listens to traditional music from her home country but 
also  to  Mariah Carey and Passenger. “Whatever problem I have I listen to 
music.”
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Fig.  8.5 Susan’s chest of drawers. Sketch by the author; no reuse without permission.

I thank Susan for sharing her experience and go to find the officer who 
accompanies me around the prison. She is occupied by a telephone conversa-
tion. I sit down outside the office and look through my sketches. I realize that 
the sketch of the piano behind the lamp lacks a background. When the officer 
comes out I ask if we can ask Susan for another five minutes. Sewing is a job 
she gets paid for, though it is no problem for her to take me back to the room. 
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We pass another group of women who are sewing. Their enlarged eyes reveal 
the oddity of a man ‘from the outside’ walking through the corridor.

I thank Susan again for her time. The officer and I go back to the locked wards. 
We are in a bit of a rush since I have asked to interview one of the women in an 
older part of the prison before I leave. Later, the officer is kind enough to drive me 
back to the train station, which gives me more time to talk and sketch when meet-
ing Gunilla, the next inmate. But first a short reflection on Susan’s narrative.

A Short Reflection on Susan’s Narrative
A couple of weeks after I met Susan I attended a talk by Zygmunt Bauman. On 
the subject of hope he stated that it is “the ability to imagine an elsewhere”. 1 It 
made me think of Susan’s sleepless nights when she was imagining being “out 
there”, elsewhere. Susan made me understand that she had brought heavy trau-
matic experiences with her when she was incarcerated. Due to the static design 
of the cell, her recent memories of violence were relived, when she told me that 
“She couldn’t lie down on the bed, if she did so she felt a strong force holding her 
down, as if someone was choking her.”

Susan’s personal narrative raises the question of how the physical environ-
ment should be designed so as not to trigger trauma. Can design mitigate emo-
tional pain, or at least not reinforce it? What type of knowledge, and what type 
of design is needed? “In general, elements are more likely to be negative dis-
tractions if they are imposed on patients without the possibility of personal 
choice or control” (Ulrich, 1991). Apparently design of the physical environ-
ment can create problems instead of solving them. In Susan’s case her pain 
became amplified, but could it have been eased through positive distractions? 
What Ulrich describes from studies of healthcare should be reasonable for the 
prison environment as well, which is also formed by healthcare architects: “We 
contend that the design of the prison environment is crucial to its operation 
and to the rehabilitative impact it might have on inmates, and hence to its abil-
ity to promote rather than demote the mental health of all those who engage 
with it” (Mazuch and Stephen, 2005).

Gunilla, the last inmate I met, illuminates another big issue, apart from 
mental health: How will the prison services handle the growing population of 
aging inmates?

1  The quote was noted by the author at Zygmunt Bauman’s lecture Evil in Search of Identity, Gothenburg 
City Theatre seminar series ‘Identity’, October 8 2016.
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Meeting Gunilla
Gunilla has been at this prison for a few years now. She says, “Things take time. 
You got to learn the three T’s.” She refers to a slow juridical system. Gunilla tells 
me that she is writing a book on, “What goes on in this prison”. She says that if 
she talked about it, it would be censored by the prison, though, she adds, “What 
I have in my head they can’t control”.

Gunilla says that her room is the worst one in this ward, and that such a room 
should not be allowed. There are cameras outside her window for surveillance of 
the yard, but they also register the goings on in her room. Therefore, she has one 
of two curtains closed. The room is dark and narrow, without much natural light, 
completely different from Susan’s room. I sit down at the far end of the room and 
Gunilla sits on her bed. There is no other way to arrange it. I need to rest my feet 
on the edge of her bed to be able to sketch, Gunilla says it is ok when I ask her.

Fig. 8.6 Gunilla’s bedside table. Sketch by the author; no reuse without permission.
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I ask Gunilla how she experiences her age, 60+, in prison. “It’s ok to be my age 
here,” she replies. “I have a hot water bottle. This room is cold, damp and smelly. 
It smells of urine from the sink.”

I ask Gunilla what she misses having in her room. There are several things: a 
book case, an electric kettle, an easychair, and she would like other curtains. 
“These curtains are horrible,” she says. With no desk or easychair, like she has 
seen that the men in a more modern prison have, Gunilla sits on her bed with 
three pillows behind her back. This is her reading and writing positon. On her lap 
she holds her writing pad on a piece of masonite. Even though the room is 
cramped and narrow, Gunilla thinks she could fit an easychair by the window. 
She also misses being able to shower before she has visitors during the weekend. 
Since the cell isn’t opened until 10.10 she doesn’t have enough time to shower. 
There are so many rules that aren’t written down she says. “You can ask the same 
question to ten different officers and you get ten different answers.”

Fig. 8.7 Gunilla’s  bed with bibles. Sketch by the author; no reuse without permission.
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Due to illness Gunilla needs to have her feet in a high position when lying in 
bed. Since the prison couldn’t help her to make the end of the bed higher, she 
decided to take care of it herself. A couple of bibles under each leg solved the 
problem.

When I am done with the sketch and ready to leave Gunilla asks me if it will 
be possible to read what I’m writing when it’s published. I say that it will be in an 
open access publication on the internet so that anybody can read it. “Not here,” 
Gunilla replies with a smile.2

A Short Reflection on Gunilla’s Narrative
Gunilla solved a design problem that most likely would have had a different 
solution outside the prison. Possibly she would not have used bibles, but an 
adjustable bed. The increasing amount of aging prisoners is an outcome of 
demographics and politics. This is, and will be, a challenge for prisons to 
develop and implement supportive interior design. In Sweden the awareness of 
these future needs appears to be low. In a newspaper article in Svenska 
Dagbladet a representative for Kriminalvården (The Prison and Probation 
Service) states that there are no considerations being made for the increasing 
number of elderly inmates. The rooms for this group “[…] are as they are, 
 neither good nor bad from a health perspective.” (2011)

Discussion
reflections on Nina’s, Susan’s and Gunilla’s Narratives
In the meetings with Nina, Susan and Gunilla we talked about the interiors 
and specifically the furniture. The three women spend vast amounts of time in 
their beds and this has emerged as a reccurring piece of furniture with narra-
tives of different phenomena. This is not to say that other details, objects and 
so forth of the interior are of less importance, or convey less important phe-
nomena. However, the bed stands out, not only through its disciplinary power 
and its control of the body in the space of the prison cell, but also as a place of 
departure for metaphysical journeys. It holds and releases at the same time – it 
holds for surveillance and corporal damage, and it releases Nina’s journeys to 
“elsewhere”. This “distribution of space” (Foucault, 1975) and the micro 

2  The inmates have no access to internet. 
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application of distributed space is dependent on the design and positioning of 
the bed. If it were not positioned in line with decades of prison cell design, its 
disciplinary power would be lost.

the Bed – A Multifunctional Space
In present-day society the bed has become both a workplace and multifunc-
tional space. Social connections and physical needs can be maintained through 
networked electronics that bring the world to the bed. The architecture histo-
rian Beatriz Colomina highlights this phenomenon:

What is the nature of this new interior which we have decided collectively to check 
ourselves into? What is the architecture of this prison in which night and day, work 
and play, are no longer differentiated and we are permanently under surveillance, 
even as we sleep in the control booth? New media turns us all into inmates, constantly 
under surveillance, even as we celebrate endless connectivity. (Colomina et al., 2014)

Colomina’s metaphor of the domestic prison becomes somewhat ironic in rela-
tion to Nina’s, Susan’s and Gunilla’s contexts. None of them have access to com-
puters or internet, a huge difference to society outside prison and damaging 
for social relations. Nevertheless, considering all types of activities carried out 
within the physical space of the bed in the prison cell, the bed can be seen as 
an involuntary prison within the prison itself. At the same time the bed 
becomes a universe to experience the world from. It becomes a space-time 
medium for escaping reality. It becomes a space where “Time flies. I forget to 
eat, and smoke,” as Nina puts it.

Furthermore it is interesting to see how both Colomina and Nina refer to 
the bed as a place where “[…] night and day, work and play, are no longer dif-
ferentiated […]” (Colomina et al., 2014). This ambiguous state of being, in 
which time of day is not provided by the physical environment, is enhanced by 
the static environment’s inability to reflect goings on outside. The prison cell 
thus becomes notably disconnected from the circadian rhythm. Consequently, 
Nina also becomes disconnected, “A sofabed would make a difference between 
day and night, a bed makes it too easy to sleep.” Nina´s suggestion, which would 
give her a sofa to dwell on during daytime, is not farfetched at all. Would not a 
symbolic and simple makeover in the morning and evening create the differ-
ence Nina seeks?
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Inmates and patients3 have asserted that bed design causes them back pain. 
That loss of comfort affects the body is nothing new to inmates in institutions 
regulated by security, which Goffman stated already 55 year ago, “There are 
certain bodily comforts significant to the individual that tend to be lost upon 
entrance into a total institution - for example, a soft bed or quietness at night. 
Loss of this set of comforts is apt to reflect a loss of self-determination, too 
[…]”. (Goffman, 1961) Most importantly, quality sleep is necessary for human 
beings’ health. (Smith et al., 2016, Rod et al., 2011). “Sleep is one of the most 
important sources for regeneration of the body […]. Disturbed sleep can 
therefore be of consequence for immediate and long term health.” Lancel 
et. al. (2012) suggest that there is a correlation between sleep deprivation and 
aggression, “[…] the limited number of studies showing that adequate treat-
ment of sleep problems reduces daytime aggression support the hypothesis 
that sleep problems are, in fact, a risk factor for aggression”. In this perspective 
Nina’s idea of a sofabed is a brilliant solution to a real problem. Why are sofa-
beds not standard equipment for most prison cells?

It may be asked why the design of the prison cell has not been influenced by 
similar spaces that hold numerous ingenious design solutions? Sailboats, pod 
hotels, and train compartments all have smart and cost effective solutions for 
space that transform and correspond to the circadian rhythm. It is a tricky task 
though; these spaces contain interior design objects that can be hazardous in a 
prison environment. The tension between designing for security/safety or 
comfort/function is not purely an ideological issue – it has two sides, suicide 
and violence are realities in prisons and carceral institutions. Furthermore, a 
prison is a working environment and must, as such, support staff in their tasks 
and create a safe work environment. Unfortunately traditional sofabeds and 
many of the design solutions found in the above examples have mechanical 
parts and hidden compartments, which may involve a risk of self-harm, sui-
cide or contraband. (New York State Office of Mental Health, 2015, Hunt and 
Sine, 2016) Nevertheless, the tendency to design prison space predominantly 
for the worst case scenario will deprive inmates of autonomy and may create 
violence instead (Ulrich et al., 2012, Hammerlin, 2000, Sommer, 1974).

Smart and flexible interior designs that are up to date with contemporary 
human activities should be included in prisons. Why not let the design of the 

3  Field work by the author at psychiatric hospitals in Sweden
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cell support the ‘keeping of the self ’ rather than threatening to ‘lose it’, as Nina 
expresses. It should be possible to seek novel ideas for designs that can bring 
new and better conditions for inmates and staff and still hold relevant demands 
for security. Outdated cell designs that are based on economy, rationality, penal 
ideological principles and entrenched traditions need to be challenged. How 
does bad design align with ‘humane’ rehabilitation and care ideology? 
Improved quality of life through improved quality of sleep is nothing but a 
winning formula for all stakeholders.

Future Possibilities
Further design studies are suggested, which can contribute alternative 
designs for prison cells including (multi-)functional solutions to real prob-
lems. These designs need to deal with security/safety aspects and relate to the 
reality of all aspects of prisons. Nevertheless, it is critical to evaluate if, and 
how, security/safety enforces corporal punishment and penal ideologies at 
the expense of comfort and quality of sleep for inmates. Further design stud-
ies on the interior of prisons can also turn to the theory of socio-material 
studies, the concept of time-space and carceral geography, which may open 
up novel levels of understanding interior design and raise questions as to 
how the design of space and marking of time interrelate, questions that are 
explicitly brought up by Nina and Susan. Continued exploration and further 
development of ‘Sketch and Talk’ is an ongoing process to gain better under-
standing of the lived experience of interior design in prisons and similar 
institutions. 

*
I wish to thank Nina, Susan, Gunilla and staff for generously sharing their 

experience.
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the Lunch table. Prison 
Architecture, Action-forces 
and the Young Imprisoned 
Body
Elisabeth Fransson

What do a lunch table, a battle and a mirror have to do with prison architecture and 
the young imprisoned body? Through a close reading of three different events, the 
article analyzes action-forces in play in Youth Units1 in Norway. Action-forces spot-
light the power and energies that are produced in meetings between objects, people 
and subsequent discourses. The article draws attention to how architecture becomes 
through meetings between people, things and the way people talk. All this affects the 
young imprisoned body. The lunch table, the battle and the mirror are all events 
played out in various spaces within the prison illustrating various connections 
between prison architecture, action-forces and the imprisoned young body. The 
article is a contribution to methodological and analytical reflections regarding 
prison architecture illustrated through examples from an ongoing study of Youth 
Units in Norway2.

1 Youth Units is the classification used by the Norwegian Correctional Services. A discussion of whether 
“Youth Units” is a proper classification will be discussed in a later report (Fransson & Hammerlin 
2018). In this article I have chosen to use the formal classification and I refer to the prisoners as mostly 
young prisoners include; youths, children or inmates or in a more analytical sense as the young impris-
oned body.

2 The research project is a critical study of the Youth Units in Norway on behalf of The Ministry of 
Correctional Care. The research is conducted together with Yngve Hammerlin, KRUS. A deep thank 
to Yngve Hammerlin for reading the article with critical eyes.
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Prison architecture, children and youths
We have all experienced how we, when we enter a prison as researchers, 
more or less consciously glide into energies, atmospheres, tempos and ways 
of talking. One of my clearest memories of architecture was when I, some 
years ago, walked within Rebibbia Prison in Rome. This is a big prison with 
over two thousand inmates. The open windows in the corridors, the breeze 
from outside, a strong smell of clean floors and an atrium filled with prison-
ers and family struck me as different with respect to many Norwegian pris-
ons, and made me interested in how prison architecture affects the 
imprisoned body.

Prison architecture, in this article, refers to buildings, interiors and 
other physical installations, as well as to a place that evolves through meet-
ings between people, things and the way people talk. Prison architecture 
conditions social relationships, at the same time as the people inside react 
and make their mark on the materiality of the prison. This socio – material 
understanding (Østerberg, 1998) of prison architecture draws attention to 
how architecture is experienced, how it communicates with the people 
inside, makes people relate and talk, and in this way affects the young 
imprisoned body. Architecture, prison artefacts and people melt together 
and create forces, producing energies and atmospheres in the prison 
(Deleuze and Guattari, 1987; Frichot and Loo, 2013). Looking at prison 
architecture in this way, as open and dynamic, we are able to notice how 
staff and young prisoners use the prison space, how prisoners indicate 
their will to belong or not belong, and use their time, identifying or not 
identifying with the place. Understanding the new prisons for children in 
Norway as a social-material construct, as places in the process of becoming, 
could provide analytical tools for understanding what kind of places these 
prisons are.

My starting point is that prison architecture is not neutral. It is at all times 
and places involved in exerting power: constructed as a place for torment, 
where punishment takes place (Christie, 1982). Prison architecture keeps peo-
ple inside and separates the prisoners from people outside. It is also the result 
of certain standards and specific needs such as shelter, security, privacy, con-
trol, status, identity and reputation (Dovey, 2013:133-134). The prison should 
also be a safe place and help prisoners back into society.
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The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 37 
(c) states:

Every child deprived of freedom shall be treated with humanity and respect for the dig-
nity of man and in a manner that takes into account the needs of the child in relation to 
its age. In particular, any child deprived of his freedom must be kept separate from 
adults unless the opposite is considered to be the best for the child (...)

The UN Special Rapporteur on Torture emphasizes that children and young 
people are particularly vulnerable in terms of human rights violations and 
child vulnerability, making the threshold for treatment, punishment torture or 
ill-treatment lower than for adults (Mendez, 2015). This makes it particularly 
important to study children’s and young people’s processes of becoming within 
particular prisons.

To approach how prison architecture affects prisoners we have to use other 
methods than asking people. As researchers we have to put ourselves in situa-
tions where we become affected, we have to look for and search in hidden places 
and allow ourselves to transcend the knowledge that is often taken for granted. 
In this article I shall attempt to look beyond how the prison looks and what the 
staff say that they do and instead, inspired by a Deleuzian approach, focus on 
events that can help develop an understanding of relationships between prison 
architecture, action-forces and the young imprisoned body in the Youth Units. 
Before I go further, I will give a short overview of the historical, ideological and 
political background for the creation of the Youth Units in Norway.

From working schools and youth prisons to 
Youth Units
The discussion for or against putting children in prison is not new. Neither is 
the idea of individual correctional care based on the therapeutic community 
(Hammerlin, 2008). In 1965 Berg, the old concentration camp and work 
school in Norway became a youth prison for criminal children between 14 – 
21 years old. Its focus was prevention and the prison could keep the children 
for an indefinite period: until they were seen to behave as desired (Hammerlin, 
2008:123; Bødal, 1969, 1976). Like today, this was in a period where ideas 
about treating and educating children were prominent.
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Massive criticism against putting children in prison came in the 1960s and 
1970s both in Norway and Europe. The criticism was not simply directed at 
children’s prisons, but the use of institutions for treating people in general, 
such as public childcare institutions, psychiatric institutions and special 
schools (Basaglia, 1968). History had shown that when these institutions did 
not succeed, the children often ended up in prison. Unlimited time for treat-
ment or rehabilitation resulted, for many children, in a very long sentence 
(Hammerlin, 2008:250-251). Based on these experiences, one may ask why the 
idea of prisons for children has resurfaced in Norway.

The development of prisons for children, can be understood as a response to 
three major challenges. Firstly, how the society should react towards children 
who commit serious crimes, often repeatedly. Secondly, how Norway should 
conform to the regulation in The United Nations Convention on The Rights of 
the Child (UNCR, 20. November 1989) stating that children should not be 
imprisoned. Thirdly, how Norway should respond to The European Committee 
for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment of 
Punishment from 1991 (ECPT) that has criticized Norway for placing children 
in prison together with adults, and for the use of isolation and remanding chil-
dren in custody.

The Youth Units could be read both as an answer and a solution to the prob-
lems mentioned above. It satisfied society’s need for punishment and security; 
it was a political and juridical solution to meeting the principles in the UNCR 
and the ECPT; and made it possible to secure a broad majority among different 
political parties in Parliament regarding the security problem related to the 
Youth Reaction3. Today there are two Youth Units in Norway, each of them with 
room for four children. The staff consists of two groups; half of them are prison 
officers and the other half are social workers, childcare workers or similar peda-
gogic personnel.

Prison architecture for children and youths from 
an immanent perspective
In this article prison architecture is studied from an immanent perspective. 
This means approaching the field in a broad sense, asking what architecture can 

3 Youth Reaction is an alternative to prison for children under 18 years.
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do to our bodies (Frichot and Loo, 2013). Focus is on the fluidity and always 
changing events that take place in everyday prison life. An everyday life that 
consists of materiality, various physical installations, structure, happenings, 
routines, events, bodies and talk. I regard this as an important approach in the 
study of prisons, where we find various displays of power, discipline and repres-
sion (Sykes, 1958; Christie, 1982; Mathiesen, 1995; Hammerlin, 2008), and 
where things can change quickly.

Immanence refers here, to a process of becoming (Deleuze and Guattari, 
1987). The process of becoming is, in a Deleuzian sense, not something that 
occurs in nature and comes forward as something already in existence. It is 
not something that can be predicted, such as the probability for something to 
happen. Deleuze focuses instead on what happens on the way. Playing with 
this Deleuzian imagery opens our capacity to focus on what happens in situa-
tions like at the lunch table, in a battle or in front of a mirror. All these events 
are socio-material and characterized by being in the process of becoming. We 
cannot always know what happens, but after an event something has changed 
(Žižek, 2014).

It is not the young man who steals that is the prisoner, Deleuze says, it is 
the becoming prisoner that produces a universal prisoner (Deleuze and 
Guattari, 1987:277). This means that what happens to the child and youth in 
everyday prison life is part of his or her becoming. The process of becoming 
is a particularly powerful concept when we study children and youths who, 
literally, are in a process of growing. The Deleuzian approach thus facilitates 
a focus on what happens on the way with children, within the prison as a 
socio-material space.

With every child coming into the prison, with every staff member coming 
to work, constellations are created, collapse and are created anew; not just 
between people but between people and artefacts like keys, tables, clothes, 
visitation, television etc. Human relations are rooted in such material things 
(Østerberg 1998). Deleuze and Guattari (1987) refer to social relationships 
between people and objects as bodies without organs. The concept is a cri-
tique of the modernist conceptualization of the body, in which the body is 
understood as separated from the world and external to the world defined 
by age, sex and gender. ‘Bodies without organs’ takes the focus away from 
the individual human body to the space in between bodies. It enables us to 
focus on how our bodies intertwine and interconnect with other bodies, 
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such as prison walls, tables, uniforms, keys and various coercive measures, 
sounds and smells. The concept ‘body without organs’ could be read as a 
reaction to phenomenological approaches concerned with what happens 
within the individual body. The concept ‘body without organs’ draws our 
attention to relations between bodies and material objects; where things 
and bodies melt together.

While a Foucauldian perspective would imply a focus on power relations 
(Foucault, 1980), Deleuze focuses on desire (Deleuze and Guattari,1987). 
Energy becomes crucial. Power and desire are not two different and isolated 
concepts, but require a somewhat different scrutiny. While the concept of 
power grasps how the staff rule and have power over imprisoned children – or 
vice versa, the concept of desire draws attention to how human and non-
human bodies affect each other.

To ask what a body can do is to ask what sort of relationships a body is capable of con-
structing with other human and non – human bodies; “(...) its capacity to affect and be 
affected by other bodies, both organic and material (...)” (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987: 
260-263)

By moving the focus from the subject as personalized and separate, we come 
in contact with desires where machineries of intensity, tempo and action-
forces become visible as we will see in the three following events: the lunch 
table, the battle and the mirror. All these three events have a force within them: 
the force to affect and produce effects in bodies.

Affects could be understood as potentialities with the possibility of bring-
ing action-forces into play, but are not the same as feelings. Feelings are, for 
Deleuze, more the effects of affects (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987). Action-
forces can be extended or reduced depending on what happens in the situa-
tion. The presence of staff, the other prisoners, the temperature outside, the 
atmosphere, the words being used - all could have an affect and effect people 
in various ways. This we cannot know beforehand, and cannot predict 
because situations can change quickly and over time. The meeting of differ-
ent action-forces creates machineries. According to Deleuze and Guattari 
(2002:13) there is, in every machinery, an interaction that has enough power 
to be influential. This affects the types of new machineries that can be pro-
duced, and highlights the importance of studying particular prison spaces 
and events.
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To study prison architecture – methodological 
considerations
The article is based on material from an ongoing research project regarding 
the  establishing of and the practices within the Youth Units in Norway4. 
The  material is gathered through prison ethnography (Drake, Earle and 
Sloan,  2015) consisting of participant observations, conversations with staff 
and youths, and the first studies of incident reports within the prisons. Until 
now, we have visited the prisons eight times. During this period, we have spo-
ken to more than thirty staff including leaders on various levels, and six youths. 
We have had meetings, focus groups, individual interviews and sometimes 
eaten with staff and the youths. These various types of data together with inci-
dent reports have been important in order to create the opportunity for theory 
and empirics to work together (Olson, 2009:98).

There is no singular insider or outsider position researchers occupy during 
fieldwork, rather myriads of figures and positions (Young, 2004:192). My way 
of doing prison ethnography could be defined as a form of in-depth study that 
includes the systematic and impressionistic recording of human cultural and 
social life within the prison (Fransson and Johnsen, 2015). It includes observ-
ing and interacting with people. It means coming back, continuing the visits 
and the discussions and using “thick” descriptive accounts (Drake, Earle and 
Sloan, 2015:3). My way of doing prison research is more characterized by the 
art of depiction than the science of discovery (Wolcott, 1990:47).

Going back and forth between empirics and theory, I have in this article 
chosen three events that have a power within them (Sandvik, 2013), in the way 
that they illustrate how architecture is experienced and affects the young 
imprisoned body. I have tried to free myself from how prison research should 
be, and worked to develop my own viewpoint influenced by scientific theory 
(Åkerstrøm, 2003; Redding Jones, 2008), philosophy (Deleuze and Guattari, 
1987), carceral geography (Moran, 2015) and methodology that brings the 
researcher inside the research project (Summerville, 2008; Rossholt, 2014; 
Sandvik, 2013; Drake, Earl and Sloan, 2015). Starting with the concrete, 

4 It is important to emphasize that the article is “a work in progress”. It is not the story of the Youth Units, 
neither a final analysis – but contributes to methodology and the analytical understanding of the Youth 
Units from an architectural and social-material point of view. The collection of data continues in the 
autumn of 2017 and a report will be produced in the spring of 2018.
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with my own body as researcher, being affected, and using these affects in my 
research has enabled me to delve deeper and wider into architecture, action-
forces and the young imprisoned body.

The research project follows the ethical rules approved by the Norwegian 
Centre for Research Data together with an avowed intention to not be unaware 
of what happens to me on the way. As part of this, communication with staff 
about this article has been important5. The challenge in an article like this is 
how to secure the anonymity of the people involved and at the same time to be 
able to go deeply into an analysis of social-material conditions expressed in 
various events. I have tried to balance this: anonymize as much as possible 
without losing the ability to develop an analytical understanding of prison 
architecture, action-forces and the young imprisoned body.

The lunch table

I am doing field work in one of the Youth Units. Lunchtime is coming up and I am 
invited to eat at the long table in the open kitchen area. There are nine people around 
the table, of which six are staff or teachers. I take a seat beside one of the youths. When 
he starts to serve himself, one of the staff reminds him that I am a guest and with humor 
he asks him to be a gentleman and serve me! After this and throughout the meal, I am 
taken care of. Along with the staff, I enter into the friendly tone around the table. I sense 
it as a kind, caring but also normative tone; giving compliments to the youths and ask-
ing questions about the food and school. I take part in it, but with a feeling of discom-
fort. This feeling gets more intense during the afternoon, when I talk to another young 
prisoner. Talking to him is like being introduced to a different prison landscape. He tells 
me that he feels stressed during meal situations. That it is expected of him to be polite, 
sit together and eat, and that he is not used to this. (From field notes)

The lunch table is placed centrally, in the open space area in the prison. Big 
windows without bars, colorful textiles, make an open and minimalist impres-
sion. The central position of the table marks this space as particularly impor-
tant. It is a place to cook, a place where youths and staff eat and a place to meet. 
The open space tells something important about what kind of prison space this 

5 A deep thank you to the staff for their involvement and their protection of “their youths” and for 
important comments on the article. I hope the discussions will continue.
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is meant to be. Here you can be part of something in a non-demanding way. It 
is possible to hang around when somebody cooks, read or look out, curl up in 
the window post and be alone, but still remain social.

One of the staff members tells us that he eats together with the youths as 
often as he can. This is a way to show interest, a way to develop his relationship 
with the youths and also a way of taking the pulse of the atmosphere. Within 
Deleuzian terms we could say that he uses the forces present in the architec-
ture, in the material, and in this way continues the architect’s idea of the kitchen 
as an informal and “natural” place to meet. The table is the central prison arte-
fact, and the staff know that the table situation can be used for something pro-
ductive; that it can affect and produce effects in bodies.

How it affects and produces effects cannot be predicted. What has hap-
pened the day before, a difficult telephone call, the temperature outside, the 
aromas from the kitchen, the light, sounds, tempo and energies melt together 
and affect the body and its capacity to affect and be affected by other bodies, 
both organic and material. All these elements can, according to Deleuze 
(1994), be seen as performative agents through their action-forces, with a 
capacity to drive themselves through. The open and inviting room, the peo-
ple, flavors and laughter could make youths and staff want to come to the 
table, sit down and talk but also cause some prisoners or staff to avoid the 
table. As I wrote earlier, also I, as researcher, was taken by the situation and 
became part of the forces around the table. I did not really notice the factic-
ity; more the situational freedom (Sartre in Østerberg, 1998). One of the 
youths, on the other hand, says that he feels stressed when he sits there by the 
table. From his position as prisoner he noticed the forced action and his lack 
of freedom.

Becoming a part of it, I played along with the very phenomenon that I was 
studying (Sandvik, 2013:15). The energy and the atmosphere were so pow-
erful that I, for a moment, was led into it, embraced by it and wanted to be 
part of it. There was not just control, but desire around the table (Deleuze 
and Guattari, 1987). By recognizing this desire, I became aware of the spe-
cific action-forces taking place within this particular type of prison. This 
together with my further conversations with staff and youths made me aware 
that these action-forces could not be reduced simply to the people around 
the table, but comprised something much wider. This encompassed the peo-
ple, the table, the voices, the food, the time, the aromas, the particular space, 
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the way of conversing and how these elements were connected. All this 
melting together, the connectedness without referring exclusively to archi-
tecture or people’s actions, makes action-forces difficult to study because 
they have no end:

Sensations, affects and intensities, while not readily identifiable are clearly closely con-
nected with forces, and particularly body forces and their qualitative transformations. 
What differentiates them from experiences, or from any phenomenological framework, 
is the fact that they link the lived or phenomenological body to the cosmological forces, 
forces of the outside, that the body itself can never experience directly. (Grosz 2008:2, 
note 2)

The lunch table event illustrates a situation where different forces are at work 
and where it is difficult to isolate one thing from another. By moving the focus 
from the subject as personalized and separate, we come in touch with per-
sonal desires where machineries of intensities, tempo and action-forces 
become visible (Deleuze, 1994). Seen in this way the room becomes more 
than its architectonic shape and materials. The table too becomes something 
else than the wooden material it is made of, more than its architectonic shape 
and expression. The room and the piece of wood become intertwined with the 
bodies around: bodies talking, using their hands, mimicking, being silent or 
protesting while connecting to the others and the table. People standing up, 
going to fetch something, coming back again, sitting there but feeling bad, or 
leaving the table pull energy away from it and thereby into it. Things, pro-
cesses and relations float together and create bodies without organs (Deleuze 
and Guattari, 1987).

The architecture represented in the Youth Units, in one more than the 
other, has parallels to what Hancock and Jewkes (2011:621) refer to as “the 
new generation of prisons”. They are often identified by their modern archi-
tecture and often likened to concepts like humane prisons. The prisons are 
often well planned with spaces designated for specific purposes, and built 
within penal, architectonic, and correctional discourses encouraging a 
human rights focus. Open spaces, some design details and often big tables 
are all aesthetic details that we also might find in a well-furnished upper 
middle class home, often far away from the children’s class and ethnic back-
ground. Could the aesthetic details be read both as a way to show respect, 
putting the youths’ best interest in focus, and also maybe to indicate social 
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aspirations? For instance, what can you gain if you finish school and get a 
higher education?

The youths have their own cells, sometimes referred to as rooms by the staff. 
The prison space is meant to communicate an informal, aesthetic and caring 
atmosphere reflecting the ethical values of the Norwegian penal system based 
on humanistic principles, normalization, citizens’ rights, rehabilitation, help 
and care, and with the best interests of the child at its core (White paper 37). 
Seen as examples of new generation prisons, they are meant to reflect progress, 
humanism and lead one to think that prisons could be something more than 
just repressive institutions6. When the staff present the prison, they present it 
as different from other prisons since its methods are built on other principles 
such as milieu work.

Milieu work
In Norway, milieu work has for many years been a central part of the two year 
prison staff education. The concept milieu work should not be confused with 
milieu therapy, but is closely connected to dynamic safety7 and relational work 
with the inmates. Milieu work is a principal element of professional methods 
applied in the prison. When staff describe what this concept means in every-
day prison life in the units they use concepts like “care”, “meeting the needs of 
each individual child”, “being a reference point from which the children can 
stop and reflect” and “a place with a friendly atmosphere”. Working on inter-
personal relationships is one of the key concepts. The staff talk a lot about the 
importance of building a good relationship with the youths. In practice, this 
means talking to, listening to, being aware of underlying issues, participating 
in activities together, and simply being there. It also means having a broader 
time perspective, accepting the fact that the children might return. On the 
other hand, the staff fill a double position because they also have to report, do 
visitation and control. Because of this, concepts like trust and good relations 

6 The Youth Units in Norway are not equal regarding architecture, or characteristics. In one of the units 
the staff for instance use uniforms while in the other they do not. This will be followed up in the final 
report (Fransson and Hammerlin 2018).

7 Dynamic safety refers to a way of behaving (talk, body language etc.) that keeps things calm and does 
not provoke. It demands social skills and an ability to read social situations.
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are complicated and must be understood differently than in a therapeutic 
institution or in residential child care (Fransson 2009).

Milieu work is often organized so that each youth has a member of staff 
or a team around who is responsible for their individual plan. The teams and 
the staff in general have various ways of working according to the child’s indi-
vidual needs and its best interests. There is not one single understanding of the 
concept milieu work or what it entails. It may be understood as a product of 
the various actors within the field. The prison staff (such as prison officers and 
social workers etc.) usually use the concept milieu work, while the therapists 
who come from the imported services8 usually use the concept milieu therapy. 
What staff call the method they use is important and has implications for the 
understanding of other concepts such as care and security. What is referred to 
as dynamic safety by prison officers is often called care in childcare institutions 
(Fransson, 2009), and treatment within child psychiatry. Since we are talking 
about a prison space it is important to remember that we are dealing with 
milieu work within spaces of security and control9.

The Battle
This becomes clearer when we turn our focus backstage (Goffman, 1961) 
within the Youth Units. Here, away from the youths, is where we find control 
rooms with monitors where the staff can follow the activity in the open spaces. 
There are also belts with restraining equipment and other safety equipment. 
Moving further into other zones, we find security cells and isolation rooms. 
Both of the Youth Units have or plan on having a visiting apartment. The Youth 
Units take both children and youths remanded in custody, those serving a sen-
tence and preventive detention. The security and control within the prison 
system become visible when we look at the system’s boundaries and what 
happens when they are transgressed.

One way of doing this is by studying when and what happens when the tol-
erance limits are contravened or threatened, when routines are broken, talk 

8 Both of the Youth Units have psychologists as part of the imported services in prisons.
9 A thank you to Tom Disney who organized the session “Care in Spaces of Control” at the Royal 

Geographers’ Conference in London in 2016.
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becomes a source of concern, dynamic security becomes threatened and staff 
bodies cannot keep the boys in place - as in the following event10:

During the morning session, it was decided that only supervised association for the 
prisoners would be imposed. The reason for this was persistent negative behavior in the 
communal area. When one of the inmates was informed of this decision he reacted with 
frustration and had no understanding for the decision. A few minutes later, when he 
discovered that another inmate had the same reaction, he began to kick in the door. He 
got angrier and his aggression escalated. The two inmates shouted repeatedly to each 
other through the cell door, about which of them would trash most of their room. 
Attempts were made to communicate, without result. He shouted that he would “get” 
and assault one of the prison staff.

One of the prison officers took command. He was assisted by four officers from a nearby 
prison, and formed an action group, suitably attired and ready a short time afterwards. 
It was decided to concentrate on one of the inmates first, and supervise the other through 
the window from the outside of the building.

From the outside they could see that the inmate tore off his shirt and then shattered his 
wardrobe and cupboard. Then he used the doorjamb to destroy the flushing module on 
the lavatory. While this was happening a prison staff member stood outside the window 
trying to calm him down. The prisoner used the doorjamb apparatus on the window, 
and struck with great force dozens of times. The window cracked but without any risk of 
him escaping. Next, he smashed the air vent and tried to force himself through, without 
success. During this time of destruction, it was, for periods, possible to talk to him.

One of the prison officers had observed that the inmate had a small screwdriver. He 
asked him if he planned to assault him and why. The inmate said that he had no need 
to, but that he would hand over the screwdriver. The prison officers continued to talk to 
the inmate, and when he, the inmate, saw that the other prisoner voluntarily allowed 
himself to be conducted out to the car for transport to a nearby prison, he lost motiva-
tion to continue acting out.

10 This event is from a incident report. This is a report written by the staff after an incident. The incident 
is anonymized as much as possible. The important thing here is not to say how things are in Youth 
Units but to use the event as input to a better understanding of the social-material conditions and 
action-forces in Youth Units.
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The prison officer made a deal; that the inmate would be given a portion of snus or sucking 
tobacco through the door, and two cigarettes that he could smoke before being transferred 
to another prison. He accepted and handed over the screwdriver and doorjamb through 
the cell door. He calmed down quickly and the dialogue improved while they waited for the 
car to return from the nearby prison. The inmate was concerned that the goats had not 
received milk in the morning due to the incident, and after consultation with the staff, it 
was decided that he could feed the goats together with one of the prison officers. He fed the 
goats, and responded politely to what was said. There was no sign that he was still angry. 
Afterwards, he went back to his room to pack his clothes and a toilet bag. He was informed 
that he was to be transferred to the nearby prison, and that he would be handcuffed while in 
the car. He remained calm during transit. (Incident report in one of the Youth Units)

The event is used as input to develop an analytical understanding of prison 
materiality, action-forces and various other forces in different spaces within 
the Youth Units. The space, that during the lunch table event seemed open, 
became during the battle event more limited. The space becomes more and 
more narrow before it opens up a bit again when things calm down. Unlike 
the lunch table event where a body without organs is created between staff 
and the youths around the table, the constellations here are different. In the 
battle situation the youths unite and create a body without organs between 
the two of them. Suddenly there is another atmosphere, interpreted as nega-
tive behavior by the staff. This body without organs continues beyond the 
youths’ different cell doors. We see how the cell door both separates and 
unites. Even with the cell door closed and the youths inside their own cells, 
they are, in this event, united - being integral parts of the same socio-material 
situation. The staff, on the other hand, are separated from the youths but 
united through their role as action force. So, the primary relationship in this 
event is between the youths on one hand, and the staff on the other. Being 
locked up inside the cell, having walls, doors and staff around, we see how the 
open architecture turns into a closed prison space and how the materiality, 
the cell, and staff bodies in this event create another type of social relation-
ship than around the lunch table.

The event illustrates the tolerance limit present in this situation, what it is 
about and what happens when the limit is reached. In this situation punish-
ment, in the form of supervised association, is imposed and makes security the 
major task. We see how criminal ideology, with rigid controls and security 
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systems embodied by material, social, administrative, technological and sym-
bolic measures, comes into play (Hammerlin, 2008). When the youths do not 
obey, they are informed; an order is given and in a few minutes, a kitted out 
action group arrives from the prison nearby, and we see how controlled and 
efficient this kind of prison machine works. Words of protest and the appear-
ance of an action group connote the police or army, with clear instructions on 
how to behave. In this case, there is little room for discussion, a limited possi-
bility of considering what is “in the best interest of the child” nor what this 
event would mean in a progression, rehabilitation perspective, for the return to 
society or relapse into prison. In this situation, it is security, raw power and 
physical body work that matter.

But this is not the whole picture. We also notice how the prison staff bring 
milieu work into play by keeping the youths informed, not leaving their sight, 
and in the end giving one of them snus and cigarettes and the chance to feed the 
goats – in fact together with the staff member that the youth had initially threat-
ened. Here we see glimpses of another prison machinery: milieu work where 
soft power (Rose, 1999; Crewe, 2011) or dynamic safety is used, and where the 
continuity of the social relationship is the key issue. In other words, we see the 
way in which security and controlling action-forces work together with soft 
power action-forces. The incident report is a revelation showing how punish-
ment, security, control and care are intertwined. As we see from the examples, 
an act of care can easily become a security issue, while security and control can 
also have strong elements of care. In either case, we see how power and desire 
work together and how architecture, prison artefacts and people melt together 
and create forces producing energies within the prisons. Furthermore, we see 
how this affects and produces effects in the imprisoned body.

The Mirror
From the cell as a socio-material physical battlefield, I will now concentrate on 
action forces and the process of becoming within the smallest prison space, the 
cell. Several of the young prisoners talk about their cell and conversations they 
have with themselves about life, their situation and the future:

(...) Every day I am here, the more I wish to take my life. Every day, I look in the mirror, 
I see where I am and I think, “Should I do it today? What am I waiting for? (...)”
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The prison cell here becomes a narrow space. While we, in a seemingly free 
and happy action, do not notice the facticity of the situation, a body that is sick 
or forced notices the facticity (Østerberg 1989:28). Behind the locked cell door, 
this young inmate creates a body without organs with the mirror. As in the 
Brothers Grimm story or the more well-known Walt Disney version of Snow 
White, the mirror becomes more than an object, more than a thing: rather it 
becomes a body without organs that he can talk to. He uses this mirror-body, 
talks to it and asks questions.

Looking at architecture in an open and dynamic way, we can notice if the 
youths want or do not want to belong, identify or do not identify with the 
place. As this youth formulates:

P: I don’t feel that I fit in here.

E: When you say that you don’t feel that you fit in – what do you mean?

P: It’s heavy.

E: Hm. Do you get stressed?

P: Yes, a lot of stress. More here than in the other prison.

P: It’s not the people working here because it’s not they who decided that I should be 
here, understand? That’s just how the building is, how the system works and things like 
that. I can’t handle it.

E: Can you say something more, so I can understand what you mean? For instance, 
when you say that it has to do with how the building is....

P: It is how it is, how the rules are…. One tiny little thing and you get locked inside. If 
you don’t show up, you have to be in your room. Then I could have stayed there the 
whole day, but I don’t want to do that because then I get reported.

The rules, being locked up and the fear of getting reported stress the inmates. 
What they say gives us a better understanding of the action-forces at play. To show 
up and participate is crucial in this prison space. The youths are expected to par-
ticipate in activities during the day. They sense these action-forces in a very precise 
way, as expectations with the underlying threat of sanctions. If they do what the 
staff expect, the atmosphere becomes calm and pleasant. It is only when they do 
not behave as expected, when they do not participate or withdraw from activities 
or from contact with the others, that the action-forces manifest themselves. 
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If attempts at motivating fail, then gentle pressure will be applied. If the softer 
approach does not have the desired effect, then the consequences of unwanted 
behavior will be explained. Being “reported” is, within the prison system, a serious 
matter as it could have important implications, and may influence decisions 
regarding various benefits such as leave or the possibility of going outside the 
prison with the staff. Cooperating and participating is often interpreted by staff as 
a positive sign of change (Fransson and Brottveit, 2016).

Sometimes the youths talk of the prison system, as a machine that transcends 
themselves and the staff members. As one of the youths says, these are not rules 
made by those that work in the unit, but rules that the prison and the prison 
staff have to follow. One of the discussions about and in the Youth Units is the 
use of uniforms. One of the units uses uniforms, the other does not. One of the 
youths answers my question about using or not using uniforms in this way:

E: Do you notice a difference between the staff working here and those in other  
prisons?  Here for instance, they aren’t in uniform and many of them are social 
workers?

P: No, it’s the same.

E: Is it the same?

P: There are all the same rules all the time. So I don’t notice any difference11.

No matter how the Youth Unit and staff would like to present themselves, as 
being different from other prisons, many of the youths we have spoken to still 
clearly see the Youth Unit as a prison. One explanation for this could be that, 
even if the prison intends to be different, it is the same prison machinery and 
action-forces working within this system as within other prison systems. The 
system works and creates intensities and an atmosphere that, for inmates, cre-
ate an effect that for them is the same as any other prison. Even if the prison 
staff insist that their ways of working are action-forces born of a desire to care, 
it seems to many youths that the action-forces relating to security and control 
are the most noticeable.

Could this be because the power underlying the mild milieu-work machin-
ery, backed up by dynamic security, is subtler, and less clear? Or does this softer 

11 It is too soon in the analysis to say if this is a common view. Here I use it to stress an analytical point.
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approach effect their body just as much as a more stringent regime? This we do 
not know. We could also ask if “soft power” can be felt as more threatening than 
“hard power”, given the youths’ street capital? These are complicated matters 
important when discussing care in spaces of control for youths. To get even 
closer to the issue of action-forces within Youth Units, I asked one of the youths 
what is expected. What sort of young people does the unit want them to become?

P: They want us to be kind to everybody, to follow the rules that we have to follow, follow 
the things we must follow.

E: Mm.

P: They want us to follow the time schedule they give us and do the small things that we 
have to do.

“To follow” is a concept: follow rules, follow things, follow time schedules. The 
verb connotes orders or plans that other people have made for the youths with-
out their involvement. But what about all the existential questions, questions 
that some of the youths ask in front of the mirror? How, and in what part of the 
prison space are they taken care of or allowed? Through talking to youths we 
become acquainted with the details of the particular action-forces at work; the 
desire to make a change by giving the youths alternatives, different experiences 
and maybe also contributing to social aspiration and social mobility. We see 
here how different action-forces, power and desire are linked together. The 
youths are affected by having to follow up something that others have decided 
for them; a machinery where the staff motivate and they are expected to follow.

Faking a smile
The rules, the expectations and the idea of following are ongoing themes in 
several of the young prisoners’ descriptions of how prison action-forces affect 
and produce effects in their bodies. According to some of the youths the feel-
ing of being in a prison varies according to the prison space, as this youth says:

E: How do you feel when you get locked in?

P: It is hard. The feeling that I am in a prison gets stronger.

E: Is there anything you can do about it?
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P: I cannot scream. I cannot do anything. The only thing I can do is to get bitter. You 
become bitter. And afterwards I have to fake a smile… Just so people won’t think so 
much about it.

E: Mm.

P: It is hard.

E: Yes, you describe it as hard, as intense.

P: For me it is (...) when I am alone my brain is racing all the time. I don’t know what 
to think, what to look at. Because of that I go to the mirror in the shower and ask if 
should live or die, all the time. I am quite sick of myself, sick of being here (...) I don’t 
know if I bother to look anymore or breathe any longer. Because I don’t have anything 
that relaxes me.

Action-forces, either driven by power or desire, affect and create effects in 
young prisoners’ bodies and tell us something important about their processes 
of becoming within the Youth Units. The expectations are felt as being high and 
the prisoners do not know how to cope with them. What strikes me is that 
milieu work seems to operate in a limited socio-material space within the 
units; when things are calm and usually in the open spaces of the prison. When 
the youths are alone in their cells they are left with their own thoughts. One 
critical question could be, why the mirror? Do young prisoners talk to the mir-
ror instead of talking to people around them? Why are the cell doors closed? 
Could the staff open them if needed - for instance during the night when the 
problematic thoughts often come? Another question is how the youths are 
affected by various events that have taken place when they are back there, 
alone in their cells? Can the cell, for instance, become a secure place for them 
after a battle event?

The process of becoming within prisons
Social relations between prison staff and young prisoners do not develop in a 
vacuum. Human relations are always connected to materiality (Østerberg, 1998), 
and one important aspect of socio-materiality is architecture; not in its purest 
form as a building with shape, structures and material, but as processed mate-
riality that involves social relationships to people and things. The three 
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different events - the lunch table, the action battle and the mirror - illustrate 
various types of materiality, both human and not human, and connections 
between prison architecture, action-forces and the body.

The lunch table is situated in the central common space and is an invitation 
to participate and communicate. Desire is the leading principle. The staff want 
to share something with the youths, they are interested, they show respect and 
care and give the boys different experiences. Soft power is a way of governing 
(Rose, 1999, Crewe, 2011), and dynamic security is the logic of safety. In the 
battle, another type of action force comes into play. The battle becomes reality 
when milieu work is not enough. The staff need to control the situation and 
recreate security. Hard power is the way to govern, and static security12 is the 
logic of safety. The mirror event is located within the cell. Here we see glimpses 
of a third prison machinery; self work (Fransson, 2009). This is the prison 
space where the young prisoners are alone with themselves and their problem-
atic situation, asking existential questions – sometimes to the mirror. The cell 
brings them in contact with their body in another way. Their various ways of 
reading the situation and their thinking become crucial to how they feel and, 
as a consequence, how they feel about the future. They are in a process of 
becoming. Affected by the action-forces in the prison and the various prison 
machineries they feel a strong desire to become - alive or dead or both.

Closing comments so far
In this analysis prison architecture has been understood as socio-material. It 
conditions people’s actions, as well as allowing the people within to react. This 
understanding of prison architecture draws attention to how architecture is 
experienced, how it communicates to people inside and affects the young 
imprisoned body. Architecture, prison artefacts and people melt together and 
create forces, producing energies and atmospheres. Through the various events 
we become aware of different prison spaces inside the Youth Units, supporting 
various processes of becoming. This raises important questions related to the 
understanding of what particular prison spaces contribute to youths’ processes 
of becoming within prisons in general, within particular prisons such as the 
Youth Units, as well as in various spaces within the units. By moving the focus 

12 Static security is to use body force or equipment like body-cuffs to secure and control the situation.
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from staff and youths as subjects, and instead focusing on events, I have tried 
out some analytical ideas regarding the relationship between prison architec-
ture, action-forces and the imprisoned young body. My methodological 
approach has been to come into contact with various forms of desire - where 
machineries of intensities, tempo and action-forces have become visible. The 
prison space is supposed to affect. It is not just a place to complete the sentence 
or avoid relapse. The prison should be and should do something more. In this 
article, this “more” has been studied as action-forces producing different kinds 
of machineries that affect the process of becoming young men and women 
within the Youth Units. The article is meant as a work in progress and as input 
to methodological and analytical reflections regarding prison architecture, 
illustrated through examples from an ongoing study of the Youth Units in 
Norway. I use the opportunity to thank the youths and staff in the Youth Units, 
and hope we can continue the important discussions about finding out what 
kind of places the Youth Units are.
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the Becoming of Punishment 
as an Unpredictable and 
Moveable torment
Gudrun Brottveit

Based on narratives from an inmate, this article focuses on the connection 
 between prison architecture, punishment and pain in a post-humanistic perspective 
(Barad, 2008). Post-humanism recognizes the significance of materiality, and moves 
thinking in the direction of a decentralized subject and its interaction with human and 
non-human materiality (Deleuze & Guattari, 2004) in a prison context. Humanism is 
central to the execution of sentences in Norway. It builds on ideals that put humans 
at the center and highlights the individual’s human dignity, independence, inviolabil-
ity and inherent value. Humane prison sentences and the idea of reintegration are the 
consequences of changes in penal ideology and this is also reflected in newer prison 
architecture. The attempt to humanize punishment, through raising material stan-
dards and making prisons more comfortable and homelike, can for some inmates be 
experienced as pain. It reminds them of the ordinary life outside from which they are 
secured through isolation, loss of time and deprivation of liberty. Inspired by 
Deleuze’s concept, the process of becoming, the article seeks to illustrate how punish-
ment and spaces of incarceration occur as a result of human interactions in prison, 
and which action forces are put into play in affective meetings between human and 
non-human materiality.
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Introduction
Humans are in constant dialogue with their physical environment, they move, 
smell, watch and sense their surroundings and leave behind material traces. 
An overall goal of this article is to study punishment as a process of becoming 
and how punishment, pain and prison architecture are closely connected. 
Punishment is not just a lack of freedom. It is an ongoing process that is expe-
rienced in various spaces within prison. It is not possible to approach punish-
ment as becoming without relating it to human and non-human materiality, 
since people’s experiences of reality cannot be seen independently of the mate-
riality which surrounds them.

Fredrik1, an inmate whom I met in a Norwegian high-security prison, talks 
about punishment as unnecessary pain. I read Fredrik’s texts about punishment 
as emotional and bodily experiences that exceed our imagination of what pun-
ishment is. His statement has made me aware of what punishment can do to 
bodies and that punishment is in constant motion. To approach punishment as 
moveable implies a break with traditional views on punishment as rational, 
humane and predictable (Ot.prp. no. 90 (2003–2004). When Fredrik describes 
his experience of punishment, it is not the judgment in itself nor its premise, 
length or content that concerned him, but the absence of everyday occurrences 
that constantly reminds him that his life is on hold. Fredrik’s description of his 
meeting with other people in prison, his experience of prison regimes, rules, 
routines, and his experiences of life inside and outside prison, open up new 
ways of approaching punishment. Thus, punishment is seen as a dynamic pro-
cess, rather than a predictable and static reaction matched to the severity of the 
offence.

In light of Fredrik’s narratives, the article seeks to challenge conceptual 
boundaries between theories of punishment, disciplinary practices and con-
cepts such as body, pain and humanism, and study what affects the experience 
of punishment. More specifically the aim is to explore how the becoming of 
punishment can take place in the most unexpected situations and how punish-
ment materializes through affective meetings between humans in prison.

1 Fredrik gave me access to his diary, personal stories written during different periods of the atonement 
process, personal letters and various correspondence between him and the Correctional Service in 
connection with his atonement. 
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Analytical and methodological reflections through 
being affected and moved
My first meeting with Fredrik was a momentous experience that thrust me 
into a new process of becoming as researcher. Suddenly, I found myself in a 
state where I was conscious of the presence of our bodies in the room, and the 
mood shifted from being formal to sensitive and sensuous. Fredrik’s narra-
tives about his life in prison affected me and moved me into a new and 
unknown world - a world that I wanted to explore further. I was no longer just 
a listening and explorative researcher. In meeting Fredrik and his sensuous 
way of speaking and experiencing the world, the boundaries between my 
researcher role and my role as a fellow human became blurred. I let myself be 
affected by the moment, both by the mood and the open dialogue between us, 
and deviated from my planned interview questions. Especially when Fredrik 
told me about his experiences of pain relating to punishment, I could hear, feel 
and sense this in my own body. We entered a process of becoming as humans 
in meeting each other, and this experience affected me. Letting oneself move 
into the sensuous sphere, enabled us to open up and discover what happens in 
the moment, and it accesses another door to our experience of the world. I 
found myself in a mood without suitable words or concepts to convey my 
experience of what happened in the space between us. In other words, I was 
not able to disentangle myself from the moment and move into a different 
analytical landscape which was quite different from where I had been earlier. 
It was no longer about giving voice to the informant, but to moving in and out 
of a common landscape where old concepts gained new meanings. It was also 
about capturing new knowledge of the meaning of bodies’ movements in 
space, and a common awareness of the importance of interacting with each 
other. Retrospectively, I see how the pain in Fredrik’s narratives affected me. 
His narratives materialize as real scenarios of life lived in prison.

Meeting with Fredrik was also the beginning of my search for new analytical 
terms to conceptualize what happens in meetings with others right there and 
then in the moment. It is not only what is said and observed in the meeting 
between researcher and informant that constitutes the empirical data, but just 
as much the experience of bodily meetings, momentary events and the way 
they act and speak together. Such an approach to knowledge presupposes an 
analytical input that allows other ways to collect and deal with empirical data 
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(Fransson & Johnsen 2015). It also means that the material, on which this arti-
cle is based, cannot be read as a representation of reality, only as an expression 
of Frederik’s thoughts and experiences there and then in time and space.

According to Deleuze (2004) it is not the subjective self-awareness that 
forms the basis of human consciousness. Human consciousness is understood 
here as a creative force, which moves through affectivity in meeting with the 
other. Deleuze’s theories about the decentralized subject, as creative and affec-
tively oriented, and not primarily as self-conscious and rational, make it easier 
to understand body-centered experiences in meeting with other humans. 
Without my affective experiences in my meetings with Frederik, I would not 
have been able to exceed my boundaries as a researcher nor to understand the 
materiality in the space between us.

The article is based on an ethnographic field study2 and user-involved 
research cooperation (Borg, 2009) with Fredrik3, who is serving his sentence 
in one of the world’s most modern and comfortable prisons. It is mainly 
Fredrik’s own texts and conversations with him during the last four years 
which form the basis for this article. Fredrik was especially concerned about 
how rhetorical grips and humanistic ideas behind punishment, are trying to 
conceal the reality of prison practice. Moreover our continuous conversations 
about what meeting with prison does to the human body, contributed to creat-
ing a body of data in constant motion. With this, I want to point out that 
empirical data, connected to Fredrik’s experiences, are read here as sensuous 
information, where bodily experiences are constantly contextualized in light of 
his interacting with the prison materiality and affective meetings in the 
moment.

In the game between different events and types of prison materiality, like 
disciplinary practices, legislation, prison architecture, cells, keys, outdoor 
space, smells and sounds, bodies come in contact with each other and contrib-
ute to affective meetings between human and non-human materiality (Sandvik, 
2013). It is in the spaces in between that punishment as becoming takes place. 
Sandvik (2013: 50) stresses:

2 The ethnographic fieldwork (Kvale 1997, Widerberg 2007, Hultman & Lenz Taguchi, 2010) consisted 
of interviews, observations, meetings and conversations with Fredrik and his experiences with crime, 
punishment, reintegration, what confinement does to humans, and his everyday life in prison.

3 Cf. diary notes and texts from the whole atonement process from remanding to the high-security 
prison.
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In each negotiation-machinery it is debated as to which action forces have strength 
enough to achieve influence and what new processes of becoming the machinery is 
able to produce. The machine produces powers, intensities and currents, which are 
activated when various types of materiality pass through each other. Deleuze and 
Guattari (1994) show how forces affect and move us, and burst forth.

Prison life consists of many events where different action forces meet, move, 
burst forth and produce what Deleuze and Guattari (2002) call assemblages. In 
this context, the prison is seen as a machine that produces ever new spaces for 
incarceration which invade and affect the body when they come in contact. 
Based on Deleuze and Guattari’s (2004: 13–14) rhizomatic mindset, the article 
seeks to open up manifold and new realizations, and to think experimentally 
about the approach to punishment. An overriding goal is therefore to read 
Fredrik’s narratives in light of Deleuze’s (2006) concept ‘‘the process of becom-
ing’’ and make a close-up study to illuminate a part of the immanent fields that 
people, in all their ambiguousness create and live by. I am inspired by Deleuze’s 
philosophy, because it is not locked into specific methods and analytical ways 
of understanding. According to Deleuze (2006) concepts are moveable and 
constantly open to new ways of understanding reality. In a prison context, this 
means to move into and in between individual and collective struggles that 
come to terms with inmates’ meetings with events and intolerable conditions. 
And, as far as possible, this means that inmates liberate themselves from deter-
minants and static definitions of incarceration. As I read Deleuze (1995:170) 
there is no clear distinction between empiricism and real life, these are inter-
woven and both are expressions of lived life.
Deleuze and Guattari (2004: 4) express themselves in this way:

We will never ask what a book means, as signifier or signified; we will not look for 
anything to understand in it. We will ask what it functions with, in connection to 
what other things it does or does not transmit intensities, in which other multiplici-
ties its own are inserted and metamorphosed and with what bodies without organs it 
makes its own converge.

The article has a post-humanist approach (Barad, 2008) and takes Deleuze’s 
concept of the decentered subject as its starting point in meeting with 
Fredrik’s narratives. Post-humanistic theories approach the subject as 
“decentered” and not as hierarchically superior in the world. The subject is 
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both in and participates in the world in the same way as other living organs. 
Deleuze considers subjectivity as a creative force in meetings between 
humans - and talks about life as a continuous process of becoming. This 
involves an approach to the subject as affectively oriented (Deleuze, 2004) 
and forms the basis for an understanding of the individual as creative and 
diverse. Such an approach to the subject breaks with the traditional under-
standing of the individual as rational, volitional, bounded and intentional. 
As humans, we find ourselves in a continuous process of becoming, which 
takes place in time and space (Fransson & Brottveit, 2015). A traditional 
humanistic understanding of the subject, acknowledges the importance of 
relationships and the ways in which humans are affected, by both context 
and relationships (see Taylor, 1989: 20). In practice, this means that the 
humanistic subject is primarily related to its context and environment, 
through various interactions and connections (see also Stern, 2003), and to 
a lesser degree considered as a part of and as intra-responsive to the sur-
roundings, as Deleuze (2001) argues in his immanence philosophy (see also 
Barad, 2007 and 2008).

In prison, as elsewhere, unexpected and unpredictable things happen which 
affect inmates and employees in their meetings with prison materiality, here 
understood as an interaction between human and non-human materiality. 
According to Deleuze (2006), humans perceive far more than the materiality 
that surrounds them. This means that the inmates are able to see and transcend 
prison materiality and its potentials. Deleuze connects affectivity to art’s sen-
suous effect, but also to the sensuous experience in itself (Deleuze & Guattari, 
1994: 167). Affectivity here links up to emotional responses, not in a tradi-
tional psychological sense, but as something that occurs independent of the 
individual’s subjective self-awareness. It can for example be the effects of or 
spontaneous reactions to the meeting with prison. It is in the interactive land-
scapes of movements and changes, and in the meetings between human and 
non-human materiality, that the process of becoming takes place and puts us 
into a deeper state of affect.

Punishment and prison architecture
Current forms of punishment have replaced medieval methods, which focused 
on corporal punishment, for example dismemberment or public execution. 
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Confinement, as a measure to prevent and treat criminal behavior is rooted in 
a newer humanistic view of punishment, which originated in post-Reforma-
tion Europe. On this basis, nineteenth century prison architecture was designed 
almost exclusively for the purpose of detention, training, regimentation and 
control. Criminals were seen as people without morals, knowledge or skills 
and were of no use to society. The intention of incarceration, under total isola-
tion, was re-socializing under strictly controlled circumstances. Further, the 
idea was to protect and affect the inmates in a positive direction, and turn 
them into socially useful humans through hard work, strict daily routines and 
discipline (Hauge 1996).

The belief was that punishment in the form of isolation, safety, coercion and 
control, would result in stimulating repentance and self-control. Structured 
treatment programs like this, demanded a correspondingly structured archi-
tecture, and the reformers themselves developed a prison design intended to 
safeguard the execution of a sentence. Prisons in the early nineteenth century 
were, with minor variations, designed around a centrally located observation 
tower (cf. Panopticon), which consisted of galleries with entrances to solitary 
prison cells, which permitted full monitoring (Foucault 1999). Exercise yards 
and prison churches were constructed in ways that prevented contact between 
the prisoners. Until the early in nineteenth century, prisons were built upon 
such ideas (Helberg, 2015). Pentonville Prison from 1842, was the first prison 
facility built with punishment and detention as the basic tenets. According to 
Hauge (2007) this prison, and similar facilities, show a rare high degree of cor-
relation between architectural design and intended use (se also Turner & 
Peters, 2015, Walbye & Piche, 2015).

The idea of prisoners as being worth less than others has gradually 
changed to viewing them as equal fellow citizens. This has formed the basis 
for modern criminal law theory, developed in the nineteenth and twentieth 
century (Andenæs, 1996, Hauge, 1996)4. Although modern methods of 
punishment have veered away from the ”an eye for eye and a tooth for a 
tooth” ideology, and the isolation of prisoners is not as it once was, their 
bodies are still disciplined and monitored, through various punitive mea-
sures. Christie (1982, 2014) talks about punishment as an intentional tor-
ment, which is inflicted on the offender with the intent that it should hurt. 

4 Cf. absolute and relative punishment theories (Hauge, 1996). 
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This happens despite the fact that modern theories of punishment empha-
size humane prison conditions, where rehabilitation and return to society 
are central goals, in addition to deprivation of liberty and safeguarding the 
general sense of justice.

Today’s punitive theories have influenced prison architecture in the 
direction of modern design, intended to accommodate daily life in prison, 
and the material standard in many Norwegian prisons is high. An example 
of new modern architectural design is Halden Prison, which opened in 
2010 and can accommodate about 250 prisoners. The prison has attracted 
considerable international attention, due to its special architecture and 
high degree of comfort. The architects responsible for the prison buildings 
have deliberately omitted symmetry and axial order, as this often creates 
associations of human oppression (cf. Østfold Correctional Service). The 
buildings are located in ways that enable prisoners to move easily between 
their rooms, school, workplace and recreational activities in the best pos-
sible way.

The architectural configuration represents a universal design as a strategic 
tool in the Norwegian Correctional Service and is a new model in the Nordic 
context. The requirements of today’s prisons are that they should cover the 
prisoner’s material, psychological, physiological and social needs. The archi-
tectural approach in Halden Prison is therefore an attempt to “normalize” 
prison life and prepare inmates for a life outside.

My first meeting with this prison was overwhelming, and there is little doubt 
that the configuration of the prison architecture is intended to affect the execu-
tion of sentences and pave the way for inmates’ contact with others, both inside 
and outside the prison. The prison is in great contrast with earlier times, where 
the cells resembled dungeons and the inmates were isolated from contact with 
each other and the outside world. However, meetings and conversations with 
Fredrik have given me a new perspective on how punishment, pain and archi-
tecture are interwoven, and that comfort and modern prison design do not 
necesssarily guarantee humane imprisonment.

Punishment and pain
The following sections are based on Frederik’s diary notes from different peri-
ods in the atonement process, his texts and our conversations in which he 
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describes his experiences with punishment, and his life in Norway’s most 
modern, famous and publicized prison.

the becoming of a new life

On an otherwise completely normal day in 2011, my life was totally changed. Before, 
I was an ordinary man, I had a good job, but within seconds, I became identified as a 
criminal and I had an unexpected meeting with prison-Norway. My action was not 
calculated, I was in a stressful situation and I really regret what I did, but it happened 
and I must take my punishment.

In the process of becoming, as Deleuze talks about it, one achieves an existen-
tial stage in which life is simply immanent and open to new relations and tra-
jectories (Deleuze, 1995:171). This meant a whole new reality for Fredrik, that 
removed him from his ordinary life. Suddenly he could no longer determine 
his own daily life. Fredrik recounts:

When I was put on remand, I was a broken man. I was in a state of shock, despair and 
regretted my actions. I was confused and did not know how to behave in a prison. I 
was worried about the future, how it would be for my family and desperate for some-
body to talk with.

A prison cell is a totally closed space of incarceration:

In my little prison cell I have a bed, desk, bookshelf, a WC and a mini fridge. The fridge 
sounds like a luxury, but sometimes I am locked inside the cell most of the day and 
must have the ability to store food. On the wall, above my bed, I have a flatscreen TV, 
which has received more attention in the media than any other TV in history. I have a 
bathroom of one square meter, covered with white tiles from floor to ceiling. Here I 
have a sink, a toilet and a shower. I can confirm that one can take a shower, go to the 
toilet and brush one’s teeth without needing to move a step in this bathroom. The 
standard is good, but the size is problematic for an adult male, but having one’s own 
bathroom is a luxury, so I do not complain about this. (…) But I sit in my cell from 
eight o’clock in the evening, after being wished good night by a prison officer. I will not 
be out of my room again for 10 – 18 hours. (…) Do you know how hot it can be in a 
cell of 12 square meters when you cannot open the window? We have a glass window 
that is not possible to open and a “side window” 12 cm wide, which can be opened, but 
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it does not help when the opening is so narrow that we cannot feel a thing (…). When 
there are staffing problems, among the prison officers, we are locked inside our cells 
even longer. (…) Once we were locked up in our cells continuously for three days, 
because prison officers were looking for a weapon they believed one of the prisoners 
had smuggled in. They never found anything, but it was difficult to be locked inside for 
such a long time. I wonder what outsiders know about how it feels to lose freedom.

Fredrik’s narratives illustrate how inmates are left alone in their prison cells 
indefinitely and how this affects them, both physically and mentally. The “real 
life” outside seems far away for Fredrik who sits locked into his small cell, 
while days and nights glide past.

the becoming of a new identity
The transition from being perceived as an ordinary man and to be seen as a 
criminal, was a powerful experience for Fredrik:

I had packed, made myself ready and waited for the transport from the remand 
prison to the high-security prison. The prison officer came to pick me up at eight 
o’clock. I was handcuffed and we went down to the reception and into the car 
where the police waited. I was locked into a small cage like a dog with handcuffs. 
Hm, what will happen if we collide now and the car catches fire? I do not see the 
importance of treating us like disobedient animals when the government has 
decided that prisoners should return to society again. I want to tell people outside, 
that they should think about how easily people are degraded when they are treated 
like bad people.

Deleuze’s (2006) concept the process of becoming illustrates how Fredrik’s iden-
tity changed immediately as a consequence of being treated like an animal. 
Later on, in meetings with prison officers and other prisoners, he increasingly 
experienced himself as a criminal offender. This affected him and moved him 
deeper into prison life. Fredrik’s texts also show how he fought to retain his 
dignity and identity as an ordinary man to counteract the process of becoming a 
prisoner: “I have committed a crime and deserve my punishment, but I’m not a 
criminal person”.

Usually we think of punishment simply as the deprivation of liberty, mea-
sured in a certain number of months or years. In this connection, I approach 
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punishment contextually, and as something that is constantly put into play in 
connection with minor situations and incidents in prison, not as an objective 
and measurable size. During many of our conversations, Fredrik described 
the degrading feeling of being treated like animals as an additional penalty. 
Unforeseen events in prison can unleash emotions and reactions among 
the  inmates that contribute to the becoming of new experiences of 
incarceration.

the punishment affects the human body

Sometimes I cry over all the sadness I feel when I am out on leave and all I have 
caused others by being here. It hurts me deep into my heart. I cannot leave prison 
or call my family or a friend when I want to and they cannot reach me or give me 
important text-messages. My child cannot reach me when he wants, but I have 
made a sort of peace with it. When I go on leave, I am out in society and together 
with my family. But when I go back to prison I must sign off emotionally, every-
thing must be switched off. There is one last spasm just before I go through the 
prison gates and my heart dies a little each time. I experience this as an additional 
penalty, but also for my family, because I become completely inaccessible. The pain 
will not go away, but things are going in the right direction. I am on my way back to 
a life, my own life.

Fredrik’s new life in prison consists of logging on and off each time he returns 
from leave. This gives meaning to the Deleuze and Guattari (2004) concept of 
assemblages, which here relates to prison machinery and illustrates how vari-
ous disciplinary procedures and measures affect Fredrik’s momentary experi-
ences in prison. Further, it becomes a part of the materiality, which surrounds 
him. When all these assemblages are mixed into a machinery they become 
ever new spaces of incarceration. The way punishment is executed affects the 
inmates’ bodies and I read Frederik’s experience of being trapped and isolated 
in his prison cell as bodily pain. He has no possibility of influencing his own 
situation or having contact with the outside world. He can see that the sea-
sons change outside his window, but he cannot feel the air or touch nature 
when he wants to. This contributes to the becoming of the imprisoned and 
monitored body.
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Punishment and humans
For the prisoners, people inside prison are the only points of human contact 
they have with the world outside their cells. Several of Frederik’s experiences in 
meeting with others, both staff and inmates, reawakens existing views of crim-
inals, as being of less importance than the rest of us.

Humans affect the experience of incarceration
His treatment in prison contributed to Fredrik’s experiences of becoming a 
prisoner, and his life was largely dependent on the prison officers’ attitudes and 
decision-making:

The Correctional Service is full of humans who rejoice in the power they have gained, 
through choosing a profession where they can hide behind the statement “best for 
society”. Everyone who is in prison has done something wrong and we know it, but the 
way we are treated, changes our attitudes and personalities. I had a confident personal-
ity before I was imprisoned and I’m really sorry for my actions, but the punishment is 
carried out without seeing me as a human. I have done something wrong, but my 
regret comes from my conscience and a good home background (…). I asked for help, 
but I did not get it and nobody saw me. I experienced this as if no one cared. Nobody 
is an individual here, no one is seen, but we are after all humans (…). The prison law-
yers, who are responsible for processing applications for leave and representations, 
have rarely met the inmates. If the prison lawyer had taken the time to meet me before 
he made his decision as to whether I should be allowed to say goodbye to my dying 
father or not, I think the answer would have been different. My father died and I had 
no opportunity to be there. It is one year ago now. It hurts and I will never get over it.

The process of becoming a prisoner is continuous and shifts with time and space. 
Who the prisoners are and who they become in meeting with others, affects their 
experiences of life in prison. In one of Fredrik’s texts, he states that the humans 
he met in prison, and especially prison staff, could behave quite differently:

I had accepted the idea of serving my punishment in a high-security prison, but the 
treatment we receive in this prison amazes me. There are big differences between 
staff. I’ve experienced those who fight for prisoners’ rights, trust us and tell about 
their helplessness in meeting with the Correctional Service. I have also experienced 
staff who laugh at prisoners and smile when applications for leave, transfer to lower 
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security or other long-awaited benefits are rejected. You would not believe this hap-
pens in a prison, which is referred to as the world’s most humane, luxurious prison.

A call for help
Fredrik tells:

My way to survive prison, without going crazy, is to keep myself active. I will always 
be myself and have found my way of surviving, but I was crying alone in my cell the 
first six months.

Fredrik served under very strict security conditions and he struggled to recon-
cile with his act:

After I had been in prison for some weeks, I wrote a “conversation patch”, a form that 
must be filled out if you want an appointment with health professionals or a doctor. 
When I met the doctor, I asked if he could send me to a prison psychologist. Since I did 
not get an answer, I filled out a new form and asked for a psychologist again. After a 
few days, I received a verbal reply in which the doctor concluded that I did not need to 
talk with a psychologist. I had to work with what I had done by myself, but I could have 
a conversation with a priest. I accepted the offer, but I wanted another type of help. The 
priest advised me to talk to a psychologist. When I replied, that I could not do this, 
there was nothing more he could do for me. I asked for help when I was at my most 
vulnerable, and I admitted that I had difficulties due to my action. The phrase from the 
doctor, “It will pass with time”, illustrates what inmates in Norway’s best prison may 
hear when they ask for help. I committed an act that was completely atypical for me. I 
was not able to handle my feelings and asked for help, but I did not get it and nobody 
saw me. I experienced this as if no one cared. My choice fell on school so that I could 
fill my days with something other than brooding and painful feelings.

The experience of not being heard or seen as an individual, and the absence of 
help, affected Fredrik and contributed to amplifying his experience of pain.

Incarceration an invasion of private space

We must accept that all our telephone calls are monitored, but it is difficult to have a 
normal conversation when you know that somebody is listening. We have no choice, 
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even if it is humiliating and insulting, but when temporary staff ask me about my 
conversations I get angry. They should not listen for their own curiosity’s sake. I have 
good, pleasant conversations with my child and they are private. I do not want to talk 
about my child with a 20-year old summer help. Let me have something in peace. I 
decide what I want to talk about and with whom. The employees have no right to ask 
the inmates about the content of their conversations. This is not the reason for tele-
phone monitoring.

It is not primarily the control and limitation of privacy Fredrik reacts to, but 
the way the control is exercised. He talks about unnecessary comments from 
various prison officers and how he, involuntarily, is exposed to other people’s 
interference and invasion of his private space. This is perceived as an expres-
sion of a ubiquitous and supervisory factory control (Foucault, 1999), also as 
an ambiguous form of social control that is spread everywhere, not only 
through strict prison regimes, but also in many unexpected situations.

Living with privation and loneliness
Fredrik describes the absence of contact and interaction with his family as one 
of the most painful experiences relating to punishment:

The prison sentence prevents me from being present in normal family contexts and I 
am deprived of all authority here in prison. My child’s mother decides everything 
because our son lives with her. I speak with him every week and they live their lives. 
I have put myself in this situation, but I miss him and he misses me. I get to taste a bit 
of freedom when I go out on leave, but the trip back to prison afterwards is long and 
means a return to isolation and loneliness that is heavy.

Missing his dearest ones made it particularly lonely and painful to spend days 
and weeks in prison, especially during summertime:

It is painful to talk about summer in a prison, it is lonely and it hurts. Others look 
forward to the summer, because summer means holidays, leisure, lazy days, sun, 
enjoying life, doing what you like and creating great memories with family and 
friends. This is the life “outside”. Reality is quite different inside prison. Summer 
means more time locked inside the cell, inexperienced temporary workers with little 
human insight, stagnant heat, brooding, headaches and a stronger longing for your 
loved ones. The school takes holidays in late June and the prison work operation is 
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active only three weeks longer. For us who are not in work, this is the start of a period 
of confinement in the cell all day. Last summer it was extremely hot and no wind for 
several weeks. We did not get any air into our cells and we sat there, trapped with 
locked doors in heat up to 33 degrees, without the possibility of opening the 
window.

Fredrik’s meeting with other humans in prison has activated a pain which 
exceeded the experience of the actual punishment. In Fredrik’s experiences, we 
see how isolation combined with the way other people look upon him, the 
absence of social interaction and limited contact with his family and outside 
world, pains him and makes him a lonely man.

Punishment and humanity
Fredrik points out that he lives in a luxury prison, but despite that, he says:

I can still feel pain over the situation, because luxury does not necessarily make the 
incarceration better.

Newer Norwegian criminal policy is based on humanism, justice and equal 
treatment. Politicians often speak about a correctional service where care, 
rehabilitation and returning to society are central goals (St. meld. no. 37. 2007– 
2008). When one talks about humane prison sentences this usually refers to 
respect and compassion in meetings between inmates and staff, and the impor-
tance of prison architecture that safeguards the prisoners’ needs for social life 
and facilities. Human compassion, a high level of comfort and a homelike 
atmosphere in prison are intended to make the atonement more humane.

As I read Fredrik’s narratives, he is constantly struggling for his self-worth 
and against the process of becoming as a criminal. He fights for his identity 
and to be seen as the person he feels he is. Meeting with prison machinery has 
led him deeper into the prisoner role and contributed to creating a static pic-
ture of him as a criminal offender. Deleuze and Guattari (2004) emphasze that 
it is not possible to read others’ actions outside of the context. At any given 
time, all humans will always be a part of the materiality to which they belong. 
This means that we cannot read the inmates, their actions nor behavior, based 
on specific or general understandings or certain personality traits. At the same 
time, the prison system prevents us from seeing the prisoners outside a prison 
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context, and prison leaves little room for alternative ways of interacting with 
them. This, in combination with collective sanctions for disciplinary violations 
and strict conditions of imprisonment, contribute to inhumane practices 
(Ekeland, 2014) where inmates are objectified in a prisoner role. Ekeland 
stresses that the objectification of humans in general, as well as classifications 
of individuals, contribute to dehumanizing processes. Fredrik experienced a 
dehumanization of his personality, which contributed to objectification and 
the stigmatization of him as a person:

Whatever you ask prison officials about, they will reply, “Which number are you?” 
They are talking to you as a number in a succession and your name disappears.

Deleuze (2006: 22) also states that:

(…) There is no being beyond becoming, nothing beyond multiplicity; neither mul-
tiplicity nor becoming are appearances or illusions. (…). Multiplicity is the affirma-
tion of unity; becoming is the affirmation of being. (Deleuze, 2006: 22)

Seen from this perspective, the inmates have limited opportunity to influence 
the way others perceive them. They are in a continuous process of becoming in 
meetings with each other and through prison employees’ assessments and 
reactions, and not least in the way staff classify prisoners when they talk about 
them in different contexts or meetings (Fransson & Brottveit, 2015). 
Objectification and classification of individuals violate a post-humanist tradi-
tion (Barad, 2008). Seen from Deleuze and Guattari (2002, 2004), the subject 
is not a self-conscious individual with a rational mental capability, but in a 
constant process of becoming - like Fredrik and other inmates.

Material luxury tells nothing about life inside prison
As previously mentioned, the prison where Fredrik serves his sentence is 
described in the media and by researchers, as one of the most luxurious and 
modern prisons in the world (Pratt 2008, Dullum & Ugelvik, 2012). This indi-
cates a perception that this prison is judged to be a humane prison. The con-
trast is therefore great when we move the focus from the outer descriptions of 
luxurious prison conditions to Fredrik’s experiences:

Material luxury has no value when one cannot make one’s own choices. (…). I 
have read in newspapers and magazines about how nice it is in this prison and that 
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there are no bars here. That is right, but imagine that you cannot go out and 
breathe the air when you want to. Life inside prison is completely different from 
life outside.

Foucault (1999) highlights how punishment is ubiquitous and permeates all 
life in prison. It moves into the small everyday events and affects collectively. 
Foucault also describes how the earlier panoptic control device in which it was 
possible to monitor everything from a central tower, hidden from others, has 
moved towards new forms of prisoner control.

The panoptic system is today replaced by newer technological forms of con-
cealed social control. Giertsen (2015) describes how prison-related spaces for 
regimentation and sanctions, with extensive use of static control, have 
expanded. Prisons also have spaces for dynamic control, where inmates and 
staff are together and record and report inmates’ behavior. In these spaces, 
there exist both an obvious and a disguised form of regimentation that can 
trigger sanctions and contribute to reinforcing the experience of punishment 
(Giertsen, 2015). This concealed discipline may, inter alia, take the form of an 
everyday compulsive disciplining force, free of physical means. But the prison-
ers are monitored electronically and are forced to comply with predefined 
measures that contribute to maintaining a hidden discipline (Hammerlin, 
2004, Mathiesen, 1987). Fredrik states:

During one of Norway’s warmest summers, we were compelled to attend an indoor 
painting course. The temperature increased and we struggled with the heat in our 
cells, but we got the message that we were obliged to attend this course. It was 
arranged in summer, when we were entitled to one extra hour of air per day. Not to 
participate was registered as refusing to work and entailed wage deductions. A result 
of this course was that some inmates lost one of their two long-awaited hours of air 
in a period with tropical nights and heat waves.

The requirement to participate in the course, contributed to reinforcing the 
experience of confinement and control, in ways that affected and pained 
Fredrik.

Pratt (2008) has stated that Norway has one of the most modern, luxuri-
ous and humane prisons in the world. He also emphasizes that Scandinavia 
is exceptional in an era of penal excess elsewhere, and that Norway is 
known to mete out low penalties. On this basis, Fredrik asks if modern 
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prison architecture and material luxury in themselves make incarceration 
more humane5:

This prison is described as the world’s most humane and luxurious prison, but what 
is luxury? What makes a prison humane and what is humanity? What we need is to 
cover our basic needs. Do you think I have a better life if I have material prosperity? 
Yes, I have often heard statements like this: “The criminals should be locked inside 
and the keys thrown away. They have no right to complain and should rot and die 
alone, and they can thank themselves. They have it better than the elderly in Norway”. 
I also thought like this before 2012. But now I’ve got the feeling that this prison is 
breaking hearts, hopes, dreams. I have lost the belief that there is something good in 
every human and that there is something in the phrase: “Do unto others as you would 
like them to do unto you”.

According to Dullum and Ugelvik (2012):

It is evident that prison conditions in Norway are more humane than in many other 
countries it is natural to compare with. But the Nordic prison researchers emphasize 
that good physical prison conditions do not mean that serving a prison sentence is 
without great stress. Scandinavian prisons also carry out some of the dehumanizing 
practices that we find in other countries, such as a relatively extensive use of pre-trial 
custody and isolation. From a Nordic perspective the phrase “the Scandinavian 
exception” must therefore be nuanced.

For Fredrik it seems pointless to talk of humane prison conditions if inmates 
do not meet human compassion in their daily life in prison:

The effect of punishment is much more severe than you can imagine. Inmates are 
very often offended, humiliated, degraded and mocked in Norwegian prisons. Many 
prisoners experience distrust, internal injustice and a depressing daily life, because 
they do not get help and care. There is no care in the Correctional Services and prison 
is only a criminal retention institution. Some, in these systems, use their power and 
treat inmates in ways that contribute to the experience of enhanced punishment for 
the inmates (…) I have lost my freedom; I am incarcerated and cannot go where and 
when I want. This is what we in Norway refer to as deprivation of liberty and it is the 
punishment our society wants to inflict on criminals.

5 We have often discussed this, on the basis of newspaper articles and feature articles. The New York 
Times has written about the humane Halden Prison.
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According to Fredrik, the attempt to humanize punishment, through raising 
material standards and making prisons more luxurious, can for some inmates be 
perceived as a reinforcement of imprisonment, because it reminds them of the 
ordinary life outside of which they are deprived through isolation, loss of time 
and of liberty. All these aspects help to reinforce the perception of punishment as 
painful, and incarceration as the expression of an extreme deprivation of liberty, 
reinforced by monitoring and control in maintaining spaces of incarceration.

The becoming of punishment in time and space
Fredrik is concerned that punishment is not only deprivation of liberty in a 
measured period, coupled with certain security routines. He was also con-
cerned about how the humanistic ideas behind punishment, in combination 
with a prestigious luxury prison, remove us from reality and contribute to cov-
ering over the pain with punishment.

The prison machinery consists of various action forces, which enter into 
play in human encounters, unforeseen situations and in the execution of the 
penalty. All these contribute to open or closed spaces for incarceration and 
initiate ever new processes of becoming. When the prison machineries, with 
all their assemblies, flow together and pervade prison life, it affects and invades 
the prisoners’ bodies and minds. Fredrik gives vivid descriptions of how the 
disciplinary action forces are put into play in the spaces between human and 
non-human materiality and turn penalty into a constant painful process of 
becoming. In other words, the inmates’ bodies are monitored through a larger 
prison machinery and initiated by strong throughputs which are expressed 
both verbally, emotionally and affectively. Each machinery negotiates as to 
which action forces have strength enough to influence punishment, as well as 
which new processes of becoming the machinery is able to produce (Deleuze 
& Guattari, 2002).

Fredrik’s meeting with prison machinery has activated a pain which has 
reinforced his overall feelings of incarceration.

the punishment as a continuous process of becoming
Fredrik’s experiences show that the most unexpected places and situations can 
be spaces of incarceration. Punishment seems to pervade all aspects of prison 
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life and emerges as an unpredictable, subjective and existential experience, 
which affects the prisoners in the moment. Fredrik’s descriptions of the luxuri-
ous prison environment, seem to reinforce the experience of punishment as 
pain. This is intensified by his limited possibilities to move freely inside and 
outside prison and to enjoy the architecture, material benefits and the sur-
rounding landscape.

Fredrik also fears that the high material standard and prison comfort, which 
is visible externally, helps to conceal the loneliness and the embodied pain of 
incarceration and punishment as a thief of time and identity. The rhetoric from 
the outside world, regarding the modern and luxurious prison, also makes it 
more problematic to react against existing prison conditions. Prisoners are 
humans who often must accept the state of affairs and the pain of punishment 
that comes and goes in time and space.

the becoming of punishment beyond the humanity
The concept of humane penalties seems, in many ways to reflect the condi-
tions desired in a prison, but which do not necessarily coincide with the 
reality of prison life. Fredrik often talked about punishment as an unneces-
sary evil and this leads me to Christie’s (1982) concept about punishment as 
the application of torment. Fredrik’s narratives also show that the idea of 
punishment as a deliberate evil, still seems to exist in current correctional 
service, despite the fact that reprisal, as a concept, is no longer stated in 
official criminal documents (Andenæs, 1999). There will always be unfore-
seen events and episodes in a prison that can trigger control and disciplin-
ary initiatives, which result in punishment becoming an unpredictable 
torment.

After doing fieldwork in the high security prison over a period of four years, 
it seems that the procedures relating to the execution of sentences have become 
stricter. There are also indications that prisoners’ behavior and atonement pro-
gression are given less weight when considering applications for leave. This 
fact, and that milestones in judgment are often not followed up, are perceived 
as unpredictable additional punishment (Fransson & Brottveit, 2015). 
Punishment, here understood as a moveable evil, is rooted in the idea that it 
can affect inmates, both collectively and individually at any time, when it is 
least expected.
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There are also strong indications that we will still have many rewritings of 
Norwegian prison practice and modern methods of punishment, which try to 
move us away from the idea of imprisonment as intentional torment (Christie, 
1982, 2014, Fransson & Brottveit, 2015).

Closing remarks
This article has tried to transcend the traditional understanding of punish-
ment as prevention and retribution.

To apply Deleuze’s thinking in an ethnographic prison study has opened up 
new ways of approaching punishment. Deleuze’s approach to concepts such as 
human and non-human materiality, the decentralized subject and the process 
of becoming, have also opened a new analytical door to understanding which 
action forces are in motion in prison machinery, and how bodies affect each 
other (Colebrook, 2000). The article has also shown how the prison machiner-
ies seem to pervade all aspects of prison life. The becoming of punishment as 
painful and moveable seems to happen in the interaction of humans and in the 
space between human and non-human materiality. Focusing on punishment 
as evil is not new, but this article’s aim has just been to show that the pain of 
punishment is something far more than the actual confinement. Through 
Fredrik’s experiences punishment can be read as a creative and painful process 
of becoming, in constant motion with its surroundings. His texts also illustrate 
how newer penal methods and modern luxurious prison architecture remove 
the focus from punishment as intentional torment.

Since prisoners will always be exposed to new processes of becoming, 
through interactions, material structures and the environment in prisons, ide-
als relating to humane incarceration and the impact of punishment must con-
stantly be subjected to reassessment and critical research.
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In Prison at Home: How 
Does the Home Situation 
Influence the effect of a 
Sentence with electronic 
Monitoring (eM)?
Tore Rokkan

Home, and the way a person lives, is influenced by choices connected to iden-
tity. At the same time, where one lives and how one lives generate different 
challenges and possibilities. This study focuses on place-attachment and the 
role that the home plays when serving a sentence involving home detention 
with Electronic Monitoring (EM).

There is a connection between the way people live their lives and the place 
in which they live. This relationship can be stronger or weaker depending on 
identity and life phase. This elastic connection can affect how serving a sentence 
at home with EM is implemented and experienced.

In this article I try to identify the connection between the home and the 
lives of five offenders who were interviewed about life during home detention 
with EM. My findings show that the home and different living patterns do mat-
ter and affect the execution of the sentence. Home and lifestyle provide differ-
ent levels of predictability and flexibility. The location of the house in relation 
to work, friends, and leisure activities was found to be crucial in the planning 
and implementation of activities.
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The findings identify the need for a closer inspection of the interaction 
between home, work, and leisure time when facilitating EM.

In the Scandinavian model, participants serve their sentence on EM as an 
alternative to short prison sentences or as the final part of a longer sentence 
in prison. In Norway, the average period of EM is 30 days. The Regulations to 
the Execution of Sentences Act is the basis for these initatives1. This means 
that the offender has to accept a schedule providing exact times for leaving 
and returning from work (15–45 hours a week) or leisure activities (5 hours 
a week). There is an absolute ban on alcohol and drug use, and the offender 
has to agree to alcohol and drug tests both at home and at work. The 
Correctional Service can also impose other restrictions similar to those 
imposed on prison inmates.

For EM to be granted, Norwegian rules require a physically delimited space 
with access to kitchen and bathroom. If the offender is living together with 
others, the relationship must be expected to be stable during the period of the 
sentence, and the cohabitants have to accept the restrictions and imposed con-
ditions. If necessary, the probation office can assist in finding a suitable place 
to live during EM. Housing standards alone are, in themselves, no reason to 
prevent an applicant from serving with EM. However, since the size and the 
quailty of the residence can be a deciding factor, it may be argued that this can 
result in an unfair differentiation.

Methods
I had some problems recruiting participants for this study. In the begining, 
I had ten offenders recruited from the probation office who were all inter-
ested in participating. As a result of short sentences and the approaching 
Christmas holiday, I was not able to meet with all of them before their 
release. Some, who had originally agreed, canceled their appointments on 
being released.

The purpose and method of the study was explained to each participant and 
they were informed as to how the information they gave would be used. 

1 Regulations to the Execution of Sentences Act. (For prison and probation combined, i.e. The 
Correctional Service.)
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This  information was also reported to the Norwegian Centre for Research 
Data (NSD).

Interviews – explorative study
The data for this study was gathered through an explorative interview with 
offenders on EM, a focus group of employees and background material from a 
previous comparative study of user experiences with EM, and in low-security 
prisons (KRUS, 2012). The semi-structured interview was divided into two 
main parts. The first part explored four questions:

1. The participant: Family situation, employment, spare time activities, extra-
curricular schooling, job and leisure activities. I did not ask about the 
crime committed.

2. Life before the sentence: Preparing for the execution of the sentence.
3. The execution of the sentence. The participants were asked to draw a time 

line representing an ordinary day, and describe the activities during that 
day.

Time 07:00–08:30  16:00–22:00  22:00–07:00
………………………………………………………………………………
Morning rituals  Dinner   Sleep/night

4. Thoughts regarding life after the sentence.

In the second part of the interview, the participants were invited to comment 
on a list of everyday activities in the home and rank them. They were also 
asked to specify the time spent on activities as: unchanged, increased or 
decreased during EM.

the analyses
I also used background information from a previous study on user experiences 
(KRUS, 2012). This study showed that 40 percent experienced serving their 
sentence with EM to be demanding2. Many commented that they saw EM as a 

2 The corresponding figure in prison was 60 percent (KRUS, 2012).
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better alternative to serving in prison. Others mentioned that the tight time 
schedule and the lack of time for outdoor and exercise activities made EM 
more challenging. To comment on the findings, I arranged a focus group with 
employees working with EM. The participants in the focus group were not 
presented with information from the actual interviews but commented on dif-
ferent findings in general.

The results from the interviews were imported into NVivo 113 and analyzed 
to find common themes and similarities. The grouping on various subjects in 
the interviews is also presented in a word cloud to illustrate the strength of the 
topics.

Results
I managed to complete interviews with five participants on EM. Participants 
A, B, and E lived with friends or a spouse. Participant C lived in a flat rented 
from his employer and was close to his place of work. Participant D lived in a 
separate apartment in an after-care institution. All, except participant E, 
worked shifts.

All participants were around 30 years old and lived in or just outside the city. 
C and D lived outside the city. They both lived in the area in which they grew 
up, and also had more contact with their families than the other participants in 
the group. Participants A, B,  and E lived in the city. The first two were less 
established and more in a transition phase. They both lived with friends from 
work, and both were looking for other work and somewhere else to live. 
Participant A lived in a house that was inherited from the grandmother of a 
cohabitant. The old curtains were still there, as were the original furniture and 
the books on the shelves. He was just passing through. Participant B had 
moved in with old friends after studying abroad. The apartment was newly 
renovated, and the owner planned to put it on the market soon. E lived in the 
center of town, surrounded by shops and cultural life. The apartment was 
sophisticated with a designer interior.

3 Data analysis software for qualitative research provided by QSR International Pty. Ltd.
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thoughts and experience of the offenders
The word cloud (figure 1) shows the frequency of occurring terms in the inter-
views. The size of the word indicates how often it occurred in the interviews. 
As we see from the figure, work, living, and apartment are frequently used 
terms. We can also see that family is important and that Christmas is coming.

Work and transportation to and from work are important for all partici-
pants on EM. Access to a garage for the car, a short walking distance to the 
metro station, and a direct bus to work are essential for organizing the day and 
keeping up with the schedule. This was especially important for those who 
were working shifts and were traveling to and from work at different times 
each day. Preparation for Christmas was also a topic for all. How to buy pres-
ents, food, and visit family within the time allocated, was a challenge.

Both participants C and E had only a short distance to work, and could walk 
there. One lived close to work in an apartment rented from his empoyer. All 
the neighbors were also colleagues, but most of them worked shifts. His route 
to work took him past an “open all hours” shop where he could buy food on his 

Figure 11.1  The word cloud contains frequently occurring terms in the interview material. The size of the 

words indicates the frequency of terms used in the interviews.
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way home. Participant E had a job found for her by the probation office. Her 
workplace was close to where she lived and she passed a wide range of shops 
on her way home. She worked ordinary hours, but the length of her working 
day varied with the needs of the employer. This variation gave her the flexibil-
ity to do all her shopping on the way home from work.

Four out of five had the opportunity to eat their main meals at work and take 
food home after work. The last one did his shopping at the local fuel station on 
his way home from work. The Christmas season was coming up when I did my 
interviews, and both participants B and D had food delivered to their home. 
They had also bought Christmas presents by mail-order. The possibility of 
using these services enabled an amount of flexibility and made planning sim-
pler. This applied to those who lived both inside and outside the city.

A common challenge was getting laundry done. None had facilities for 
washing and drying clothes in their apartment. This meant that they had to use 
some of their leave4 each week for this purpose. On two of my visits, clothes 
were hanging up to dry in the living room. One of the participants was helped 
in this matter by his parents. Another used leave for doing the laundry in the 
basement.

When in need of leaving the apartment or EM zone outside of agreed times, 
the participants could telephone the EM control center to apply for permis-
sion. The use of this routine varied between the participants. One utilized this 
possibility to use the laundry room in the basement of the house. Another had 
to call to get permission to open the front door to visitors. Participant E used 
this option in a more specific situation, as when her grandmother came to visit 
and was in need of help to manage the stairs.

Living close to the family was important for the participants, and except for 
one, all met their family outside their apartment, not at home. Participant E 
had a visit from her grandmother during the sentence and needed to phone 
the EM office for extra leave to help the old lady up and down the stairs. All of 
them had close contact with family on the phone.

The range of services included in the home also seemed important. Several 
of the participants used their time on leave to do the washing. Three of the 
participants could not open the front door of the building without calling the 
EM office to get permission to go out of the control zone to unlock the door.

4 “Leave” here means time allocated for free-time activities.
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The location of the apartment in relation to work, transportation, and friends 
seemed to be important to all who participated in this study. Participant A 
argued that, “The most important thing for me is the parking garage next door, 
and the metro that runs nearby. That means that I can get to work quicky and 
punctually”. Participant B lived close to the metro taking him straight to his job. 
It was fast and reliable. Participant D had just got his driver’s license back and 
parked his car by the front door. All three emphasized how important location 
was in calculating transportation time, especially when working different hours.

Changes in the way of living
Most participants reported only small changes in their lives before and after 
EM. One responded positively to the ban on drinking during EM, and wanted 
to continue with non-alcoholic alternatives afterwards. Almost all responded 
that they slept more, especially when doing afternoon shiftwork. One of the 
participants commented that it was more demanding being at home in the 
daytime when everybody else was working.

Figure 11.2  Shows a positive, neutral or negative reply to questions about the change in activities before 

and after EM. The green index line represents the total frequency.
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None of the participants had made any plans for how to use the extra time 
at home during EM. They all managed as they went along. For most of them 
this resulted in more sleeping, more television and more gaming. Attempts to 
start redecorating the apartment or other projects failed due to lack of plan-
ning or preparation. One had started to repair his computer and had reduced 
it to its component parts. The computer was in the same condition when I 
interviewed him on his release date. Another had found a new interest during 
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EM, listening to podcasts on his cell phone. This was a new form of entertain-
ment for him that he wanted to continue.

Lack of physical exercise and that they missed friends were two negative 
factors for the participants. None of them did any organized exercise, but all 
missed being active, either in a gym or outdoors. Two mentioned that it was 
paradoxical that they were excluded from exercise and activities with friends, 
since they saw them as a positive part of everyday life. Few had visitors during 
their time on EM, besides cohabitants. Participant C lived outside the city but 
did his socializing at a football supporters’ club in the city. He wanted to use all 
his leave being together with his friends, and had a supporters’ banner up on 
the wall to emphasize his sense of belonging to this group.

Two participants also expressed some ambivalence regarding friends and 
social arenas. Both participant A and E experienced being inaccessible to 
unwanted previous social arenas as positive. The ban on alcohol was seen as 
especially positive. Both had a mixture of friends from work and outside work, 
and used EM as an excuse to withdraw from social events where alcohol played 
a central part. This can also be seen in relation to the increased pressure to 
drink due to the Christmas season. For two others, C and D, this topic felt dif-
ferent. C had his social milieu far from his apartment and felt isolated and 
lonely. His friends in the supporters’ club held their meetings in a bar in town. 
The problem was not the absence of drinking, but the difficulty of calculating 
how much time he could use on this kind of unstructured activity. Participant 
D lived in an institution where the inhabitants used to meet for meals and social 
arrangements twice a week. While having the opportunity to use time on leave 
to attend this social arena, he preferred to use the time differently. Participating 
in these social arrangements would use up all his leave. He therefore preferred 
that the other residents came to him afterwards with leftover food.

One of the participants used social media to keep in contact with colleagues 
when he was not at work. He would have used this method anyhow as part of 
his leadership duties connected to his job. None of the participants reported 
that they used social media more often as a result of EM.

Discussion
None of the participants indicated that EM had any negative influences on 
their dwelling or perception of the home itself. What is interesting, 
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however, is the effect the apartment and the participant’s living conditions 
had on the punishment itself. What is the element of punishment in home 
detention with Electronic Monitoring? Should EM be viewed as having two 
separate parts: being detained in one’s own home and being electronically 
supervised? Or should they be viewed as two interdependent elements? In 
a previous survey on user experience with EM (KRUS, 2012), participants 
pointed to the anklet itself as the punitive element in EM. “I just used long 
trousers”, replied one participant to a question about the severeness of EM. 
40 percent of those on EM regarded this as a demanding way of serving 
their sentence5. Similar low results were found in other studies (Gainly and 
Payne, 2000), but differ between ethnic groups and length of sentence 
(Martin et al., 2009).

The purpose of a prison sentence is primarily to inflict pain through the 
restriction of liberty6. Control in EM is done through a coded ankle bracelet 
that sends signals to a receiver ensuring that the convict is in the right place at 
the right time. Control is also exercised personally, with visits to the home and 
at work according to a plan. It is obligatory to be outside the home for at least 
15 hours a week. It is also obligatory to meet with the probation service twice 
a week to prevent isolation and assist the rehabilitative process. This relative 
form of confinement also reduces the need for external help from others, as 
witnessed in EM schemes in other countries (Vanhaelemeesch and Vander 
Beken, 2014).

In her Ph.D. thesis, Åshild Lappegard Hauge shows how our homes are a 
part of our identity, especially for young people (2009). She found that hous-
ing is an important way of projecting oneself in an individualized society. 
Being an indication of identity, the home can say something about personality, 
taste, interests, life phase, social status and relationships. Privacy and the way 
we think about home are also a result of historical and cultural conditions 
(Ball and Lilly, 1986). For younger people, the interior of the apartment is 
more important than the building itself (Houge, 2009: 61). Two participants fit 
into this category, but with different styles. Participant C lived in a classic 

5 In comparison, 60 percent felt it was demanding to serve in low-security prison (KRUS, 2012).
6 In Norway a prison sentence is defined as the deprivation of liberty, no other rights being removed by 

the sentencing court. The sentenced offender retains the same rights as all others who live in Norway 
(available at http://www.kriminalomsorgen.no/information-in-english.265199.no.html (accessed 
18.10.2016))

http://www.kriminalomsorgen.no/information-in-english.265199.no.html
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furnished home with a big football club flag on the wall. Participant E, on the 
other hand, had a modern apartment in the city center, always making sure 
that the entrance door was locked. Both were also more focused on contact 
with family, having visits at home or celebrating Christmas together with fam-
ily members.

There was a difference between those who were “on their way”, i.e. those 
preparing to move on to a new apartment or a new place after EM, and those 
who had settled down. Those living together with friends were more focused 
on the practical aspects of their living conditions: access to the car, the pre-
ciseness of transportation, distance to work. Those living alone talked more 
about social aspects, missing friends or problems visiting family during 
Christmas.

The distinction between practical orientation and social identity 
is  one  way of analyzing differences in the responses of the participants. 
Another may be the regulation of punitive sanctions as a result of 

Figure 11.3  A two by two matrix showing the distinction between Social and Practical, Planning and Control.
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the  sentence. The internal or external controls in applying the rules and 
 regulations can be looked upon as the ability to plan versus obeying 
the rules.

We can draw a distinction between practical and social activities when on 
EM. Practical activities are easier to plan and execute. This concerns transport 
to work, shopping, laundry and so on. Social activities, however, involve inter-
action with other humans which in turn results in unpredictability. Colleagues, 
friends and family may be included in the plans, but are neither controlled nor 
bound by the offenders’ agreements.

The distinction between planning and control can be seen in how the 
offenders impose the punishment on themselves. In a comparison between 
EM and prison, Payne and Gainly (2004) identify four different levels  
of control: the volume of control; the effort needed to maintain social and 
family ties; the ability to remain employed; and the time available for 
reflection.

Careful planning allows the participants to retain some contol over their 
lives. Planning seems to be easier regarding work and shopping etc. than keep-
ing in contact with friends and family. In the interviews, planning focused 
mainly on transportation to and from work, shopping, laundry and other 
practical tasks. Social contact is more diffuse, harder to calculate and more 
dependent on the location.

Using this model I can determine if the place of living is elastic enough to 
meet both the need for activities and for control. This elasticity requires both 
flexibility for activities and stability for planning. Elasticity is a concept related 
to the home and incorporates the identity and the functions that make it a 
home, as well as providing the stability and a framework that make planning 
and control possible.

Another important variable is the life phase of the participant. Being “on 
the move” reduces the need for planning ahead, because a continuing every-
day structure is not an obstacle. On the other hand, stability allows more 
room for practical and social activities. Some participants are better suited to 
EM than others. Some maintain “business as usual” where others have prob-
lems adapting to all the rules and regulations. The elasticity of the home is one 
part of this.
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elasticity
The term elasticity refers to different aspects of the home itself and the task of 
organizing an ordinary day. These factors can be the house or apartment itself 
(spaciousness, interior, facilities and equipment, access to restricted outdoor 
areas, garage, etc.). It also includes location (sunlight, pollution, neighbours, 
status), and position in relation to transport to work, shops, meetings at the 
probation office, friends, family and cohabitants (spouse, children, friends). 
Both the home and consideration for daily routines were prerequisites to serv-
ing a sentence with EM. Some houses and structures are better suited to EM, 
or at least make it easier to meet the necessary requirements.

One finding from the interviews is the benefit of catering or home delivery 
of food etc. This reduces the need for planning and supports elasticity. Home 
delivery made it possible for participant B to do his Christmas shopping with-
out leaving the house. The expansion of new home delivery services supports 
elasticity during home detention. The same participant also used his computer 
and phone to follow up his work from home. This gives more flexibility in the 
relationship between home and work during the sentence. None of the partici-
pants increased their use of telephone or social media in order to follow up on 
friends or social contacts.

In Norway, five percent of all participants on EM breach the conditions 
applied and are transferred to prison (Rasmussen, 2015). Most of the breaches 
related to the ban on alcohol consumption. Very few offenders are transferred 
to prison after breaching other conditions. However, probation staff working 
with EM mention that approximately 10 percent of the participants in the 
focus group “stretched the rules”. The participants in the interviews seemed to 
regulate contact with the EM team differently. One had to call the EM team to 
seek permission to leave the apartment in order to open the front door of the 
building to admit me. Most participants said that they had to call the EM team 
to get permission to fix small things outside the apartment. 80 percent of all 
participants on EM in 2009 were satisfied with the way EM staff understood 
their situation. The corresponding figures in prison were 22 percent (KRUS, 
2012). This supports the assertion that there is some degree of flexibility in the 
rules and regulations for EM.

It can be argued that lack of elasticty can be compensated for by the way 
the offender and EM staff together can customize the conditions individually. 
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EM staff mention the necessity for extra flexibility where offenders have cohab-
itants with special needs. In such cases it must be possible to change plans on 
short notice.

 EM regulates the practical but not the social areas of the offender’s life. But 
it is difficult to see how social needs could be managed better through regula-
tion and planning alone. In a critique of the ethical aspects of EM, William 
Bülow (2014) argues for an ethical assessment of EM. He reminds us that the 
monitoring itself, drug and alcohol tests are equally common in prison. Other 
aspects of intrusion are less intended and often a result of social and personal 
differences.

Principle of normality
Correctional practice in Norway is based on the principle of normality, mean-
ing that no one shall serve their sentence under a stricter regime than is neces-
sary for the safety of society. The punishment implies a restriction of liberty, 
but not depriving the offender of other rights accorded to other citizens. The 
objective difference from prison is that the offenders remain at home and in 
employment, but are also responsible for following the rules and accepting the 
control measures imposed. A more subjective difference is that offenders 
themselves participate in planning these measures. All participants in EM 
have an individual schedule with pre-determined times when they should be 
at home, at work or participating in free-time activities (five hours). 60 percent 
of all those on EM in 2009 reported that they had personal contact with some-
one in the EM team. Only 14 percent of those serving in a low-security prison 
reported the same (KRUS, 2012).

In the article, “The Pains of Electronic Monitoring”, Payne and Gainey (1998) 
emphasized that deprivation of liberty also implies a deprivation of autonomy. 
Using the definition of Gresham Sykes, they argue that electronic monitoring 
restricts liberty by limiting autonomy (Payne and Gainey, 1998: 155). The 
offender does not decide in which activities he/she can participate; these have 
to be approved by the Correctional Service. It is obligatory to work for at least 
15 hours a week, but time with friends and others outside of the house is 
restricted. Being able to go to work is the motivation for most offenders apply-
ing for EM, being together with family comes in second place (KRUS, 2012).
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Inclusion in EM involves having time at home and at work regulated by oth-
ers. Leisure time outside of the home is also restricted. The Norwegian rules 
permit up to five hours a week for activities outside of the home other than 
work. Most participants in the interviews used this time for shopping and 
laundry. In the interviews, participants expressed loneliness resulting from not 
being able to participate in social activities with friends.

There is a connection between the three parts of everyday life: work, activi-
ties at home and leisure time. The relative importance of each area, and the 
interaction between them, differ for individuals and different life phases. Lack 
of leisure time was seen to reduce contact with both friends and colleagues 
who continued socializing after work.

Conclusion
All of the participants’ dwellings were within easy traveling distance to their 
work and everyday shopping needs. This was also an aspect that was discussed 
and planned for together with the EM team, both before and during the 
period of the sentence. The real challenges were planning social activities and 
leisure time.

I have used the term elasticity as a tool to identify the forms of relationship 
between home, work and leisure activities. The relative importance of these 
differs according to the indivdual’s identity and life phase. For some, and in 
some phases of life, the home arena is more important, but this does not apply 
to all. By temporarily turning the home into a prison, EM affects the offender’s 
relationship to work and leisure activities.

None of the offenders interviewed felt that the home had been turned into a 
prison, but they used their homes differently because they were not allowed to 
leave unless they planned to do so in advance. The restriction also limited lei-
sure activities. Work is given priority to ensure that the participant continues 
working, and thereby secures an income. The logistical planning of the day 
focused on the work situation, while leasure activities were given a lower pri-
ority. This is justfied by viewing this as the “pain aspect”, that the offender is 
expected to suffer as part of the sentence.

The participants spent more time at home than before, but none of them 
used the time to invite friends to visit, to redecorate or take on a new hobby. 
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Those living with others already had a structure of cooperation at home. 
This support related mostly to practical matters. More focus on the home 
and the participants’ use of leisure time allow a more personalized way of 
serving a sentence with EM. The home should be seen as an essential, inte-
gral part of life, but the home does not adapt as quickly to changes as other 
aspects of life do.

I found that none of the participants on EM had prepared themselves for 
serving their sentences at home. This resulted in them not being prepared for 
what was to come, and had no plans for how to cope with the challenges ahead. 
My findings indicate that this lack of planning affects the way participants 
made use of their domestic arena apart from being a place to exist between 
work shifts. This lack of planning highlights the problems of taking control of 
one’s life. A central goal for the Correctional Service is to assist offenders in 
taking control of their own lives, which in turn is seen as an essential element 
in preventing criminal activity.

EM is regarded as a judicial reaction which supports normalization and 
reduces the harm of incarceration. As mentioned, a prison sentence including 
EM involves the deprivation of liberty, which also often results in a depriva-
tion of autonomy. Using a term like elasticity to give attention to planning 
everyday life, supports new solutions that facilitate leisure and social 
activities.

When offenders are not allowed to leave home, they can lose positive social 
contacts. The home as an arena for social interaction can be seen as a hub from 
which other forms of social intercourse radiate. This is of benefit to the offender, 
and at the same time fulfills the purpose of the punishment.
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CHAPter 12

Materiality, topography, 
Prison and ‘Human turn’– 
A theoretical Short Visit
Yngve Hammerlin

This article explains the development of the topographic turn, new-material-
ism and the human turn in sociology and philosophy. Key concepts are the 
spatial turn and sociomateriality.

In “the new” we find traces of “the old”. Thus the introductory section,“A 
brief theoretical overview”, has historical, epistemological, ontological and the-
oretical structural relevance. The works of earlier theorists are vital to under-
standing the new materialism and the ‘spatial turn’. I start therefore, with a 
historical synopsis, viewing the theoretical, philosophical and sociological 
roots of new-materialism, space philosophy, space sociology and the spatial 
and topographic turn.

In “Norwegian prisons’ sociomateriality and ideological basis”, I compare old 
and new ideologies and their effect on existing prison conditions First, I look 
at the ideology behind the Norwegian prison system. Shifting criminal-politi-
cal guidelines and criminological theory alter the functional requirements and 
the interior sociomateriality and design of prisons. High-security prisons are 
architecturally and sociomaterially, repressive, security-intensive and totalitar-
ian expressions of current punitive ideological and penal principles.

Ideological and economic limits affect prison design, material structures 
and ways of functioning. The Norwegian correctional system uses the 
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concepts “humanism” and “normalization”. What do they mean? I continue 
my criticism in “Prison - materialism, the topographical turn and the spatial 
turn” and in “We must understand what we are doing - it is a value 
requirement”.

Finally, in “The human turn”, I reflect on how human, topographic and spa-
tial turns can contribute to new, analytical and theoretical reorientations relat-
ing to prisons, practice and the sociomateriality of everyday living 
conditions.

A timeline – A new way of thinking?
The Swedish sociologist Gert Nilsson cites the French philosopher Jean-Paul 
Sartre: “Man is a product of his own creation”. Nilsson continues: “Human 
relationships do not exist in a vacuum; on the contrary, human relationships 
are anchored in the material world, primarily in processed matter: houses, 
tools, furniture, books, television sets, and roads. Practical objects or things of 
all kinds, the socio-material, acting as intermediaries between humans, our 
perceptions, feelings and actions, point to and are incorporated into, these 
objects” (Nilsson,1987:13).

Twenty-five years later, Lene Tanggaard and Svend Brinkmann (2010:1), in 
their introduction to a special publication on materiality and topographic 
inversion state: “In recent years, social scientists have begun to refer to what 
they call a ‘spatial turn’ or a ‘topographic inversion’, neo-materialism, and gen-
erally we see a reorientation towards objects, space, bodies, movement, mate-
riality and architecture”. They continue: “The material world and its objects are 
no longer seen simply as a result of human social practice, but are seen them-
selves as actively creative in the process”.

After three decades dominated by individualism, idealism, cognitivism, 
postmodernism, constructivism and symbolic interactionism there is a new 
tendency: The materialistic way of thinking is strengthened - referred to as ‘the 
material turn’, ‘body materialism’, ’postmaterialism’ or ‘neo-materialism’. In 
addition, other ‘turns’ are gaining acceptance: the topographic turn, the spatial 
turn, thing power, post-humanism, and the linguistic transformation. But are 
these new concepts - or just a wave of neologisms?

In this article, I will first present A brief theoretical overview of some of the 
theoretical and historical roots of these ‘turns’ and take a quick look at certain 
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theorists from a materialistic spatial-philosophical and spatial-sociological 
perspective. Several of these theorists have challenged dualism’s objective 
structures and subjective constructions and attempted to transcend the dichot-
omy between objectivism and subjectivism. Based on the article’s ontological 
and epistemological framework, I present some theorists and their thematic 
reflections in the following sub-sections: Neo-materialism, topographic change 
and spatial turn, and after that A way points, modern sociology of space and 
Topofili and “violent space”.

Following this are some ideas on ‘neo-materialism’, ‘the topographical’ and 
‘the spatial turn’ as possible analytical and theoretical views of the current mis-
sion-statement of the Norwegian prison system. Beginning with an explana-
tory section, The Norwegian prisons’ sociomateriality and ideological basis, 
I continue with a historical summary. Thereafter is a brief presentation of the 
prison system’s ideological essence, and finally the sub-section Prison – mate-
rialism, topographic and spatial turn. The ‘turns’ mentioned can result in an 
important professional reorientation and a revised datum line for Norwegian 
prison research and may emerge as a corrective to the established way of think-
ing. For me ‘The human turn’ forms an essential perspective. I present a holis-
tic view of humanity where man is seen as a proactive and creative entity in an 
inner dialectical relationship with the outside world’s natural and man-made 
conditions. The relationship between the material and social conditions in 
everyday life are thus ontologically and ethically fundamental.

A brief theoretical overview
Neo-materialism, topographic change and spatial turn
Historically, the contradiction between idealism and materialism has been 
intense. But what about ‘neo-materialism’, ‘material turn’, ‘spatial-philosophy’, 
‘spatial-sociology’, ‘spatial turn’ or ‘the topographic turn’? Some words and 
phrases are often used indiscriminately, or are influenced by fashion, and 
become inaccurate jargon. Can “turn toward something ...” be an example of 
this? Is ‘space’ as we mean it also being misused? Moreover, what about the use 
of the word ‘body’? Is it possible that the term ‘body’ may easily become an 
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abstraction and a reductionist, destructive description of the individual rather 
than a holistic description of a unique personality?

In space philosophy and space sociology, ‘space’ has different defini-
tions. Space physics and metaphysics, space phenomenology and spatial 
aesthetics are common expressions but we are concerned with social space, 
symbolic space, and linguistic space. In the present economic, military, 
political, technological and climatic terminology, space and place are given 
extended meanings so as to encompass such phenomena as ‘the political-
geographical space’, ‘global space’, etc. Space may refer to micro-space 
(rooms) or macro-space (global space, territories, regions, national states), 
and space seen in an inner relationship to materiality – natural or 
man-made.

Several philosophers and sociologists (particularly within phenomenology 
and Marxism) have worked meticulously with the relationship between peo-
ple, materiality and environment, where architecture, interiors, objects and 
different forms of social space are prominent. Some of them, such as Henri 
Lefebvre, Maurice Merleu-Ponty, Anthony Giddens, Pierre Bourdieu, Yi-Fu 
Tuan, Michele Foucault, and theorists within activity theory and critical psy-
chology, which I highlight in this article, have (or have had) an important 
influence. New theories evolve, with resulting diversifications. Worth noting 
is Jane Bennet’s ‘vital materialism’ in which she is inspired by Bruno Latour’s 
actant theory and his social and material constructivism, Henri Bergson’s 
neo-vitalism and Gilles Deleuze’s life philosophy. Professor of Sociology, 
Martina Löw’s Raumsoziologie has received considerable attention. The 
Danish anthropologist Kirsten Hastrup has also developed interesting per-
spectives within topography. She uses ‘topographic inversion’ instead of ‘spa-
tial turn’ in order to emphasize more clearly the material, geographical and 
historical dimension.

My philosophical and theoretical foundation is Activity theory, Critical psy-
chology, phenomenology and existential philosophy. With this approach, 
materiality, lifestyles, topography, location, time, activity, artifacts and every-
day sociology become essential components of my analysis. Just as essential 
are the spatial-sociological, spatial-philosophical and situational-philosophi-
cal perspectives. Since 1970, I have worked considerably with these subjects 
and with everyday philosophy and everyday sociology.
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A social structure is almost always a socio-material structure where people 
construct and develop social phenomena through social practice, and where 
nature, landscape, the man-made world, historical development and social 
life mix with, and mutually reinforce each other. In my work related to sui-
cide, violence and prison research, I have used the expression ‘society and the 
everyday production of suffering’. This term highlights the specific conditions 
of life, the socio-material conditions, everyday demands and production of 
misery, that are central components of my analysis. I also question which 
human values, ideology, ethics, aesthetics, theory, method and practice are 
reflected in the topography, spatial awareness, materiality, business and 
socio-material practices. Further, what is the meaning and significance of 
social space, its content and form, and how is the “inhabited” space used col-
lectively and individually in relation to local requirements and historical 
development?

A theoretical way points
In ‘the new’ we find traces of ‘the old’. Almost forgotten, is a classical Marxist 
and sociological study of the everyday life of the proletariat, depicting how life 
unfolds socially, materially and structurally in oppressive material surround-
ings. I am referring to Friedrich Engels’ book about London’s impoverished 
areas Die Lage der arbeitenden Klasse in England from 1845, a sociological 
analysis that is particularly spatially oriented. Within a dialectical-materialist 
framework, Engels describes, in detail, working-class housing and living con-
ditions, the architecture found in slum areas, interiors, spatial density, and pol-
luted and environmentally destructive conditions.

The Norwegian philosopher and sociologist Dag Østerberg refers in his 
book Architecture and Sociology in Oslo (1998:23) to Ferdinand Tönnies (1887), 
Georg Simmel’s essay on cities and culture (1903) and the Chicago School’s 
Human Ecology as theoretical socio-material ‘roots’. The increasing divergence 
in living conditions and class relations presents itself in the socio-material 
structures that evolve. Østerberg claims: As the differences between life in the 
countryside and in the cities decreased, other explanations of modern socio-
material structures gained credence. The relationship between space, matter 
and social conditions - termed as social space - has taken on a different mean-
ing and significance.
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The Marxist philosopher, Henri Lefebvre writes that space is not just an 
isolated entity, but consists of relationships between entities. According to 
him, space is part of a social practice which he understands both as symbolic 
and imaginary. He promotes a dialectical materialist view of man, in which 
man is seen as an active being creating himself and his immediate environ-
ment in close relationship to his wider surroundings. For Lefebvre Marx’s 
concept of pratice is therefore fundamental to human creative and liberating 
development: The ‘body’ and ‘space’ are subject to capital, power and state 
domination and forms of expression. Liberation from oppression, alienation 
and the development of ideology in daily life and ‘space’ are key issues for him. 
In the analysis of a spatial dialectic, he refers to the importance of different 
socio-material dimensions of things, structures, cultural practices and eco-
nomic processes. In that sense he represents, both theoretically and practi-
cally, a Marxist humanism that takes into consideration the whole person, 
who is to be freed from alienation, social and economic oppression. Based on 
this understanding, he distinguishes between spatial practices (i.e. the produc-
tion and reproduction of spatial structures in a given society), spatial represen-
tations (conceptualized space, the space of scientists, planners, urbanists, 
social engineers), and representational space (space as directly inhabited 
through its associated images and symbols). These three forms exist within an 
inner, interactive relationship with each other (Lefebvre,1991/2014:38–39). 
Further, “rhythm awareness” becomes central and he writes: “Everywhere 
where there is interaction between a place, a time and an expenditure of 
energy, there is rhythm”.(Elden,2014:s.8)

Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s corporeality philosophy expands the human body’s 
relationship to space. However, this is different for ‘objects’: “It is through the 
body that we are present in the world, communicate, are in contact with objects 
and so on.” Thus, continues Merleau-Ponty, “One cannot say that our body 
exists in social space that only exists in time.” (Merleau-Ponty,1994:93). The 
body is, for Merleau-Ponty, the subject of the personality, and it is through the 
body that consciousness takes shape and is an expression of human existence. 
The body ‘inhabits’ time and space as a place of action - a space that has signifi-
cance for the individual situation giving it meaning. In short, an intentional and 
existential relationship to the object is created in the social space where it 
‘installs itself ’. The movement of the body and the subject in space is crucial, 
and the body gains meaning by virtue of its ‘being-in-the world’. He stresses, “I 
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am my body”, and through the movement of the body, we see more easily how 
it inhabits space and time (Merleau-Ponty,1994:47). Later, in the 1960s, he 
showed the limits of our visible experiences of the world and claimed that “the 
invisible forms the visible”. Regarding corporality philosophy, an important dif-
ference is seen between Merleau-Ponty and Sartre’s existentialist phenomenol-
ogy: Merleau-Ponty focuses on bodily experiences and their inner relationship 
to the outside world, while Sartre is concerned with the external, and the body 
as an object - the self as being-for-others. (Rendtorff,1998:29).

Modern sociology of space
The philosopher and sociologist Pierre Bourdieu advocates understanding 
social space as a practice field, which, together with the execution of social 
control, is fundamental. His “epistemological experiment” not only aims to 
produce knowledge, but to reveal the objectives behind the production of 
knowledge. In this way, he intends to create a research platform, which incor-
porates parts of both objectivism and subjectivism. Bourdieu stresses that 
there is an objective reality that exists independent of the individual’s con-
sciousness, and that the social sciences must be aware of what it means to live 
in, and populate, the social world. (Wilken,2006). He describes social space 
as a force “where the agents are being forced to take a position on the means 
and objectives that differ, depending on their position in the power structure, 
and in this way can help to preserve or to transform the structure” 
(Bourdieu,1999:45–46). The socio-material conditions and social spaces, 
where one can delineate classes, are constructed in different ways: “The social 
agents assume a relational position relative to one another in a space - the 
social space” (Bourdieu,1997a:21). ‘Field’ should be understood as habitus 
and specific forms of capital. Bourdieu defines habitus as a system of disposi-
tions that allow and determine how people should act, think and orient 
themselves in the social and material world. It is a socialized and structured 
body that represents the product of the individual’s accumulated knowledge, 
and biographical experience through which he develops throughout life. 
Bourdieu’s concepts of capital are essential to understanding his work. In 
addition to material and financial capital, Bourdieu includes terms such as 
cultural, social, and symbolic capital. Practice unites habitus, the field and the 
social world around us in a dialectical process. (Bourdieu,1997b:66)
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For Bordieu, all fields are structured by degrees of power and interests. A 
field is a restricted area characterized by specific objective structures that are 
relatively independent of other social fields. However, between the individual 
fields there may exist internal relationships, because they are located within a 
larger social space consisting of coexisting social roles played by other persons. 
According to Bourdieu, social space is an invisible reality, which one can nei-
ther touch nor see - but which organizes the person’s practices and behavior. 
The social positions within the social space depict the material conditions for 
existence and are characterized as much by economic as by cultural resources. 
Apart from the social space, he also refers to a number of other different spaces: 
practical space, symbolic space, physical space, geographical space, male and 
female space.

The sociologist Anthony Giddens (1994), clarifing his theory of structura-
tion, states that social systems are self-constructing and binding in time and 
space. However, he not only describes a socio-material image of reality, he also 
sees them as man-made organizations, expert systems and institutions of 
modern life. This also presupposes trust and ethical requirements for the mate-
rial and social organization. He continues: “When I go out of the house and get 
in my car, I place myself in a framework, permeated by expert knowledge: of 
the design and construction of cars, of motorways, crossroads, traffic lights 
and many other things”(Giddens,1994/1990,s.31).

For Giddens, structure can create opportunity but also limit possibilities. 
The actions, which constitute and are constituted by the social system, produce 
the space in which the practice takes place, but at the same time bind the social 
system and these actions in a particular time-space context. (Giddens,1984;Ka
spersen,1995:63–70). The individual cannot simply be reduced to a product of 
the system – nor must he be seen as tethered to its structures. According to 
Giddens, society is a social practice to be understood as the structuring process 
whereby human actions both structure and are structured. People thus create 
the structures by which they are bound. Social actions are always situated in 
time and space but they also provide the content of time and space. People are 
more dispersed in time and space. Technological advances have resulted in 
space being expanded. We can find ourselves in the same space, but not neces-
sarily in the same place.

Martina Löw’s sociology of space has received considerable attention. 
She has developed a procedural and relativistic spatial understanding, which 
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transcends the distinction between social and material space (Löw,2015:12–
13). In my interpretation, Löw’s concept of social space emphasizes the impor-
tance, not only of the space itself in relation to the individual but also of the 
spaces themselves, i.e. the spaces between the objects and/or persons. 
According to Löw, social space should be understood as arrangements of social 
goods, materials and people. Space does not exist as an entity but should be 
perceived as a “container” (cf. Giddens), formed by things and objects that are 
seen in relation to each other. Town planning for example, must take into con-
sideration: roads, cars, adjoining shops, benches, streetlights, rubbish bins, 
trees, all having a certain relationship to each other and related to people’s 
spatial activities. The spaces between objects/people are central to Löw’s under-
standing. She emphasizes their symbolic meanings, at the same time illustrat-
ing the importance of visual, auditory, tactile and olfactory senses that are 
important for the constitution of places and spaces.

Within Activity theory (Tätigkeittherorie) and the Critical psychology of dia-
lectical materialism, the individual is studied as a product of the innate, social 
and cultural conditions of life (Holzkamp,2016;Schraube&Højholt,2016;Dre
ier,2016). At the same time, the individual is seen as an active and creative 
individual who relates collectively and individually to natural and man-made 
conditions – to other people and other living creatures. Accordingly, the mate-
rial conditions, architecture, interiors, artefacts, space, place and time are key 
components in the individual and collective being. People exist in time and 
space and are affected by this spatial placing. Further, relationships exist 
between individuals but also between persons and man-made objects. Some 
key basic themes in the development of relevant theory are: human social and 
material interaction within various activities (work, school, arts, sports, etc.
(Enerstvedt,1982)), and interaction with their artifacts (as instruments, man-
made things, architecture, interior design, computer technology, etc.).

topofili and “violent space”
But how are the surroundings and social spaces experienced by the “inhabit-
ants”? In 1974 the geographer, Yi-Fu Tuan (1974) described topofili as the 
affective bonds between people, material environments and locations. The 
sociologist Johan Asplund (1983) explains that Tuan does not restrict these 
bonds to emotional experiences, but they should be seen (and essentially so) as 
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cognitive and determinative. Tuan’s term, ‘topofili’, must be understood both in 
the narrower sense - of being bound to some local physical entity, and in a 
broader sense - as contextually bound and determinative, and thus, the imme-
diate environment is just one element in the overall contextual understanding 
(Asplund,1983:170). These perspectives provide opportunities in which to 
consider relationship and dependency, from an alienated socio-material 
responsiveness.

Space must be studied from both the ethical and aesthetic perspective. The 
material world around specific locations and social space is not always a posi-
tive experience. A space can also awaken feelings of alienation, threats and sick-
ening sensations – as experienced by the protagonist Rouquentin in Sartre’s 
philosophical novel Nausea. Rouquentin’s nausea is not within him, but as he 
puts it, “I feel it out there in the wall, in the suspenders, everywhere around me. 
It makes itself one with the café. I am the one who is within it” (Sartre,1985:28). 
The ‘violent space’ developed by the German historian Joerg Baberowski is 
another relevant concept. In my book I fars vold (A Life in My Father’s Violence) 
I describe my own upbringing in an extreme totalitarian and violent family 
where I experienced similar material and physical alienating nausea (Møller/
Hammerlin,2000). In this book (and my later research into violence) I have 
developed the concepts of ‘the space of ‘unfreedom’, violence and powerless-
ness’ where I describe the various forms of power, domination and violence 
that are the framework of socio-material everyday life. The apartment, the 
rooms, the interior were the material framework of the constricted and unfree 
life that resulted in the existential and alienating nausea. My father was there all 
time as he was molded into the room. How often have I heard from prisoners 
how their existential desperation is felt to be a result of prison rooms and cells 
and their repressive restrictiveness? However, space can also be described as the 
opposite - being beautiful, contemplative and peaceful. The Norwegian painter, 
Harriet Backer expanded the concept to interspatial beauty to describe the spa-
tial relationship between objects and elements and items. Taoist philosophy 
goes further and argues metaphorically, that when a vessel is formed from clay, 
“It is the space within that makes the vessel useful”. Materiality and space have 
therefore two practical aspects: possibility and limitation. This brief theoretical 
overview shows that the new turns, are rooted in and branch out into theoreti-
cal work that is not new. Related to the development of “the new turns” are the 
analytical components which are also highly relevant to the prison system.
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The Norwegian prisons’ sociomateriality and 
ideological basis
A historical glimpse and a view of the present 
situation
In connection with a research assignment I had in a new and internationally 
renowned prison, (which has also received interior design awards), a prisoner 
accosted me. He showed me his cell and said, “Look here, the cell window has 
no bars, and that’s good. But the view? When I look out the window, I see two 
things: a grey wall covering 2/3 of the window surface and some fir trees stick-
ing up behind it. That’s all. It makes me depressed not to see anything else”. For 
him, life in the cell was oppressive, threatening and crushing because a cell 
window without bars, and the prison topography otherwise, engendered other 
expectations. “The room darkened like a tomb,” wrote the Norwegian author 
Arne Garborg (his metaphor became a reality for 69 Norwegian prisoners who 
committed suicide in prison space in the years 2000–2015 (Hammerlin, 
2009,2015b,2017).

The structural organization of prison space is the product of a past, a present 
and a future. The physical form of a high-security prison is universal, where 
‘layer upon layer’ of closed spaces and stringent regulations form the environ-
ment in which prisoners must exist and to which they must relate. Stringent 
regulations and security measures determine how the material, the architec-
ture and the interior of the prison space are organized. Outdoor areas are to be 
seen as outer ‘prison spaces’. How is power and ideology expressed in the mate-
rial conditions, the architecture and the interior? And how is materiality, the 
architecture and the interior expressed as power and repression?

Many of today’s Norwegian prisons are old and are shaped according to 
prison ideology, culture and topography from days gone by. In 2012 one of the 
prisons still in operation in Norway had been built in 1820, and 15 more were 
built in the latter half of the 1800s. In addition, six prisons date from between 
1902–1920, and five more were built before or during World War II. Seven 
prisons were built in the 1950s, seven in the 1960s, six in the 1970s, two in the 
1980s, three in the 1990s and one after 2010 (White Paper/Meld.St.12/2014–
2015:23). Topographically there are significant differences - not least in rela-
tion to the local community. Most prisons are found within, or close to, urban 
areas. Others are relatively isolated and are found in rural areas with forests or 
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farmland between them and the nearest built up area. In the 1970s and 1980s, 
there were a number of different categories of prison: national prisons, security 
institutions, local prisons, labour and forest camps, halfway houses, day release 
homes, and auxiliary prisons. Some institutions are large, others small - some 
are closed, others open. In the early 2000s, the categorization was simplified 
and prisons are now simply designated as being of high or lower security (sic) 
instead of the previous grouping of open and closed prisons. Several of the 
prisons in current use were originally institutions used for other purposes, but 
have been taken over by the prison authorities and converted into prisons.

From the 1950s and up to the present, criticism of material conditions in 
prisons has been based on economic issues, current correctional theory, health 
or ethical grounds. This also applies to debates from the interwar period and 
earlier on what imprisonment should entail for the prisoner. In the 1970s, a 
number of suggestions emphasized that revised qualitative changes were 
essential in order to achieve a modern and humane treatment of prisoners 
(Hammerlin,2008). It was argued that the old prison buildings were of a low 
standard, having particularly poor sanitary and hygienic conditions. Then, as 
now, what the minimum standards of prison conditions should be were ques-
tioned. The socialization, differentiation, progression and normalization ideol-
ogy of the 1950’s should be enhanced (cf. work-experience prisons in the 1960s 
and 1970s). Prisons, it was argued, should have an architectural and internal 
socio-material structure, which would allow security to be a priority, but would 
also allow work experience, education, cultural, sports, and other spare time 
activities.

Relations with the outside world, the local environment and the profes-
sional community were important. The ideal goal was then, as now, that pris-
ons should be designed in accordance with modern penal policies, allowing 
unimpeded imported professional services to be performed. However, these 
standards are incessantly and contentiously discussed in the mass media: 
How “comfortable” should the new prisons be? A common (mis-)conception 
is that new prisons resemble hotels with their concomitant luxury and com-
fort. This is contrary to the generally accepted sense of justice and the idea of 
what prison life should be like. The counter-argument uses the ‘normality 
principle’ and the ethical requirements for humane and constructive prison 
conditions. At the same time, consideration has to be given to the need to 
build state institutions in accordance with prevailing civil engineering and 
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architectural principles. Academic correctional theory highlights the diffi-
culty in implementing modern treatment of prisoners within the ‘old’ mate-
rial and ideological frameworks. Security requirements must be clearly 
defined and expressed unequivocally politically, in public documents, and in 
targeting strategies formulated in the Ministry of Justice. In Norway, we find 
prisons that represent extremes, but also permit differentiation, normalization 
and the progressive serving of sentences. On the one hand, we find prisons that 
are very security oriented, power heavy, repressive and totalitarian; and on 
the other hand, we have small prison institutions hardly recognizable as penal 
institutions (Hammerlin, 1994,2008,2015).

the prison system’s ideological roots and essence

Norway’s current prison system is based on two fundamental 

ideologies.
Firstly, it is typified by (i) a security focused, liberty restricting, penal ideology, 
underpinned by material, practical, administrative, social, technological and 
symbolic limitations. Prison life and the execution of sentences also consists of 
compact and subtle, but at the same time, overt and covert forms of control, 
discipline and security procedures. The prison system must protect society, but 
must also maintain peace and order, prevent crime within the prison, as well as 
preventing escapes, etc.

Secondly, the system has, at its core, a (ii) rehabilitation and care ideology. 
This has roots in different treatment, (re)habilitation, assistance and care-ide-
ological activities, and humane principles. Rehabilitation and care-ideology 
have two rationales: a) As an initiative to reduce the harmful effects of a term 
in prison; and b) Rehabilitation (or habilitation) as embodied in targeting 
strategies to help the prisoner acquire trade skills and other proficiencies that 
will enable him to live a non-criminal life integrated in society when released 
from prison. These measures have two main paths: The first is system-oriented 
and system-adapted, often with an object perspective on the individual pris-
oner; the second is aimed at the individual and personalized, with a subject 
perspective on the prisoner. Different disciplines are found and practiced 
within the aim of rehabilitation, care and treatment ideology. In addition, there 
are various schools of thought within these disciplines. They are based on 
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varying humanitarian theories, ideologies, attitudes and methods. Even in 
prisons with a high security level, rehabilitation and care initiatives are well 
developed and based on humane ideals, but adapted to match the necessary 
safety, disciplinary and control requirements. Although often portrayed as 
representing a consensus, historical experience shows that these two firmly 
established ideologies can be in opposition, with a resulting tension between 
them. Security and economics take precedence and become the governing and 
regulatory principles. When security is relaxed or threatened, the rehabilita-
tion and care initiatives are tightened or removed. (Hammerlin,1994,2004,2008). 
At times, opposition and tension become intensified, in others more subdued. 
A Norwegian Minister of Justice expounded a few years ago, “Tough on the 
tough, soft on the soft”, explaining his idea of the treatment of prisoners. But I 
raise the question: How soft is soft? No matter how ‘soft’ a prison system 
appears to be, it will always retain some of the ‘hard’ (Hammerlin,2004,2008).

During the 1980s and 1990s, (iii) an ideology of economic and instrumental 
rationality gained a strong foothold. This ideology is typified by: Centralist 
bureaucracism, management inspired ideas (NPM/neoliberalism), econo-
mism with strict financial constraints producing an effective control of the use 
of resources, activities and practices. The Competition State challenges the 
Welfare State! Seen thus, the gap in this ideological dichotomy is expanded 
(i and ii) to become a three-way conflict (i,ii,iii) reflecting tension and antago-
nism between different ideologies, humaneness, ethics, requirement struc-
tures, objectives and practices in the treatment of prisoners.

Prison – materialism, topographic and spatial turn
In Lefebvre’s terminology (Lefebvre,1991): Prison is ‘social space’ of a particular 
type within specific safety and control contexts. I differentiate between high 
security prisons and open prisons, and describe the former as totalitarian. 
There is a significant difference between the regimes in these two types of insti-
tution, especially in relation to control and domination. Existentially, what does 
it mean to be imprisoned? What does it mean for a person to be in prison and a 
prison to be in the person? As a prison researcher, my many studies and inter-
views with prisoners, and others, over a thirty-year period have shown that the 
prisons’ rooms and the cell rooms, with their compact, locked tightness, deter-
mine the prisoner’s understanding of being-here-and-now. Not only that, but 
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they also influence his there-and-then-existence (thoughts, yearnings about life 
without walls and fences). The whole person is affected existentially by being 
incarcerated. Thoughts, emotions, sights, sounds, smells and the tactile senses 
are constant everyday experiences. A prisoner once told me that the cell is also 
influenced by those who have been there earlier. Prison life is unquestionably 
physically demanding, and some say that over time it becomes addictive and 
routine, while others adapt to the everyday demands of the prison just to avoid 
being negatively sanctioned. Still others resist - directly or indirectly.

A prison is a contrastful and distrusting system. It is expressed by the prison 
system’s topography, architecture, interior, walls, spaces and security measures -  
and by its regulations, control and restrictive practices. Modern, closed pris-
ons with a high security level have a high standard of material structure that is 
aesthetically pleasing and practical. There are also open prisons that are hardly 
recognizable as prison institutions. Notwithstanding this, the basic functions 
have not changed and the regulation-steered, coercive basis is the same for all 
prisons. In some prison research, the institution-sociological power analysis 
seems diluted, and the negative effects of incarceration are downplayed. One 
often finds studies that skip lightly over the repressive and totalitarian power 
structures, and which fail to reveal tensions between conflicting ideologies, 
prisoners and human values. In keeping with a “fashionable” and a fragmen-
tary use of Michel Foucault’s understanding of power, the real application of 
power in prisons is not revealed (Hammerlin,2008).

The state of “being a prisoner” is governed by effective safety and control 
measures. Material devices, technological adaptations and social disciplinary 
and control structures determine where the prisoner is in space and in time. 
Prisoners construct and mold their thinking, needing and behavior patterns 
within the totalitarian institutional framework. Many prison analyses are cur-
rently too little concerned with the topographical conditions, material struc-
tures, technological installations, architectural form and interior adaptations. 
These components are fundamental to the understanding of how prison space 
influences the individual’s prison identity and the employees’ working condi-
tions. “Neo-materialism”, topographic inversion, space sociology, space phi-
losophy and “spatial turn” may therefore be important analytical aids in 
understanding prison life in a more coherent and concrete perspective. 
According to Foucault(1977/2002), Goffman(1976) and Sykes(1974), the orga-
nization of modern prisons is based on a strict division of the space, and a strict 
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division of time, into discipline and control practices. Foucault’s analyses of 
prisons are important in understanding prisoners’ self-disciplinary processes 
and their self-technologies, while Bourdieu’s analysis of power fields can 
expose the material and social power structures. Quoting Foucault again, “The 
design of prison space is a form of compartmentalization”. It is not simply 
about the organization of space and systematization in which the corpus may 
be disciplined. Prison space produces devices with spatial disciplinary systems 
(space...distance) and temporal regulations in the form of schedules, work 
hours etc. Inspiration from Karl Marx’s Das Kapital is evident: The control and 
disciplining of the working classes in the production process under capitalism 
and industrialism; and as Max Weber and Friedrich Engels showed, this also 
applies to the armed forces (Hammerlin,2008;Foucault 1977,2002,1982).

The Human Turn
“We must understand what we are doing – it is an essential requirement,” said 
the former Minister of Justice Knut Storberget (Hammerlin,2008,2017).

I consider “the human turn” as a generic expression, or framework, for these 
and other previously mentioned “turns”. Firstly, the relationship between indi-
viduals and the world surrounding them is undergoing continuous change. 
The human aspect is therefore also being constantly revised. Secondly, ‘the 
human turn’ reflects the human collective, institutional and individual forms 
of activity, and is shaped by the world around in a creative and/or destructive 
way. The ‘human turn’ describes not only the person in a dialectic relationship 
with other humans and other living beings, but also the relationship between 
the person and the natural and man-made materiality. Thirdly, it encompasses 
an ethical dimension, where man is made responsible for collective and indi-
vidual actions - globally and locally. Fourthly, a holistic view of humanity is 
necessary. Several of the theories presented are analytical sources of inspira-
tion: Bourdieu, Giddens and Löw’s structural and system analyses provide 
portions of information essential in understanding the dialectical relationship 
between materiality, social space and the individual - also overriding the unre-
solved dichotomy of subjectivism and objectivism. Likewise, this applies to 
Sartre’s later works.

Activity theory and critical psychology have made great strides in dialectic 
analysis. The inner dialectical relationship between the creative human and the 
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natural, man-made material and social conditions - both historically and situa-
tionally related – is, within these theories, to be understood in an overriding, 
dynamic and comprehensive manner. Lefebvre’s “spatial dialectic” and his dis-
tinction between spatial practices, spatial representation and the representation of 
space are likewise useful analytical tools. In addition, his understanding of 
rhythm inspires further thinking. Merleu-Ponty’s phenomenological ontology 
should also inspire: that man “inhabits” space, and time as space in a meaningful 
and significant sense are dynamic perspectives. This understanding also directs 
us to the “understanding of being” in existential philosophy terminology, and G. 
Deleuze, A. Badiou and S. Žižek’s understanding of ‘event’ and ‘being’. Bourdieu’s 
emphasis on ‘social space’ as a power and practice field offers a new dimension 
through his habitus and capital concepts. Giddens’ ‘confidence/misunderstand-
ing’ as a material dimension, encourages an awareness-raising holistic approach, 
in which the complex organization of materiality is clarified.

Further, the consequences of alienating materiality and the social space in 
prison highlight a further development and concretization of Marx, Sartre and 
Lefebvre’s understanding of ontological and existential alienation. Lefebrvre’s 
understanding of the space dialectic between reification, alienation and emanci-
pation should help to support criticism of the suffering resulting from imprison-
ment and pain inducement - both intended and unintended (ref. Hammerlin’s 
The prisoners’ catalogue of losses,1987/2008/2015;Schaanning,2009). But what 
about the turn that encourages further revelations? In this article, I can only 
provide some rudimentary reflections as a deeper analysis would require signifi-
cantly more space and a specific justification. I confine myself, therefore, to two 
main themes: the assertion that the Norwegian Correctional Service is based on 
humanitarian principles and practices normality, and the normalization princi-
ple. Both are highly topical issues in light of the architectural, the interior pur-
poses, the tangible, the socio-material, the topographical and space sociological/
philosophical facilitation in the ideological frame of ‘normalization’.

Critical reflections: ‘Humanism’ and the ‘normality 
principle’ – an idealization?
“Words can become so great that they frighten,” writes the Danish historian of 
ideas Hans-Jørgen Schanz (1990). The philosopher Ernst Bloch once said that 
the bigger the words, the greater the risk of misinterpretation creeping into 
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them. So, one can ask whether “criminal care” (name of the Norwegian 
Correctional Service content: Kriminalomsorg) is such a word, and is it a suit-
able designation for the Norwegian correctional/prison system? This title 
reflects the expressed humanistic platform but hides the restrictive, controlling 
aspect and the element of punishment. Punishment is commonly defined as 
the deliberate infliction of suffering. However, as indicated earlier, a prison 
sentence is not just an abstract evil, but also the intentional infliction of tor-
ment. In a number of texts, I have emphasized that life in prison and the secu-
rity entailed are dehumanizing. How then, is it possible to insist that the system 
is based on humanistic principles and encompasses a normalization principle, 
when the prison system is indisputably totalitarian and repressive? 
Imprisonment and the prison space, through materiality and practice, do 
something to the prisoner, but the question is also what does the prisoner do to 
prison space and imprisonment? The three basic ideologies mentioned previ-
ously provide a framework for the content, form and principles of a prison. 
Statements of intent are formulated on this basis. I wish to highlight one of 
them: The White Paper Declaration that the The Norwegian Correctional 
Service is based on humanism and normalization.

The ideology of ‘humanism’
In a number of my earlier works I have argued, from philosophical and ethical 
viewpoints, that the Service cannot claim that it is based on humanism.

A prerequisite of the humanistic view of humanity is the acceptance that 
“all men and women are equal” (no individual is worth more than another) - 
that each have their own intrinsic value, are independent and creative, and 
shall have the freedom to shape their own lives. Recognition, respect and tol-
erance are fundamental ideological, ethical, moral and practical principles. 
Respect must not be diminished; it must not result in the sorting and grading 
of human dignity as a result of any form of handicap, nor must it discriminate 
on ethnic, racial, sexual or other social grounds. Humanism puts human dig-
nity at the center and assumes the liberty, integrity and dignity of the indi-
vidual to be self-evident. Do prisons, as coercive institutions created especially 
for depriving certain individuals of their liberty, meet these requirements? 
Imprisonment produces suffering, pain, shame, sorrow, despair, and other 
losses (Hammerlin,2004,2008,2015). Prison separates people socially and 
materially from the outside world in different ways. Prison architecture and 
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interiors form a socio-material structure, which epitomizes or symbolizes the 
guarantee of security and the coercive, punishing nature of the prison institu-
tion. High-security prisons in particular are, in their basic structure, totalitar-
ian. Some prisons hardly resemble penal institutions, nevertheless, they 
reflect, symbolically, the organizational and practical attributes associated 
with institutions of segregation from society. These safeguards, security initia-
tives, coercive measures, etc. are in conflict with humanistic values.(Christie, 
1982; Mathiesen, 1995; Hammerlin, 2004, 2008; Schaanning, 2009).

Expressing ideal notions of human dignity, the prison system desires to cre-
ate humane, dignified conditions for prisoners - to facilitate these in the most 
humane way possible and under the least torturous conditions in a totalitarian 
penal system, which is obviously a proud and worthy ambition. To claim that 
the prison system’s fundamental ideology is humanistic is one thing, but put-
ting this into practice requires a different set of values and quality require-
ments. The Danish professor of philosophy, Uffe Juul Jensen, supported my 
criticism as follows: There is a “sort of contradiction in that the means to 
achieve a more ‘humanistic practice’ are present, but they shift the perspective 
from the primary goal, namely, free expression for all.” (Hammerlin, 2015;136) 
He pointed out that the internal, professional and fragmentary development of 
positive partial measures is insufficient to meet the principles of humanism. It 
is therefore necessary to discuss the ontological and ethical dichotomy between 
humanistic ideals and what is experienced as an inhumane system. This imbal-
ance must be seen in the light of the prison system’s repressive security and 
control requirements. The imbalance, however, does not negate the positive 
initiatives employed by the Correctional Service, especially interdisciplinary 
cooperation. The Service has developed its own professionalism in which 
claims of humane conditions and human dignity are central to the programs 
and initiatives that are in use. It is also positive that some prison environments 
have adopted a holistic approach and a focus on humanity.

The question arises, however, whether positive intentions restricted by lim-
ited initiatives and activities, are sufficient to warrant the description: a human-
istic view of humanity. Further, regarding the imported professional services: Is 
their academic autonomy sufficiently secured, or are they so influenced by the 
prison environment that they are inhibited from performing their tasks as they 
would outside of the prison walls? From my studies, the Correction Service in 
Norway is not characterized by humanitarianism, but functions with a 
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technocratic view of humanity (Hammerlin&Schjelderup,1994). From the 
1950s until now, the Service has been steered predominantly by technocratic 
and administrative processes with a corresponding view of humanity. That is 
to say, experts and others control the practice and the dissemination of knowl-
edge of humankind. This does not necessarily imply that they deprive the pris-
oners of their relative freedom and choices of alternative courses of action. 
Nevertheless, it can be seen that experts and professionals can treat the pris-
oner as an object that can, and should, be changed through therapy and vari-
ous other methods. This can be done by applying various academic programs, 
applications, self-technologies, coercive influences and disciplinary tech-
niques, etc. Often, the experts’ “we-know-what-is-best-for-you” attitude 
results in a form of instrumentalism: ‘We have the methods, we have the mod-
els’. And with this, follows the language of control, a tendency to paternalism, 
exspertocracy, “academic megalomania” and provincialism.

My historical and topographical studies of the treatment of prisoners have 
shown that there are numerous technocratic views of humanity. This, com-
bined with the precedence given to the needs of the institution itself, have 
dominated many of the measures. Of course, this does not mean that technoc-
racy excludes the possibility of a humanitarian basis. All too often, however, 
the individual is reduced to an object or an objectified subject by various ini-
tiatives and academic interventions. Materials, architecture and interiors can 
lay the groundwork for a number of positive measures in specially adapted 
spaces even in the most compact totalitarian prison systems. Meanwhile, small 
open prisons with liberal regimes often develop an institutional character 
which permits various positive activities that are dominant and related to the 
local environment.

The ideology of ‘normalization’
Normalization and the normality principle have been especially important 
concepts for correctional and rehabilitation ideology in the Nordic countries, 
but these definitions are unclear. Is it the prisoner, or is it prison conditions 
that have to be normalized? Normalization of prison conditions means here 
normalizing material prison installations. When the former director of the 
Danish Prison and Probation Service, William Rentzmann, retired in 2013, a 
series of lectures were held in Copenhagen. The theme for these lectures was 
“normalization in a national and international perspective”. Ole Ingstrup, 
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doyen of Danish and Canadian prisons, began with the question “Normalization –  
a celebration speech or a management tool?” He discussed the content of the 
term based on the deprivation of liberty, normalization measures in prison 
and the relationship to freedom. Ingstrup focused on what needs to be done in 
order to show respect for the prisoner. Prison Governor Hans-Jørgen Engbo’s 
lecture, Normalization as a principle, a means or a goal? discussed normaliza-
tion as a principle and as a means to ease the prisoner’s transition to release. He 
operated with a broad understanding of normalization related to ethical prin-
ciples such as human dignity, the rights of the individual, and the rule of law in 
light of the social and material conditions in prison, thresholds of violation, 
etc. Contrary to those who see the normalization of prison conditions as a 
security threat, Engbo insists that it actually improves security - especially 
‘dynamic security’. He clarified what he termed the constructive foundation of 
security (meaningful activities, welfare-enhancing environments, optimal con-
tact with friends, family, a prison regime that minimizes internal stresses, etc.). 
He was willing to go far to normalize social and material conditions behind 
bars so that they resemble society on the outside and asked: “Is there any par-
ticular reason to do things differently in a prison?” His description differs from 
the more ambiguous Norwegian practice of normalization.

In Norway it has historically, as mentioned earlier, been an institutional 
objective to ‘normalize’ the prisoner’s mind-set by various methods of influ-
ence (especially cognitive) (Hammerlin, 2008; Hammerlin & Mathiassen, 2014). 
This reveals an ethical dilemma: It is our ethical duty to carry out a variety of 
aid and care measures, but how far can we go before we transgress the thresh-
old of individual integrity? It must be more ethically defensible to normalize 
prison life and prison institutions as far as possible and to ensure the individual 
prisoner’s rights and integrity in line with any other citizen. There are limita-
tions in the way a prison sentence can be executed in today’s prisons with the 
associated historical orthodoxy. Further, to what degree are politicians and 
others willing to accept an institutional, social and material normalization? 
Although some open prisons are little prison-like, their liberty restricting 
function remains intact.

Some high security prisons have also created similar departments with 
material, architectural and interior conditions, which aim to reduce the insti-
tutional atmosphere. Halden Prison (opened in 2010) is (along with Bastøy, 
Hassel, Ila and Bredtveit prison) a prison that has received considerable 
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international attention. The prison’s Governor, Are Høidal, insists that the idea 
of a high security prison, which is humane, normalized and creative, is achiev-
able. However, despite the intention of normalized social and material condi-
tions, and a management and staff with humanitarian ideals, such intentions 
are hampered by strict political, economic, and centrally directed, rigorous 
security requirements. The modern prison’s material structure and interior 
shows that a modern aesthetic material design does not quell the feeling of a 
prison-like existence. Nor is the prison system’s essential totalitarian orthodoxy 
weakened. On the contrary, it can be enhanced by visible and non-visible 
structures (Merleu-Ponty). A prisoner compared the new modern prison he 
lived in with the older one from which he was transferred: “The rooms in mod-
ern prisons are not necessarily better than the threadbare ones in older pris-
ons.” He continued, “Often it is really the opposite!” With this, he confirmed 
the opinion of many other prisoners: A prison is a prison no matter what! 
Once again, the orthodox, repressive logic of prison is challenged: Why can’t 
life behind bars be formed to offer a real socio-material “normalization”?

A rough sketch, some ideas and some rudimentary 
considerations
A prison may, in the purest essential form, be referred to as a social field, a 
socio-material arena and a ‘social space’ of a distinctive, repressive and totalitar-
ian type. In this sense, both the ‘new’ and “old turns”, the topographical under-
standing, space-sociology and space-philosophy may open the door to other 
professional perspectives and more composite analyses. The ways of thinking 
we have examined can be useful theoretical and academic tools of analysis, but 
also methodological, epistemological, ontological and ethical starting points 
for better prison studies and a more normalized sosiomaterial life in prison. 
The analysis methodology and basic understanding of “turns” can help us 
carry out even better critical studies of prison institutions’ control-permeated 
practices and everyday life. In that sense, “turning” should enable more con-
crete studies of the activities of individual prisons, and thus reveal local condi-
tions and a better view of the detailed everyday life of prisoners and employees. 
The various turns also inspire the study of topographical, material, architec-
tural and interior-related layouts and practices in prisons. Further, ‘the human 
turn’ is built on the principle of a comprehensive and dynamic view of 
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humanity. This means that every imprisoned person must be accepted as an 
equal and unique personality with rights, specific needs and retaining personal 
integrity. The imprisoned person is, implicitly, isolated from the world outside 
in a repressive and vulnerable exile. That is, an inner and outer exile that affects 
thoughts and actions (Johannesen,2005). However, the individual is not only 
surrounded by walls and restraints imposed by the prison – he/she also forms 
himself/herself and the surroundings within the prison space and its various 
consequent constraints and opportunities. There are limits in the possibilities 
but also possibilities in the limitations!
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PArt III

Prison Ideology and Aims of 
Punishment

Prison architecture is deeply connected to ideology and the aims of punish-
ment, and in this last section of the book we offer various contributions going 
deeper into these connections, from different disciplinary positions with 
examples from both Italian and Norwegian society. The section starts with 
“Penal Ideology and Prison Architecture”, chapter 13, which offers an analysis 
of the relationship between prison architecture and criminal justice ideology. 
The article explores, in a refreshing and exciting way how different ideologies 
related to architecture and punishment are reflected in Norwegian prison con-
struction over time. It reflects upon tendencies in contemporary and future 
prison architecture and poses important questions regarding current criminal 
justice policies in Norway.
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Chapter 14 “Inputs in the Design of Prisons” presents important contribu-
tions on the design of Italian prisons, and discusses vital ethical issues valid for 
both Italian and Norwegian architects. One of the main tasks of architects is to 
translate concepts like humanism, dignity and solidarity into the architectural 
project, and this chapter illustrates the complicated issues involving the design-
ers’ ideas and values, dominant government ideologies and the values expressed 
by the constitutional charters in various states.

The title of chapter 15 is “The Evolution of Italian Penitentiary Legislation. 
Rehabilitation as an Aim of Sentencing and Prisons. A Possible Combination?”. 
The chapter follows up one issue connected to ideology, namely the evolution 
of Italian penitentiary legislation. The chapter provides a historical and politi-
cal framework for the legislation, and asks the critical question of whether it is 
possible to combine legislation with rehabilitative aims.

The last chapter “The Prison Beyond Its Theory. Between Michel Foucault’s 
Militancy and Thought” focuses on ideology from a theoretical point of view, 
discussing Michel Foucault’s militancy and ideas, and how these endeavors 
were intertwined in Foucault’s engagement in academia and in politics. The 
article brings us back to Antonio Gramsci and John K.’s text, which remind us 
of the importance of listening to the prisoner’s experience and perspectives.
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CHAPter 13

Penal Ideology and Prison 
Architecture
Inger Marie Fridhov og Linda Grøning

This article concerns the relationship between prison architecture and criminal jus-
tice ideology. By studying the architecture of a specific prison, we can learn much 
about the ideologies at the time the prison was built. In this article, the architecture 
and ideologies of four Norwegian prisons – Oslo Prison (1851), Ullersmo Prison 
(1970), Bergen Prison (1990) and Halden Prison (2010) – are described and discus-
sed. These prisons reveal the development from a pan-optic jail, with a belief in iso-
lation, to a “luxury” prison with a focus on civil and human rights, rehabilitation and 
electronic control. Although these prisons illustrate different time-typical views on 
criminal justice, they all illustrate the complex relationship between architecture and 
ideology. On this basis, the article eventually reflects upon tendencies in contem-
porary and future prison architecture.

Introduction
“Architecture and ideology go hand in hand,” wrote Director General Øivind 
Christoffersen in Statsbygg1 magazine “Åpent ROM” no. 2, 2010. It is a recog-
nized truth that an architectural expression is most usually associated with a 
corresponding ideology. Architecture changes as a result of a shift in ideology. 
This also applies to prison architecture.

1 Statsbygg is the Norwegian government’s property developer.
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Prison design has varied over time mirroring, to a great degree, prevailing 
ideologies of punishment. When corporal punishment was the primary aim, 
prisons were mostly built as workhouses and disciplinary institutions where 
forced labour was performed. Another type of prison design was used when 
the notions of penance and isolation came into fashion.2

In this article, we will look at the relationship between prison architecture 
and ideology.3 We will discuss how different ideologies relating to architecture 
and punishment are reflected in prison construction. We will also discuss how 
this construction affects the degree to which the ideological aims can be 
achieved.

We will link our discussion to four different Norwegian prisons. These are 
Oslo Prison (1851), Ullersmo Prison (1970), Bergen Prison (1990) and Halden 
Prison (2010).

We have selected these prisons because they represent four period-typical 
approaches to the relationship between architecture and criminal justice ideo-
logy. On the basis of a closer look at these prisons, we will eventually identify 
certain period tendencies, and reflect upon contemporary and future prison 
architecture.

On criminal justice ideology and architecture
the various punishment ideologies
Prison construction is affected by several ideologies. The most important 
of  these being the ideologies related to the aim and justification of 
punishment.

The Norwegian criminal justice system adheres to several different ideologi-
cal views of punishment.4 A distinction is traditionally drawn between abso-
lute and relative theories. Absolute theories justify punishment in terms of its 
intrinsic justice, as a needed response to a committed crime typically by assu-
ming that the guilty offender deserves to be punished. Relative theories instead 

2 See further Hauge R, Straffens begrunnelser, Universitetsforlaget 1996 pp. 163-164.
3 This is based on an earlier article by Inger Marie Fridhov, “Fengselsarkitektur og ideologi”, in Virker 

straff, 2012, Ståle Olsen, ed.
4 See Gröning, Husabø & Jacobsen, Frihet, forbrytelse og straff – En systematisk framstilling av norsk 

strafferett, Fagbokforlaget, 2015, pp. 52-62. 
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justify punishment by its future consequences and beneficial effects, typically 
with regard to crime prevention.5

In Norwegian criminal law it has been common to emphasize crime pre-
vention as the aim of punishment, with a focus on individual and general 
deterrence. This is particularly emphasized in the preparatory document to 
the present Penal Code.6 It is also stated in the Execution of Sentences Act that 
punishment shall be implemented in such a way as to “prevent new offences.”7

However, it may be contested that prevention really is the prime motive for 
punishing. The criminal justice system, in a historical perspective, is seen to be 
built on the idea of guilt, blameworthiness and deserved punishment. This 
becomes obvious in the tenets that only the guilty shall be punished, and that 
the severity of the punishment shall correspond to the seriousness of the offen-
ce.8 Further, ideas of atonement and “making amends” are never far away in 
the administration of the prison sentence.

Regardless of how the aim of punishment is perceived, this aim stands in a 
complex relationship to prison architecture. The idea that punishment should 
serve as a deterrent can, for instance, lead to the conclusion that imprisonment 
should be made as uncomfortable as possible. However, this idea can also lead 
to constructive rehabilitation initiatives as an integral part of the sentence.

How the stated objectives of punishment are set out in practice depends upon 
the current constitutional principles concerning respect for the individual.9 The 
constitutional values of freedom, human dignity and equality, are today central 
in criminal law and administrative law, also for those serving a prison sentence, 
but have not always been so. The way a prison is built can also restrict the ability 
to grant basic constitutional rights to those serving sentences.

In addition, there is also a particular “ideology of the execution of senten-
ces”. Attention to safety is here paramount and is affected by the prison build-
ings – at the possible expense of the rights and belongings of the inmates.

5 For an account of these different theoretical positions, see R.A Duff, Punishment, Communication and 
Community, Oxford University Press, 2001, pp. 3-34. 

6 See Ot.prp. nr. 90 (2003-2004) p. 77. 
7 See Execution of Sentences Act section 2. An English version is available at: http://www.kriminalom-

sorgen.no/the-execution-of-sentences-act-in-six-languages.250423.no.html. 
8 See further Gröning, Husabø & Jacobsen, Frihet, forbrytelse og straff – En systematisk framstilling av 

norsk strafferett, Fagbokforlaget, 2015, pp. 61-62.
9 For an account of these principles in relation to the education of prison inmates, see “Education for 

foreign inmates in Norwegian prisons: A legal and humanitarian perspective”, Bergen Journal of 
Criminal Law and Criminal Justice, 2/2014 pp. 164-168. 

http://www.kriminalomsorgen.no/the-execution-of-sentences-act-in-six-languages.250423.no.html
http://www.kriminalomsorgen.no/the-execution-of-sentences-act-in-six-languages.250423.no.html
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the significance of prison architecture
How a prison is built is largely a result of criminal policy and society’s attitude 
to those who commit crimes.10 The physical design of prisons, in other words, 
is also a political matter.

I am convinced that architecture has implications for how we succeed in getting 
offenders back into society. But prison architecture is demanding. It should create a 
human environment that helps people get back on track, while at the same time secu-
ring the safety of other inmates, staff and the surrounding community.11

This excerpt is from an interview with former Minister of Justice, Knut 
Storberget on completion of Halden Prison.12 The quote illustrates that 
Storberget considered safety, humanity and rehabilitation to be key values in 
the execution of a prison sentence. More fundamentally, it illustrates that he 
viewed prison architecture as a means of realizing these values.

Generally, buildings often also “communicate” something about themselves. 
Good examples of this are many churches, courthouses and universities. It is 
also our belief that prison architecture and criminal ideology are closely rela-
ted, but we are uncertain as to the complexity of this relationship.

From an architectural perspective, however, design is rarely indifferent to 
the intended purpose of the building. On the contrary, the physical form of the 
building normally reflects its intended purpose, and builders, architects, engi-
neers and designers have naturally taken this into consideration.

Usually, architects are aware of what they want to convey (or not convey) 
through the use of materials, colors, shapes and location in relation to other 
buildings or areas - even if these relationships are not apparent to most. The 
viewer may experience what they see as aesthetically pleasing, beautiful, pro-
voking or restful, etc. The response to these impressions may be exuberance, 
anger or even indifference.

10 For a description of the history of imprisonment in Norwegian law see Eskeland,S, Fangerett, 
Universitetsforlaget, 1989 s. 32-45.

11 The original excerpt is in Norwegian. “Jeg er overbevist om at arkitekturen har betydning for hvordan 
vi lykkes med å få straffedømte tilbake til samfunnet. Men fengselsarkitektur er krevende. Den skal 
både skape et humant miljø som bidrar til at mennesker kommer på rett kjøl, samtidig som vi må 
ivareta sikkerheten både for innsatte, ansatte og samfunnet rundt.”

12 Åpent Rom 2010, nr.2. 
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Oslo School of Architecture and Design, Department of Architecture and 
Culture, says in its concept statement: “Architecture offers a stage for human 
behaviour. It is both an intellectual and material practice and no matter how 
architecture is defined, it will continue to stage activities …”

The challenge when designing and building prisons is how and what the 
building should communicate, and what activities it should stage. Should it 
impart elements of a particular ideology, and if so, which ideology? Or should 
it emphasize a unified contemporary aesthetic point of view and attempt to 
integrate itself into the cityscape? Alternatively, should it emphasize both a cri-
minal ideology and aesthetic ideals, and if so, which should be given priority?

As with other buildings, prisons are characterized by the ideologies current 
at the time of construction. By observing the prison buildings and the architec-
tural solutions from different periods, we can see how ideas relating to punish-
ment and types of penal reactions have changed - or remained unchanged. We 
can also see how architectonic ideals affected new prison constructions.

The time scale also relates to a particular challenge. Prisons are expected to 
have a long life, perhaps more than 100 years. How are they to be designed so 
that they can accommodate possible changes in ideology over time? Before we 
return to this question, we shall take a closer look at four time-typical prison 
buildings.

Different buildings – different ideologies
Oslo Prison, “Botsfengslet” (1851) – the panoptic 
prison
Botsfengslet, built in 1851, can be considered the first modern cell prison in 
Norway. This prison in many ways marked the end of the period where corpo-
ral punishment was the norm.13 Now imprisonment should primarily strike 
the soul in order to create regret and a new way of living.14

The architect, HE Schirmer, also designed Gaustad Hospital and a number 
of Norwegian railway stations - all in the Gothic Revival style. Outwardly, 

13 See Langelid & Manger, (2005) Læring bak murene, p 21, Fagbokforlaget. See also Hauge, R, (1996) 
Straffens begrunnelser, Universitetsforlaget. 

14 This change from corporal punishment to punishment of the soul has also been understood as a more 
general change. See for instance Focault, Overvåking og straff, (Discipline and Punishment) 2. Oppl. 
Gyldendal 2001 p. 20. 
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therefore, Botsfengslet was similar to other new public buildings at that time. 
But the interior layout was not a result of a desire for architectural beauty. 
Instead it primarily adhered to the detailed report from the Prison Commission 
of 1841 (Strafanstaltkommisionen). This report was a voluminous, 700-page 
document, explaining how ideas relating to punishment and sentences should 
govern prison design. There are indications that the architects were loyal to the 
ideas of the prison authorities, even though the exterior of the buildings remai-
ned in line with current architectural ideals.

Botsfengslet’s interior design was clearly inspired by the “Philadelphia 
System” that had been established in the United States, inspired by ideas pro-
mulgated by the English philosopher Jeremy Bentham. The underlying ideal 
was (even at that time) to introduce a better and more humane method of 
punishment. Detention would no longer equal corporal punishment, as had 
been the case in penitentiaries, but would now focus on altering behavior. 
Religious attitudes on reform and repentance were important factors in this 
regard. Imprisonment was deemed to give the offender the opportunity of ato-
nement through repentance and penitence, and finally reconciliation with 
God. To achieve this, loneliness and isolation were thought necessary as oppo-
sed to social interaction. With such content, prisons would no longer function 
as “crime schools” where inmates ‘infected’ fellow prisoners with their crimi-
nal behavior.15

The architectural solutions of the prison were chosen in order to support 
this philosophy. The belief in total isolation manifested itself in small solitary 
cells and no common areas for working or association. Leisure was an unk-
nown concept at the time, so rooms for this purpose were non-existent. There 
was, however, one place where the inmates were in close proximity – the 
church. But even this was formed as a large amphitheatre with stalls so that the 
inmates could neither see nor communicate with each other.

The importance of security was clearly manifested in the architecture. The 
prison was built with thick and high walls, and with grilles and locks. In addi-
tion, the prison was panoptic – i.e. virtually everything in the prison could be 
seen from the central tower.16 Also internally, everything reminded the inmate 

15 See Langelid & Manger, Læring bak murene, Fagbokforlaget 2005 p. 21-22. 
16 T Langelid describes this in: Straff og pedagogikk (Punishment and Pedagogy) Master Thesis 1982.
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of the structural and safety regimes, power, control and coercion.17 The bene-
fits of this prison regime were twofold: It would be beneficial for the inmates 
themselves and for society. Convicts were to be improved and deterred from 
committing new crimes, which, in turn, would make society safer for all citi-
zens. In this regard, Botsfengslet is a clear example of relative punishment 
theories in practice.18 Also more generally, Botsfengslet is a clear example of 
architecture being used to serve ideology.

Ullersmo (1970) – the industrial prison
A hundred years passed before Norway began working on plans for a new 
main prison, Ullersmo.19 Ullersmo was built as a new national prison and ope-
ned in 1970. It was designed at a time when the earlier ideas of penance and 
isolation that characterized Botsfengslet had been revised. The isolation of 
inmates had proved harmful, and the need to permit social interaction within 
the prison was regarded as urgent. Meanwhile, the Prison Act of 1902 was long 
overdue for revision. The Act had been revised in 1933, but only minor chan-
ges were made. The revision of the Prison Act and the building of Ullersmo 
occurred almost simultaneously. In 1951, the Prison Reform Committee was 
appointed to investigate the need for reforms within the prison system.20 The 
subsequent planning and design of the new national prison, Ullersmo, was 
heavily influenced by the reasoning and intentions of the new Prison Act 
which came into force in 1958.21

In retrospect, the proposals in the Act can be seen as surprisingly modern. 
Among other things, the Commission had proposed more open prisons, allo-
wing socialization, leave opportunities, day-release, and employment within 

17 Erving Goffman characterizes in his book Asylums (Goffman 1967) this type of treatment of prisoners 
as a “death process” in which the prisoner literally and metaphorically is “stripped” of his own 
identity.

18 See Schaanning, E, Den tilsiktede smerten, Unipub 2009.
19 In the meantime smaller versions of the Botsfengsel model were built towards 1900. Then came Opstad 

Workhouse which was formally not a jail even if it was perceived as such. Further, Ila and Bredtveit and 
Berg Prisons were established, but they moved into buildings that were not purposely designed for 
their function.

20 Wister, O, (1977) Enkelte trekk ved norsk fengselshistorie, Kriminalomsorgens utdanningssenter.
21 Report no. 37 2007-2008, (Straff som virker) Punishment that works, relaunched many of these pro-

posals. The government invested resources to realize these proposals to a greater extent than happened 
with and after Ullersmo. 
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the prison including vocational training, and better aftercare.22 The idea of pre-
vention was present here as in Botsfengslet, but now the focus was on rehabili-
tation and social integration, not isolation.

Not all the proposals were put into practice immediately, but they affected 
the architectural design of Ullersmo. As with Botsfengslet, Ullersmo’s interior 
design is largely consistent with the government’s criminal ideology.

The building of large workshops and places for social interaction are proof 
that the prison authorities had left the prayer and isolation ideology – in favor 
of association and rehabilitation. Classic rehabilitation ideology where manual 
labour was the primary path, manifested itself in the construction of Ullersmo. 
“Work activities should be seen as an effective initiative of great educational 
significance.”23 Work experience, therefore, should “be close to the conditions 
of working life outside of prison.” As a manifestation of this mindset, large 
modern workshops for timber production, machining, mechanics and the 
production of clothing were established. At first glance, it is conceivable that 
this emphasis on work experience and training is not new. But the reasons 
were different. Earlier, different kinds of work had been considered as punish-
ment and valued as such. Now work was presented as rehabilitation, and is best 
understood as a manifestation of relative punishment thinking.

In contrast to earlier prisons, Ullersmo also incorporated rooms for inmates 
to socialize in their spare time. In addition, the prison had its own gymnasium 
and football field. This, it was reasoned, could ameliorate the otherwise harm-
ful effects of incarceration. Neither the football field nor the gymnasium mat-
ched official standards, but they were there and they were used. The school, 
however, consisted of only a few small rooms which soon proved insufficient.

Ullersmo was built as a national prison accepting convicted persons with 
longer sentences. It should also accept potentially dangerous inmates, which 
meant that there had to be a particular emphasis on physical security measu-
res. This is reflected in the construction of a large perimeter wall and a system 
of underground passages. This “culvert” system was to hinder prisoners from 
wandering off on their way from cells to workshops, for example.

Externally, Ullersmo reflected the prevailing architectural style of its time, 
in the same way that Botsfengslet reflected the trends of its time. Since the 

22 Wister, O, (1977) Enkelte trekk ved norsk fengselshistorie, Kriminalomsorgens utdanningssenter.
23 Prison Reform Committee 1951 as stated in the preparatory documents to the new Prison Act.
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1920s, functionalism in architecture had predominated. The guiding principle 
behind it was that all superfluous ornamentation and projections having no 
direct function should be omitted. The result was straight, clean lines – the 
epoch of “rosettes and stucco” was definitively over. In this perspective, 
Ullersmo could safely be said to be an expression of a type of neofunctionalism 
with right angles and flat roofs on all buildings. Birgit Cold, Professor of 
Architecture at Norwegian University of Science and Technology, has descri-
bed the right-angled perimeter wall as “boring”.24 “Dull architecture,” she 
argues, “is perceived as unfriendly”. There are probably many who would agree 
with her that Ullersmo can be perceived as unfriendly. Others call it downright 
ugly in the same manner that Botsfengslet, externally, may be today seen as 
“clean-lined”.

Bergen (1990) – “progression” prison
Bergen Prison was completed in 1990. This prison distinguished itself from 
Botsfengslet and Ullersmo in that it did not represent a clear break with tradi-
tion. On the contrary, Bergen Prison was, in many ways, built on the same 
ideals of socialization and rehabilitation that had characterized Ullersmo. 
However, Bergen Prison was built with a specific emphasis on the dignity of 
the inmates. It was established that although perpetrators were sentenced to be 
deprived of their freedom, they were to retain other civil rights, such as the 
right to education and healthcare. Also more generally, a positive humanita-
rian attitude to inmates was highlighted as necessary.25 Within this framework, 
the prison regime should be such that inmates could have the same access to 
welfare services as other citizens, and thereby would be able to reintegrate into 
society after release without committing new offences.

Distinctive for Bergen Prison is the method by which these ideals are achie-
ved. Most significant is a programmed, planned progression through the 
period of detention. This idea was quite similar to the class system that in 1869 
was introduced in Botsfengslet when the harmful effects of isolation were 

24 Birgit Cold (2010) Her er det godt å være. About environmental aesthetics. Tapir Akademisk forlag.
25 See in particular White Paper no. 104 (1978-1979) on criminal policy. See also Yngve Hammerlin: 

(Om fangebehandling, fange- og menneskesyn. Oslo 2008) On the treatment of prisoners, prisoners 
and human values in Norwegian Correctional Services in prison, from 1970 to 2007. 
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recognized.26 Prisoners’ good behavior during incarceration should be rewar-
ded with greater benefits and more freedom – a process referred to as “pro-
gression”. This idea of progression while serving a sentence has, in its modern 
form, roots in “consequence pedagogy” which was brought to Norway from 
Denmark.27

An important difference was that while the class structure was not initially 
planned for Botsfengslet from the start, in Bergen it was most definitely inten-
tional – and was also reflected in the architecture. The prison was designed 
with four independent sections, each with its own workshops, school premises 
and socializing areas. The Admissions Section, A, had the strictest regime, 
then came Sections B and C, and finally Section D, which was open and out-
side of the main, secure building.

The main difference between these departments lay in the differing security 
regimes. Section D was the last stage before release. From here, inmates could 
get a day release to attend school or work. They could also be transferred to 
“The Island”, the Osterøy open annex.

The architecture of Bergen Prison allows inmates, during the period of 
their sentence, to progress from the strictest and most closed regime to the 
most open. The prison’s architecture acts as an agent of power and discipline. 
“As long as you ... then you can progress to Section B or C.” This kind of 
power certainly exists in other prisons, but is not employed as explicitly as in 
Bergen.

However, the regime in Bergen has changed since its inception. The prison 
now refers to itself as “the interactive prison”. It lays emphasis on providing 
inmates with cognitive programs. It also attempts to help inmates discover 
their potential which may also be achieved while in prison. The prison walls 
here are called the “Walls of Opportunity.”28

Here, the community idea from Ullersmo continued and was realized archi-
tecturally through the use of small sections with rooms for social interaction 
between inmates and staff. One big difference from Ullersmo is, however, that 
in Bergen all four Sections have their own school and workshop areas. 

26 For this system in Botsfengselet, see Langelid & Manger, Læring bak murene, fagbokforlaget 2005 p. 
22-23.

27 See Jens Bay: Konskvenspedagogik. Copenhagen 2005.
28 Waage, L, Det interaktive fengsel (The Interactive Prison) Aktuelt for kriminalomsorgen nr.2. 1999.
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This obviated the need to move large numbers of inmates around to get to their 
designated places in school or workshop.

Supporters of the so-called “normality principle” would say this was repre-
hensible.29 The norm (outside of prison) is that one moves freely from home to 
work or school. Bergen’s solution could give a sense of strong isolation - even 
though they may socialize, within limits, in their own Section of the prison. 
From a purely architectural point of view, Bergen Prison includes, through an 
innovatively emphasized aesthetic, art and nature in the planning of the build-
ing. The aesthetic aspect, in terms of both nature and art is intended to reflect 
and reinforce the dignity of the individual inmate.

After Bergen Prison was completed, two new prisons were built, in Skien, 
1993, and Ringerike, 1997, both in much the same mold as Bergen Prison.

Halden (2010) – the “luxury” prison
Halden, which was opened in 2010, was not primarily the result of ideological 
innovation, but of a need to increase prison capacity. Yet there were ideological 
and political elements, which highlighted the wish for longer prison sentences 
and thus a corresponding need for more prisons. Given the growing recogni-
tion that imprisonment rarely had the desired preventive effect, it is tempting 
to connect this to more absolute theories on punishment.

At the same time, the belief that the rights of the inmates should not be 
restricted more than necessary, as expressed in Bergen, was clearly present. 
More specifically, one aim was now to ensure that inmates should be subjected 
to humane prison conditions reflecting, as far as practically possible, society 
outside prison. Rehabilitation ideology had also become a more central theme. 
In 1998, a White Paper emphasized the importance of stimulating the priso-
ners’ own motivation for their rehabilitation.30 The Execution of Sentences Act 
of 2002 underlines the collective responsibility of all agencies for people in 

29 For a discussion on the normality principle, see Vollan, Marianne, “Mot normalt? Normalitetsprinsippet 
i norsk straffegjennomføring», i Bugge, Hans Christian, mfl., red. Lov, liv og lære. Festskrift til Inge 
Lorange Backer. Universitetsforlaget, Oslo 2016, pp. 548-560.

30 See St. Meld. no. 27 (1997-1998) p. 6, 26 and 28 .
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prison - schools, work, healthcare, social benefits, and others.31 Provision 
should be made for these other agencies to perform their tasks inside the pri-
son. This intention and the legislation mentioned above have therefore affected 
the shape and form of Halden Prison.

The Correctional Service chose to rethink completely the ideas relating to 
the form and content of prisons. A basic principle applied when building 
Halden was that the aesthetics of people’s surroundings could have positive or 
negative effects. The architectural solutions were chosen with care to contri-
bute as positively as possible to the inmates’ experience of their environment, 
and to reflect a humane prison environment. The first impression of Halden is 
a welcoming sight. Brick and wood are used where possible to replace the 
usual grey concrete. The prison is beautifully situated, the surrounding lands-
cape is preserved, there are no bars on the bulletproof windows, appealing 
colors have been chosen and pictures are hung on the walls.

Halden abandoned the Bergen model, where everything should be found 
within each section of the prison. When designing Halden, the architects 
accepted the health and psychological benefits of “getting out” and walking to 
work or school - leaving “home” and going to work like other people. Halden 
also has various types of rooms for socializing and visits.

As with Bergen at the time, the Correctional Service dared, in building 
Halden, to create an aesthetically pleasing prison. Making aesthetics an impor-
tant criterion meant that security initiatives had to be re-evaluated.

At the same time, the six-meter-high curtain wall around Halden Prison 
informs the viewer that this is a high security prison. Wherever people are 
likely to be found within the walls, extensive electronic monitoring with sur-
veillance cameras is in evidence. Security measures are powerfully conspicu-
ous, especially in the large control room where all electronic signals are 
collected and monitored. Can these stringent security measures contradict 
Halden’s claim to humanitarian ideals? With extensive electronic monitoring 
and control, there is at least a reduced need for control requiring interpersonal 
contact.

31 In this regard section 4 of the Act stipulates that the Correctional Services shall by engaging in coope-
ration with other public services arrange for convicted persons to receive the services to which they are 
statutorily entitled. 
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Halden has nevertheless been criticized most of all for having too high a 
standard of comfort and facilities compared with other prisons and compara-
ble institutions. When it was opened, Halden was described by critical voices 
as being “like a luxury hotel”. The former Minister of Justice Knut Storberget 
responded to this criticism in an interview:32

“It is the restriction on liberty that is the punishment when we put people in prison. 
Beyond this, it is our task to enable people to rise again afterwards. Many of today’s 
prisons were built on the Philadelphia Model which was modern and inventive at the 
time. But that was more than 150 years ago! When we build a prison in 2010, we use 
contemporary architecture that allows the implementation of punishment that works. 
Halden is a high-security prison in spite of the lack of cells with bars. Bars are not 
necessary when you have safety-glass windows,” says Storberget. He continues, 
“Those who think it resembles a hotel too much, should check into Hotel Continental, 
and stay there for six or seven years!”

The rebuttal largely expresses current values regarding the treatment of prison 
inmates, which in many ways is manifested in Halden Prison. In terms of both 
security and rehabilitation, Halden Prison displays the ultimate in what may be 
achieved within the limits necessarily imposed when executing a sentence.33

Some developments
What the prisons we have presented have in common is that they were created 
in the belief that architecture can be used as a tool to implement current penal 
ideologies. The ideological image is complex, but the fundamental values 
appear fairly stable. The golden thread that runs from Botsfengslet to Halden 
is the underlying belief in prevention, atonement, and “punishment that 
works”. The strategies to achieve these ideals have, however, varied. Moreover, 
the increasing focus on respect for the rights of the inmates seems to have been 

32 Åpent ROM nr. 2, 2010, “…Det er frihetsberøvelsen som er straffen når vi setter folk I fengsel. Ut over 
det er oppgaven å gjøre folk i stand til å reise seg igjen etterpå. Mange av dagens fengsler er bygget etter 
Philadelphiamodellen som var moderne og ny-vinnende for sin tid. Men det er mer enn 150 år siden! 
Når vi bygger et fengsel i 2010, benytter vi en tidsmessig arkitektur som legger til rette for å gjennom-
føre straff som virker. Halden fengsel er et høysikkerhetsfengsel til tross for at det mangler gitter på 
cellene. Gitter er ikke nødvendig når du har sikkerhetsglass i vinduene”, sier Storberget, “De som synes 
det likner for mye på et hotell, kan jo ta inn på Continental. Og bli der I seks – syv år!”

33 See further Fridhov,IM, «Fengselsarkitektur og ideologi» in «Virker straff?», 2012, Ståle Olsen, red.
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a significant motivator for change. We can see that inmates have gone from 
being regarded as having virtually no rights to retaining many of those rights 
and freedoms accorded those outside of prison. The recognition that inmates 
are sentenced to deprivation of liberty, but are not deprived of other civil rights, 
has led to the correctional service changing from an independent, self-contai-
ned organization to a host agency for other, external services. Within the pri-
sons we find school rooms, libraries, medical and dental facilities, and office 
space for other social services

This recognition of the rights of the inmates can also be witnessed in the 
transition from isolation of the inmates to their social integration. From 
Botsfengslet to Halden, attitudes have changed radically on how prisoners 
should be treated, not least in the name of crime prevention. Isolation has been 
successively replaced by social interaction and focus on rehabilitation, concer-
ning daily life. As punishment isolation is still used – also in Halden prison. 

The increasing recognition of the rights of the inmates is also mirrored 
structurally in the architectural design of prisons, which if overstated can be 
said to have gone from “dungeons” to “luxury”.

Not surprisingly, security has, however, been an equally important conside-
ration. Technological development, along with the drive for efficiency and 
economizing has doubtless made a significant contribution to changes in secu-
rity strategies. It can be said that Norwegian prisons, led by Halden, has made 
the jump from panoptic to electronic. In the central tower at Botsfengslet one 
had a full overview of all floors in all wings. Here warders could see without 
being seen. The same is possible in modern Halden, but with the aid of tech-
nology. Here too one can see into every corner without being seen. Now it is 
technology that facilitates surveillance, not only architecture.

Security strategies - unlike rehabilitation strategies – are seen as very successful. 
It is, however, debatable as to which strategies work best and which ones should be 
selected in the future. Escape is a rare phenomenon and few fail to return after 
leave with or without escort. The idea of a prison making maximum use of electro-
nic monitoring also appears to be quite daunting. The use of human contact 
and  dynamic, interpersonal control as practiced thus far, is seen as something 
very valuable.

Either way, we can say that if there is anything that binds the prison anno 1851 
with the prison anno 2010 then it must clearly be the concern for security.
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Today’s ideas – tomorrow’s prison
There is little reason to believe that the prison sentence will be abolished in the 
foreseeable future. The population is increasing, also in prisons, and there is a 
political promise of decreasing the “prison queue”. Old prisons are being clo-
sed down. Small, low-security prisons are also being removed. This creates 
capacity problems, and demands the building of new prisons. Hence, there is 
reason to ask what kinds of prisons we are considering for tomorrow.

There are several documents and architectural drawings which tell us somet-
hing about the authorities’ ideas about new prison buildings.34 Reading these, 
we get a mixed message. On the one hand, Meld.St.12 (2014-2015) emphasizes 
quality and content during the atonement. It is mentioned repeatedly that the 
rights of the inmates and the principle of normality have to be taken into con-
sideration. It is also stated that these principles may be implemented through 
rooms and facilities for the so-called “imported services”, that means school, 
medical care, library, work, economic advice and so on. The heritage from 
Halden concerning indoor facilities, use of environment and type of materials 
is clear.

On the other hand, we have “Model 2015” which gives the general impres-
sion that the ambition for tomorrow’s prisons is the “flexible and effective” 
one.35 “Effective” here refers to savings and short-term economic benefits, both 
during the building time and in the long run.36 The document continuously 
underlines this “cost-effective” idea. The drawings enclosed give a very com-
pact impression of these medium security units.

This impression is strengthened by reading the annual state budgets over the 
last three years. In these budgets the correctional services are supposed to save 
more than 20 million NOK annually.

34 These documents are a) a discussion document sent out by The Correctional Service Directorate and 
Statsbygg, the Norwegian government’s key advisor in construction and property affairs, building 
commissioner, property manager and property developer Office of Public Construction in June 2015. 
It presents the layout for a standard medium prison, called ‘Model 2015’, with 96 inmates divided into 
eight units with twelve inmates each, b) Meld.St.12 Utviklingsplan for kapasitet i kriminalomsorgen 
(Development plan for capacity within correctional services).

35 Jens Bjørneboe (2003) called this the “sterile prison” where it performs effectively and invisibly.
36 For a discussion on the efficiency of smaller vs. bigger prisons, see: B Johnsen, PK Granheim, J 

Helgesen (2011): Exceptional prison conditions and the quality of prison life: Prison size and prison 
culture in Norwegian closed prisons, in European Journal of Criminology.
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Furthermore, in “Model 2015” profoundly ideological considerations seem 
to be, to a large extent, absent. Except for security considerations, it is difficult 
to find deeper reflections about how a prison should be constructed in order to 
satisfy legal requirements regarding rehabilitation and satisfactory conditions 
for the inmates. It seems unclear how these important principles should be 
realized architecturally. Generally it seems difficult to combine an emphasis on 
the realization of satisfactory conditions, including imported services, with the 
call for the replacement of small local units with compact, cost-effective, 
medium-sized entities. The focus on building larger, effective, prisons is, so far, 
moderate in Norway in comparison to many other countries. The new Youth 
Units are also examples of the contrasting recognition of small prison units 
having resources that make it possible to achieve satisfactory prison condi-
tions. The overall impression is, however, that arguments of efficiency are pri-
mary considerations in current criminal justice policies.

In fact, existing plans and political statements can sometimes give the 
impression that economic considerations are superior to all other goals – even 
those expressed as legal principles. The risk is that such views will increasingly 
justify larger prisons that leave less architectural room for upholding norma-
lity and humanity.

In addition, the discussion also seems to lack a broader perspective on the 
problem of prison capacity. There are many aspects to this problem that could 
be considered, such as the problem of “over-criminalization” and the rules and 
practices of custody and parole.

Historically, there has been a dialogue between architects and the criminal 
justice authorities. As we have seen, prisons have been built according to rigorous 
considerations relating to how current ideologies could be realized through the 
application of various architectural solutions. Such considerations seem to play a 
less prominent role today, and we wonder how this will affect the content of the 
prison sentence in those new prisons that are built as we approach the 2020s.

Our central concern is how demands for cheapness and efficiency will 
impact the realization of legal principles of rehabilitation and satisfactory con-
ditions for the inmates. How will rooms for labor, activities, school, and medi-
cal services be incorporated in new prisons, when they have to compete with 
arguments of cost-efficiency? What kind of impact will this thrift have on soci-
ocultural environments and relations – between inmates and prison officers 
and between inmates themselves?
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Prisons being built today will probably be used for many years to come. 
While their architecture may serve today’s ideology of economics and effici-
ency, it may limit the extent to which tomorrow’s ideas can be achieved. We 
must therefore reflect wisely before we design the prison of the future. We 
must also keep in mind that what is argued to be best for the inmates is not 
always shown to be so. In 1851 the prevailing discourse was isolation, and pri-
sons were built in accordance with this discourse – with harmful effects as a 
result. Today the authorities argue that effective and cheap prisons will be best 
also for the inmates. We are not convinced that this is correct.
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Inputs in the Design of 
Prisons
Ferdinando Terranova

In spite of the fact that during the nineteen hundreds criminal law in European coun-
tries suffered many standstills and steps backwards, since the end of the Second 
World War the respective punitive systems have set off – with some success – along 
the path of alternative punishment systems from imprisonment. The objective, both 
in the case of prisons and alternative systems to them, is the prisoner’s re-education 
and re-socialisation by means of psychological, pedagogical and sociological treat-
ment carried out by prison workers. All the same, the physical nature of prisons 
remains, as does the issue of safety. Design should therefore combine: personalised 
treatment and safety. Prison regulations dictate roughly the space requirements to be 
destined for prison functions. It is a case of seeing what the designer’s margin of free-
dom is in the face of the restrictive mentality of the client. This aspect is dealt with in 
depth under the concept of “designer’s ethics”, dwelling on the aesthetics of the proj-
ect. It needs to respond to an idea that considers the convict a “person” possessing 
rights, such as dignity, based on the assumption that the prisoner is experiencing an 
interlude in his life-span. A human being, then, just like the designer. The prison 
project is conceived by men for other men. It may be strictly bound by the client due 
to the idea it is intended to convey to public opinion. Finally, the methodology to 
adopt so as to obtain as much information as possible to make the project comply 
with the actual human needs of prisoners as well as prison workers, is participated 
observation and a survey among privileged witnesses, be they prisoners or prison 
staff. In order to study design beyond the aspects linked with the designer’s values 
and the client’s ties, there is a purely technical step that concerns approaches in the 
various project phases. The preventive one, which makes use of risk theory and the 
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importance of single risks, and the qualitative approach, a methodological course 
through the building system, which deals with issues connected with the environ-
mental and technological systems. In conclusion, it is highlighted that a notable con-
tribution to the design of a prison may come from color-illumination and interior 
design, in making the spaces fully beneficial in terms of mental and physical 
well-being.

Introduction
We are familiar, albeit in a rather superficial manner, with the approach to 
punishment in the context of the criminal justice systems of northern Europe.

This approach is the benchmark objective towards which all criminal justice 
systems of Mediterranean Europe strive.

Our paper deals above all with methodological aspects, but without claim-
ing to suggest alternative solutions to those already put to the test in your own 
country.

The task of architects is to translate concepts like humanisation, dignity and 
solidarity into the architectural project; to find how to transfer the principles 
of European constitutions into the physical structures where sentences are 
meant to be served.

These structures agree on the role of punishment. It must aim towards re-
educating the prisoner and his rehabilitation in society.

In the past, punishment was based on solitude, isolation, hard labour, 
humiliation and religious indoctrination, and used Jeremy Bentham’s 
Panopticon as a reference frame in terms of a physical structure founded on 
surveillance and visual checks on the prisoner.

Today prison architecture tends to reproduce a “piece of the city” and in this 
context to translate punitive systems into flexible systems “between sentence 
passed (conviction) and sentence served” by means of an alternative to pun-
ishment as detention.

Currently two circuits appear to coexist: penal institutions, and alternative 
solutions to imprisonment (semi-custodial arrangements; house arrest; 
probation).

The two circuits are closely connected. One may pass back and forth between 
them on the grounds of inappropriate behavior on the prisoner’s part that dis-
turbs the order and discipline in an institution: a decision exercised with great 
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discretion by the Prison Management and/or Penitentiary Police, and ratified 
by the Magistrate overseeing the prisons.

The medium and long term direction for work now appears to be to build up 
a special regional detention network for sentences to be carried out.

Penal regulations and European penitentiaries experienced an ideological 
shift during the 1970s. The prisoner is a human being and the function of pris-
ons was consequently transformed: from a custodial, isolating institution to a 
place for re-socialisation of the inmate, through appropriate (personalised) 
treatment and continuous relations with external society.

Treatment is based on the results of scientific observation of the prisoner 
by social and human science professionals (sociologists, psychologists, psy-
chiatrists, anthropologists, educators and criminologists). Particular atten-
tion is paid to mental and physical deficiencies and other causes of 
maladjustment.

Re-education treatment aims above all at work, education, cultural, recre-
ational and sports activities, contacts with the outside world and family 
relations.

Some regulations formulated by progressive European governments have 
aimed at setting up communication between prisons and external society, 
envisaging in particular certain forms of participation in the collectivity out-
side the life of the institute with the purpose of “being able to usefully foster 
the development of contacts between the prison community and free society”.

The ideological shift immediately suffered a repercussion, arising, in the 
case of Italy, from “emergency” laws: against terrorism and against organised 
crime/the mafia. Both types of legislation have given rise to harsh forms of 
imprisonment and the creation of prisons with various security levels.

Along with these emergency laws, during the twenty years of right-wing 
government in Italy two other forms of legislation were added in the 1990s and 
early 21st century: for the crime of dealing in drugs that lead to addiction, and 
for the crime of illegal immigration involving the prosecution of non-EU 
immigrants.

Adding these two emergencies to the so-called “preventive detention” of 
prisoners awaiting a sentence has caused the phenomenon of overcrowded 
prisons, a seriously inhumane condition for which Italy is repeatedly repri-
manded by the EU.
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The overcrowding phenomenon has rapidly been reduced following the 
review of legislation on drug addiction and illegal immigration. “Preventive 
detention” of prisoners awaiting their sentence still continues.

This norm is one of the most brutal and wicked ever invented. It shows the 
incapacity of the criminal investigative police, in concert with the pre-trial sec-
tions of the prosecutor’s office that try criminal cases, to single out elements of 
the suspect’s guilt. To obtain a confession from individuals under investigation 
an instrument is resorted to – preventive detention – whose constitutionality 
has been seriously questioned. The only excuse for it is if the person arrested 
was caught “red-handed”.

The mass media are currently playing a disastrous game regarding policies 
to fight crime. This resembles the features of populist, demagogic politics more 
and more.

A new emergency campaign was started some time ago and has reached 
its acute phase. The struggle against corruption requires emergency legislation.

Governance and Social Strategies in the Prison 
System
Finally, the prison question is a priority in Parliament, especially for the 
Minister of Justice. The directives imposed by the EU, the initiative of many 
non-governmental organisations and volunteer groups, the publication of 
journal articles, reports and books, have contributed to a change in perspective 
by the Italian government on this issue.

The issues “apparently” solved are:

a) Approval and application of the decree “svuotacarceri” (empty the prison), 
that, with a system of specific laws, has allowed a reorganisation of the 
inhumane conditions of overcrowding in prison.

b) The exceptional use of pre-trial detention.
c) Rescinding a “silent” law on drug taking and dealing.
d) Emphasise the agreement with non-EU countries for the return of prison-

ers to their countries.
e) The consolidation and extension of alternative sentences as social work.
f) Decriminalisation of minor crimes and their conversion into fines.
g) Etc.
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Decisions on every measure are the responsibility of the Office of the supervi-
sory judge or of other offices according to the law.

Eighteen committees called States General were established to discuss 
prison conditions. By 31 December 2015 the committees had to present a 
report on: the physical environment of the prisons; the life of prisoners; women 
in prison; prisoners with addictions; minors who committed especially serious 
offences; work and education; education of prison workers; the process of 
rehabilitation; etc.

Some of the report has been presented and the rest is still being drafted.
Currently the discussion of these topics has not started yet, and the issue of 

prisons seems no longer to be on the agenda.
The interests of the government and of legal practitioners operated on com-

parison and conflict between judicial and executive power, the magistracy 
against the government and vice versa. The result is fragmented, discontinuous 
and obscure legislation. The same laws have been rewritten by the judicial bod-
ies (Supreme Cassation Court, Council of State and Court of Auditors), and 
even by the Constitutional Court.

The discussion is taking too long, especially because it is based on poor leg-
islative quality.

Apparently, the idea of a Schedule of Work should contribute to good legis-
lative production. But there are many ‘buts’. As an example we refer to the pre-
trial detention law. The problem in applying this law is the flagrante delicto that 
is ignored, as it was in the past. Prisoners who cannot afford a good lawyer 
could spend 2 or 3 years in pre-trial detention, before beginning the actual 
process. The only difference is the recourse of home pre-trial detention, a way 
to get round the problem and to not let it occur again, according to the EU 
directive on overcrowding in prisons.

The problem in Italian criminal justice is the high level of penalties, in rela-
tion to the  gravity  of  the  crime  and years of imprisonment. Every criminal 
offence can be punished with a minimum and maximum; this decision is the 
responsibility of the Monocratic Judge or the Court of Judges. Most of the sen-
tences carry maximum terms of imprisonment. If the term of reference is life-
time detention, all the other sentences are severe. Criminal law is a direct 
consequence of public opinion influenced by the press. The result is a system 
of excessive penalties without any reference to a good framework for the reha-
bilitation and reintegration of prisoners.

http://www.linguee.it/inglese-italiano/traduzione/rehabilitation.html
http://www.linguee.it/inglese-italiano/traduzione/rehabilitation.html
http://www.linguee.it/inglese-italiano/traduzione/rehabilitation.html
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Nowadays the application and control of the laws has been delegated to the 
body of judges, who work along with a weak legislative power (Parliament) 
and under the control of the magistracy, which is in other words the executive 
power (government). The incrimination of politicians is in the news every day. 
All state agencies for the suppression of criminal offences are under the control 
of the magistrates, such as the Anti-Mafia Investigative Directorate, for organ-
ised crime and counter-terrorism,  the Anti-Corruption Unit and the 
Crimes Against the Public Administration.

The sum of investigative organisations for fair competition and anti-
monopolies, the stock market, privacy, etc., are made up mostly of magistrates. 
Further, the magistracy (public prosecutors) reinterprets the law in order to 
shift the focus from economic crime to organised crime, resulting in the appli-
cation of the anti-mafia law. This means longer sentences.1

There are different opinions regarding the debate on prisons. Constitutional 
and criminal law experts, and some exponents of the progressive left (Verdi, 
Sinistra Italiana, Partito Radicale), want to abolish the prison system because 
it is impossible to reform. The government majority (Partito Democratico, ex 
Forza Italia) is on the side of the magistrates, even if they do not agree when 
some of their representatives are indicted. The right wing opposition (Forza 
Italia), including populistic and racist components (Lega Nord, Fratelli d’Italia, 
Movimento 5 stelle), is against any kind of reform that might mitigate violence 
in prison.

Once completed, all reforms of the judicial bodies and their implementa-
tion, will guarantee, in terms of justice and public opinion, a country that is the 
cradle of law.

The abolitionists made a list of important issues to make the process 
feasible:

1. Decriminalisation of offences, and the introduction instead of a penalty, an 
administrative fine.

1 There is nowadays a process called “Mafia Capitale”. This is the corrupt relationship between compa-
nies and public administration in order to obtain favours for assigning public works. Capitalistic enter-
prise in many countries does not always mean corrupt relationships, but in Italy the problem is the law 
that regulates public contracts with a mechanism of procurement, based on  cost  pressure, without 
taking into account the economic sustainability for the companies…we could go on and on.
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2. Abolition of lifetime detention, and the introduction of a maximum term 
of imprisonment (20 years) for the most serious offences.

3. Abolition of pre-trial detention.
4. Guarantee alternatives when the process is in progress.
5. Rights and warranties for the prisoners.
6. Introduction of torture as a crime.
7. Humanising the penitentiary system. No to maximum security prisons!
8. Decriminalisation of offences committed by children.
9. Close forensic psychiatric hospitals.
10. Properly educate the security staff, establish shifts and support systems 

(psychological, economic, upgrading, holidays, etc.).

Currently, despite the presence in prisons of different professionals such as 
social workers, psychologists, nurses, educators, teachers, volunteers and doc-
tors, the practice of abuse and torture by prison workers still occurs. A nega-
tive role, by violating the Hippocratic oath, has been played by doctors and 
prison workers in regard to these problems. Concerning the behaviour of doc-
tors, the solution can be to put the prisoners under the care of the public health 
system. As for the prison workers, the solution must be: educational practice, 
continuous professional upgrades, a  process  of  deconditioning, professional 
requalification, short periods of work in prison; etc.

Prison Regulation Scenarios
In Prison Regulations we read of various types of prison institutions: those 
for preventive custody; those for serving a sentence; those for employing 
certain security measures, which also include maximum security prisons 
for prisoners whose crimes come under terrorism, organised crime or the 
mafia, but also criminal mental hospitals; those for the sick and disabled; 
those that detain and care for prisoners with chronic and serious diseases; 
those aiming at employment; and finally those earmarked for agricultural 
colonies.

The functional division of prisons is extremely simple. The Section consti-
tutes the basic nucleus. It consists of rooms (rather, cells) where prisoners are 
confined. The main feature of Prison Regulations is vagueness. The following 
are some examples taken from the Regulations:
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- The size of prisons should be such as to accommodate a modest number of 
prisoners with the purpose of fostering individualised treatment.

- Rooms are usually of two types: for carrying out individual living needs, 
and for carrying out collective living needs.

- Rooms need to be large enough. They may contain one or more beds, with 
private, decent facilities of a rational type and a sufficient number of 
washbasins.

- The lighting of rooms should be such as to enable reading and working; the 
airing of rooms should ensure a change of air; in winter rooms should be 
heated.

We wanted to fully show what the regulations envisage regarding some of the 
fundamental aspects of space design.

Areas and volumes and physical-technical factors of the building are left to 
the discretion of prison management and the designer’s subjective intuition. 
No building standard is proposed.

The only restrictions on planning concern the number of beds and the eco-
nomic value of the work to be built. Our project has been constructed on these 
data.

Some rooms are compulsory in Prison Regulations. In the Italian regulations 
issued in 2000 rooms are casually mentioned and commented on as follows:

- a room to be kept for haircutting and shaving;
- a canteen to serve food, accompanied by the strict measure that “prisoners 

must always have drinking water available”;
- a room where comfort goods may be sold inside the prison;
- an open-air space/area where prisoners under disciplinary regime or 

groups of prisoners may get fresh air;
- a room or several rooms to be used for medical services;
- a room to implement norms concerning psychiatric and mental health 

assistance;
- a room for pharmaceutical services;
- a room for family visits;
- a room for religious functions;
- a room where the entrance and exiting of prisoners can be recorded 

(Records Office);
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- a sick-bay with beds;
- an isolation ward with beds;
- a room for special services to provide health assistance for pregnant women 

and women who have recently given birth;
- a room to be used as a day nursery for children under 3, children of female 

prisoners;
- a room for the library/newspaper library;
- a schoolroom for compulsory education (run by the Ministry of Education);
- a room/laboratory for professional training (run by the local regional 

authorities);
- a room to carry out work activities commissioned by the prison adminis-

tration and/or private individuals;
- a room for secondary education (only in some prisons);
- a room for prisoners to continue university studies;
- a room for recreational activities;
- a room for cultural activities.

The special custody area (restrictions: 6 months, repeatable after a 3-month 
break) needs to be dealt with separately, with particular Special Sections 
located logistically apart from the rest of the prison and managed by special 
Prison Police departments. The disciplinary regime is for all intents and 
purposes “a prison within a prison” with its own rules (high level internal 
and external security; transfer to other prisons; limited number of family 
visits; phone calls to family members banned; TV and radio banned; corre-
spondence censured; one hour only in the open air; logistical measures on 
prison premises making communication with other inmates impossible; 
continual environmental and personal searches) and with the suspension of 
the rules of individual treatment. The aim of the disciplinary regime is 
defined in Prison Regulations as a “stimulus to a sense of responsibility and 
capacity for self-control. It must be suited to the physical and mental condi-
tions of prisoners”. Disciplinary sanctions must “respect the personality of 
the prisoner”. Prison Police are directed to use physical force and coercive 
means where prisoners’ actions compromise security (attempts to escape) 
and order (preventing the activities of other prisoners and/or inconvenienc-
ing them).
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Physical force must be used to overcome disobedient resistance in 
prisoners.

In both the ordinary and special detention regimes all relations with prison 
management take place in writing (question-answer).

Twenty-one kinds of behaviour are considered “incorrect” and liable for 
punitive measures and prisoner confinement by the prison management. They 
include the “neglect of cleanliness and tidiness of the person and their room; 
attitudes and behaviour that are annoying to the community; pretending to be 
sick; fraudulent communication with the outside or inside; obscene acts or 
acts contrary to public decency; offensive attitude towards prison staff; taking 
or damaging of goods belonging to the prison administration”, etc.

Although European constitutions stress that “punishment must not consist 
of treatment contrary to the sense of humanity”, between 1990 and 2008 in 
Italy 957 cases were recorded of prisoners taking their own lives. In 2008 there 
were 48 suicides. Even if torture is absolutely excluded, as are particularly 
harsh forms of segregation and other actions affecting the prisoner’s health, 
detestable episodes of physical and psychological violence by the police 
authorities whose task it is to manage security in prisons unfortunately con-
tinue to be recorded.

Designer Ethics
The translation into an architectural project of any physical structure where 
human beings spend their lives, be it their place of residence, work, school, hos-
pital or prison, and its contextualisation in the urban fibre usually involves con-
strictions: the designer’s ideals and values; the dominant government ideologies; 
and the values expressed by the constitutional charters of the various states. The 
latter are not always adopted by governments pleading emergency grounds.

Let us suppose that the main contents of the constitutional charter of an 
EU state underpin government work. This is expressed through instruments of 
public administration.

The entity commissioning a work aimed at carrying out a state function, in 
our case imprisonment, is a branch of the Administration of Justice. Two aims 
are combined in the work: the limitation of individual freedom by isolating the 
prisoner (punishment), and giving him personalised treatment with the aim of 
rehabilitating him and bringing him back into society.
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These aims are split into numerous objectives and sub-objectives with con-
tinuous checks on the rehabilitation process by the prison authorities.

The Administration of Justice demands that the designer respects these 
aims, and will make explicit – if considered necessary –objectives and sub-
objectives. It will certainly place an absolute limit on the expense of creating a 
new prison or renovating a pre-existing prison structure. Expense is, as is well 
known, the primary principle for any administration bound by a budget.

The work must be created with “humanisation” of the life and work environ-
ments of prisoners as the underlying theme of the project.

It is upon this constraint that the designer applies his ideals and values. 
There is no doubt that justice and social equity dominate his vision; the society 
he hopes for will have solidarity as its final objective.

The architectural project, with its spaces and sub-divisions relating to their 
functions and activities, will aim at ensuring the physical conditions of places 
for the “optimal” implementation of rehabilitation processes and the re-social-
isation of prisoners. Project strategies will handle various issues, such as (we 
will quote just a few):

1. How to create the physical conditions which will make personalised treat-
ment for prisoner rehabilitation and re-socialisation feasible in the context 
of cramped, highly controlled spaces;

2. How to create environments and pathways in a structure tied to security, 
but which will enable freedom of movement of prisoners;

3. How to create technical and technological solutions for the environmental 
comfort of the places where inmates live and work (or study).

Where the “security” question is experienced as predominant, creativity in the 
project is not necessary. Suffice it to reproduce the prison where the sentence 
is the punishment society requires for those who deviate. Nothing is easier 
than the creation of environments that unite repression and regression, which 
affect both prison workers and prisoners equally. In other words, the prison is 
then a place for training criminals and an environment of planned violence.

“Humanisation” unites with “sociality” and here the designer’s “creative” 
capacity comes into play in the architectural solutions.

In the next paper, Prof. Giofrè’s, you will see an example of creativity applied to a 
nodal aspect of the project: the “pathways” that cross, unite or separate prison envi-
ronments. They play a decisive role in ensuring freedom of movement of prisoners.
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At this point in the debate we need to ask more than one question:

•	 What are the points of convergence or compromise between designer and 
client? We could try to give an answer to this question as follows. The most 
important points of convergence, apart from the expenditure ceiling, are 
the quantitative ones given in the invitation to tender prepared by the cli-
ent (e.g. the surface area/prisoner ratio). The points of compromise are 
above all related to the quality of the building and plant and the cladding/
walls, finishings, such as floors, door and window closures, etc. It should 
be said that the compromise on building/plant quality is mostly limited, 
due to the “expenditure ceiling” constraint. The designer has a wide mar-
gin of maneuver in regard to the aesthetic quality of both the external (cov-
ering of the facades) and, above all, internal spaces where the life/time of 
individuals is important.

•	 Is it conceivable that the same criteria architects use for residential or 
hospital buildings, for example, be adopted for a physical structure con-
ceived to function between punishment and redemption, bound by the 
obligations of security? The answer cannot but be a single one. The condi-
tion of being a prisoner is an interlude in his lifetime. The prisoner is a 
human being, just as the designer is. The prison project must be conceived 
by men for other men, with no “ifs” or “buts”. Whatever solution is given 
to the security aspect - from the traditional one of walled-up windows or 
holes with bars on the outside, or internal pathways with one obstacle 
after another and closures, to ones that are the expression of the “sixth 
power” (Bauman and Lyon, 2014), namely surveillance systems with fil-
ters distributed at the level of single compartments which enable, by digi-
tisation, those who are moving around inside the prison space to be traced 
and systematically observed (see recent policies on electronic surveillance 
and probation in England and Wales, Nellis, 2014) - the results may not 
always be optimal both because of the fragility of electronic monitoring 
equipment, and especially because the route taken of security for securi-
ty’s sake obstructs and creates conditions for failure of any treatment plan 
passing through a cognitive process to convince the prisoner to change 
his criminal behaviour and that it is acceptable for him to go back to the 
civil community. In other words: crime and the violation of the rules of 
civil harmony do not pay.
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•	 The designer’s responsibility not only concerns whether the physical 
structure thoroughly conceived responds to architectural canons (“in 
accordance with best practice”) but also whether it is properly built and 
integrated into the urban plan for the zone. This is the primary aspect 
for a good designer and a good professional. It triggers reflection as to 
whether cultural and ideological components are decisive: should a 
prison be located within the urban fabric or marginalised outside it? The 
answer is linked to the idea that is intended to be conveyed to the public 
through the prison. If the authority developing the principles of crimi-
nal policy considers that the prison must serve as a warning to citizens, 
it is inevitable that it will lean towards a total institution. The urban 
planning solution would naturally be to have it inside the city. This is the 
architectural solution that finds the “prison city” most beneficial eco-
nomically, with a size accommodating over 1,000 prisoners, a policy 
that intensifies the “crime issue”. Penitential megastructures are a source 
of unmanageability, conflict and physical and mental violence. Any 
strategy towards personalised treatments would be absolutely 
impracticable.

If the idea that is intended to be conveyed is of punishment as redemption 
by means of a course of prisoner rehabilitation, the prison should contain a 
minimal number of inmates (no more than 100 units), with a tendency towards 
widespread, partially open structures on both urban and rural territory, where 
the “work” factor is practicable, and also because the inclusion of a prisoner in 
a close-knit community is one of the routes to his social rehabilitation.

•	 When the project phase starts up the team working on it must continu-
ally ask themselves questions: how does it relate to the collectivity (pris-
oners; prison staff) whose daily life is inside a physical structure where 
society exercises its power to administer punishment, and how in this 
context can it respect the human needs of the collectivity? The query 
highlights the social and moral responsibility of design to a real world 
made up of flesh and blood people. A “project on a human scale”, there-
fore, must interface with the emergency contexts (in our case) of a 
“restrained” group of human beings, and in other extreme cases with 
those “on the edge of survival”, such as the homeless, refugees, immi-
grants and the poor.
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So the designer is a “technical intellectual” (Gramsci, 1955: “Intellectuals and 
the Organisation of Culture”), endowed with an “ethical reponsibility” that 
goes well beyond professional deontology. The scenarios that ensue are of 
greater, unprecedented complexity.

The need for some form of designer ethics begins with the acknowledge-
ment that “the aim of great narration and totalising visions of the past (Lyotard, 
1979) and a new awareness of the complex, inconsistent nature of the phenom-
ena of scientific, economic and cultural systems with which knowledge must 
interface (Morin, 2002) are at the basis of a new appeal for ethics outside the 
absolute models”.

The designer’s view of any building, whether residential or social (schools, 
cultural centres, universities and science research centres, etc.), concerning 
health (teaching hospitals, state of the art hospitals, local health centres, etc.), 
or military/paramilitary structures, etc., is to create a “social project” aiming 
towards objectives like the improvement of society and the quality of life of 
inhabitants. In other words, the designer’s role is changing.

Project action, therefore, entails ethical responsibility towards the collectiv-
ity, linking subjective idealistic choices with collective responsibility. Idealistic 
choices inevitably advocate a fairer world with more justice and solidarity. As 
can be seen, little by little the project is moving towards a utopian ideal with 
solutions to be followed or unforgivable abstractions.

To avoid unforgivable abstractions is possible since the project is not only 
the fruit of a single designer’s creativity but the fruit of the slow ripening of a 
collective reworking of needs.

The great era of “participatory planning” has begun, involving potential 
users in the decision processes of the project.

In our case participation in the planning process is the collection of social 
input on imprisoned human beings, arising from the daily experience of prison 
staff with their variety of professional skills, and prisoners or ex-prisoners.

Building Process. From Conception to Creation
The life cycle of a building is closely linked to the choices made by the designer 
in the building process leading to the creation of the building.

The different phases now have a mandate of their own largely developed by 
the international community of design architects/engineers.
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The phases can be summarised as follows:

1. Concept. Strategy for conceiving a building to carry out a social function 
based on the interpretation of new requirements and the potential offered 
by the market in terms of new materials and technology.

2. Project. Form of the building and its size; physical relationship with the 
surrounding territory; building materials to construct it and their 
performance.

3. Creation. Industrial production to construct the building. Requirements of 
labour, plant, technology, equipment and financial resources necessary to 
create the building.

4. Use. Intended use of the building and its management by private individu-
als or a public authority.

5. Elimination. Reconversion/demolition of the building once it is no longer 
needed.

The various phases involve different approaches: the “preventive” and the 
“qualitative”.

The first has been regulated to a greater degree; the second is linked to the 
development of scientific research and to an osmosis with industries produc-
ing building materials and technology.

The spaces inside a building are configured as “confined environments”.
For those living in these environments they bring psycho-physical stress. 

The use of new structural elements, new building materials, synthetic ther-
mal insulation materials, various linings, new substances for treatment and 
cleaning, new heating/air conditioning systems and whatever else used in 
building construction, which will contribute to the perception by users of 
the quality of the environment, including that of the air - all, therefore, are 
potential risk factors and potential causes of physical and psychological 
disorders.

Three diseases arise from buildings according to Treatises on Hygiene and 
Environmental Psychology. Their effects on humans have been studied 
extensively:

1. Multiple Chemical Sensitivity (MCS);
2. Sick Building Syndrome (SBS);
3. Building Related Illness (BRI).
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The first (MCS) is a syndrome characterised by allergic reactions of the body 
to chemical and environmental agents, present singularly or in combination, 
in the life or work environment.

Sick Building Syndrome (SBS) arises when at least 20% of the occupants 
show signs of the illness for more than two weeks without objective/instru-
mental perception being noted for factors of environmental decay. The symp-
toms are characterised by concentration disorders, eye irritation, headache, 
nausea and dry mouth. They disappear quickly as soon as the person leaves the 
building.

Finally BRI. Illnesses are objectively observed and attributed to the building 
due to the inadequate quality of the air inside, caused by pollution factors in a 
gaseous or filtered liquid form, or micro-organisms.

In every life and work environment in prisons, potential risks are present.
Some may be indicated as “collective” and affect both the architectural form 

and space distribution. The most important for repercussions on the project is 
undoubtedly the risk of fire/explosion.

Other risks resulting from overcrowding are found in the noise risk, from 
both a biological and psychiatric point of view.

Besides risks classified as collective there are “subjective” risks linked above 
all to risk factors the prisoner comes into contact with, such as, for example, 
dangerous substances in chemical agents, carcinogenic and mutagenic agents 
and exposed materials containing amianthus/asbestos.

The European directives implemented by national laws are quite precise and 
are part of a process of continuous updating, as science and technological 
research moves forward on the subject of an individual’s maximum acceptable 
concentration (MAC) of absorption factors of physical-technical pollutants 
(humidity, temperature, radiation, product chemicals, noise, ‘indoors’, quality 
of air and water, biological agents, dangerous refuse, etc.) and the foreseeable 
consequences on the individual’s health.

In spite of continuous monitoring and the important contribution of schol-
ars and scientists, it has not been possible to introduce parameters connected 
with the “mental health” of the individual in “restricted” conditions or, rather, 
the psychiatric consequences of imprisonment on the individual.

The knowledge of this variable (mental health) and its incidence and preva-
lence in prisoner behaviour is a factor to be considered strategic for design.
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In designer’s ethics the issue of design based on preserving the prisoner’s 
mental health takes priority.

At the same time, the designer must meet the client’s requirement of secu-
rity in the prison environment.

We will not even mention the scholars – from Foucault to Goffman – who 
have handled the issues of total institutions and the close relationship between 
these institutions and mental suffering and deviant behaviour of those deprived 
of freedom. What makes things worse is the context of the daily life of the 
population, dominated by media that convey “the demon of fear” (Bauman, 
2014). Even if an imprisoned person loses visibility, for the penal system the 
importance of those who deviate is great.

To the space dimension is added the dimension of time. Indefinite time in a 
limited space. In order to survive the prisoner becomes a prisoner of himself, 
of his own mental labyrinth, which can only be lived through by internalising 
the institution’s norms. Otherwise, time will create a state of deep solitude in 
an inevitably noisy and potentially violent environment. In this context the 
prisoner progressively loses the ability to attribute a constructive meaning to 
relations with the outside.

Numerous investigations carried out inside Italian prisons have converged 
on the realisation that “mental distress constitutes the real emergency of 
prisons. If prison itself is not the primary cause of a disorder, it shows itself 
to the outside as a repository of spreading mental distress, as if it were a pho-
tograph of growing social marginalisation consisting of immigrants, prosti-
tutes, drug addicts, the homeless, alcoholics and drifters. Prison is an 
introflexed system that, through segregation and neutralisation, exercises 
control over deviant behaviour, whether of a social or psycho-pathological 
type. The re-education function fades away while the institution’s capacity to 
progressively degrade and debilitate the person builds up. Prison takes on 
the character of the preferred environment for shutting away psychologically 
disturbed people. The “rotating door” phenomenon that distinguishes psy-
chiatric services unfolds between prison and territory in a constant, perverse 
exchange of users, for whom forced restraint proves the only practicable 
route” (C. Cerchi, School of Criminology, Bologna University: Indagine sulle 
carceri dell’Emilia-Romagna, 2012–13 [Survey of prisons in Emilia-Romagna, 
2012–13]).
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The designer – and this may appear to be an extreme methodological posi-
tion – has to live through the prison experience as a “participating observer”, 
interviewing the actors of the institution, in particular the staff giving treat-
ment and the medical, psychiatric and nursing staff, to understand better 
which prison population the design is addressing.

The decisive step is how to acknowledge the material resulting from a psy-
cho-socio-anthropological and penal approach and turn it into technical path-
ways for architectural design.

The pathway is a process that analytically breaks down the functions and 
activities taking place inside the prison.

The “building system” is composed of an “environmental system” and a 
“technological system”.

The “environmental system” breaks down into the following points:

1. Define objectives. These are identified in the achievement of high stan-
dards of environmental quality, connected in the case in point to a prison 
that will reduce the stress pervading it.

2. Pick out the activities carried out by prisoners in their treatment and by 
the surveillance apparatus. Each activity gives rise to an Environmental 
Unit.

3. Pick out the compatibility relationship of the elementary activities (e.g. 
arrival from outside; data registration and filing; allocation of sleeping 
quarters; medical examination and diagnostic tests); definition of macro-
activities (arrival and compilation of prisoner’s file) and basic functional 
sub-areas (1. sub-area: welcome/orientation; 2. sub-area: technical/
administrative).

4. Define spaces to be designed to accommodate compatible activity systems 
(e.g. Environmental Units: waiting room with toilets; acceptance/admit-
tance; registration office (file compilation; destination/Section and sleep-
ing quarters).

5. Quantify size of Environmental Units (minimum and maximum area 
obtainable from ergonomic studies).

6. Define requests for services based on spaces (these include environmental 
and security features, provision of plant and equipment obtainable from 
EU technical regulations).
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The “technological system” tends towards creating classes of technical ele-
ments which fulfill the requirements of the various user/client categories. Each 
industrial product used in constructing the building must meet specific per-
formance levels (resistance of material; duration).

Building organisation is sub-divided into parts. The technological system 
ranks them as follows:

A. Technological Unit Classes (supporting structures; closure devices; inter-
nal partitions; external partitions).

B. Technological Units (foundation structures; elevation structures; contain-
ment structures; vertical closures; lower and upper horizontal closures, 
etc.).

C. Technical Element Classes (walls; fixtures; covering; balconies, etc.).

The last step that becomes decisive as far as setting down the “tender specifica-
tions” and cost assessment for the work is the compatibility relationship 
between Environmental Unit, materials and technical elements.

Using “graph theory” it is possible to follow the daily routes and movements 
(from – to) of some prisoners in the different physical areas of confinement 
(Sections). It is the base-material that will make the project the most compliant 
with the client’s needs and at the same time pay great attention to the needs of 
prisoners (humanisation of architectural and technological design solutions).

Suggestions for Prison Designers
If the psycho-physical wellbeing of those experiencing prison is considered 
important, and this is so, then the interior design of spaces should guarantee 
comfort and positively stimulate the implementation of treatment and the 
work both of prisoners and prison staff, and should mitigate the anxiety and 
stress that greatly impregnates the institution.

In discussions involving designers of extremely complex prisons where 
highly demanding elements or features are present, it is worth examining space 
treatment from a specifically aesthetic point of view, so as to be able to contrib-
ute to improving the perception of the environment.

This viewpoint involves reworking concepts like aesthetics and interior 
design, and an analytical reappraisal of ergonomics and theories of perception 
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to manage to experimentally develop some decisive parameters for defining 
the quality of design: colour and illumination.

We take concepts like aesthetics and interior design for granted. Ergonomics 
also plays a decisive role in design.

In designing a space anthropometric parameters not only contribute to size 
(area/volume) but also condition the placing of fittings, and minimum and 
maximum distances for placing equipment and light switches; they are the 
parameters linked to sensory capacities like visual sharpness and the capacity 
to discriminate sound signals.

It is colour combined with illumination that occupies a decisive position in the 
design of a building for the effects it produces on people. These are of various kinds:

1. “Photobiological”: vision of the shape of objects, their size and the quality 
of materials, and the perception of spatial relations.

2. “Communicative”: non-verbal signals, linked with the area’s structure, 
space layout and movement of the body.

3. “Psychological”: changes in the ways of feeling, interpreting, evaluating 
and acting; effects: variable combination between neurophysiological 
aspects connected with the energy produced by colour-light and ways of 
individual reworking.

4. “Therapeutic”: effects on states of imbalance of the body and/or mind 
(abdominal tension; neurovegetative tension). Colours that are reassuring 
and create conditions for subjective wellbeing.

The studies carried out up to now on colour in spaces have suggested some 
conclusions, summarised below:

- Colour should be a means of expressing the building’s character, its uses 
and intended uses.

- Colours used to furnish the internal environment should be well-defined 
and their chromatic harmony determined by the function of the environ-
ments and their volume.

- Rooms should be diversified, not just so that they are more easily identi-
fied, but for the different functions they accommodate.

- In harmony with natural and artificial light, colour should be a means to 
complete the environment that will ensure comfortable and efficient vision 
for all those living and working there.
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- Improvement in the visibility of routes and access points through colour 
and light solutions.

- Plants (vegetation) furnishing the environment should be part of the 
colour system (Malkin, 1992).

In interior design it has been possible to define standards relating to the rela-
tionship between technical – colour – lighting components:

- Floors should be in colours with a low brightness value, between 15–40, 
and high saturation, with the purpose of giving the feeling of safety and 
solidity. The use of shiny colours that would give the impression of a wet 
surface is not advisable. The creation of patterns on floors, such as a check 
design and/or dark and light squares, could cause difficulty in walking 
around for individuals already under stress.

- Walls should be in colours with an average brightness value of 40–70.
- Ceilings should be in colours with a high brightness value, from 70–95, 

and with low saturation.
- External fixtures should be of a light colour to increase brightness inside 

the room and so as not to outline the source of light.
- The colour of internal fixtures could be defined to indicate the functions of 

the rooms so that they are easier to recognise.
- Curtains should be considered as a filter for the lighting of the environment.
- The choice of colour should concur with the choices of natural and artifi-

cial lighting, using lamps able to provide the same chromatic effect and 
temperature as natural light, i.e. which simulate as closely as possible the 
entire spectrum of sunlight.

Some final considerations. Even where we have dwelt at length on some 
of the technical aspects of designing a prison, it is considered that the 
pervasive idea of our work as scholars and designers of total institutions 
is how to make them lose their “totality” feature. Not only is this an 
expression of civility but it also serves to give back “dignity” to those who 
have committed the crime for which they have been condemned to a 
prison sentence. Giving back dignity to an individual is a necessary step 
towards that person’s rehabilitation and for their return to society. It 
emphasises that society does not intend to be vengeful, but sympathetic. 
This is substantiated in:
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1. The process of a balanced release from prison.
2. Prison as the last solution. Singling out other alternatives to house arrest 

for groups of crimes without involving confinement.
3. The inclusion among principal sentences of ones with a prescriptive or 

interdictory nature, too.
4. Strengthening all types of punishment involving prison with re-socialisa-

tion components, in the first place implementing work activity.
5. Involving public opinion as much as possible in the debate on the ethical 

values and principles that support the reform of the criminal sanctions 
system as well as its fundamental aspects (Severino, 2014).
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the evolution of Italian 
Penitentiary Legislation. 
rehabilitation as an 
Aim of Sentencing 
and Prisons. A Possible 
Combination?
Loredana Giani

This chapter seeks to provide an analysis of the evolution of the legislative 
framework of the Italian prison system to highlight the influence of the func-
tional profile on its structure. This includes not only its organisation, but also 
those aspects connected with the architecture of prisons.

In Italy, the philosophy concerning prisons has been characterised, since the 
end of the nineteenth century, by a custodial logic that finds its full expression 
in the general regulations of “Prisons and Reformatories” of 1891. This set the 
cornerstone of the new prison policy, characterised by the importance placed 
on the human and social conditions of the condemned, as a result of a crimi-
nological positivism that found its core in the differential, scientific and indi-
vidualised treatment of those convicted.

This system declined with the rise of Fascism under which sentencing 
abandons the re-educational perspective in favour of a purely punitive 
dimension, an expression of the right of the state to protect and defend 
itself.
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This ideology is faithfully represented in the Regulations for the “istituti di 
prevenzione e pena”, issued by Royal Decree no. 787 of 18 June 1931, which 
would remain in force until 1975.

Within this framework, the three fundamental and mandatory laws for pri-
son life are work, civil education and religious practices, with a strict separa-
tion between prison and the outside world.

The Regulation of 1931 was followed by Law no. 527 of 9 May 1932, “provi-
sions on prison reform” consisting of five articles. These included one on the 
renovation of prison buildings, but since no specific funding was set aside for 
this, it marked the beginning of the decline of the architectural model and saw 
the construction of smaller buildings.

With the entry into force of the post-war Constitution,   re-education is 
established as a constitutional principle. This leads to a debate on the function 
of sentencing that necessarily has implications for the prison system itself, and 
therefore on the structure and organisation of prisons oriented towards the 
resocialisation of the prisoner.

This perspective enters into crisis in the late 1980s. If, on the one hand, the 
system seemed oriented towards seeking a balance between security and the 
progressive projection of individualised treatment beyond the prison walls, 
then on the other hand, the resurgence of the violence of organised crime led 
to the introduction of a differentiated and more severe regime, based on the 
nature of the crime committed by the convicted person. This new element had 
notable consequences on the structural profile.

In order to foresee future developments, also from a structural point of view, 
in the prison system, the regulations must necessarily be brought under the 
framework established by the European Prison Rules, which requires a diffe-
rent approach in which, as early as the profile of prison architecture, greater 
attention is paid to the constitutional status of the detainee.

After the Fall. An Outline of the System Post-
Unification
In order to understand fully the evolution of the Italian penitentiary system, 
especially with a view to grasping the development towards fully guaranteeing 
the rehabilitation of offenders, it is necessary to review the principal moments 
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of this evolution. We begin with the emergence of the concept of institutiona-
lised internment concurrent with the establishment of the rule of law.

A “custodial” logic characterises the various regulatory interventions in the 
Italian system in the final decade of the 19th century.

After Unification, the criminal justice system too saw a process of 
“Piedmontisation” that led to the promulgation of regulations intended to 
govern the various types of prisons1 in a unified way, significantly placing all 
under the control of the Interior Ministry and not the Justice Ministry, albeit 
at different times.

It was only with the entry into force of the Zanardelli Code (1 January 1890) 
that a path began, at least in terms of legislative innovations, which opened the 
door to reform of the prison system. Until then this had been inspired by a 
philosophy of perpetual segregation, laid down by the first penitentiary law of 
the Kingdom of Italy (Law no. 1653 of 28 January 1864, on the means of ratio-
nalising and constructing prisons).

But that custodial logic found its full expression in the general regulation of 
prisons and reformatories of 1891 (Royal Decree no. 260 of 1 February 1891), 
emanated to implement the prison reform law (Law no. 6165 of 14 July 1889) 
which established the new cornerstone of prison policy, centred on the human 
and social conditions of the condemned. This was a result of criminological 
positivism that had the differentiated, scientific and individualised treatment 
of the condemned at its core. This shifted the focus of thinking about punish-
ment onto the human and social conditions of the offender.

The effectiveness of the regulation, which dealt in detail with the various 
types of prisons, ran up against the structural problem, thus affecting the 
employment of those criteria (innovative for the time) for the carrying out of a 
sentence under the Criminal Code.

Despite these declarations of principle, conditions for detainees were still 
inhumane.

That situation continued in the period of Giolitti, which saw a number of 
reforms such as the abolition of foot chains for those condemned to hard 

1 Royal Decree of 19 September 1860, regulating penal colonies; Royal Decree of 27 January 1861, no. 
4681 regulating judicial prisons; Royal Decree of 13 January 1862, no. 413 regulating prisons; Royal 
Decree of 28 August 1862, no. 813, regulating houses of confinement; Royal Decree of 27 November 
1863, n. 1018, regulating custody houses.
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labour, and an easing of disciplinary measures, such as the abolition of strait-
jackets, irons and the dark cell, used in cases of disciplinary violations by 
inmates.

The regulatory framework for the management of prisons did not change 
significantly until the First World War.

The most important intervention was the promulgation, in 1907, of Royal 
Decree no. 150 of the approved regulation on prison guards, and of Royal 
Decree no. 606 on reformatories for minors, which foresaw, among other 
things, the establishment of a body of educators instead of prison guards.

The principle that prisoners should be the subject of care for rehabilitation 
purposes, rather than for ones of simple repression and punishment, was only 
implemented between 1921 and 1922. Those years saw a number of memo-
randa that would be transposed within Royal Decree no. 393 of 19 February 
1922, significantly governing certain areas such as visiting, correspondence 
and work done in prisons.

The same period saw the passage of the Directorate General of Prisons and 
Reformatories from the Interior Ministry to the Justice Ministry, resulting in 
the transfer of the duties of prefects and vice-prefects to the general prosecu-
tors at the Courts of Appeal and the public prosecutors, resulting in  the impo-
sition of the sentence becoming jurisdictional as well.

The situation, already far from rosy, worsened significantly with the advent 
of Fascism. This period saw a marked decline in the system, characterised by 
the abandonment of sentencing with any notion of re-education, and a return 
to a purely punitive dimension, the expression of the right of protection and 
defence of the State.

What disappears is any thinking that might tend to reconnect a re-educati-
onal aim to punishment, and this is made clear in the description, found in 
many writings, of the offender in terms of a “criminalised sinner”. Redefining 
the directorate general as dedicated to “institutions of prevention and punish-
ment” was certainly significant.

This notion was maintained in the Rocco (Criminal) Code of 1930 and the 
Criminal Procedure Code of the following year. It found its faithful transposi-
tion into the Regulations for Institutions of Prevention and Punishment, issued 
by Royal Decree no. 787 of 18 June 1931, which remained in force until 1975.

In the framework outlined by the regulations, prison life was essentially 
organised on just three elements: work, civic education and religious practices, 
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with a strict separation of the prison world from the outside and without any 
form of recreation.

Prison was essentially designed as a closed institution, characterised not 
only by a clear separation from the outside world, but also by rigidity, not only 
in terms of planning with regard to the three fundamental laws of treatment 
mentioned above (religious practices, work and education), but also in the 
management of prisoners. Inmates were called, with the obvious intention of 
suppressing their personalities, only by their serial number, and isolated wit-
hin institutions where access was denied to outsiders.

A brief look at the structure of the Regulations of 1931 clarifies the concept 
of punishment that it was based on. It listed in detail everything that was for-
bidden, providing related punishments. There was to be no disrespectful deme-
anour, no use of profane words, no playing cards, no staying in bed during the 
day unless justified by illness or other reasons, no refusing to attend religious 
services, no reading or possession of texts with a political content, and no wri-
ting more than two letters a week to family members. Among other things, it 
was forbidden to write these two letters to the same person, to the extent that 
prisoners were given a pencil and a sheet of paper that were then to be handed 
back after writing the letter. Visits with relatives, which took place separated by 
wire mesh, were listened to by the prison staff. The sanctions regime went from 
a ban on smoking, writing, washing and shaving for a few days, to a ban on 
visits, and to a restraining bed, or imprisonment in a padded cell.

Then, there were numerous offences that resulted in penal sanctions which 
were added to those for which the prisoner was being detained.

The notion of punishment as a reaction of the state to a personal “condition” 
of the “criminalised sinner” can be seen in the fact that the records of the pri-
soner noted not only their own crimes and behaviour in prison, but also the 
records of family members and their economic conditions and political ideas. 
This went as far as noting cases of madness, alcoholism, syphilis, suicide or 
prostitution.

The prison system provided for three groups of prisons: remand prisons, 
including judicial prisons intended for those detained awaiting trial to ensure 
their presence in court; ordinary prisons; and prisons for the implementation 
of special sentences.

The 1931 regulation was followed by Law no. 527 of 9 May 1932, “provisions 
on prison reform”, composed of five articles, governing the work of prisoners, 
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the restructuring of prison buildings, prison accounting and the institutions of 
assistance to prisoners.

It is interesting to note that, despite one of the points of the reform being the 
“strengthening” and “redevelopment” of prison buildings, the lack of an 
express programme of financing meant that any intervention depended on the 
Ministry of Public Works. In reality this resulted in the decline in the existing 
structures.

A new wave of legislation appeared starting in the 1930s, with the enact-
ment of Laws no. 1404 and 1579, in 1934, which rewrote the provisions regar-
ding juvenile courts and rehabilitation homes for minors. Seven years later a 
new discipline for district prisons was issued, dividing them into two catego-
ries, depending on their size: the first, type A, smaller, established in smaller 
judicial centres; the second, type B, larger, established in districts, that is, in 
areas that were the responsibility of the courts and returned to the direction of 
the magistrates. This intervention was part of the Grandi Plan of 1941 within 
which a major role is played by the construction of the “penitentiary city” of 
Rebibbia in Rome, inspired by the principles of observation and the indivi-
dualisation of treatment, resulting in a diversification at the planning level of 
the buildings depending on their target: females, remand prisoners, etc.

Riot Act. Reflections on Sentencing in the 
Constituent Assembly
With the enactment of the Italian Constitution (1948), the rehabilitative 
aspect of sentencing becomes a full constitutional principle. This was a synt-
hesis and, at the same time, the start of a wide debate about the function of 
sentencing. This necessarily had repercussions on the prison system and, the-
refore, on the structure and organisation of prisons, apparently geared towards 
re-socialisation.

Interestingly, the debate in the Constituent Assembly2 did not include 
extensive discussion in relation to the discipline of punishment and its pur-

2 The regulation of the sentence was treated by the first and second Subcommittee and by the 
Commission for the Constitution and by the Assembly in plenary session. The debate was held within 
the first subcommittee on 17, 18 and 19 September and 10 December 1946; within the second subcom-
mittee on 12 December 1946, and the Commission for the Constitution on 25 January 1947, to arrive 
in the Constituent Assembly on 15 April 1947.
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pose and, in particular, in relation to the question of guilt as a structural ele-
ment of the offence. This also applied to the inherent profiles of the causal 
link, underlining, in part because of past experiences, the need to postulate 
the prohibition of vicarious liability. What emerges is a clear choice not to 
assume a position “in relation to the age-old problem of the function of 
punishment”, overshadowing a setting in which the re-educational end would 
be only collateral to the same3.

This period saw a number of bloody riots in the prison system. They involved 
the Regina Coeli prison in Rome, the Nuove in Turin and the San Vittore in 
Milan4, to the extent that the members of the Constituent Assembly had to act.

And it is this cultural and theoretical context that gives birth to Article 27 
of  the Constitution which provides in the last two paragraphs, on the one 
hand, a ban on the death penalty (paragraph 4) as well as inhuman punish-
ment (paragraph 3), but also that punishment “must aim at the rehabilitation 
of the convicted person”. This last provision, which in the opinion of the Right 
Honourable Maffei, should have been reformulated to provide that “the prison 
environment must be organised in accordance with the social need of the 
re-education of the offender”5.

There can be no doubt that this sort of structure leaves ample room for the 
legislator to determine the characteristics of the punishment aimed at ensur-
ing the public good in relation to the preservation of social order, hence the 
proportional character of the same. This has been postulated since the time of 
Cesare Beccaria, and it also responds to the aim of strengthening the deterrent 
effect with respect to crimes that are more damaging to society.

3 From a reading of the Assembly what emerges in the face of the Right Honourable Togliatti’s proposal 
to do away with the death penalty and life imprisonment, is the Right Honourable Tupini, President of 
the First Subcommittee, stressing that “the abolition of life imprisonment could be an incentive to 
commit terrible crimes, having suppressed the only penalty, that of death, capable of frightening great 
criminals”. And again in the meeting of 10 December 1946, the Right Honourable Aldo Moro stressed 
the “need for the preservation of human society which is compromised by the proliferation of heinous 
acts. Having abolished the death penalty, life imprisonment remained the only inhibition to crime”.

4 In the prison of San Vittore, the first bloody revolt in 1946 took place at Easter. On that occasion, the 
inmates, led by the bandit Enzo Barbieri and former Fascist leader Caradonna, took possession of 
the whole prison, holding twenty prisoners hostage. A few months later, on 18 August, the inmates 
of the fourth arm held an assembly, made possible by the absence of doors and locks, to protest against 
the reduction of food rations ordered by the Allied authorities.

5 Right Honourable Maffei, morning sitting of the Constituent Assembly, 15 April 1947.
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No Action. The Evolution of the System in the 
Early Years After World War II
1948 saw the establishment of the first parliamentary commission of inquiry 
into the state of prisons. The commission was chaired by Senator Giovanni 
Persico. Two years after taking on the role, in 1950, he presented to the 
Chamber of Deputies a long report which, however, did not address critical 
points of the prison system. In no way, in fact, were the foundations of the 
system touched, built as it was on the isolation of prison from civil society. The 
most significant proposals in the report were the abolition of daytime confine-
ment, the introduction of music as a means of rehabilitation, greater emphasis 
on agricultural labour, the abolition of standard haircuts, the right to request 
and purchase books, the abolition of the system of calling detainees by their 
serial numbers, and other humanising innovations.

The only changes attempted came through memoranda, and not therefore 
by interventions of Parliament. These related to visits, the possibility of reading 
and writing, and calling prisoners by their own names. These changes were 
retracted three years later, with the memorandum of the Minister of Justice De 
Pietro (24 February 1954) which restored a more conservative character to 
prison regulations.

The prison system only came back to the attention of Parliament in 1960 
with a bill presented by the Minister of Justice Gonella, with which he tried to 
bring the prison system into line with the Minimum Standards of the UN. This 
included the introduction of the individualisation of re-educational treatment 
based on observations of the prisoner’s personality. Although never enacted, 
and abandoned in 1963 at the closing of the legislature, the contents of the bill 
were very interesting, such as planned new elements – educators and social 
service centres – as well as the introduction of probation. It was no coinci-
dence that it was taken up again on several occasions as the basis for various 
bills that were presented.

Human Touch. The Emergence of the 
Rehabilitative Aim of the Sentence
For our purposes we need to focus on the emergence of the rehabilitative aim 
of the sentence. This element necessarily conditions the legal system, as well as 
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the behaviour of judges in the concrete determination of sentences, whose 
evolution, albeit with certain moments of immobility6, has been characterised 
essentially by the gradual abandonment of the (exclusively) retributive view of 
the sentence. It was mainly thanks to realist theories7 that there was a formu-
lation of a multi-purpose theory of punishment that, while maintaining a 
retributive aim with a function of social prevention, assumed not just a ten-
dency towards, but the primary aim of re-education. Therefore, no longer sen-
tencing as a logical category linked to rehabilitation and punishment, but 
sentencing was now also a historical category with a rehabilitative purpose8.

Rehabilitative purpose, in the sense of a full social reintegration of the priso-
ner, through a “useful sentence” which, as maintained by the theorists of the 
“New Social Defence”, ensures compliance with the obligation of the state to reco-
ver the individual for society, identifying the aim of protecting society with this 
element.

It is, in fact, thanks to the efforts of the proponents of this approach, together 
with scholars from the school of clinical criminology, as it was known, that 
1955 saw the publication of the “Minimum Rules for the Treatment of 
Prisoners” adopted by the UN and aimed essentially at an individualised treat-
ment of the offender.

These rules were taken up in the standards adopted by the Council of Europe 
with its 1973 resolution (no. 5), reviewed later (Recommendation R (87)3 of 12 
February 1987) in terms of an increased focus on the physical and mental health 
of prisoners, their living conditions in prison and their reintegration into society.

In Italy, this debate finds its consecration in regulatory terms in the 1975 
reform that brought an end to an intense discussion which began in 1968 on 
the very usefulness of prison. This was affected, clearly, by a strong ideological 
input that tended to establish a link between imprisonment and the social 
position of the imprisoned. This was partly a result of the social and political 
upheaval taking place at the time that had definite repercussions within the 

6 Consider, for example, the provisions adopted in the period of terrorism or the special provisions 
adopted in the fight against the Mafia.

7 G. Vassalli, “Funzioni e insufficienza della pena”, in Riv. it. Dir. Proc. Pen., 1961, pp. 296 ff.
8 P. Nuvolone, “La prevenzione nella teoria generale del diritto penale”, in Riv. it. Dir. Pen., 1956, pp. 13 

ff.; F. Gramatica, Principi di difesa sociale, Cedam, Padua, 1961.
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prison system as well, and saw a new season of struggles, characterised by a 
high degree of politicisation among inmates.

Let Them All Talk. The Reform of the ‘70s
Laws no. 354 of 26 July 1975 “Norms on penitentiary regulations and the 
implementation of measures preventing and restricting freedom” is the first 
organic reform of penitentiary institutions9.

Divided into two parts, the regulations concerned penitentiary treatment 
(Articles 1-58) and penitentiary organisation (59-91). The characteristic featu-
res were the principle of the qualification of the treatment which, by express 
provision in Article 1, must have as its foundation the safeguarding of the dig-
nity and personality, and the protection of the rights of all who are deprived of 
their personal freedom10; the regulation of labour in prison which was recog-
nised as being of great importance; the creation of new forms of specialised 
operators which included educators and social workers for adults; alternatives 
to detention – community service, probation and early release – which were in 
line with the idea of ensuring the individualisation of treatment, allowing the 
adoption of a differentiated strategy also because of the profound differences 
between various types of criminality; and control of the carrying out of the 
sentence through the surveillance of the magistrates and courts.

As for the structure of adult institutions, there are 4 types:

- remand institutions (Article 60), divided into district prisons – for the 
custody of accused available to the magistrate, established in district capi-
tals which do not have prisons; and prisons – for the custody of accused 
available to all the judicial authorities, in district capitals11;

- institutions for the implementation of sentences (Article 61) including 
remand centres, for the execution of the arrest; and prisons for the imple-
mentation of the sentence;

9 The Implementing Regulation was adopted the following year – Presidential Decree no. 431 of 29 April 
1976.

10 The need to achieve individualisation of treatment in relation to the specific conditions of the subject 
and their particular needs has to be acknowledged, in order to ensure that with the expiry of the sen-
tence the best result can be obtained for the offender’s recovery and reintegration into society.

11 The district and county prisons also ensure the custody of persons detained or arrested by the forces of 
law and order and that of prisoners in transit.
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- institutions for the implementation of detention measures (Article 62) 
broken down into agricultural colonies, work houses, nursing and custo-
dial homes and psychiatric hospitals;

- observation centres (Article 62), autonomous institutions or sections of 
other institutions designated to carry out observation aiming to identify 
the treatment referred to in Article 13 of the law.

An essential feature of the system thus introduced was the rethinking of 
“penitentiary treatment”, evidently inspired by a different philosophy that 
takes into account, for the purpose of combating them, the negative effects of 
detention and imprisonment12. Treatment, and in particular rehabilitative 
treatment, consists of a programme aimed at changing those attitudes of 
the subject that are at the root of their failed social integration, a programme 
which, as also specified in Presidential Decree 431/1976, must be drawn up 
taking into account the particular needs of the subject.

Article 15 of the penitentiary regulation places alongside education13, as 
essential elements of treatment: work, religion, cultural, recreational and spor-
ting activities, as well as the facilitation of “appropriate contacts with the out-
side world and relationships with the family”.

The “new” elements through which treatment unfolds are reflected essenti-
ally in telephone usage and visits (Article 18 Penit. Regs.), work outside the 
prison (Article 21 Penit. Regs. and Article 46 Exec. Reg. 1976), permits 
(Articles 30 and 30 ter of the Penit. Regs. and Articles 61 and 61 bis of Exec. 
Reg. 1976), the participation of private entities in educational activities in pri-
son (Article 17 and 78 Penit. Regs.) and alternatives to detention.

This has also had a considerable impact on staff in the prison system 
through the introduction of new operators, all engaged in the process of the 
social reintegration of prisoners (the final aim of the rehabilitation treatment 
programme). These educators, social workers, teachers, voluntary workers, 

12 F. Lupone, Il trattamento penitenziario e la sua attuazione processuale, Jovene, Naples, 1984, p. 47.
13 It should be observed that in addition to compulsory education, which is offered in prison, it is foreseen 

that penal institutions can establish secondary schools, with the obligation to transfer detainees who 
have shown an intention to continue their studies to institutions at which these courses are offered. The 
penultimate paragraph of Article 19 of the Penitentiary Regulations also expressly provides that “access 
to university courses and the equivalent is to be facilitated and correspondence, radio and television 
courses are to be favoured”. In addition, the last paragraph includes the undertaking of the prison admi-
nistration to facilitate “access to publications in the library, with full freedom in the choice of reading”.
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psychologists, psychiatrists and criminologists are under the internal control 
of the director of the institution and externally of the supervising magistrate.

Jailhouse Tears. Attempts to Modify the System
The system outlined was the subject of various interventions that were also 
necessary to cope with the climate of tension that grew in those years.

In 1977, the government issued an inter-ministerial decree (Decree no. 450 
of 12 May 1977) “for the coordination of external security services in prisons” 
with which, under the internal organisational structure, the power of coordi-
nating security (internal and external) of correctional facilities was entrusted 
to a senior Carabinieri officer; while structurally special prisons – Institutions 
of Maximum Security – were established14.

Other interventions had to do with equipment and the use of certain cate-
gories of prison workers (Decree Law no. 111 of 14 April 1978); the require-
ment to record in the criminal records office the measures used by the 
surveillance section (Law no. 689 of 24 November 1981), probation for drug 
addicts or alcoholics (Law no. 197 of 21 June 1985). However the reform only 
took place eleven years after its enactment, with Law no. 663 of 10 October 
1986, known as the “Gozzini Law”.

This was a measure that was born with the intention of enhancing the reha-
bilitative aspect of incarceration, making it prevail over punishment which 
until then had been the principal scope. And thus good-behaviour passes, 
being entrusted to the social services, home detention, probation, parole, the 
extinction of life imprisonment, after five years of parole, early release and no 
mention of the sentence in the criminal record in favour of the convicted per-
son with exemplary conduct and who enjoys a reduction in their sentence.

Apparently going against this was the introduction of the harsh prison 
regime (so-called Article 41 bis) into penitentiary law, originally intended to 
deal with situations of revolt or other serious internal emergency situations in 
Italian prisons, and which consisted in the possibility, recognised to the 
Minister of Justice, of suspending the application of the rules on treatment. 

14 This same decree established the Special Prisons – “Maximum Security” Institutes. In three years, the 
following special prisons came into operation: Asinara, Cuneo, Novara, Fossombrone, Trani, 
Favignana, Palmi, Badu ‘e Carros, Termini Imerese, Ascoli Piceno; and for women, Latina, Pisa and 
Messina; furthermore special sections were also set up in all the judicial prisons of the large cities.
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More specifically, the measures applicable are strengthening security, restric-
tions on the number and means of implementation of visits, the reduction/
suspension of outdoor exercise, and censorship of correspondence.

A result with great impact, also in line with some important interventions of 
the Constitutional Court (Sentences 185 and 312/1985; 343/1987, 282, 386 
and 559/1989), was obtained by the introduction of the “new arrivals” service. 
This involves a preliminary intervention to completely describe the subject on 
their entering prison (first psychological exam, medical examination, first 
interview with an educator).

The Gozzini Law also introduced a special surveillance regime, with strict 
security standards for special cases: individuals who exhibit “penitentiary dan-
gerousness”, that is, displaying behaviour that could compromise the security or 
order of the institutions. This behaviour, though, is evaluated by the supervisory 
staff. It is a regime that does not affect constitutionally guaranteed rights, and so 
cannot relate to food, hygiene, clothing, health, religious practices, but which 
can also lead to a decision to transfer an inmate to another institution deemed 
more suitable. A practice then institutionalised by Law no. 279 of 23 December 
2002 with which the maximum-security regime was established.

The Land of Give and Take. Adapting to the Need 
for Social Protection
Another significant change in the system occurs with the Simeone-Saraceni 
Law (no. 165 of 27 May 1998). This strengthens the system of alternative mea-
sures to detention, assisted by the general provision of an automatic suspen-
sion of sentences of less than three years (four years for drug addicts and 
alcoholics), with the possibility for the convict to ask for one of three alterna-
tive forms of detention (community service, home detention or probation). 
The primary goal of the law was to be able to realise “the non-entry policy” for 
individuals for whom the experience of prison would be more criminalising 
than rehabilitative.

Many controversies have followed the enactment of this provision arising 
from the constant demands for greater safety on the part of civil society, espe-
cially following the horrendous incidents of violence perpetrated by organised 
crime organisations in the early ‘90s. These pressures led to a kind of reversal 
of the trend that culminated in the introduction of Article 4 bis (introduced by 
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Article 1 of Law by Decree no. 152 of 13 May 1991, converted into Law no. 203 
of 12 July 1991, subsequently amended by Law by Decree no. 306 of 8 June 
1992, converted into Law no. 356 of 7 August 1992). This allowed the intro-
duction of a harsh regime for those convicted of offences considered to be of 
particular social concern, that is, for crimes committed under the conditions 
provided for in Article 416 bis of the P.C., or in order to facilitate the activities 
of the associations provided for in that article. In other words, the rule preven-
ted, in its original version, the provision of measures such as the allocation of 
work outside, good-behaviour passes and alternatives to imprisonment, except 
for early release, to prisoners jailed for Mafia crimes, terrorism, kidnapping 
with extortion, and the production and trafficking of drugs. Crimes to which 
were then added associations aimed at enslavement, sexual violence, abuse 
and sexual exploitation of children, the trafficking of pornographic material 
involving minors and significant smuggling of tobacco.

Thus was introduced a rule intended to establish a dual penitentiary system, 
differentiated according to the nature of the offence, for persons sentenced for 
crimes typical of organised crime or subversion, for whom prison re-education 
measures could be applied only in cases of cooperation with justice, or the 
acquisition of elements that indicated the non-existence of links with organi-
sed crime or subversion.

The tightening of the regime then included changes made to the good- 
behaviour passes, the conditional release from the sentence and the assign-
ment of external work to those convicted of such crimes.

It was in this context that Presidential Decree no. 230/2000 saw the light of 
day, born with the objective of outlining a new treatment, more in line with 
the aims declared in 1975, in which the priority was building relationships 
with society outside prison, in order to ensure the full social reintegration of 
the offender. In this context, obviously, education plays a central role, to the 
extent of allowing the detainee, who receives economic aid for this end, to 
keep instruments (such as computers) needed for work or study purposes in 
their cell.

Getting Mighty Crowded. The Buffer Operations
The framework thus briefly described, albeit not obviously, highlights the close 
relationship between the abstract purpose of the sentence, which cannot now 
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be separated from rehabilitation, and the structure that necessarily must 
include those elements that ensure the realisation of those paths that characte-
rise the treatment, from the point of view of the social reintegration of the 
subject.

But if, on the level of principle, this process appears straightforward, in rea-
lity the problems encountered have been enormous. They have highlighted on 
various occasions the unsuitability of the structures on which, over the years, 
the interventions carried out were certainly not responsive to the needs of a 
real modernisation policy designed to ensure a correspondence between the 
aim of the sentence and the functioning of the structure.

Confirmation of this can be found in the atavistic problem of overcrowding. 
Not surprisingly this was defined in terms of a “physiological condition” of 
prisons, that is, a “structural problem”. In this sense the Parliamentary conver-
sion into law of Law by Decree no. 211 of 22 December 2011, attempted to 
employ amnesty measures to deal with the issue, which obviously had a “buf-
fer” effect on the emergency situation, but did not in any way provide a structu-
ral solution. Suffice to think of the recently enacted measure, known as the 
Empty Prisons Law (Law by Decree no. 146 of 23 December 2013, ratified by 
Law no. 10 of 21 February 2014, “Urgent measures concerning the protection 
of the fundamental rights of detainees and a controlled reduction of the prison 
population”. This finds its antecedent in the aforementioned Law by Decree 
211/2011, converted into Law no. 9 of 17 February 2012, entitled “Urgent mea-
sures for combating custodial tension caused by overcrowding in prisons”).

These are measures which obviously tend to affect the number of people 
held in prison by introducing measures to reduce the incoming number – 
think of interventions in the field of small-time drug dealing – and to facilitate 
access to alternative measures. This, however, created many problems from the 
first intervention in 2010 which had included the possibility of serving the last 
year of a prison sentence at home, but in this way discriminated, for example, 
within the prison population against foreigners who did not have a fixed abode. 
The application of the provision, in that case, was restricted until the complete 
implementation of the “extraordinary plan for prison construction”, but in any 
case no later than 31 December 2013 and was instead revived, with an even 
wider scope of application.

With this last intervention, then, the figure was introduced of the national 
guarantor for the rights of prisoners or others deprived of personal freedom, 
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as well as new judicial proceedings before the supervising judge intended to 
ensure the protection of prisoners’ or detainees’ rights.

Without going into the merits of each provision, there is no doubt that they 
are an indicator of a malaise in the system which, as is clear from the “report 
on the state of human rights in prisons and in detention and holding centres” 
by the Extraordinary Commission for the Protection and Promotion of Human 
Rights of the Senate, is in an ongoing state of illegality (because of the violation 
of human rights). There is even widespread appeal to the concept of “tolerable 
capacity”, therefore, not a real capacity compatible with “normal” living condi-
tions respectful of the fundamental rights of detainees, but a capacity intended 
in some ways to justify and incorporate the natural overcrowding of the 
facilities.

And it is this overcrowding, combined with the shortage of warders, that lies 
behind a “non-application” of treatment in the aforementioned sense, that is, 
the realisation of “a satisfactory programme of activities (work, education, 
sport)” that, as observed by the CPT “is of paramount importance for the well-
being of prisoners”.

This situation, in fact, marks a return to the concept of prison as a place of 
segregation in which, among other things, those on remand are often placed as 
well. With regard to this the European Commission presented a Green Paper 
on the application of EU criminal justice legislation in the field of detention 
whose problems are considered as “a relevant aspect of the rights that must be 
safeguarded in order to promote mutual trust and ensure the smooth functio-
ning of mutual recognition instruments” (European Commission, Brussels, 14 
June 2011, the Green Paper on the application of EU criminal justice legisla-
tion in the field of detention).

This is not the place in which to examine in detail the many decisions with 
which the European Court of Human Rights has intervened on the subject of 
sentences, their implementation and above all their compatibility with the fun-
damental rights of individuals.

For our purposes it should be pointed out how with a succession of decisi-
ons, think of the Sulejmanovic affair (European Court of Human Rights, sect. 
II, 16 July 2009, Sulejmanovic v. Italy), the Court of Strasbourg has stated that 
the sentence should never exceed “the minimum necessary”, that is, it should 
never affect non-negotiable positions including the “concrete assessment of 
the overall life of the prisoner in the prison”, with respect to which the 
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“flagrant” lack of personal space in itself has to be considered as constituting 
inhumane and degrading treatment.

And Italy’s condemnation was reiterated in the famous Torreggiani judg-
ment (European Court of Human Rights, II, 8 January 2013, Torreggiani and 
Others v. Italy) which the same court defined in terms of a “pilot judgment” 
(whose procedure, based on Article 46 ECHR, and governed by Article 61 of 
the Rules of Court, has been affirmed since in Broniowski v. Poland, 22 June 
2004, no. 31443/96, and which can be activated insofar as the case shows that 
there is a structural problem due to a practice, destined to impact a large num-
ber of people, which is incompatible with the ECHR) by which Italy is con-
demned “sans retard” to provide the development of an “appeal or a set of 
effective remedies, which have preventive and compensatory effects and really 
provide adequate and sufficient redress of violations of the Convention resul-
ting from prison overcrowding in Italy”.

In the same judgment the Court, precisely in relation to the hypothesis of 
overcrowding in para. 76, identified the parameters with regard to which that 
level of habitability recommended by the European Committee for the 
Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment (C.P.T.) must be 
considered breached, corresponding to 4 square metres per person. A viola-
tion that, according to the Court, infringes Article 3 of the European 
Convention on Human Rights.

But, in fact, it is only with the Prison Plan, launched in 2010 and entrusted to 
a special commissioner, that an attempt has been made, unsuccessfully, to resolve 
the problem. This plan has run aground on the desks of the criminal judges.

Changing Partners. Attempts at Outsourcing
In conclusion, a quick look at the issue of outsourcing with regard to various 
sorts of problems primarily related to the absence of specific legislation and 
practices in the sense of the non-use of public tendering, in sharp contrast to 
the recognised “public” nature of the prison system.

The levels on which outsourcing might manifest itself are essentially two: 
one related to the building of the structure and the other relating to the mana-
gement of the same in whole or in part.

With regard to the first, in 2001, the possibility was introduced for the prison 
administration to make use of project financing.
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Two years later “Patrimonio dello Stato S.p.A.” – a public company, control-
led by the Ministry of Economy and Finance, for the management of public 
assets being sold – established Dike Aedifica S.p.A. for the realisation of pri-
sons contributing “to the development of the prison system by using historical 
prison buildings to provide financial leverage for modern prison infra-
structure, thereby reducing the burden on public finances”. Many criticisms 
have been levelled against this system also in relation to the increase in costs 
that followed.

In general, it is impossible not to notice the absence of a well-defined 
regulatory framework on the subject, in which emerges a cardinal principle 
of public management of prisons with regard to security, the management 
of the treatment and transfer of detainees, while not ruling out the involve-
ment of private companies, in the form of non-profit organisations, in 
those institutions of “attenuated custody” such as the Castelfranco Emilia 
Institute.

This is an isolated case of a work house converted into an institution of 
reclusion for drug addicts, in 2001, as part of the Equal project. The handover 
to a private party, a religious cooperative, of the management of the establish-
ment, in order, among other things, to experiment with new forms of organi-
sation, took place in the absence of a tendering process, and is governed by a 
partnership agreement which, however, relates only to accounting and admi-
nistrative controls; but despite managing an essentially public activity, publicly 
funded, there are no forms of management control.

Although this experience presents substantially positive results, there have 
been problems in relation, for example, to the regulation of relations with the 
staff – public – who come into contact with the structure. Think, for example, 
of the health professionals involved in the certification of drug addiction 
which, because of a series of regulatory interventions, can also be certified by 
private employees who, unlike public ones, might have an interest in certifying 
a state of dependence even on light drugs.

There can be no doubt that, given the involvement of fundamental rights, 
the outsourcing of sovereign functions such as those at issue here leads to a 
certain perplexity. In the report of the subcommittee “for the fight against 
discrimination and for the protection of minorities”, it is stressed how private 
management could bring into question the observance of fundamental gua-
rantees, especially in the absence of a clear system of checks and responsibility. 
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And this is certainly the risk that the Italian system runs as well, in the absence 
of clear rules, essential in these cases, in respect of which, at present, we can 
hardly make positive judgments about the degree of civilisation in Italy, espe-
cially if we were to employ Voltaire’s maxim “Do not let me see your palaces 
but your prisons, since it is from them that we measure the degree of civiliza-
tion of a nation”.
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the Prison Beyond Its 
theory Between Michel 
Foucault’s Militancy and 
thought
Stefano Catucci

Among the founders of Gip (Groupe d’Informations sur les Prisons), Michel Foucault 
was the only one who had researched internment practices during his academic 
career, and he would also be the only one to develop his militancy in a new field of 
research concerning prisons. In 1971, when the Gip was created, Foucault’s the 
History of Madness had already been published (1961). Then, in 1973, he held a 
course entitled The Punitive Society (La société punitive) at the Collège de France and 
in 1975 released Discipline and Punish, with the subtitle The Birth of the Prison. 
Despite his will to separate his activities as a militant and his activities as a researcher, 
Foucault had to accept that a relationship not only existed, but made him especially 
sensitive to the reality of prisons and “uncomfortable” towards this research object. 
So he wrote in the opening chapter of Discipline and Punish : “That punishment in 
general and the prison in particular belong to a political technology of the body is a 
lesson that I have learnt not so much from history as from the present”. In his view, 
in  modern times prison has been the main technology by which our societies 
manage  marginality. Therefore, we should not abolish prison, or design the best 
possible prison, but we have to understand prisoners’ needs and to criticize, through 
historical means, the way in which we handle the problem of marginalized people, 
our primary social gesture of exclusion.
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All the social oppositions described by Foucault in his work — normal/abnormal, 
healthy/pathological, mad/reasonable … — were built on the contrast between inclu-
sion and exclusion. To change prison and to make it more livable we need not wait for 
solutions suggested by jurists, historians, or philosophers, but, according to Foucault, 
we only have to listen to the prisoners and give them the political role in our institu-
tions they are denied. Those who study societies, at all levels, have a different task to 
achieve and a specific duty to perform: “to delineate a critique of power explaining 
the processes by  which contemporary society marginalizes an important part of 
the population”.

The Birth of the Gip
Less than fifty years ago a series of struggles and uprisings shook French 
prisons: hunger strikes, mutinies, hostage-taking. In 1970 a great wave of 
arrests began affecting youth movements in France, aimed especially at the 
Maoist faction from May 1968, and the staff of the magazine “La Cause 
du Peuple”.

After the so-called Loi-anticasseurs was approved (June 1, 1970) to control 
the disorders in Paris and in other cities, more than 200 militants of the leftist 
movements were arrested. The presence of a high number of political prisoners 
was certainly one of the triggers of the riots in French prisons, and also the 
reason why these protests were organized and involved public opinion. Outside 
the prisons several organizations were formed to support the young people 
undergoing these massive arrests. Famous organizations such as “Secours 
Rouge” and the “Organisation des Prisonniers Politiques” were born precisely 
in 1970. However the Gip, “Groupe d’informations sur les prisons”, whose 
founding was announced by a public Manifesto dated February 8, 1971, was 
different, because it shifted attention to the general conditions of life in prison 
instead of focusing on the problem of political imprisonment.

The original Gip Manifesto was signed by: Jean-Marie Domenach, 
a  Catholic intellectual who during WWII had energized the resistance of 
university students in Lyon and who later took anti-colonial positions, parti-
cularly during the Algerian riots; by Pierre Vidal-Naquet, historian of the 
ancient world who also had anti-colonial positions during the war in Algeria 
and had been among the first, in 1967, to speak for the creation of a Palestinian 
state alongside Israel; and finally by Michel Foucault, whose Parisian address 
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at No. 285, Rue de Vaugirard, also provided the headquarters of the 
organization.

The text was direct and concise: one page only, denouncing the lack of infor-
mation about prisons and the right to know how they worked, the living con-
ditions, the state of the buildings, the situation concerning hygiene, food, 
medical care, laboratories and so on. The authors stated that they wanted to 
know why people go to prison and how people can get out of prison. In short, 
their aim was to unearth a reality that was “one of the hidden regions of our 
social system, one of the black boxes of our lives”.

A Militant and a Theorist
Other prominent French intellectuals joined the Gip: such as Daniel Defert, 
Gilles Deleuze and Jean-Paul Sartre. Nevertheless, most of its activists were 
relatives of common prisoners and, as Daniel Defert recalled, within a few 
years the organization was able to promote 35 prison uprisings.

Inside the Gip, Michel Foucault was the only one who had researched 
internment practices during his academic career — History of Madness was 
published for the first time in 1961 — and he would also be the only one to 
develop the political experience of those years into a new field of research con-
cerning prisons: The course he held at the Collège de France in 1973 was entit-
led The Punitive Society (La société punitive) and outlined, in broad terms, 
some contents of Discipline and Punish, the book released in 1975 with the 
subtitle The Birth of the Prison.

Hence it was unavoildable that he should be pressured more than any other 
member of the Gip to take a public stance concerning prisons not only as a 
militant, but also as a theorist. In an interview given in 1972 to a Swiss maga-
zine he said that he had been asked “a thousand times” to write an article 
concerning the best possible prison, and that a thousand times he had replied 
it was completely beyond his goals and interests (Foucault, 1972, 81). Foucault 
tried as much as possible to separate his activities as a militant and his activi-
ties as a researcher, following his idea that there is no analytical inclusion, and 
no consequential connection between political theory and political behavior, 
or between political thought and political action. There is no good theory that 
can save you from politically unacceptable decisions and actions, as had been 
demonstrated by the involvement of Martin Heidegger with Nazism. In the 
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same interview quoted above, Foucault reiterated his conviction: “I would like 
no relationship to be identified between my theoretical work and my work in 
the Gip . It’s important to me” (Foucault, 1972, 296).

Yet that relationship not only existed, as he himself recognized soon after in 
the same interview, but it was also something that made him “uncomfortable” 
towards his research object. His militancy was reflected in the theoretical work 
which, on the other hand, responded to some extent to a feeling of unease in 
the face of those processes of discrimination and massive imprisonment that 
emerged in police reactions to May 1968: ghosts of a past artificially and sur-
prisingly reactivated in the present.

This problematic link between Foucault’s militant activity and theory has 
left a significant trace in the opening chapter of Discipline and Punish : “That 
punishment in general and the prison in particular belong to a political tech-
nology of the body is a lesson that I have learnt not so much from history as 
from the present” (Foucault 1975, 30). It wasn’t possible for him to be silent on 
his link to political activity that had absorbed so much of his energy at the 
time, and had also required him to take a position in public debate. So let us 
read the entire page of Discipline and Punish which claims this connection:

In recent years, prison revolts have occurred throughout the world. There was cer-
tainly something paradoxical about their aims, their slogans and the way they took 
place. They were revolts against an entire state of physical misery that is over a cen-
tury old: against cold, suffocation and overcrowding, against decrepit walls, hunger, 
physical maltreatment. But they were also revolts against model prisons, tranquilli-
zers, isolation, the medical or educational services. Were they revolts whose aims 
were merely material? Or contradictory revolts: against the obsolete, but also against 
comfort; against the warders, but also against the psychiatrists? In fact, all these 
movements — and the innumerable discourses that the prison has given rise to since 
the early nineteenth century — have been about the body and material things. What 
has sustained these discourses, these memories and invectives are indeed those 
minute material details. One may, if one is so disposed, see them as no more than 
blind demands or suspect the existence behind them of alien strategies. In fact, they 
were revolts, at the level of the body, against the very body of the prison. What was at 
issue was not whether the prison environment was too harsh or too aseptic, too pri-
mitive or too efficient, but its very materiality as an instrument and vector of power; 
it is this whole technology of power over the body that the technology of 
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the ‘soul’ — that of the educators, psychologists and psychiatrists — fails either to 
conceal or to compensate, for the simple reason that it is one of its tools. I would like 
to write the history of this prison, with all the political investments of the body that 
it gathers together in its closed architecture. Why? Simply because I am interested in 
the past? No, if one means by that writing a history of the past in terms of the present. 
Yes, if one means writing the history of the present. (Foucault 1975, 30-31)

Those who are interested in Foucault’s thought could find enough cues in this 
passage to outline his philosophical research: First, the program of a history of 
the present time; then, the emphasis given to the body’s technology and the 
idea of the body itself as a point of intersection between power and individuals; 
moreover the belief that all institutions, no matter how refined and evolved, 
reflect a multiplicity of contingent power relationships; and finally, the conse-
quent fragility of every institution, always vulnerable to criticism able to recon-
struct its historicity and to recognize its weaknesses.

Those who prefer to escape these boundaries and to recognize Foucault’s 
contribution to understanding prisons can focus however on expressions that 
define some areas of forces and conflicts. First, there is the tension between the 
energy of riots and the physical materiality from which they are born; then, the 
contrast between the body of prison and the body of prisoners. Furthermore, 
we find the rebellion against punishments and against medical treatments, i. e. 
against degradation and against comfort. Finally, there is the gap between the 
technology of the body and the technology of the soul.

These conflicts outline the horizon of what Foucault considered crucial to 
the history of what he called “the carceral”. Only if we deny the contingency of 
our penal institutions, can we think that detention belongs to the nature of our 
social ties. Only without questioning the historical sense of imprisonment as 
such, can we conceive of prison as a constant phenomenon undergoing upda-
tes or improvements over time. The real point of juncture between Foucault’s 
theoretical work and his militant activity in the Gip lies where the prisoner 
revolts illuminate the historicity of our penal institutions. The prisoners fight 
against the “intolerable”, a word often repeated in the documents of the Gip. 
And intolerable, according to Foucault, is exactly what magnifies the contrast 
between the historical contingency of an institution and its actual power in the 
present moment. To deal with crime, contemporary societies have not yet 
come up with anything different than detention. But the prison itself becomes 
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intolerable when internment turns into a tool to split our society into groups 
and to control them, submitting the bodies of the marginalized to harsh con-
straints. Prison, therefore, is not intolerable when dirty or drooping and tole-
rable when healthy. Since prison conveys a form of power, its impact always 
concerns the way in which this power is conceived and exercised.

A Science of Prisons and a Science of Criminals
In the transition between the eighteenth and nineteenth century, a set of dif-
ferent factors radically transformed the system of punishment and the practice 
of internment: the emergence of a series of control mechanisms required the 
establishment of a central system of management which, in turn, required the 
creation of a network of peripheral systems not necessarily prison-like. “A 
general system of surveillance and imprisonment penetrates the entire 
thickness of society, going from large prisons built according to the Panopticon 
model to little patronage companies, and finds its point of application not only 
among delinquents but also among abandoned children, orphans, apprentices, 
high school students, workers, and so on” (Foucault, 1973, 466). What ties 
together all these different practices is a new consideration of the human body, 
no longer submitted to a power that can freely, arbitrarily dispose of it even up 
to its destruction. That was still the situation during the Ancien Régime: the 
tortures described by Foucault at the beginning of Discipline and Punish are 
eloquent witnesses of this kind of disruptive attitude towards the body of the 
condemned. With the rise of the Industrial Revolution, the transformation of 
subjects into workers, and the development of new disciplines to control indi-
viduals, bodies became useful – a sort of capital onto which no kind of 
destructive punishment could be applied. Modern imprisonment, seen as a 
system of repentance and rehabilitation, of job placement and reintegration 
into society, is the result of historical processes that have defined prison even 
before any theory of law. A control mechanism emerged and imposed itself, 
reflecting a more general change in the social sensibility towards what was 
perceived as a threat. In a range of less than fitfy years Europe moved from 
public executions to timetables (Foucault 1975, 7).

All the scandals arising in the transition between the eighteenth and ninete-
enth century relating to the economy of punishment, all the new justifications 
of the right to punish established from a moral or from a political point of 
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view, were simply consequences of this shift in our consideration of the human 
body: to become useful, it had to be protected from the injuries of the former 
penal system, and even educated and trained for new kinds of work, which 
required some skill and a lot of physcal resistance. Foucault describes the birth 
of the concept of “workforce” in terms which are very close to Hannah Arendt’s 
book The Human Condition (1957), even if he was not really focused on clas-
sical political economy. The prison is, according to Foucault, a mirror of our 
society and its history can also be seen as a chronicle of the hidden changes 
which touched our societies in a crucial passage towards modernity.

In the first decades of the nineteenth century it was already clear that the 
execution of a prison sentence was not strictly regulated by law. “The carceral” 
was a sort of independent power which ruled inside prisons establishing, with 
no recourse to any decision of a court, the daily life of each prisoner: their right 
to excercise, their contacts with other prisoners or with visitors coming from 
the external world, their mail exchanges, their food. Hardness or softness of 
punishment was decided in the prison itself, where authorities ruled as local 
kings. In 1818 French politician Élie Decazes said that the law did not enter 
prisons and at that time the whole system of imprisonment was perceived as an 
enigmatic danger. Mixing prisoners condemned for different crimes, the pri-
son was supposed to produce a homogeneous community and an organized 
group of enemies, all united against external society. Moreover, giving the pri-
soners food, clothes and a salary for the work they did, the prison offered a 
better life than that of the workers in factories. The prison therefore was seen 
as an institution that far from discouraging, encouraged crime and made it 
stronger. The circle of “the carceral” was sometimes denounced in order to 
look for alternative punishments. The practice of deportation, also associated 
with colonization and with the composition of colonial armies following the 
model of the Foreign Legion, was an attempt to avoid the inconveniences that 
arose from imprisonment. But also internal reform of prisons was implemen-
ted, even if the most successful change was the transformation of the “carceral 
circle” into an anthropological category. The first project was to establish a 
“science of prisons”, supported for instance in France by Julius and Charles 
Lucas around 1836, but the final outcome was a new “science of criminals”, a 
scientific discipline built on elements from physiology, physiognomy, psychia-
try, psychopathological analysis and sociology (Foucault, 1973, 460). A science 
of prisons had to define the guidelines of an institution oriented towards the 
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correction of the criminal: architecture, hygiene, administration, use of time, 
pedagogy. The science of criminals defines delinquency as a deviation, and 
imprisonment as an unhappy but necessary reaction. In Foucault’s words :

What was criticized about the prison at the beginning of the nineteenth century (to 
create a population of outcasts and offenders) is now taken as inevitable. Not only it 
is accepted as a fact, but it is also established as a foundational factor. The “delinqu-
ency” effect produced by the prison becomes the problem of delinquency to which 
the prison must give an appropriate answer. This is the criminological turning of the 
carceral circle. (Foucault, 1973, 460)

The affirmation of this new science of criminals belongs to the same period in 
which public debate about problems of imprisonment stopped. With his typi-
cal pleasure for well chosen historical dates, Foucault places this period around 
1848. At that point, prison became one of the most important tools to redefine 
the relationship between power and body, now considered as the vector of the 
workforce. Therefore prison is not only an institution that can be changed or 
improved depending on different historical periods. It is rather a technology of 
anthropological and social change and, at the same time, the measurement of 
how a society treats its marginal phenomena, expanding its own borders to 
include them or simply rejecting them.

The Treatment of Marginal People
Let us consider, for instance, the chronicles of Spring 2016 and the reports on 
migrant resettlements in the Mediterranean Sea. At the end of May, discussi-
ons surged about the establishment of floating hotspots proposed by the Italian 
government to deal with the expected rise of migration in the coming months: 
the use of ships to contain and accommodate people coming from the Middle 
East and Africa during their identification. After this selection, which would 
occur outside the physical territory of the country, migrants would be brought 
to shore, or expelled if they were not allowed to stay. The European Commission 
was favorable to this solution, very similar to an old proposal of the Italian 
right party called the Northern League, who advocated the use of platforms 
abandonded at sea by petrol and gas companies as temporary identification 
camps. Humanitarian agencies, however, were against this decision, and so 
was the catholic Church: Bishop Nunzio Galantino, chairman of the Italian 
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Episcopal Conference, declared in an interview that hotspots are detention 
places, prisons that cannot be an answer for migrants who always have the 
right to apply for asylum. The use of ships makes it impossible to follow proce-
dures according to the laws of international protection: “It is unthinkable to 
use ships stationed in the Mediterranean to hold thousands of people waiting 
for an unspecified destination. Unless you want to bring them back to the ports 
of Libya and Egypt, condemning them to new forms of exploitation” 
(Galantino, 2016).

Ships as floating prisons would not have been conceivable prior to these 
forms of migration, and especially before the walls suggested by governments 
in Austria and in Hungary, before the European policy of abandonment of 
migrants to the countries bordering the Mediterranean, in short before clear 
or implied new political decisions about the treatment of marginal people. 
One can imagine that in future these floating hotspots can become more or less 
comfortable, that they may be improved with single cabins and air conditio-
ning, or that the ships can become similar to luxury cruiseships with pools, 
dancing halls and high quality restaurants. The fact of detention, however, can-
not be removed from this reality, and we must simply understand the kind of 
reaction it implies, the kind of political decision, the kind of physical treatment 
of marginalized people escaping from their homes.

The same is true for prison. You can change or improve it, but the relations-
hip between illegality and imprisonment overshadows each reform project and 
each discussion about the limits or the tasks of prisons. Foucault shows that 
reform acts are always part of the prison considered as an historical phenome-
non: They follow the evolution of the prison from the very beginning. Of 
course any society has the need to defend itself against illegality and crime, and 
of course those who live in prisons a shorter or larger part of their lives are 
interested — and competent — in their own improvement. A fundamental 
idea of the Gip’s work was not to develop new theories about the optimal pri-
son, but to ask prisoners what they wanted and needed.

Why do we think that prison is the best possibile reaction to illegality? Do 
we still need prisons or could we imagine another way to face and to limit cri-
mes? In the age of discipline, i.e. a general system of control and punishment, 
the production of delinquency created by prison was not an inconvenience, 
but precisely its task, because defining and categorizing marginal people was 
an important piece of that system of government. Imprisonment, according to 
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Foucault, was one of the physical elements which sparked the psychology of 
the subject and connected the exercise of power to the education and the use 
of body. But today? Do we still live in a disciplinary society? Did we not pass 
through the age of “biopolitics” and through a significant reduction of what we 
expect from prisons? Is the prison basically an anachronism? Is its outdated 
existence what the Gip claimed intolerable? Or do we still work towards the 
production of delinquency, as is suggested by the example of the floating hot-
spots for migrants?

Logic of Exclusion
Discontinuity is one of the leading concepts of Foucault’s philosophy. Rejecting 
the traditional tendency to read history straightforwardly as a chain of facts 
and consequences, refusing to adopt evolution and progress as main categories 
of historical movement, Foucault translated in his own terms the idea of “rup-
ture” introduced by Gaston Bachelard in the field of epistemology. Even the 
“long periods” emphasized by the new history (nouvelle histoire) of “Les 
Annales” in France, were for Foucault a sort of deflection “to reveal the stable, 
almost indestructible system of checks and balances, the irreversible processes, 
the constant readjustments, the underlying tendencies that gather force, and 
are then suddenly reversed after centuries of continuity” (Foucault, 1969, 139). 
Historians do not have to trace lines, but must identify divisions, they do not 
have to piece together long durations, but must highlight a multiplicity of rup-
tures. Any period can reveal “several pasts” behind itself, several possible rup-
tures, and the task of historians is to find the points of discontinuity between 
different networks of links for what we usually consider one and the same 
phenomenon.

In Foucault’s perspective prison is not a constant reality, it is not a historical 
entity with some variation over time, the hardness of which depends on chan-
ges in the severity of punishments. Prison is rather the physical expression of a 
social gesture, imprisonment, which has been applied in different ways from 
time to time, actualizing differences in the logic of exclusion in our societies.

Since the Middle Ages, imprisonment has gone from a medical and religi-
ous treatment of disease and diversity to a technology to punish crime. But in 
the historical turning point of the eighteenth century, prison was shaped as an 
instrument of knowledge, a method by which power defined and captured 
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individuals. It was not a corollary of penal theory, but the expression of the 
bright rationality and ethics of a new social system determined through a 
broad control mechanism. Inside this system, prison was an institution of 
respect people could be proud of. A “more gentle way of punishment” has 
established itself speaking the language of human dignity. In fact, it was func-
tional to a form of power which had no more interest in destroying bodies. The 
old spectacle of the law glaringly torturing criminals was replaced by a timeta-
ble in prisons and at work, by a meticulous system of surveillance, widespread 
and rarely visible.

History, however, did not end with the advent of this system — disclipine 
does not represent the last stage in our power relations. During the second half 
of the seventies, Michel Foucault devoted a large part of his research to what he 
called “biopolitics”, a kind of power system in which punishment does not play 
a central role. The age of discipline needed a strong social order provided by 
institutions that looked very similar to each other: schools, factories, hospitals 
and of course prisons. Biopower acts in another way: not forcing or guiding 
processes but simply regulating them.

Has the prison, during the time of biopolitics, the same role as before? Is it 
not outdated or, at least, uneconomic? What really justifies the massive reco-
urse to prison that occurred in Western countries after 1968? Do we still need 
all these prisons?

Listening to Prisoners, Criticizing the Present
Michel Foucault never advocated the abolition of prisons nor focused his 
thoughts on the best possible method to punish crime. He left open the theo-
retical question of our contemporary need for prisons, meanwhile he devoted 
his attention to particular cases, concrete problems, specific uprisings in 
French prisons. “If I take care of the Gip,” he said during the already quoted 
1972 interview, “It is because I prefer actual work to academic discussions and 
to the compilation of books”. Again Foucault sought to draw a clear line bet-
ween his research and his commitment as an activist: “Only concrete political 
action on behalf of prisoners makes sense to me” (Foucault, 1972, 301).

But this emphasis on the distance between theory, historical research and 
action is, after all, a theoretical option that Foucault would have evolved over 
the years and that his militancy has, in a certain way, anticipated. According to 
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him, power consists of relationships and is not a substance, but something that 
circulates. Hence, power cannot be changed by a single act, no matter how 
striking or spectacular, but only by a series of little actions, as if only a positive 
microphysics of political action would be the right counterpart to the microp-
hysics of power itself.

Political action has to be local, punctual, oriented towards single aims that 
people can achieve, not towards utopic horizons. The Gip wanted to give a 
voice back to the prisoners. This, said Foucault, is always “the first thing to do”: 
to hear their voices, their requests, their protests, because “when prisoners 
talk, we are immediately at the heart of the problem”. However, people are so 
unaccostumed to listening to what prisoners have to say, that they often pre-
fer  to deal with an abstract representation of reality akin to common ideas 
about prisons: uprisings, rebellions, protests on roofs and so on (Foucault, 
1972, 302).

In June 1971 the Gip published the first Inquiry About Prisons (Enquête sur 
les prisons): question sheets anonymously filled out by prisoners in approxima-
tely 20 different jails, and delivered to members of the Gip following various 
routes. Daniel Defert declared that people inside the Gip had “very few instru-
ments to verify the information” and almost no chance to “identify the sour-
ces” (Defert, 2003, 28). Someone from the prison of Toul, a small town in 
northeastern France, reported practices of isolation and restraint so monstrous 
that they were hard to believe. A prison chaplain, they later found out, had 
brought this story to the Gip and an uprising in Toul, at the end of the same 
year, gave public prominence to a scandal about which even the militants had 
doubts at first: “Information is a fight”, commented Defert (Defert, 29).

In Foucault’s words, when prisoners speak about details — whether they 
have a television in their cells or not, whether they are allowed to play football 
or not — they are not really questioning simple trifles, but “the condition of 
the marginal commoner in a capitalist world”, the condition of “people who 
have lost themselves”, and for whom there is no need to find theories, but spa-
ces in which they could be listened to and have opportunities to talk (Foucault, 
1972, 84).

The carceral circle has to be detected and understood to be transcended. At 
the beginning of the nineteenth century, prison was considered responsible for 
the creation of delinquency, and to fight delinquency Western societes 
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required more and more prisons. The real problem, according to Foucault, is 
not to imagine the perfect prison, or to abolish prisons, but to criticize the way 
in which we perceive and treat marginal people. Answering a specific question 
asked by his interviewer (“Do you know a good prison?”), it was easy for 
Foucault to say that much better prisons than in France existed: “for instance 
in Sweden”. But also with better prisons, or by abolishing prisons, marginali-
zation doesn’t go away and our societies will simply find other ways, other 
technology, other means to isolate a part of the population and to define it as a 
residue in relationship to the good part of the community. All the social oppo-
sitions described by Foucault in his work — normal/abnormal, healthy/patho-
logical, mad/reasonable … — were built according to the same pattern.

Prison has been the main technology with which our societies produce and 
manage marginality for less than three centuries. Therefore, it can be considered a 
recent invention and, as such, still relatively young. To change prison and to make 
it more livable we don’t have to wait for solutions suggested by jurists, historians 
or philosophers. We only have to listen to the prisoners themselves and give them 
the political role that they are denied in our institutions. Those who study socie-
ties, on all levels, have a different task to achieve and a specific duty to perform: 
“To delineate a critique of power explaining the processes by which contemporary 
society marginalizes an important part of the population”. (Foucault, 1972, 85).
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